
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 88345905 ;United States of America 

4311022    09/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489380]
PQ Corporation

P. O. Box 840 Valley Forge PA 19482 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical preparations, namely, silica based adsorbents for adsorbing chemical impurities from organic compounds.

7621



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2019; Application No. : 018085764 ;European Union 

4311331    02/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1488382]
Jemie B.V.

Beneluxweg 37 NL-4904 SJ Oosterhout Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fertilizers; fertilizer compositions; fertilizing preparations; nutrients for plants; plant nutrition preparations; artificial plant-
cultivation soil made of mineral materials; compost, manures, fertilizers; expanded clay for hydroponic plant growing 
[substrate]; artificial plant-cultivation soil made of plastic materials; fertilized bases made of mineral wool for growing 
plants; preservatives for plants; growing media for plants; artificial plant-cultivation soil; plant growth regulating 
preparations; preparations for fortifying plants; planting additives to facilitate rooting; genes of seeds for agricultural 
production.

7622



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/07/2019; Application No. : 4020190102413 ;Republic of Korea 

4313145    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489151]
SAMYANG CORPORATION

31 Jong-ro 33gil, Jongno-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Polyamide resins; polybutylene terephthalate; polyester elastomer; polyethylene terephtalate; polycarbonate; 
polypropylene compound resins.

7623



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003387793 ;United Kingdom 

4313153    08/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489372]
Biorelevant.com Ltd

Summit House, 170 Finchley Road London NW3 6BP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals and biological preparations for use in industry and/or science; chemicals and biological preparations in powder 
and/or liquid and/or gel form for use in industry and/or science which simulate the contents of the human and/or animal 
digestive system.

7624



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003387870 ;United Kingdom 

4313163    08/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489365]
Biorelevant.com Ltd

Summit House, 170 Finchley Road London NW3 6BP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals and biological preparations for use in industry and/or science; chemicals and biological preparations in powder 
and/or liquid and/or gel form for use in industry and/or science which simulate the contents of the human and/or animal 
digestive system.

7625



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

3602209    23/03/2017

[International Registration No. : 1357714]
Elzbieta Inglot Zbigniew Inglot Spólka Cywilna

ul. Grunwaldzka 62a PL-37-700 Przemysl Poland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & SHARMA

466, WESTERN WINGS, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Colorants for toilet purposes, cosmetics, deodorants and antiperspirants, perfumes and perfumery, toilet water, scented 
water and eau de Cologne, essential oils, soaps, fragranced soaps, antiperspirant soap, beauty masks, creams, nail 
varnishes and nail conditioners, nail varnish removers, lotions for cosmetic purposes, make-up and make-up removing 
products and preparations, eye pencils and eyebrow pencils, lip pencils, lip glosses, protective lipsticks, eye shadows, 
foundation, make-up fluids and powders, preparations for care of the skin, hair and nails, dentifrices and dental bleaching 
preparations, mouthwashes, eyelash care preparations, mascara, decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes, false 
eyelashes and false nails, sun-tanning and after-sun preparations, talcum powder for toilet use, cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes and astringents for cosmetic purposes, oils and petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes, cosmetic kits, depilatory 
preparations, hair care and hair styling preparations, hair dyes and hair dye creams, henna, hair dye removing 
preparations, preparations for permanent waving, neutralisers for permanent waving, hair straightening creams, hair 
fixatives, hair lacquers, hair gels, hair mousses, hair wax, hair creams, hair putty, oils for hair conditioning, hair glaze, hair 
pastes, hair-bleaching preparations, hair sprays, hydrogen peroxide for hair, preparations for regeneration and 
revitalisation of hair, serum, hair masks, hair balms and conditioners, shampoos, shaving preparations, after-shave 
lotions, lotions, gels, bath beads and bath salts, breath-freshening sprays, pumice stones, sachets for perfuming linen, 
scented wood, joss sticks, nail art stickers, wipes impregnated with cleaning or make-up removing preparations, potpourri, 
cotton pads, cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes, household chemicals, powders, liquids, gels and tablets for laundry use, 
laundry fabric conditioners and fabric softeners, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, colour-
brightening chemicals for household purposes, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, non-slipping 
preparations for floors, antistatic preparations for household purposes, detergents, descalers and preparations for 
removing scale and similar residues for household purposes, smoothing preparations (starching), colour-removing 
preparations, degreasing preparations, preparations for cleaning dentures, rust removing preparations, preparations for 
clearing canal pipes, windscreen cleaner fluids, tissues impregnated with cleaning preparations, fragranced air fresheners, 
drying agents for dishwashing machines, wallpaper cleaning preparations, turpentine, stain removers, preparations for 
cleaning and polishing of shoes, preparations for cleaning and polishing of floors and furniture, preparations for cleaning 
and polishing of electric and electronic household and radio television appliances.

7626



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

3638730    02/03/2017

[International Registration No. : 1364472]
Elzbieta Inglot Zbigniew Inglot Spólka Cywilna

ul. Grunwaldzka 62A PL-37-700 Przemysl PL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & SHARMA

466, WESTERN WINGS, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Colorants for toilet purposes, cosmetics, deodorants and antiperspirants, perfumes and perfumery, toilet water, scented 
water and eau de Cologne, essential oils, soaps, fragranced soaps, antiperspirant soaps, beauty masks, creams, nail 
varnishes and nail conditioners, nail varnish removers, lotions for cosmetic purposes, make-up and make-up removing 
products and preparations, eye pencils and eyebrow pencils, lip pencils, lip glosses, protective lipsticks, eye shadows, 
foundation, make-up fluids and powders, preparations for care of the skin, hair and nails, dentifrices and dental bleaching 
preparations, mouthwashes, eyelash care preparations, mascara, decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes, false 
eyelashes and false nails, sun-tanning and after-sun preparations, talcum powder for toilet use, cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes and astringents for cosmetic purposes, oils and petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes, cosmetic kits, depilatory 
preparations, hair care and hair styling preparations, hair dyes and hair dye creams, henna, hair dye removing 
preparations, preparations for permanent waving, neutralisers for permanent waving, hair straightening creams, hair 
fixatives, hair lacquers, hair gels, hair mousses, hair wax, hair creams, hair putty, oils for hair conditioning, hair glaze, hair 
pastes, hair-bleaching preparations, hair sprays, hydrogen peroxide for hair, preparations for regeneration and 
revitalisation of hair, serum, hair masks, hair balms and conditioners, shampoos, shaving preparations, after-shave 
lotions, lotions, gels, bath beads and bath salts, breath-freshening sprays, pumice stones, sachets for perfuming linen, 
scented wood, joss sticks, nail art stickers, wipes impregnated with cleaning or make-up removing preparations, potpourri, 
cotton pads, cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes, household chemicals, powders, liquids, gels and tablets for laundry use, 
laundry fabric conditioners and fabric softeners, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, colour-
brightening chemicals for household purposes, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, non-slipping 
preparations for floors, antistatic preparations for household purposes, detergents, descalers and preparations for 
removing scale and similar residues for household purposes, smoothing preparations (starching), colour-removing 
preparations, degreasing preparations, preparations for cleaning dentures, rust removing preparations, preparations for 
clearing canal pipes, windscreen cleaner fluids, tissues impregnated with cleaning preparations, fragranced air fresheners, 
drying agents for dishwashing machines, wallpaper cleaning preparations, turpentine, stain removers, preparations for 
cleaning and polishing of shoes, preparations for cleaning and polishing of floors and furniture, preparations for cleaning 
and polishing of electric and electronic household appliances and radio television appliances.

7627



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4096505    23/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1447259]
BETA NOVIS LIMITED

17 Grosvenor Street, Mayfair London W1K 4QG United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC

313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; after-shave 
lotions; air fragrancing preparations; perfumed reed diffusers; almond soap; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; almond 
oil; aloe Vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; amber [perfume]; antiperspirant soap; antiperspirants; astringents for 
cosmetic purposes; balms other than for medicinal purposes; beauty balms; bath salts; bath preparations, not for 
medicinal purposes; beauty masks; bergamot oil; breath freshening sprays; cleansing milk; cosmetic pencils; cosmetic 
preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic dyes; cosmetic 
creams; cosmetic kits; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; deodorant soap; 
deodorants; depilatory preparations; dry shampoos; eau de Cologne; emery; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of 
citron; essential oils of lemon; ethereal essences; ethereal oils; extracts of flowers; eyebrow pencils; eyebrow cosmetics; 
false eyelashes; false nails; hair lotions; hair dyes; hair spray; incense; jasmine oil; joss sticks; lacquer removing 
preparations; lavender water; lavender oil; lip glosses; lipsticks; lipstick cases; lotions for cosmetic purposes; make-up; 
mascara; massage oils, gels and lotions; ethereal mint essences; moustache wax; mouth washes; musk [perfumery]; nail 
polish; nail care preparations; nail art stickers; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; petroleum jelly 
for cosmetic purposes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; potpourris; pumice stone; make-up removing preparations; rose 
oil; scented water; scented wood; shampoos; shaving preparations; sun-tanning preparations; sunscreen preparations; 
cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; talcum powder; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; toilet water.

7628



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4307842    20/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489519]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; skin lotions; cosmetic preparations for skin care; eye shadow; mascara; lipsticks; cosmetics, namely, solid 
powder for compacts; make-up; beauty masks; hair conditioners; perfumes; make-up removing preparations; perfumery; 
cosmetic soaps; soaps for personal use; shampoos; cosmetics for animals; dentifrices.

7629



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4307869    16/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489561]
ANNACLAN SKINCARE (HENGQIN) CO., LTD.

ROOM 4101, NO.128 XINGSHENG ONE ROAD, HENGQIN NEW DISTRICT, ZHUHAI GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Facial cleansing milk; beauty mask; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; aloe vera preparation for make-up; cosmetic 
products; sunscreen preparations; perfume; skin cleansing lotion; skin whitening creams; scented water.

7630



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4310867    09/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1398099]
Tree of Life Beauty LLC

1053 Eldridge Loop Crossville TN 38571 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Make-up; cosmetics; non-medicated skin serums; skin cleansers; skin masks; skin toners; non medicated skin care 
preparations for use in reducing the appears of scars; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin creams; non-medicated 
cleansers for personal use, namely, facial cleansers; non-medicated cleansers for personal use, namely, skin cleansers; 
anti-wrinkle creams; age spot reducing creams; anti-aging cleanser; anti-aging creams; anti-aging moisturizer; anti-aging 
toner.

7631



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/08/2019; Application No. : 88563647 ;United States of America 

4311007    02/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489329]
MAGNETIFI, LLC

216 16th St., 1350 Denver CO 80202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Eyeliner; False eyelashes; Make-up kits comprised of false eyelashes and eyeliner.

7632



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4312447    14/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1488232]
ANNICK GOUTAL

14 rue de Castiglione F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery products; essential oils; aromatic extracts for cosmetic use, namely aromatic oils; cosmetics; hair 
lotions; toiletry products; perfuming and cleaning preparations.

7633



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4313039    21/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1351730]
Oars + Alps LLC

3848 North Greenview Avenue Chicago IL 60613 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Deodorant for personal use; non-medicated cleansers for personal use, namely, facial cleanser; skin moisturizer.

7634



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4313142    07/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489141]
Too Faced Cosmetics, LLC

18231 McDurmott West Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics and cosmetic preparations.

7635



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4313173    27/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489352]
Chrome Hearts LLC

915 N. Mansfield Hollywood CA 90038 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fragrances, namely, perfume, eau de parfum, cologne, eau de toilette, after shave, bath gel and body lotion; and, 
cosmetics; namely, eye make-up and lipstick.

7636



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/07/2019; Application No. : 4564627 ;France 

4315129    25/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490692]
LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER

2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bases for flower perfumes; perfumery; perfumes; extracts of flowers (perfumes); eau de toilette; eaux de parfum; aromatic 
preparations; eaux de cologne; air perfuming preparations; perfumes for ceramics; essential oils; potpourris (fragrances); 
sachets for perfuming linen; perfumed soaps; perfumed shower gels; perfumed body lotions and perfumed body milk; 
perfumed body creams; shower and bath salts for cosmetic use.

7637



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

2983278    29/12/2014

[International Registration No. : 1197977]
SOHO Flordis International Pty Limited

Level 4, 156 Pacific Highway St Leonards NSW 2065 AU

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products.

7638



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/03/2019; Application No. : 4020190034178 ;Republic of Korea 

4309044    07/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1488982]
CELLTRION, INC.

23, Academy-ro, Yeonsu-gu Incheon 22014 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune diseases.

7639



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4309047    20/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1488985]
World Health Products, LLC

578 Pepper street 578 Monroe CT 06468 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements.

7640



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/03/2019; Application No. : 4020190034003 ;Republic of Korea 

4309053    07/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1488990]
CELLTRION, INC.

23, Academy-ro Yeonsu-gu Incheon 22014 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune diseases.

7641



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : 88314190 ;United States of America 

4310895    07/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1475377]
Sarepta Therapeutics, Inc.

215 First Street Cambridge MA 02142 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neuromuscular diseases and disorders.

7642



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4312487    19/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1488255]
GUERBET

15 rue des Vanesses F-93420 VILLEPINTE France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary products; disinfectants; diagnostic products used in magnetic resonance imaging.

7643



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 4020190053318 ;Republic of Korea 

4313240    07/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489196]
CELLTRION, INC.

23, Academy-ro Yeonsu-gu Incheon 22014 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune diseases.

7644



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4314370    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490492]
MITSUI CHEMICALS AGRO, INC.

1-19-1, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0027 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; reagent paper for 
medical purposes; weedkillers; preparations for destroying vermin; insecticides; pesticides; fungicides; germicides; 
herbicides; parasiticides; antiparasitic preparations; insect repellents; fly catching paper; mothproofing paper.

7645



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2019; Application No. : 88280950 ;United States of America 

4314487    29/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490612]
CTI BIOPHARMA CORP.

3101 Western Avenue Seattle WA 98121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations used for the treatment of cancer and pharmaceutical preparations used for the treatment of 
immunological and inflammatory diseases, infections secondary to the oncologic disease, and the management of pain 
accompanying either the disease process or the associated treatment regimens.

7646



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4315120    05/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1490675]
Shijiazhuang Doudou Import & Export Trading Co., Ltd.

1-508 No.13 Changjiang Road, High-tech Zone, Shijiazhuang City Hebei Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; clips of metal for cables and pipes; ironmongery; steel wire; ropes of metal; 
iron wire; wire cloth; steel strip; door fittings of metal; anvils.

7647



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4310972    12/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489299]
SHENZHEN GURKI PACKAGING MACHINE CO.,LTD.

1st to 3rd floor, No. 217, Huasheng Road, 2nd to 3rd floor, Block 6, Shuiwei Industrial Zone, Langkou Station, Dalang Street, Longhua 
New District Shenzhen, Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Banknote binding machine; packing machines; printing machine; bottle filling machines; strapping machines; sealing 
machines for industrial purpose; packaging machines for food; packaging machines; filling machines; pneumatic 
strapping machine.

7648



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4310999    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489319]
SHANDONG HUAQUAN POWER CO., LTD

XINZHENG INDUSTRIAL PARK, QINGYUAN WEST STREET, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, WEIFANG 261000 
SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Valves [parts of machines]; alternators; dynamos; agricultural machines; current generators; starters for motors and 
engines; generators of electricity; igniting magnetos; emergency power generators; stators [parts of machines].

7649



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4313273    23/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489247]
ZENG JIAN JIA

NO. 23, SUCUO YUCAI ROAD, CHIDIAN VILLAGE, ANHAI TOWN 362261 JINJIANG CITY, FUJIAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Stitching machines; ironing machines; heel manufacturing machines; sewing machines; overlock sewing machine; 
scrubbing machine; washing machines [laundry]; elevators [lifts].

7650



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

2665673    26/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174691]
Autodesk, Inc.

111 McInnis Parkway San Rafael, California 94903 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software program used to create, edit and composite special visual effects for use in the entertainment industry.

7651



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

2697117    04/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188775]
TING GmbH

Steinerne Furt 95 86167 Augsburg DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;a pen-shaped handhold device with an optical sensor for scanning graphical codes for outputting audio 
information based on stored and link/connected data

7652



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/09/2013; Application No. : 063447 ;Jamaica 

2770193    25/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1207130]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for creating, editing, transmitting and printing documents comprised of text and graphics and utility 
programs for use therewith.

7653



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 18/05/2015; Application No. : 86632791 ;United States of America 

3276684    10/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1279707]
VIZIO, INC.

39 Tesla Irvine CA 92618 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flat panel display screens; televisions and monitors.

7654



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4309074    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489059]
TENG Fei

Room 8E, Jianfeng Building, No. 8, Tianhe South Second Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou 510620 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries, electric; battery boxes; plates for batteries; battery chargers; voltage stabilizing power supply; uninterruptible 
electrical power supplies; distribution boxes [electricity]; inverters [electricity]; current rectifiers; rechargeable batteries; 
solar batteries.

7655



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4310705    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489396]
FEI Company

5350 NE Dawson Creek Drive Hillsboro OR 971245793 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Laboratory instrument for processing samples for single particle analysis and/or cryo-tomography research applications.

7656



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4311027    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489386]
SHENZHEN TOLEDA DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD

6/F, Block B1, Jindida Tech Park, Langkou Industrial Zone 60, Dalang, Longhua District, Shenzhen 518109 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smart watch; pedometer; wearable activity tracker; apparatus for sound reproduction, namely, loudspeakers; head 
mounted virtual reality device; identification threads for electric wires; chip (integrated circuit); electronic anti-theft device; 
3d glasses; power bank (rechargeable battery).

7657



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4311290    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488340]
SANMING JINDA MECHANICAL & ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

NO. 166, JINMING WEST ROAD, JINSHA INDUSTRIAL PARK, SANMING HIGH-TECH, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE 
350000 SANMING CITY, FUJIAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Collectors, electric; switchboxes [electricity]; terminals [electricity]; coils, electric; electricity conduits; junction boxes 
[electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; light dimmers [regulators], electric; bus duct; sleeves (junction -) for electric 
cables.

7658



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 36867522 ;China 

4311342    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488401]
CSI SOLAR POWER GROUP CO., LTD.

NO. 199 LUSHAN ROAD, HI-TECH ZONE, SUZHOU JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Solar panels for the production of electricity; solar batteries;chargers for electric batteries; materials for electricity mains
[wires, cables]; junction boxes [electricity]; chips [integrated circuits]; inverters [electricity]; piezoelectric sensors; wafers 
for integrated circuits; semi-conductors.

7659



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4312146    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488449]
SHENZHEN VIP-TEK ELECTRONIC CO., LTD

FLOOR1-6, BUILDING B8, XINFU INDUSTRIAL PARK, CHONGQING ROAD, FUYONG INDUSTRIAL ROAD, FUYONG, 
BAOAN, SHENZHEN 518000 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telephone apparatus; video telephones; protective films adapted for smartphones; microphones; earphones; electronic 
teaching apparatus; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; mobile electric power supply units (rechargeable batteries); ear 
plugs for divers; mouse [computer peripheral]; electronic pocket translators; notebook computers; electric and electronic 
effects units for musical instruments; navigational instruments; smartphones; cellular phones; loudspeakers; horns for 
loudspeakers; camcorders; portable media players; galvanic cells; audiovisual teaching apparatus; electronic pens [visual 
display units]; electronic tags for goods; protective films adapted for computer screens; mouse sheath; audio interfaces; 
smartwatches [data processing]; cell phone straps; wearable activity trackers; video recorders; electronic book readers; 
baby monitors; video baby monitors; chargers for electric batteries; switches, electric; video screens; pocket calculators; 
speaking tubes; radios; covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; apparatus for teaching; talking books; cameras 
[photography]; electrical plugs and sockets; couplers [data processing equipment]; USB flash drives; diaphragms 
[acoustics]; sound recording apparatus; headphones; virtual reality headsets; smart glasses [data processing].

7660



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 36867525 ;China 

4312178    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488491]
CSI SOLAR POWER GROUP CO., LTD.

NO. 199 LUSHAN ROAD, HI-TECH ZONE, SUZHOU JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Solar panels for the production of electricity; solar batteries;chargers for electric batteries; materials for electricity mains
[wires, cables]; junction boxes [electricity]; chips [integrated circuits]; inverters [electricity]; piezoelectric sensors; wafers 
for integrated circuits; semi-conductors.

7661



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 05/03/2019; Application No. : m201905170 ;Ukraine 

4312413    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488208]
Nazar Trykush

Prov. 3 Stepovyj, app. 1 Lutsk 43018 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biochips; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; measuring instruments; gauges; measuring apparatus; 
measuring devices, electric; measures; wearable video display monitors; holograms; calorimeters; computer hardware; 
computer software, recorded; joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; computer programs, 
downloadable; computer peripheral devices; contacts, electric; cosmographic instruments; distance recording apparatus; 
eyeglasses; transmitters of electronic signals; pyrometers; laboratory robots; teaching robots; humanoid robots with 
artificial intelligence; smart rings; smartglasses; temperature indicators; pressure measuring apparatus; precision 
measuring apparatus; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; wearable activity trackers; cases for 
smartphones; chips [integrated circuits]; covers for tablet computers; covers for smartphones.

7662



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 018003377 ;European Union 

4312557    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488291]
Recco Invest AB

P.O. Box 4028 SE-181 04 Lidingö Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Helmets for use in sports; helmets for motorcyclists; life buoys; life belts; life saving harnesses; ring buoys for use in 
water rescue; life saving apparatus and equipment; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; lifesaving vests for use by 
dogs; life preservers; life-saving rafts; protective clothing [body armour]; sports eyewear; shields for protecting the body 
against injury; safety clothing for protection against accident or injury; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; 
survival suits; life jackets; mobile telephones; cases adapted for mobile phones; smart wristbands that communicate data 
to other electronic devices; wearable communications devices in the form of wristwatches; signalling apparatus.

7663



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4313037    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489127]
FEI Company

5350 NE Dawson Creek Drive Hillsboro OR 971245793 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electron microscope.

7664



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 01/03/2019; Application No. : 88322210 ;United States of America 

4313143    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489122]
Amphenol Corporation

358 Hall Avenue Wallingford CT 06492 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electrical and electronic connectors; cable assemblies; circular connectors; power connectors.

7665



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/02/2019; Application No. : 88288766 ;United States of America 

4313174    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489180]
FEI Company

5350 NE Dawson Creek Drive Hillsboro OR 971245793 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electron microscope.

7666



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 04/02/2019; Application No. : 88288840 ;United States of America 

4313192    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489194]
FEI Company

5350 NE Dawson Creek Drive Hillsboro OR 971245793 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electron microscope.

7667



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4313242    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489197]
Shenzhen Maixin Electronic Technologies Co, Ltd.

Room 703, Fenjun Tech Building, 673 Jihua Road, Bantian, Longgang Dist, Shenzhen 518129 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chargers for electric batteries; smart watches; tablet computers; integrated circuits; laptop computers; electronic 
surveillance apparatus; remote control apparatus; virtual reality headsets; cellular phones; humanoid robots with artificial 
intelligence.

7668



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4314346    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490418]
SHANGHAI JINGHONG OPTICAL GLASSES CO.,LTD.

ROOM 1100, NO.19, LANE 1755, WENBEI ROAD, NANXIANG TOWN, JIADING DISTRICT SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Eyeglasses; pince-nez; sunglasses; containers for contact lenses; contact lenses; eyeglass cases; eyeglass frames.

7669



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4314349    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490423]
SHANGHAI JINGHONG OPTICAL GLASSES CO.,LTD.

ROOM 1100, NO.19, LANE 1755, WENBEI ROAD, NANXIANG TOWN, JIADING DISTRICT SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Eyeglasses; eyeglass lenses; eyeglass frames; pince-nez; containers for contact lenses; eyeglass cases; sunglasses.

7670



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-089945 ;Japan 

4314366    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490477]
Kename Co., Ltd.

24-8-305, Chome 2, Shimorenjaku, Mitaka-shi Tokyo 181-0012 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; contact lenses; sunglasses; lenses for spectacles; optical apparatus and 
instruments; 3D spectacles; correcting lenses [optics]; cases for contact lenses; goggles for sports; computer programs, 
downloadable.

7671



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/01/2019; Application No. : AM 10041/2019 ;Austria 

4314430    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490565]
Omicron electronics GmbH

Oberes Ried 1 A-6833 Klaus Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software for graphically representing electrical energy supply systems and parts and components of electrical energy 
supply systems, especially by way of electrical circuit diagrams and electrical single line diagrams; software for 
graphically representing the network structure of electrical energy supply systems and parts thereof, especially by way of 
electrical circuit diagrams and electrical single line diagrams; software for graphically representing electrical energy 
supply systems and parts and components of electrical energy supply systems with graphical symbols and switching 
symbols.

7672



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4317329    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489834]
SHAN DONG XIN LU XING DIAN LAN YOU XIAN GONG SI

WEST SIDE OF SOUTH OF HUAXING ROAD, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, LINYI COUNTY SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cables, electric; wires, electric; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; insulated copper wires; telephone wires; 
cables for electrical signal transmission; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; electrical 
equipment included in this class; plastic-coated electrical wires.

7673



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 25/05/2018; Application No. : 3.720.675 ;Spain 

4317351    18/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1489907]
SIMON, S.A.U.

c/ Diputación, 390-392 E-08013 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers, software; fire extinguishers, loudspeakers, amplifiers; sound amplification apparatus; audio apparatus and 
radio receivers; heat regulating apparatus; remote control apparatus; radios; electric and electronic controlling and 
regulating apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; signaling apparatus; apparatus and instruments for accumulating 
and storage of electricity; apparatus and instruments for controlling electric current; electric control apparatus; 
instruments and cables for conducting electricity; luminous beacons; terminals [electricity]; cabinets for loudspeakers; 
electric switch boxes; battery chargers for use in telephones; battery chargers; electric and electronic components; 
connectors [electricity]; coaxial connectors; cable connectors; audio cable connectors; jack plugs; optical fiber 
connectors; commutators (switches); smoke detectors; intruder detection devices (other than for vehicles); loudspeaker 
plugs; warning and alarm equipment; broadcasting equipment; fuses; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments; 
electrical controllers and indicators; electric switches; differential switches; timer switches; limiters [electricity]; fuse 
blocks; timers; clock radios; radio-clocks; terminal strips; electric regulators; electric light dimmers [regulators]; 
electronic controllers; sensors and detectors; covers for electric outlets; electric terminals; antenna jacks (sockets); 
sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; telephone sockets; television power outlets; transformers 
[electricity]; transmitters and receivers; solenoid valves; buzzers. 

7674



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4317353    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489914]
INSYTE Electronics LTD

st. Chernyshevskogo, 15B, office 3 RU-614002 Perm Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
DVD players; answering machines; antennas; high-frequency apparatus; remote control apparatus; electric monitoring 
apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; electric apparatus for commutation; 
intercommunication apparatus; telegraphs [apparatus]; telephone apparatus; facsimile machines; computer memory 
devices; camcorders; video cassettes; video telephones; current rectifiers; plotters; loudspeakers; detectors; dictating 
machines; floppy disks; sound recording discs; disks, magnetic; optical discs; disk drives for computers; DNA chips; 
electronic notice boards; electric locks; measures; inverters [electricity]; indicators [electric]; interfaces for computers; 
calculating machines; electronic pens [visual display units]; identity cards, magnetic; encoded magnetic cards; cash 
registers; choking coils [impedance]; coils, electric; computer keyboards; electronic agendas; commutators; compact 
discs [audio-video]; CD-ROMS; computers; condensers [capacitors]; thermionic tubes; amplifying tubes; mouse 
[computer peripheral]; accounting machines; voting machines; money counting and sorting machines; material testing 
instruments and machines; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; microprocessors; microphones; modems; 
monitors [computer hardware]; oscillographs; radio pagers; electronic pocket translators; transmitters 
[telecommunication]; transmitters of electronic signals; switches, electric; compact disc players; semi-conductors; 
converters, electric; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; distance measuring apparatus; speed checking 
apparatus for vehicles; teaching apparatus; time recording apparatus; distance recording apparatus; navigational 
instruments; measuring devices, electric; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational 
apparatus; regulating apparatus, electric; audio- and video-receivers; wires, electric; computer programs, recorded; record 
players; processors [central processing units]; electronic publications, downloadable; electric control panels; radar 
apparatus; masts for wireless aerials; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; time switches, automatic; 
connections for electric lines; couplings, electric; resistances, electric; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; 
integrated circuits; printed circuits; tachometers; television apparatus; teleprinters; cordless telephones; transistors 
[electronic]; amplifiers; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; steering apparatus, automatic, 
for vehicles; video recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; data processing apparatus; acoustic alarms; couplers [data 
processing equipment]; computer peripheral devices; acoustic couplers; anti-theft warning apparatus; alarms; adding 
machines; readers [data processing equipment]; frequency meters; chips [integrated circuits]; pedometers.

7675



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4317442    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490173]
SALTO SYSTEMS, S.L.

Arkotz, 9 E-20180 OIARTZUN (Guipúzcoa) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; electronic locks for doors and windows; electronic lock sets 
consisting of an electronic lock and a magnetic or encoded key card; software for controlling access to restricted areas; 
software for interacting with electronic locks from the cloud; downloadable software applications for interacting with 
electronic locks.

7676



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2013; Application No. : 3011486 ;United Kingdom 

2664839    09/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1174644]
VASCUTEK LIMITED

Newmains Avenue Inchinnan, Renfrewshire PA4 9RR United Kingdom United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; grafts, stents, patches and prostheses; surgical 
implants; suture materials; patches for repair and/or reconstruction of internal tissue; implantable medical devices; 
vascular grafts; endovascular grafts; surgical graft materials; medical devices; medical devices for use in endovascular 
procedures; stents; thoracic stents; thoracic stent grafts; stent graft systems; thoracic stent graft systems; delivery 
systems for stent graft systems; aneurysm repair systems; cardiac valves for surgical prostheses; cardiac valve 
replacement systems; heart valves; heart valve conduits; cardiac patches; vascular patches; parts and fittings for all of the 
aforementioned goods.

7677



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 09/02/2019; Application No. : 88295455 ;United States of America 

4311023    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489385]
Alcyone Lifesciences, Inc.

250 Jackson Street, Mill No. 5, Unit 494 Lowell MA 01852 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices for the treatment or diagnosis of neurological conditions; medical devices for intrathecal delivery of 
therapeutic preparations.

7678



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 11/02/2019; Application No. : 88296487 ;United States of America 

4311036    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489395]
Cook Medical Technologies LLC

750 Daniels Way, P.O. Box 2269 Bloomington IN 47402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Incubators for medical purposes, namely, incubators for use in assisted reproductive technology (ART) medical 
procedures.

7679



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 4536421 ;France 

4311336    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488398]
TECHNOFLEX

Zone Artisanale F-64210 Bidart France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flexible pouches for medical use for human and veterinary perfusion; flexible pouches for injectable solutions for 
intravenous administration; flexible pouches for replenishing injectable medicinal solutions before intravenous 
administration.

7680



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000030675 ;Italy 

4312546    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488286]
Artsana S.p.A.

Via Saldarini Catelli, 1 I-22070 Grandate CO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Feeding bottles; babies' bottles of polypropylene; feeding bottle valves; covers for baby feeding bottles; feeding bottles 
(babies' bottles); babies's pacifiers (teats); nipples for baby bottles; feeding bottle teats; babies' pacifiers; covers for 
babies' pacifiers.

7681



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 030 617 ;Germany 

4317457    20/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490208]
Waldemar Link GmbH & Co. KG

Barkhausenweg 10 22339 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical instruments; surgical implants; prostheses, in particular endoprostheses; endoprosthetic implants made of 
artificial materials; artificial acetabulum; artificial hip joints; artificial knee joints; artificial shoulder joints.

7682



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 11 
 

 

3494420    17/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1326398]
LIXIL CORPORATION

2-1-1 Ojima, Koto-ku Tokyo 136-8535 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toilets [water-closets]; prefabricated bathrooms sold as a unit; tap water faucets; taps [cocks, spigots) [faucets (am.)] for 
pipes; electric lamps and other lighting apparatus; household electrothermic appliances [other than for beauty or sanitary 
purposes]; sinks; showers; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; bath tubs; bath fittings; toilet stool units 
with a washing water squirter; disinfectant dispensers for toilets; toilet seats; seats for use with Japanese style toilet 
bowls.

7683



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 12 
 

 

4169079    15/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463967]
SHANGHAI PHOENIX ENTERPRISE (GROUP) CO., LTD.

NO. 06, BLDG. 158, KAILE AVENUE, JINSHAN INDUSTRY ZONE 200035 SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric tricycle; electric bicycle; wheelbarrows; cable cars; sack-barrows; wheelchairs; motorcycles; strollers; bicycles.

7684



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 21/02/2019; Application No. : 88310541 ;United States of America 

4313141    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489123]
ZERO MOTORCYCLES INC.

380 El Pueblo Drive Scotts Valley CA 95066 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric motorcycles; Motorcycles and structural parts therefor.

7685



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 12 
 

4314481    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490604]
Vataple Machinery (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.

West of Changjiang North Road, Industrial and Commercial Administration District, Shipai Town, Kunshan City Jiangsu Province 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Passenger boarding bridge; locomotives; electric vehicles; mini-sized motor vehicles; aerial conveyors; pontoons 
[rubber].

7686



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 21/02/2019; Application No. : 4527562 ;France 

4311874    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488234]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL

24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys, precious stones, jewelry, costume jewelry, necklaces (jewelry), long necklaces (jewelry), 
chokers (jewelry), bracelets (jewelry), rings (jewelry), earrings (jewelry), pendants (jewelry), brooches (jewelry), badges 
(jewelry), cuff links (jewelry), medals (jewelry), medallions (jewelry), charms (jewelry), tie clips, tie pins, chains (jewelry), 
boxes of precious metals, jewelry caskets, boxes for watches not of precious metal, jewelry pouches not of precious 
metal, watches pouches not of precious metal, horological and chronometric instruments, watches and structural parts 
thereof, chronographs (watches), chronometers, wristwatches, clocks, pendulums (clocks), small clocks, watch bands, 
clasps for watches, dials for watches, watch cases, watch chains, movement for clocks and watches, cases for clock and 
watchmaking, cases for jewelry (presentation), cases for watches (presentation), novelty key rings, jewelry for the head 
and for the body.

7687



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 16 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000018623 ;Italy 

4311333    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488386]
Dainese S.p.A.

Via dell'Artigianato 35 Molvena I-36060 Vicenza Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Stickers [decalcomanias]; decorative stickers for helmets; vehicle stickers; adhesives for stationery; vehicle bumper 
stickers; writing or drawing books; personal organisers; pocket diaries; paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and 
bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.

7688



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 16 
 

4312418    27/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488209]
ANQING XINSHUN PLASTIC CO., LTD.

BLOCK A-4, JINGSHI ROAD, CHANGJIANG BRIDGE COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, ANQING CITY 
246000 ANHUI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; packaging material made of starches; plastic wrap; 
garbage bags of paper or of plastics; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; plastic cling film, extensible, for 
palletization; plastics for modelling; wrapping paper; plastic film for wrapping.

7689



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 16 
 

4312422    27/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488215]
ANQING BOMEI PLASTICS CO., LTD.

LONGMIANSHAN ROAD, CHANGJIANG BRIDGE DEVELOPMENT ZONE, ANQING CITY 246000 ANHUI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Silver paper; cream containers of paper; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; viscose sheets for 
wrapping; packaging material made of starches; plastic film for wrapping; plastic wrap; wood pulp paper.

7690



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 16 
 

4313156    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489367]
Shen Zhen Shi Kuai Xiao Dian Zi Shang Wu You Xian Gong Si

402, BUILDING 9, LONGJUN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LONGPING COMMUNITY, DALANG STREET, LONGHUA DISTRICT, 
SHENZHEN 518000 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Writing or drawing books; drawing pads; drawing pens; paintbrushes; drawing materials; fountain pens; writing materials; 
drawing sets; painters' brushes; writing instruments.

7691



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 23 
 

4313040    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489130]
Dezhou huayuan ecological technology co. LTD

Tianqu industrial park, decheng district, dezhou city 253000 shandong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Thread; cotton thread and yarn; spun cotton; spun wool; linen thread and yarn; rayon thread and yarn; thread; spun wool.

7692



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 22/10/2014; Application No. : 62421/2014 ;Switzerland 

2898560    22/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226806]
FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L'AUTOMOBILE

Chemin de Blandonnet 2 CH-1214 Vernier CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear.

7693



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 25 
 

 

4310975    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489303]
Liang Yongqi

Unit 101, Block 2, Hexinyajing Garden, No.39, Annan Road, Taijiang District, Fuzhou City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shoes; hosiery; scarfs; gloves [clothing]; girdles; underwear; clothing; layettes [clothing]; swimsuits; hats.

7694



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 25 
 

 

4312653    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489105]
Skechers U.S.A., Inc. II

228 Manhattan Beach Blvd. Manhattan Beach CA 90067 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear.

7695



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 25 
 

4313146    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489120]
Quanzhou Lecheng E-commerce Co., Ltd.

Dist. D, 4F, Bldg. G, No. 138 Chongrong St., Quanzhou Economic and Technological Development Zone, Quanzhou 362006 Fujian 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scarves; belts; clothing of leather; shoes; knitwear [clothing]; clothing; ready-made clothing; gloves; hats; hosiery.

7696



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 06/03/2019; Application No. : 2019709932 ;Russian Federation 

4310976    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489311]
Astra Energy SA

31, boulevard Helvetique CH-1207 Geneva Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Oils for food; sunflower oil for food.

7697



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 30 
 

4309027    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488963]
YONGKANG CHIEF TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

(3F, BUILDING 7, WITHIN ZHEJIANG LIKANG CIIKED FOOD CO., LIMITED) LI ER VILLAGE, WEST CITY STREET, 
YONGKANG CITY, JINHUA CITY ZHEJIANG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cakes; confectionery; bread; pastries; cereal preparations; cereal-based snack food; rice-based snack food; pies; starch 
for food; buns.

7698



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 30 
 

4313165    12/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489168]
Henan Haofeng Food Co., Ltd.

West Side of the Northern Section, Jingsan Road, Industrial Cluster, Linying County, Luohe City 462000 Henan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee; tea; candy; honey; bread; cakes; cookies; baozi [stuffed buns]; Instant noodles; cereal-based snack food; soya 
flour; starch for food; ice cream; condiments; aromatic preparations for food; preparations for stiffening whipped cream.

7699



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 30 
 

4313257    09/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489503]
Liuzhou River Snail Rice Noodles Association

Room 413, 4F, Comprehensive Business Building, No. 339 Pingshan Avenue, Yufeng District, Liuzhou City 545000 Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Instant rice noodles; rice noodles.

7700



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : UK00003362109 ;United Kingdom 

4314353    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490447]
Suntory Holdings Limited

1-40, Dojimahama 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shochu [spirits]; sake; liquors; alcoholic fruit beverages; Japanese shochu-based beverages [chuhai]; alcoholic beer-
flavoured beverages containing neither malt or oats; alcoholic beer-flavoured beverages containing malt or oats, except 
beers and low malt beers; flavoured liquors; alcoholic beverages, except beers.

7701



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 34 
 

 

4299198    03/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487254]
PT. MAKMUR TEMBAKAU INTERNASIONAL

JL. Yos Sudarso, Komplek Union Industrial Park No. H12B, Batu Ampar, Batam Riau Indonesia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarettes; filtered cigarettes; filter clove cigarettes; cigarette with coffee flavor; flavorings for tobacco made from 
chopped cloves; cigarette; tobacco; cigarillos; cigars; cigarette filters.

7702



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 35 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/03/2014; Application No. : 012712089 ;European Union 

3319935    10/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1250839]
H & M Hennes & Mauritz AB

SE-106 38 Stockholm SE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; marketing and promotional services; business analysis, research and information services; 
commercial trading and consumer information services; business management; retail services related to lamps, lights, 
candles, curtain rails, hooks, window shades, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, 
polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soap, perfumes, ethereal oils, cosmetics, hair care preparations, tooth 
powder, toothpaste, dentifrices, essential oils for aromatherapy, toiletries, aftershave preparations, facial masks, face 
creams, antiperspirant deodorants, facial washes (cosmetic), anti-aging creams, baby oils, bath gel, bath salts, bath 
preparations namely bath additives, bath grains, bath oil, anti-bacterial soap, hair balm, bleaching preparations for the 
hair, cosmetic cotton balls, cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes, lacquer-removing preparations, perfume, shower soap, 
eyebrow pencils, hair dyes, adhesives for affixing artificial fingernails, adhesives for affixing false eyelashes, false nails, 
premoistened cosmetic wipes, styling gels for the hair, hair styling waxes, hand creams, hair removal and shaving 
preparations, hair styling lotions, hair creams, shampoo, hair waving preparations, skin care preparations, mouth washes, 
not for medical purposes, non-medicated mouth sprays, make-up, creams for cellulite reduction, body creams 
(cosmetics), body scrub, body butter, lip pomades, non-medicated lip balm, lip gloss, lip liners, lipstick, adhesives for 
affixing false hair, false eyelashes, mascara, mousses (toiletries) for use in styling the hair, nail polish, eyelid shadow, 
scented body spray, oral hygiene preparations namely toothpaste, toothbrushes, dental gel, dental floss, body cleaning 
and beauty care preparations namely body care soap, body cleansers, body gels, body glitter, body lotion, body mist, 
body moisturizer, body powders, body scrubs, body wash, leather and shoe cleaning and polishing preparations, hair 
care preparations and treatments, talcum powder, rouges, tailors' and cobblers' wax, sun blocking lipsticks (cosmetics), 
sunscreen preparations, make up foundations, soaps namely bar soap, bath soap, deodorant soap, hand soap, shaving 
soap, skin soap and gels namely bath gel, shower gel, skin moisturizing gel, computer carrying cases, electronic 
publications, downloadable, downloadable mobile applications, cases adapted for mobile phones, frames for glasses, 
pince-nez chains, pince-nez cords, headphones, ski goggles, swim goggles, cases for sunglasses, sunglasses, 
spectacles (optics), glasses cases, precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, precious stones, watches, chronometric 
instruments, gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof, charms (jewellery) of common metals, paste 
jewellery, ornamental pins, diadems, rings (jewellery), ankle bracelets, necklaces, pendants, chains (jewellery), tie pins, 
clocks and watches, cufflinks, key rings (trinkets or fobs), earrings, jewellery boxes and watch boxes, packaging 
materials made of cardboard, posters, face towels of paper, books, decorative paper centerpieces, table napkins of paper, 

7703



decoration and art materials and media, party stationery, figures made of paper, graphic representations in paper, works 
of art and figurines of paper and cardboard and architectural models, charts, cardboard boxes, handkerchiefs of paper, 
mail order catalogues, paper and plastic bags for packaging, paper, cardboard and plastic for wrapping and storage, pens 
(office requisites), periodicals, printed publications namely books, magazines, brochures, newsletters, leather and 
imitations of leather, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, luggage, bags, wallets, evening handbags, work bags, 
shoulder bags, canvas bags, cases for toiletries, hand bags, tote bags, animal carriers and animal cages, card wallets, 
cosmetic purses, courier bags, laces (leather), fanny packs, briefcases, rucksacks, athletics bags, furniture, mirrors 
(looking glasses), picture frames, goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, 
mother-of-pearl, meerschaum or of plastics, furniture namely cabinets, stools, beds, cribs, cots, tables, chairs, settees, 
clothes hangers, clothes hooks, knobs for furniture, pillows, mattresses, household or kitchen utensils and containers, 
combs, brushes (except paint brushes), brush making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steelwool, glass 
unworked or semi worked (except building glass), glassware, porcelain and earthenware, cooking utensils and food and 
beverage containers, hair combs and all-purpose scouring sponges, hair and toothbrushes, cleaning articles namely steel 
wool, dinnerware, tableware, statues, figurines, plaques and works of art made of porcelain, terracotta or glass, toilet 
cases, dishwashing brushes, dish cloths, trays, gardening articles namely garden claws, gardening gloves, laundry bins, 
candlesticks, liquid soap holders, cookie cutters, textiles and textile goods, bed clothes, table cloths of textile, blankets, 
sheets, pillow cases, duvet covers, bed covers, throws, bed skirts, bed blankets, place mats, tablecloths, oilcloth for use 
as tablecloths, runners, table napkins of textile, linens, bath towels and hand towels, tea cloths, curtains for showers, 
curtains, coverings of plastic for furniture, furniture coverings of textile, pillow shams, woven blankets, quilts filled with 
stuffing materials, clothing namely suits, bathing drawers, swimsuits, bath robes, bikinis, belts made of leather, clothing 
for children, ballet suits, coveralls, pantsuits, pants, denims, denim jeans, neckerchiefs, garters, gloves, jackets, shorts, 
skirts, sportswear, underwear, dresses, cardigans, short sleeve shirts, shifts, hooded jumpers, maternity clothing, 
nightwear, overalls, pocket squares, polo neck jumpers, pullovers, rainwear, scarves, shirts, ties, beachwear, tank-tops, 
tights, stockings, sweaters, T-shirts, masquerade costumes, waistcoats, tunics, underclothing, mitts, outerclothing 
namely coats, footwear namely shoes, boots, booties, sandals, slippers, running shoes, ballet slippers, headgear namely 
hats, caps, toques, visors, headbands, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, hair pins, 
sewing needles, hooks (embroidering crochet), knitting needles, artificial flowers, hair bands, hair extensions, slides (hair 
grips), hair nets, curlers, barrettes (hair slides); marketing services namely marketing analysis and marketing research; 
promotional marketing, promoting the sale of wares and of related printed material; advertising including promotion of 
products and services of third parties through sponsoring arrangements.

7704



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 35 
 

4310945    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489262]
The Watford Association Football Club Limited

Vicarage Road Stadium, Vicarage Road Watford, Hertfordshire WD18 0ER United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising services for radio or television, rental of advertising hoarding and billboards, business management and 
organisation consultancy services, accountancy services, conducting and arranging of exhibitions for business 
promotional and advertising purposes, organising of private draws for promotional and advertising purposes; 
advertising; advertising and promotional services provided online from a computer database or Internet; business 
administration; office management services; business management services for footballers; retail services connected 
with the sale of cosmetics, toiletries, soaps, perfumery, candles, nutritional supplements, ironmongery, signs of wood or 
plastic, small items of metal hardware, plaques, nameplates, gifts, money boxes, key rings, air fresheners, domestic 
electric electrical apparatus and instruments, car accessories, namely, car seat covers, car mats, tax disc holders, air 
fresheners, gear knobs, executive gifts, namely, cufflinks, pens, credit card holders, business card holders, apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, computer programs, 
computer hardware, computer software, computer firmware, computer software and publications (downloadable) in 
electronic form supplied on-line from databases or from facilities provided on the Internet (including web sites), video 
tapes, cassettes, audio cassettes, compact discs, digital versatile discs, CD-Roms, screen savers, CD-ROM players, 
computer games, games for video game machines, home video game machines and amusement apparatus all for use with 
television receivers, sound and video recordings in the form of discs, audio cassettes, compact discs, sound recordings 
in the form of phonograph records, discs and tapes, sunglasses, goggles, visors, cameras, magnets, fridge magnets, 
magnetic badges, photographic, cinematographic, lifesaving and teaching apparatus and instruments, mobile telephones, 
mobile telephone covers, holders and fascias, protective clothing and helmets for sport and leisure (to prevent injury), 
ring tones, music and screensavers (downloadable), lighting, refrigerating, cooking and heating apparatus and 
instruments, bicycles, motorcycles, scooters, pushchairs and parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods, jewellery, 
crystal, watches, clocks, precious stones, stationery, books, paper, cardboard, photographs, pictures, paintings, artwork, 
canvasses, badges, stickers, greeting cards, gift wrapping paper, adhesives, artists' materials, paint brushes, office 
requisites, leather and imitations of leather, bags, sports bags, umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, furniture, picture 
frames, mirrors, homeware, porcelain ware, earthenware, glassware, household and kitchen utensils, textiles, banners, 
towels, duvet covers, quilt covers, pillow covers, bedclothes, bath linen, table linen, travelling rugs, curtains, bedcovers, 
table covers, table mats, tea towels and handkerchiefs, bed linen and table covers, flags, pennants, haberdashery, 
clothing, footwear and headgear, badges, lace and embroidery, hooks, needles, pins and fastenings, ribbons and braid, 
carpets, rugs, wallpaper, wall hangings, mats and matting, games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles, 
decorations for Christmas trees, food and drinks, alcoholic beverages, beers and wine, water, smokers' articles and 
matches, football souvenirs, memorabilia and paraphernalia; provision of business, commercial, advertising and 
promotional information to customers and advice or assistance in the selection of goods brought together as above; 
advertising services; the provision of space on websites for advertising goods and services; compilation of directories for 
publishing on the Internet; business information services, including business information services provided online or via 
telecommunications services; auction services; data processing; organisation and management of business incentive 
schemes relating to the use of credit card, charge, loyalty, cash, payment and debit cards; writing and publication of 
publicity text.

7705



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 18/07/2019; Application No. : 88520934 ;United States of America 

4313168    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489360]
La Mer Technology, Inc.

767 Fifth Avenue Trademark Department New York NY 10153 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Administration of a customer loyal program which provides benefits and services relating to cosmetics, skincare and 
beauty to members.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 35 
 

4313169    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489177]
Qu Zhongzhou

No. 326 of East Quzhanggu village of Dianzi Town, in Guanxian County of Liaocheng 252500 in Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; outdoor advertising; market studies; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 
others; drawing up of statements of accounts; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing 
goods and services for other businesses]; marketing; relocation services for businesses; import-export agency services.

7707



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 36 
 

2666872    07/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1176070]
THE OXFORD ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANY LIMITED

OxAM House, 6 George Street Oxford OX1 2BW GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services, financial affairs, monetary affairs, asset management, investment management, investment advice, 
fund management, portfolio management, stock management, securities management; dealings in investments, 
securities, warrants and options; investment services; financial management, brokerage services, asset and investment 
administration; financial appraisal, evaluation and analysis; provision of financial information, financial research, 
investment research; financing and loan services, banking services, financial clearing services; advisory, consultancy 
and information services relating to all of the foregoing.

7708



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 36 
 

2771977    25/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1207497]
CITIC GROUP CORPORATION

No. 6, Xinyuan South Road, Chaoyang District Beijing China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mutual funds; capital investments; fund investments; financing services; financial management; mortgage loans; 
brokerage of tokens of value; stocks and bonds brokerage; financial analysis; financial consultancy; financial 
information; issue of tokens of value; stock exchange quotations; brokerage of carbon credits; brokerage; guarantees; 
fiduciary; trusteeship.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 02/07/2019; Application No. : 88497941 ;United States of America 

4308989    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488903]
ESTARS LLC

Suite 450 3993 Howard Hughes Pkwy Las Vegas NV 89169 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global 
computer network; financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an 
on-line community via a global computer network; financial services, namely, providing a virtual currency for use by 
members of an on-line community via a global computer network; financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer 
of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network.

7710



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 03/04/2018; Application No. : UK00003301288 ;United Kingdom 

4312590    03/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1488298]
Recipco Holdings Ltd.

1295 Johnston Street Vancouver V6H 3R9 Canada

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services relating to issuance and management of digital currency, virtual currency, tokens, digital tokens of 
value and digital tokens of exchange each including digital, crypto and other electronic currencies for use by members 
via a computer network forming part of an exchange; monetary and financial exchange services, namely, exchange 
services in the nature of discovery, execution, clearing, reconciling and settlement of trade and financial transactions 
facilitated by a globally accessible database and computer network, the Internet and other interactive electronic media; 
currency issuance and trading, namely, issuance of units of value constituting a trading currency as a constituent 
element of a global economic architecture that can be used to trade available capacity and as a means of trade for the 
advancement of humanitarian aid; providing financial information relating to financial transactions in the nature of 
commodity data, market data, market views, financial data, product volume, weight, and pricing, settlement details, order 
quantities, delivery dates, transaction life-cycle status, contract symbols, and transaction summary reports; providing any 
or all of the aforesaid services on-line via a website that is accessible by users via a computer terminal and/or a mobile 
communication device.

7711



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 16/07/2019; Application No. : 88517247 ;United States of America 

4313248    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489229]
Thea LLC

29th Floor, c/o David M. Nemecek 333 South Hope Street Los Angeles CA 90071 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Banking services targeted to women.

7712



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 36 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 88239713 ;United States of America 

4314502    20/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490622]
modiv co.

3090 Bristol Street, Suite 550 Costa Mesa CA 92626 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial information and advisory services; financial investment services in the field of real estate; financial portfolio 
management; investment of funds for others; investment management; real estate investment services; real estate 
investment portfolio management services; real estate acquisition; crowdfunded real estate investment services; 
crowdfunding services in the nature of accepting and administering monetary contributions from a group of individuals in 
the field of real estate; crowdfunding services in the nature of providing financing from monetary contributions from a 
group of individuals in the field of real estate; purchasing and selling real estate for others; administration and 
management of real estate investment trusts; providing a website in the field of investment or financial services; 
providing an internet website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing services; investment by 
electronic means, namely, providing a website to enable individuals to invest in financial products; providing a website 
for crowdfunding services in the field of real estate; online financial planning services, namely, providing a website 
enabling individuals to monitor or manage a financial account or portfolio; financial services, namely, providing credit 
scoring services.

7713



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 41 
 

4307962    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489572]
Moveu

5900 Sea Lion Place, Suite 100 Carlsbad CA 92010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online physical exercise programs to help people eliminate their physical pain.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 41 
 

4313162    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489165]
FUSE LADDER LLC

1401 14TH STREET NW WASHINGTON DC 20005 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Physical fitness conditioning classes.

7715



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 41 
 

 

4314416    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490520]
ESP GAMING LLC

3993 HOWARD HUGHES PKWY STE 450 LAS VEGAS NV 89169 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Organizing, arranging, and conducting video game and esports tournaments rendered live and recorded for purpose of 
distribution through broadcast media, related television programs, and competitive video game events; organizing and 
conducting esports tournaments; providing information, news and commentary in the field of current events relating to 
esports; providing a website featuring information relating to the sport of competitive video gaming; entertainment 
services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion pictures, 
television shows, and multimedia entertainment content; entertainment services in the nature of fantasy sports leagues; 
entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring e-sports tournaments, news and information provided 
through television, cable television, satellite television, internet, video on demand, web-based applications, social media, 
mobile phone applications, and computer networks; providing on-line newsletters in the field of esports; providing sports 
league player statistics via a website.

7716



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 88290470 ;United States of America 

4314425    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490553]
Effective Edge Worldwide, LLC

362 Rosemary Drive Castle Rock CO 80109 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Developing training systems and learning methodologies for others; Educational training services, namely, providing 
lectures, webinars, workshops, and online learning programs in the fields of organization development, innovation 
management, diversity, leadership, and personal and professional development, and providing course materials in 
connection therewith.

7717



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 10/02/2019; Application No. : 88295702 ;United States of America 

4309051    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488987]
SNOWFLAKE INC.

450 Concar Drive SAN MATEO CA 94402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Data migration services.

7718



Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 42 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 88291719 ;United States of America 

4309057    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489020]
PasswordPing Ltd.

Suite 200 250 Arapahoe Avenue Boulder CO 80302 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Internet security consultancy; data security consultancy; computer security consultancy; computer security threat 
analysis for protecting data; computer security services, namely, detection, monitoring and prevention of computer 
security risks, cyber attack, and privacy risks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 14/01/2019; Application No. : 40201901006Y ;Singapore 

4314362    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490467]
CUBE PAYMENT SERVICES PTE. LTD.

82 LORONG 23 GEYLANG, 02-04 ATRIX Singapore 388409 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2019; Application No. : 40201901045V ;Singapore 

4314367    13/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490478]
Cube Payment Services Pte. Ltd.

82 LORONG 23 GEYLANG, 02-04 ATRIX Singapore 388409 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 42 
 

4314379    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490503]
Skillsoft Ireland Limited

Belfield Office Park Clonskeagh Dublin 4 Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software to create, deploy, communicate, and manage organizational 
policies and procedures, to track and monitor staff compliance with organizational policies and procedures, to request, 
obtain, and report staff attestation to organizational policies procedures, and to train staff on organizational policies and 
procedures; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software enabling staff to disclose violations of 
organizational policies and procedures; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software to assess risk of staff 
noncompliance with organizational policies and procedures.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 43 
 

 

4309041    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488980]
YANOLJA CO., LTD

42, Teheran-ro 108-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul 06176 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hotel services; hotel reservations; tourist home services; motel services; accommodation bureau services; guesthouse 
services; youth hostel services; temporary accommodation reservations; boarding house bookings; boarding house 
services; holiday camp services [lodging]; providing campground facilities; rental of tents.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 43 
 

4312345    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489064]
NACHO DADDY, LLC

10620 SOUTHERN HIGHWAY PARKWAY 509 LAS VEGAS NV 89141 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Restaurant and bar services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 43 
 

4312975    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1213169]
Stichting Vivium Zorggroep

Botterstraat 51 NL-1271 XL Huizen Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation, also in relation to health care, mental health care, geriatric care and 
psycho-geriatric care.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 43 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003382176 ;United Kingdom 

4314350    12/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490396]
Travelodge Hotels Limited

Sleepy Hollow, Aylesbury Road Thame, Oxfordshire OX9 3AT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; hotel and accommodation services; motel and motor 
inn services; restaurant, cafe, bistro, snack-bar and coffee shop services; bar, wine bar and cocktail lounge services; 
banqueting and catering services; booking and reservation services, all for the provision of temporary accommodation; 
provision of facilities for meetings, seminars, conferences, exhibitions and fairs; rental of rooms for meetings; daycare, 
nursery and creche services provided in hotels, motels and motor inns; residential hotel services; providing temporary 
accommodation in serviced apartments; rental and leasing of furnished and unfurnished temporary accommodation; 
provision of temporary rental accommodation; temporary rental accommodation reservation services; advisory, 
consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 17/06/2019; Application No. : 88476013 ;United States of America 

4307838    15/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489517]
Cynosure, LLC

5 Carlisle Road Westford MA 01886 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical services and non-medical aesthetic services, namely, energy based procedures for cosmetic treatment of the 
face, body, tissue and skin; energy based procedures, namely, light based, radio frequency based, ultrasound based, and 
microwave treatments all in the nature of cosmetic treatments for the face, body, tissue and skin.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 01/03/2019; Application No. : 88322271 ;United States of America 

4315109    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490643]
CLINIQUE LABORATORIES, LLC.

767 Fifth Avenue New York NY 10153 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beauty consultation services, namely, providing advice, consultation and information in-store and via an interactive 
website or other web based application, or mobile phone application, and through an interactive, in-store, computer 
application in the field of beauty, color analysis, and personal appearance, and in the selection and use of cosmetics, 
fragrances, beauty aids, personal care products, bath, body and beauty products, makeup, cosmeceuticals, toiletries, 
perfumery, non-medicated skin care preparations, hair care products and beauty treatments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

2679277    06/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1178388]
DESIGN E MORE, S.A. 

Rua das Casas Queimadas n° 567, Grijó P-4415-439 Grijó, Villa Nova de Gaia PT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Orthopaedic footwear.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 28/08/2013; Application No. : 650552 ;Switzerland 

2736345    18/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1199886]
CARTIER INTERNATIONAL AG

Hinterbergstrasse 22, Postfach 61 CH-6312 Steinhausen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewelry; jewelry products; precious stones; precious metals and their alloys; pearls; cuff links; tie clips; rings; 
bracelets; earrings; necklaces; broaches; charms; key rings of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious 
metal; timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; chronometers; wall clocks; small clocks; watch straps; cases 
or presentation cases for timepieces.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, articles made of these materials not included in other classes; handbags, travel 
bags, backpacks, satchels, school children"s bags and satchels, beach bags, shopping bags, garment bags [for travel], 
travel sets [leather goods], sports bags, wheeled bags, wallets, purses [coin purses], card cases [wallets], briefcases, 
attaché cases, attaché cases for documents, key cases [leather goods], trinket baskets of leather, traveling trunks, sets 
and cases intended for toiletry articles [empty], clutch bags [evening purses], leather or leather-board boxes, trunks and 
suitcases, carrier cases for documents, umbrellas, small bags and bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather for packaging.

Cl.25;Clothing; sportswear (other than for diving), sashes for wear, shawls, scarves, neckties, suspenders, gloves 
(clothing), belts (clothing), footwear (other than orthopedic), headgear.
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2856022    24/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213130]
WIKIMEDIA FOUNDATION, INC.

149 New Montgomery Street, 3rd Floor San 1 Montgomery Street, Suite 1600 San Francisco CA 94104 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software providing access to an interactive, multilingual encyclopedia; downloadable mobile 
applications for accessing an interactive, multilingual encyclopedia.

Cl.36;Charitable fundraising services; fundraising services, by means of raising funds for the support of free 
knowledge and the sharing of educational content; providing grants for the dissemination and promotion of free 
knowledge and educational content.

Cl.38;Electronic transmission of data and documents via the Internet and electronic devices; electronic transmission of 
messages and data; providing online electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computer users 
concerning encyclopedia articles and the administration of an encyclopedia project; electronic mail and messaging 
services; providing access to databases featuring information requested via a visual code.

Cl.41;Providing an online publication in the nature of an interactive, multilingual encyclopedia in the fields of a wide 
variety of topics and subjects; providing online publications in the nature of articles, reference guides, brochures, and 
manuals on the use of and contribution to an interactive, multilingual encyclopedia; educational services, namely, 
conducting conferences and workshops about an interactive, multilingual encyclopedia; arranging and conducting 
contests and incentive award programs for educational purposes.

Cl.42;Providing websites featuring open source technology that enables users to upload and share information on a 
wide variety of topics and subjects in an interactive, multilingual encyclopedia; computer services, namely, maintaining 
websites for others featuring an interactive, multilingual encyclopedia.
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Priority claimed from 13/09/2013; Application No. : 2013/06074 ;Sweden 

2859278    11/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218190]
Alfa Laval Corporate AB

Box 73 SE-221 00 Lund SE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components 
(except for land vehicles); pumps (machines); separators; heat exchangers (parts of machines).

Cl.9;Apparatus and systems for steering, regulation, dosage, surveillance, control and measuring; steering apparatus 
for process equipment; steering apparatus for boilers, boiling vessels and water heaters; flue-gas control apparatus and 
apparatus for the analysis of flue-gas.

Cl.11;Apparatus and plants for heating, heat recovering, pasteurization, steam generating, cooking, concentration 
(evaporators), refrigerating, cooling, drying, ventilating, water supply and for district heating and sanitary purposes; 
boilers; steam boilers other than parts of machines; boiling vessels; boilers used on marine vessels; boiler pipes and 
tubes; boiler feed installations; heat exchangers (not parts of machines); filters (parts of industrial installations); flue-gas 
filters; gas condensers other than parts of machines; distillers for chemical processing; distillers for purifying liquids 
(chemical processing); water cooling tanks used on marine vessels; water heaters; sterilizers; desalination plants; fresh 
water plants; water and oil purification apparatus and installations; parts and components for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Building; maintenance and repair services; installation; installation, maintenance and repair of boiler systems; 
construction of boilers and process equipment; repair or maintenance of boilers and process equipment; shipbuilding; 
custom shipbuilding.
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Priority claimed from 16/01/2014; Application No. : 657354 ;Switzerland 

2860159    07/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219141]
Respekt Investments AG

c/o Markus Rickli, Bälliz 67 CH-3600 Thun CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, in particular software for providing access to platforms on the Internet regarding the conclusion of 
commercial transactions in the field of on-line advertising for others (e-commerce platforms on the Internet) and 
computer software for creating and designing websites and platforms on the Internet regarding the conclusion of 
commercial transactions in the field of advertising services for others (e-commerce platforms on the Internet); computer 
programs; operating system programs; computer programs for mobile devices.

Cl.35;Advertising for others, in particular advertising on the Internet, advertising services via the Internet and 
advertising for commercial websites; dissemination of advertisements, in particular dissemination of advertisements for 
others via the Internet; dissemination of commercial transactions in the field of advertising for others, in particular via 
Internet platforms or within the framework of e-commerce.

Cl.38;Distribution and transmission of information, including websites, computer programs and any other data via 
computer networks and the Internet; providing access to platforms on the Internet regarding the conclusion of 
commercial transactions in the field of on-line advertising services for others (e-commerce platforms on the Internet).

Cl.42;Design, development, creation, programming and updating of computer programs, operating system programs 
and computer programs for mobile devices; design and creation of websites and Internet platforms, in particular Internet 
platforms and websites regarding the conclusion of commercial transactions in the field of on-line advertising services 
for others (e-commerce platforms on the Internet); design, creation, development, programming and updating of computer 
software, in particular for creating and designing websites and platforms on the Internet regarding the conclusion of 
commercial transactions in the field of on-line advertising for others (e-commerce platforms on the Internet); research for 
the design, creation, development, programming and updating of computer software, in particular for creating and 
designing websites and platforms on the Internet regarding the conclusion of commercial transactions in the field of on-
line advertising for others (e-commerce platforms on the Internet).
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2914722    27/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1229825]
WIKIMEDIA FOUNDATION, INC.

1 Montgomery Street, Suite 1600 San Francisco CA 94104 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for website development and the creation and editing of web pages by users; software for 
transmitting, receiving, publishing, encoding, and organizing data in conjunction with a global computer network.

Cl.36;Charitable fundraising services; fundraising services, by means of raising funds for the support of free 
knowledge and the sharing of educational content; providing grants for the dissemination and promotion of free 
knowledge and educational content; charitable services, namely, collecting, developing, and disseminating educational 
content under a free license or in the public domain in the field of free knowledge and educational content

Cl.38;Electronic transmission of data and documents via the Internet and other databases; electronic transmission of 
text and multimedia; telecommunication services, namely, providing online electronic bulletin boards and messaging 
services for the transmission of messages among computer users concerning online databases of encyclopedic 
knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, news articles, media files, and 
other educational content

Cl.41;Providing collaboratively created and maintained online databases of encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, 
quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, news, media files, and other encyclopedic content; 
providing online publications in the nature of articles, manuals, brochures, and reference guides on the use of and 
contribution to online databases of encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, 
travel guides, news, media files, and other educational content; educational services, namely, conferences and 
workshops about online databases of encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, 
catalogues, travel guides, news, media files, and other educational content; providing information related to organizing 
community activities to support open source technology and the dissemination of free knowledge and educational 
content

Cl.42;Design and development of computer software; hosting websites featuring open source technology that enables 
users to view, discuss, write, edit, and contribute to online databases of encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, 
quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, news, media files, and other educational content; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for website development and the creation and editing of web pages by 
users; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for transmitting, receiving, publishing, encoding, and 
organizing data in conjunction with a global computer network; hosting of digital content on the Internet; computer 
services, namely, hosting interactive websites that allow users to contribute to and edit online databases of encyclopedic 
knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, news, media files, and other 
educational content, and to publish texts and media files; arranging and conducting contests and incentive award 
programs for educational purposes by way of awards to demonstrate excellence in the fields of writing, editing, and 
contribution to an interactive online encyclopedia and other media
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2981049    02/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1240443]
Mehrdad Aalipour Herisi

Unit 10, No. 1, North West of Seyed Khandan bridge, Shariati St. Tehran Iran

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Calculator.

Cl.16;Stationery, instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), adhesive (glue) for stationery, pencils, pens, 
staplers, punches, pen cases, document files (stationery), document holders, notebooks, correction pens, mechanical 
pencils, mechanical pencil leads, clips, triangle rulers, rulers.

Cl.35;Export of all aforementioned goods, retail and wholesale services for all aforementioned goods.

Cl.39;Delivery of all aforementioned goods.
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Priority claimed from 17/11/2014; Application No. : 86456218 ;United States of America 

3183165    13/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1265045]
AVITA MEDICAL LTD.

Unit B1, Beech House Melbourn Science Park, Cambridge Road Melbourn Royston HERTS SG86HB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.

14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Biological and chemical products for use in regenerative medicine for medical and/or aesthetic purposes, namely, 
biological skin tissue intended for subsequent implantation, skin grafts, biological preparations for the treatment of 
epithelial burns, wounds, and imperfections, chemical reagents for medical purposes, chemical preparations for medical 
purposes, namely, for treating epithelial burns, wounds, and imperfections; pharmaceutical and medical preparations for 
the treatment of epithelial burns, wounds, imperfections and other damages; medicaments to assist with the regeneration 
of epithelium tissue such as skin, respiratory epithelium, intestinal epithelium, urothelium, and buccal mucosa; 
biocompatible medicated skin preparations for treatment of epithelial imperfections, damages, diseases, and wounds, 
containing biomaterials, namely, enzymatically dissociated suspensions of epithelial cells and optionally additional 
factors for promoting cell growth, reproduction and/or differentiation; biological skin tissue, namely, reconstituted human 
epithelial tissues and cells for medical, clinical and/or aesthetic use.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, and veterinary apparatus and instruments for use in regenerative medicine for medical and/or 
aesthetic purposes; medical system comprising medical apparatus in the nature of a drug preparation and delivery 
system featuring instruments, warming plates, delivery applicators and substances used for preparing, dissociating and 
suspending epithelial cells for delivery to the imperfect, wounded or damaged epithelium, for use by clinicians and 
veterinarians for preparing and delivering a medicament for the treatment of epithelial burns, wounds, imperfections and 
other damages; medical devices to promote the regeneration of epithelium tissue such as skin, respiratory epithelium, 
intestinal epithelium, urothelium, and buccal mucosa; epithelium treatment and repair kits comprised of a drug 
preparation and delivery system featuring medical instruments, warming plates, delivery applicators and substances used 
for preparing, dissociating and suspending epithelial cells for delivery to the imperfect, wounded or damaged epithelium; 
epithelium treatment and repair kits, comprised of medicaments to assist with the regeneration of epithelium tissue such 
as skin, respiratory epithelium, intestinal epithelium, urothelium, and buccal mucosa, as well as a drug preparation and 
delivery system featuring instruments, warming plates, delivery applicators and substances used for preparing, 
dissociating and suspending epithelial cells for delivery to the imperfect, wounded or damaged epithelium, to be used by 
clinicians and veterinarians to produce cellular preparations for the treatment of imperfect, wounded or damaged 
epithelium.
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3245774    14/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273163]
AUTUMNPAPER LIMITED

5th Floor Rear Suite, Oakfield House, 35 Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath West Sussex RH16 3BW United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumes; essential oils; eau de Cologne; toiletries; talcum powder, for toilet use; shampoos; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; 
cosmetic creams; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for skin 
care; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; deodorants; preparations for use before shaving and after shaving.

Cl.9;Spectacles; sunglasses; contact lenses; spectacle frames; spectacle cases; eyeglasses cords; pince-nez; pince-
nez cases; eyeglass frames; eyeglass cords; binoculars; goggles for sports; computer software applications, 
downloadable; computers; computer game software; telecommunication transmitting sets.

Cl.14;Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of precious metal; semi-precious stones; precious stones; 
watches; clocks; jewellery and imitation jewellery; bracelets; brooches; necklaces; earrings; chains; tie pins; cufflinks; 
diamonds; pearls; cases for jewellery; cases for watches; straps for wristwatches; watch chains.

Cl.18;Handbags; backpacks; travelling bags; suitcases; trunks; haversacks; fur; fur-skins; collars for animals; covers 
for animals; boxes of leather or leather board; wallets; key cases; briefcases; card cases; vanity cases, not fitted; 
parasols; purses; umbrellas; walking sticks; whips; leather pouches; leather leads; furniture coverings of leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; boots; shoes; heels; slippers; bath slippers; sandals; sports shoes; socks; 
hosiery; tights; hats; caps (headwear); berets; scarves; gloves (clothing); mittens; belts (being articles of clothing); T-
shirts; shirts; trousers; bathing trunks; bathing suits; underwear; bodices (lingerie); bath robes; outerclothing; coats; 
jackets; parkas; waterproof clothing; suits; jumpers; knitwear; leggings; neckties; pyjamas; waistcoats; headbands 
(clothing); wristbands; skirts; jerseys; dresses; stockings; vests; shawls; overalls; sleep masks; cuffs; fur stoles.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with the sale of soaps, perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum 
powder, for toilet use, shampoos, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, preparations for body and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, 
deodorants, preparations for use before shaving and after shaving, spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle 
frames, spectacle cases, eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, 
goggles for sports, computer software applications, downloadable, computers, computer game software, 
telecommunication transmitting sets, precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, alloys of precious metal, semi-
precious stones, precious stones, watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, bracelets, brooches, necklaces, 
earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for watches, straps for wristwatches, 
watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, fur-skins, collars for animals, 
covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card cases, vanity cases, not fitted, 
parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, furniture coverings of leather, 
clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, 
hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves (clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of clothing), t-shirts, shirts, 
trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, coats, jackets, parkas, 
waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands (clothing), wristbands, 
skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles; online retail services 
connected with the sale of soaps, perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum powder, for toilet use, 
shampoos, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions, preparations for body and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, deodorants, preparations for 
use before shaving and after shaving, spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, 
eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, goggles for sports, computer 
software applications, downloadable, computers, computer game software, telecommunication transmitting sets, 
precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, alloys of precious metal, semi-precious stones, precious stones, watches, 
clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, bracelets, brooches, necklaces, earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, 
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pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for watches, straps for wristwatches, watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling 
bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, fur-skins, collars for animals, covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather 
board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card cases, vanity cases, not fitted, parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, 
whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, furniture coverings of leather, clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, 
heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves 
(clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of clothing), t-shirts, shirts, trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, 
bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, coats, jackets, parkas, waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, 
leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands (clothing), wristbands, skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, 
shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles; department store retail services connected with the sale of soaps, 
perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum powder, for toilet use, shampoos, bath preparations, not for 
medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, preparations for body 
and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, deodorants, preparations for use before shaving and after shaving, 
spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, 
eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, goggles for sports, computer software applications, downloadable, 
computers, computer game software, telecommunication transmitting sets, precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, 
alloys of precious metal, semi-precious stones, precious stones, watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, 
bracelets, brooches, necklaces, earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for 
watches, straps for wristwatches, watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, 
fur-skins, collars for animals, covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card 
cases, vanity cases, not fitted, parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, 
furniture coverings of leather, clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports 
shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves (clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of 
clothing), t-shirts, shirts, trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, 
coats, jackets, parkas, waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands 
(clothing), wristbands, skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2015; Application No. : UK00003091807 ;United Kingdom 

3248649    11/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273128]
AUTUMNPAPER LIMITED

5th Floor Rear Suite, Oakfield House, 35 Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath West Sussex RH16 3BW United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumes; essential oils; eau de Cologne; toiletries; talcum powder, for toilet use; shampoos; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; 
cosmetic creams; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for skin 
care; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; deodorants; preparations for use before shaving and after shaving.

Cl.9;Spectacles; sunglasses; contact lenses; spectacle frames; spectacle cases; eyeglasses cords; pince-nez; pince-
nez cases; eyeglass frames; eyeglass cords; binoculars; goggles for sports; computer software applications, 
downloadable; computers; computer game software; telecommunication transmitting sets.

Cl.14;Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of precious metal; semi-precious stones; precious stones; 
watches; clocks; jewellery and imitation jewellery; bracelets; brooches; necklaces; earrings; chains; tie pins; cufflinks; 
diamonds; pearls; cases for jewellery; cases for watches; straps for wristwatches; watch chains.

Cl.18;Handbags; backpacks; travelling bags; suitcases; trunks; haversacks; fur; fur-skins; collars for animals; covers 
for animals; boxes of leather or leather board; wallets; key cases; briefcases; card cases; vanity cases, not fitted; 
parasols; purses; umbrellas; walking sticks; whips; leather pouches; leather leads; furniture coverings of leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; boots; shoes; heels; slippers; bath slippers; sandals; sports shoes; socks; 
hosiery; tights; hats; caps (headwear); berets; scarves; gloves (clothing); mittens; belts (being articles of clothing); T-
shirts; shirts; trousers; bathing trunks; bathing suits; underwear; bodices (lingerie); bath robes; outerclothing; coats; 
jackets; parkas; waterproof clothing; suits; jumpers; knitwear; leggings; neckties; pyjamas; waistcoats; headbands 
(clothing); wristbands; skirts; jerseys; dresses; stockings; vests; shawls; overalls; sleep masks; cuffs; fur stoles.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with the sale of soaps, perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum 
powder, for toilet use, shampoos, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, preparations for body and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, 
deodorants, preparations for use before shaving and after shaving, spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle 
frames, spectacle cases, eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, 
goggles for sports, computer software applications, downloadable, computers, computer game software, 
telecommunication transmitting sets, precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, alloys of precious metal, semi-
precious stones, precious stones, watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, bracelets, brooches, necklaces, 
earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for watches, straps for wristwatches, 
watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, fur-skins, collars for animals, 
covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card cases, vanity cases, not fitted, 
parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, furniture coverings of leather, 
clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, 
hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves (clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of clothing), t-shirts, shirts, 
trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, coats, jackets, parkas, 
waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands (clothing), wristbands, 
skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles; online retail services 
connected with the sale of soaps, perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum powder, for toilet use, 
shampoos, bath preparations, not for medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions, preparations for body and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, deodorants, preparations for 
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use before shaving and after shaving, spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, 
eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, goggles for sports, computer 
software applications, downloadable, computers, computer game software, telecommunication transmitting sets, 
precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, alloys of precious metal, semi-precious stones, precious stones, watches, 
clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, bracelets, brooches, necklaces, earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, 
pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for watches, straps for wristwatches, watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling 
bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, fur-skins, collars for animals, covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather 
board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card cases, vanity cases, not fitted, parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, 
whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, furniture coverings of leather, clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, 
heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves 
(clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of clothing), t-shirts, shirts, trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, 
bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, coats, jackets, parkas, waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, 
leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands (clothing), wristbands, skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, 
shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles; department store retail services connected with the sale of soaps, 
perfumes, essential oils, eau de Cologne, toiletries, talcum powder, for toilet use, shampoos, bath preparations, not for 
medical purposes, bath salts, not for medical purposes, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, preparations for body 
and beauty care, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, deodorants, preparations for use before shaving and after shaving, 
spectacles, sunglasses, contact lenses, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, eyeglasses cords, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, 
eyeglass frames, eyeglass cords, binoculars, goggles for sports, computer software applications, downloadable, 
computers, computer game software, telecommunication transmitting sets, precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, 
alloys of precious metal, semi-precious stones, precious stones, watches, clocks, jewellery and imitation jewellery, 
bracelets, brooches, necklaces, earrings, chains, tie pins, cufflinks, diamonds, pearls, cases for jewellery, cases for 
watches, straps for wristwatches, watch chains, handbags, backpacks, travelling bags, suitcases, trunks, haversacks, fur, 
fur-skins, collars for animals, covers for animals, boxes of leather or leather board, wallets, key cases, briefcases, card 
cases, vanity cases, not fitted, parasols, purses, umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, envelopes of leather, leather leads, 
furniture coverings of leather, clothing, footwear, headgear, boots, shoes, heels, slippers, bath slippers, sandals, sports 
shoes, socks, hosiery, tights, hats, caps (headwear), berets, scarves, gloves (clothing), mittens, belts (being articles of 
clothing), t-shirts, shirts, trousers, bathing trunks, bathing suits, underwear, bodices (lingerie), bath robes, outerclothing, 
coats, jackets, parkas, waterproof clothing, suits, jumpers, knitwear, leggings, neckties, pyjamas, waistcoats, headbands 
(clothing), wristbands, skirts, jerseys, dresses, stockings, vests, shawls, overalls, sleep masks, cuffs and fur stoles.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2014; Application No. : RM2014C003795 ;Italy 

3287587    06/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1242388]
ASR Media and Sponsorship S.p.A.

Via Emilia 47 I-00187 ROMA (RM) IT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; sportswear; water-resistant clothing; underwear; nightwear; bath and beachwear; 
belts (clothing); aprons; T-shirts; shorts; trousers; sweat suits; sweatshirts; gloves; sashes for wear; socks; gymnastic 
clothing; knitwear; sport shoes; sweat bands for the wrist; sweatbands; visors.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; provision of radio and television entertainment services; sporting 
and cultural activities; organization of sports competitions; provision of entertainment, training, recreational, sporting and 
cultural activities and facilities; football academy services; football coaching, schools and schooling; physical training 
services; sport and holiday camp services (in the nature of entertainment); rental of sports equipment; arranging and 
conducting of conferences, seminars, events and exhibitions; operating of lotteries; arranging and conducting of award 
ceremonies; provision of stadium facilities and services; rental of stadium facilities; sports club services; health club 
services; providing sports information; fan club services [entertainment]; booking and ticketing services for sports, 
cultural, entertainment and educational events; radio, television and telephone education and entertainment services also 
from online databases or the Internet; film and video entertainment services; film production; production of video 
recordings, sound recordings, DVD, CD, CD-ROM, video and audio cassettes; production and distribution of television 
and radio programs; production of sporting events for television and radio; publication of magazines, books, texts and 
printed matter; providing on-line electronic publication (not downloadable); providing on-line television programs, radio 
programs, film, audio and/or video material and games (not downloadable).
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Priority claimed from 28/07/2015; Application No. : 15 4 199 885 ;France 

3310428    01/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284721]
SUEZ

Tour CB21 - 16 place de l'Iris F-92040 PARIS LA DEFENSE Cedex FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for the treatment of water and liquid and/or solid waste, namely flocculants, coagulants, 
polyelectrolytes, reagents; chemical products and additives for water conditioning, namely biocides, organic detergents, 
anti-corrosive products, softeners, chemical agents for conditioning boiler water, metal tanks, heating installations and 
equipment, equipment and installations for cooling and refrigerating, water supply equipment, thermal condensers and 
other installations with piping and duct systems; organic amendments, from the processing and purification of water and 
liquid waste, for fertilizing soils; compost and growing media obtained from treatments carried out in treatment stations 
for liquid and solid waste and/or in purification plants for urban or industrial waste water; oxidizing products for purifying, 
disinfecting and sterilizing liquids, especially for water treatment and for preserving foodstuffs; chemical products used 
in industry or for use in industrial manufacturing processes.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal 
for railway tracks; cables, wires and non-electric locksmithing articles; small hardware of metal; pipes of metal; safes; 
ores; buildings of metal; scaffolding; boxes of common metal; chests of metal; metal packaging containers; containers of 
metal for transport; tanks of metal.

Cl.7;Machines for water treatment, pumps, valves and other machines for storage and distribution of water for 
household purposes such as drinking water, waste water, rainwater, garden water; machines for spraying, bottling; 
machines and installations for physical-chemical or biological processing, centrifuging, pressing and spreading of liquid, 
semi-liquid and solid waste, especially from sludge from water treatment; machines for drying waste and purification 
sludge; machines for automatic sorting of waste, especially of household packaging waste; packing and unpacking 
machines for waste; waste vacuum cleaners.

Cl.9;Apparatus for dosing chemicals, chemical-physical and biological reagents; programmable automatons for 
measuring, tracking and monitoring water quality parameters, software for the analysis and monitoring of water and 
waste quality parameters; measuring and monitoring apparatus and instruments applied to the distribution and treatment 
of water; measuring and monitoring apparatus and instruments applied to the consumption of energy and fluids; 
mechanical, electronic, magnetic and/or optical data carriers for recording and measuring fluids such as water, gas and 
electricity with a view to ensuring their supply and monitoring consumption; programmable computer apparatus and 
installations for remote surveillance, remote management, remote control, using the self-switched network, specialized 
lines or microwave radio links for monitoring installations involved in the treatment, supply and collection of drinking, 
industrial and waste water; apparatus and installations for telemetry, remote management, remote control, using the self-
switched network of specialized lines or microwave radio links for measuring and monitoring fluids such as water, gas 
and electricity with a view to ensuring their supply and monitoring consumption; monitoring software for networks for the 
supply and collection of waste and drinking water; software for management and analysis of energy and fluid 
consumption (recorded programs); computer hardware for simulating the operation of stations for drinkable water 
treatment or purification of industrial and municipal water; computer equipment, software, databases and computers for 
controlling, regulating, modeling and management of purification and rendering drinkable stations; scientific apparatus 
and instruments (not for medical purposes) for programs optimizing of carbon dioxide in connection with the operation of 
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water treatment plant, water management, collection and processing of waste, and air treatment; components for the 
aforementioned apparatus; electric apparatus for monitoring and quality control for sea water; apparatus and instruments 
for chemical and bacteriological analysis (for non-medical use); software for generating water pricing; measuring and 
checking apparatus enabling connections and tanks for water storage.

Cl.11;Installations for producing steam, for producing electricity and for incinerating waste; apparatus and installations 
for treating and supplying water or liquid; apparatus and equipment for clarification, physical, physical-chemical filtration, 
softening, deionization and demineralization on ion exchangers for water or liquids; accessories and equipment for 
treating water or liquids on membranes (ultra filtration, nano-filtration and hyper-filtration or reverse osmosis); cartridge 
filters of metal or textile, filters for sand, active carbon or any other granular material; installations for iron removal, 
demanganisation and biological elimination of nitrates from water; apparatus and installations for disinfecting and 
sterilizing liquid and gaseous fluids by ultraviolet rays and other radiation; installations for the treatment of plant and/or 
animal organic matter, of urban or industrial origin (in particular waste from green spaces, sludge from treatment plants 
for sewage and solid and liquid waste and/or household or industrial waste water treatment plants); hot water heating 
installations, installations for sea water desalination, apparatus and installations for the treatment of water and effluent 
from the chemical and food processing industry, apparatus and installations for the treatment and reusing of waste; 
apparatus for steam generation, crystallisation, distillation, drying, heat exchangers, air heaters, air dryers, hot air 
apparatus; apparatus and installations for the treatment and reclamation of industrial, household, hospital and special 
waste; apparatus for treating water or liquids, namely, decanters, sterilizers, carbonators, coalescer apparatus, mixers; 
apparatus for treating air, namely, deodorising, purifying; fixed or mobile equipment and installations for the treatment of 
water and the treatment of waste; water filtering machines, particularly by membranes, bioreactors, ion exchangers, 
mixers; machines for injecting physical or chemical reagents for the treatment of waste or water; machines, apparatus 
and devices for water supply; machines for irrigation, mobile or fixed machines for water treatment and for processing of 
waste; electric apparatus and instruments for generating ozone from gases such as air or oxygen.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; industrial truck, dump trucks, automobile lorries, trailer 
vehicles.

Cl.19;Non-metal water pipes, industrial concrete for civil engineering works, water supply ducts and sanitation 
networks; insulating glass (construction), non-metallic buildings, namely pipelines, gas pipelines, non-metallic poles for 
electric power lines; non-metallic building materials, non-metallic buildings and particularly transportable buildings not of 
metal, non-metallic rigid pipes for building, asphalt, pitch, bitumen, cement, lime, slate, clay, reinforcing materials not of 
metal for building, ballast, building timber, bricks, marble, coatings, stairs not of metal, windows not of metal, doors not of 
metal, roof coverings not of metal, shutters not of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical road signs (not of metal), 
gutters, materials for making and coating roads, lighting slabs, binding material for road repair, tar, tarred strips 
(construction), road safety barriers not of metal, glass granules for road marking, sheets and strips of synthetic material 
for marking roads, granules, gravel.

Cl.35;Assistance provided to industrial or commercial companies pertaining to business operations; business 
information services, business management and consultancy services, business planning services, business research 
and business study services; market study services; direct mail advertising (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, 
samples); organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; promotional sponsorship of sports and 
artistic competitions; organization and conducting of trade fairs, public relations, book-keeping, invoicing, efficiency 
experts, employment agencies, auditing, arranging newspaper subscriptions for others, press review services, business 
relocation, writing of publicity texts, marketing research, economic forecasting, compilation of statistics, computerized 
file management, personnel recruitment, cost price analysis, document reproduction, compilation of information into 
computer databases, commercial information and advice for consumers; administrative management of Internet sites and 
intranet in the field of the management and monitoring of the consumption of energy and fluids for real estate assets; 
logistics organization services for the collection, transport, storage, processing and distribution of all types of municipal 
or industrial waste, namely, computer file management, computer data input and compilation of this data in computer 
files; advertising and commercial information services for users; creation and management of user files for the collection, 
transportation, storage, distribution and recycling services for all types of industrial and/or household waste; promotion 
for others of the sale of registered packaging materials or collection equipment for healthcare activity waste; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; organization of group purchasing, namely procurement services for 
others; arranging contracts for buying and selling on behalf of others; computerized file management.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; real estate estimates; real property 
management; financing services; financial analysis; raising or investing capital; financial consultancy; financial 
evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); fund investment.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of apparatus for treating liquids and fluids; upkeep and maintenance of sewerage 
networks, restoration of aqueducts or water distribution pipes, construction of sanitation works, wastewater collectors, 
rainwater decontamination works, flood prevention works, pumping station renovation services, work to existing 
structures to improve the security and the quality of the water supply, construction of water treatment plants (for drinking 
water, urban and industrial wastewater, rainwater); services for installing water pipes and building water treatment plants, 
drilling of wells, construction, installation and repair of irrigation devices; maintenance and renovation of buildings, 
rehabilitation of sites, buildings, warehouses, land development services; restoration and rehabilitation of degraded sites 
(cleaning and reconstruction); upkeep or cleaning of buildings, premises, floors (facade cleaning); disinfection, rat 
extermination, insect eradication; cleaning of structures, urban structures, works of art, underground works, road 
equipment, sites, industrial premises (exterior surfaces and cleaning), cleaning of water pipes, of industrial installations, 
high-pressure cleaning of underground works, road network cleaning services; upkeep and maintenance of buildings, 
roads, urban equipment; repair and maintenance of installations, apparatus, centers and units for storing waste and 
refuse, and of centers, installations, apparatus and units for recycling, processing, recovering and destroying waste and 
refuse; construction of installations, centers and units for storing waste and refuse, and of centers, installations and units 
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for recycling, processing, recovering and destroying waste and refuse; maintenance and renovation of industrial and 
urban sewerage systems; rehabilitation of industrial and urban sanitation systems; ground clean-up services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information on telecommunication; communications by computer terminals or by fiber-
optic networks; communications by radio or telephone; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); 
connection by telecommunications to a global computer network; rental of telecommunication apparatus; 
teleconferencing services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks; radio 
communications between flow meters and a central receiver that transmits information to a database; transmission of 
consumption, monitoring, tracking and pricing information via radio from meters to a central database; communication by 
computer terminals; provision of access to databases in the field of care services waste management; distribution 
(transmission) of information and alerts in the field of public safety.

Cl.39;Water supplying, water distribution, collection of urban or industrial wastewater, of sludge; collection, transport, 
sorting, disposal and storage of useful materials or of urban waste, industrial and radioactive waste, solid or liquid waste, 
industrial fats and office papers; collection, transport, grouping, sorting, identification, processing and reconditioning 
(storage) of all kinds of waste, and in particular urban, household, industrial, ordinary and special industrial, hospital, 
agricultural, horticultural, forestry, hazardous, solid and liquid waste; disposal and storage of useful materials, waste, 
perishable or hazardous products; storage of waste in landfills; transport, packing and storage of fertilizers, organic 
amendments, compost and growing media; information services relating to the management of the collection, transport of 
healthcare activity waste.

Cl.40;Processing and transformation of waste generated by households, public or private communities and enterprises, 
ordinary, special, solid, liquid, hazardous waste and related information; waste purification and regeneration services; 
waste and refuse recycling services, waste and refuse composting services; recycling (processing of materials) of 
industrial, household, hospital, special, ordinary waste, from local authorities, companies (public or private), biological 
and energy recovery services for waste and refuse (processing of materials); degraded soil and site rehabilitation 
services (decontamination); destruction of waste and refuse, incineration of waste and refuse, disposal of industrial toxic 
waste, of industrial, household, hospital, ordinary, special and non-toxic waste; water treatment services, water treatment 
services by introducing reagents, in particular in waters for human or animal consumption and in waters for industrial 
use, services for the sanitation and treatment of industrial wastewaters, water production services; treatment of materials, 
namely residue and waste from water treatment; processing of agricultural goods from plants or animals to develop 
fertilizers, compost and growing media; waste and trash cleaning services, information services related to the treatment 
of waste management of care services.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; information relating to entertainment or 
education; publication of books; videotape film production; organization of competitions (education or entertainment); 
organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences or congresses; organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; electronic publication of books and periodicals on-line; electronic desktop publishing.

Cl.42;Monitoring of water quality, scientific and industrial research relating to environmental protection, laboratory 
research services in the fields of water, treatment and purification of water, chemical analysis, chemical research, 
professional consultancy, technical project studies, engineering and engineering works (not for building) in the fields of 
water and water treatment, expert appraisals in the field of water and effluent treatment, laboratory research services in 
the field of treatment of industrial waste, household, hospital and special waste, sludge, ash waste, recovery of industrial, 
household, hospital and special waste, bacteriology research services, expert appraisals in the field of industrial, 
household, hospital and special waste, and of sludge and ash from both urban and industrial plants, computer 
programming, computer services, namely the design, development and updating of software and software packages, 
technical consulting and advice in the field of research and development in the field of new products in computing, 
computer rental, the design of computer and telecommunication systems, scientific and industrial research services for 
developing and evaluating the performance of processes and products for physicochemical water treatment; scientific 
and technical studies for developing and evaluating the operational performance of installations for treating drinking or 
industrial water, for processing wastewater, household or industrial wastewater, as well as for treating physicochemical 
or biological fluids and sludges; technical auditing (engineering services) relating to these processes and equipment and 
to all other treatments of fluids, including in the field of industrial processes; technical research center services in the 
fields of collection, transport, treatment, cleaning, storage, sanitation, recovery and disposal of waste and refuse; 
engineering services in the field of waste and refuse; scientific and industrial research relating to environmental 
protection for the collection, transport, treatment, cleaning, storage and recovery of waste and refuse; engineering 
services, technical project studies, engineering work in the fields of design and construction of industrial and urban 
centers and units for the collection, sorting, storage, treatment, recovery and disposal of waste and refuse; prevention of 
air, water and sound pollution; consultation on environmental protection, urban planning, industrialization and natural 
resource development, information on research in the field of environmental protection, studies (engineering work) on the 
economic, social and environmental implications of urban planning operations, industrialization and use or development 
of natural resources, in particular water; soil tests, agricultural, horticultural, wine growing, arboricultural and silvicultural 
engineering; quality control of water, air and soil; engineering services in the field of industrial information systems 
(automatic control, control, centralized technical management and control, decision-making systems, management 
systems for operating data); technical project studies, analyses, evaluations, estimates, research, technical consultation 
in the technology, maritime, offshore, port, energy fields as well as sustainable development, the environment, climate, 
weather, the management of household and industrial waste, water, flood control, hydrogeology, wet area management, 
public transport, telecommunications, civil engineering and urban engineering; certification and compliance of these 
services for quality assurance, namely quality control services.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of material assets and persons.
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3312144    20/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285105]
ILTF, INC.

2100 E. Valencia Drive, Suite B-3 Fullerton CA 92831 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Retail or wholesale services for frozen yogurt and frozen yogurt-based desserts.

Cl.43;Restaurant services; restaurants; take-out restaurant services; cafe-restaurants; fast-food restaurants; carry-out 
restaurant services and express restaurant services featuring frozen yogurt and frozen yogurt-based desserts.
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3317869    13/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286942]
Alpine Nederland B.V.

Amersfoortsestraat 70 D NL-3769 AL SOESTERBERG NL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Ear plugs (ear protection devices); ear plugs for noise reduction; ear plugs for sleeping.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management, also relating to franchising; business administration; office functions; 
market prospecting, research and analysis; retail services and wholesale services in the field of ear plugs (ear protection 
devices), ear plugs for noise reduction and ear plugs for sleeping; consultancy, assistance and business intermediary 
services for the sale of ear plugs (ear protection devices), ear plugs for noise reduction and ear plugs for sleeping; import 
and export services in relation to ear plugs (ear protection devices), ear plugs for noise reduction and ear plugs for 
sleeping; the aforesaid services also via electronic and telecommunications means, such as the internet, television 
networks, (mobile) telephone networks, cable, satellite and ethernet networks and other such networks.
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Priority claimed from 12/01/2016; Application No. : 3594099 ;Spain 

3475077    05/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1324058]
SIMON, S.A.U.

c/ Diputación, 390-392 E-08013 BARCELONA (Barcelona) Spain

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sound alarms; sound amplifying apparatus: audio apparatus and radio receivers; apparatus for communication via 
cable; heat regulating apparatus; remote control apparatus; wireless communication apparatus, electric communication 
apparatus; sound recording apparatus; apparatus for measuring temperature for household use; control and regulating 
apparatus; radios; sound reproduction apparatus; video player apparatus; electric access security apparatus; apparatus 
and instruments for accumulating and storage of electricity; apparatus and instruments for controlling electric current, 
video apparatus; apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; 
apparatus and instalments for conducting electricity; electrical devices and apparatus for access control; electric 
monitoring apparatus; apparatus, instruments and cables for conducting electricity; apparatus for reproducing images; 
apparatus for reproducing sound; distribution boxes [electricity]; lighting ballasts; luminous beacons; terminals 
[electricity], coaxial cables; electric conductors and cables; signal cables for IT (information technology), AV (audio-
video) and telecommunications; electric cables; cabinets for loudspeakers; connection boxes; branch boxes (electricity); 
switch boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; electric switch boxes; video cameras; electricity ducts; cable ducts 
(electric); housings for electric apparatus; electricity conduits, electric and electronic components; connectors 
[electricity]; electrical contacts, switches; detectors, plugs; circuit breakers; fuses; video recorders; instalments for 
measuring, detecting and monitoring; indicators and controllers; instruments for measuring electricity; instruments for 
measuring time (not including clocks or watches); electric switches; level meters; pressure measuring apparatus; 
memory modules; input modules; control modules (electric or electronic); connector modules for electric controls; 
modulators; monitors [computer hardware]; digital multimeters; fuse blocks; electric relays; electric resistors

Cl.11;Light fixtures with light emitting diodes [LED]; lighting fittings; lighting equipment, apparatus and installations; 
lighting apparatus and installations; light bulbs; LED light bulbs; sockets for electric lights [lamp holders]; lamp glasses; 
light diffusers; lamps; lanterns for lighting; lanterns; spotlights; lamp globes; emergency lighting; outdoor lighting, 
lighting installations fitted with LEDs; electric lamps; flashlights; electric lights for Christmas trees; lamp shades, ceiling 
lights; lampshade holders, light posts; lighting projectors; illuminated push buttons; lamp holders; lighting units with 
spotlights on rails; lamp reflectors; luminous tubes for lighting; electric discharge tubes for lighting; transformers for 
lights.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2016; Application No. : 87085191 ;United States of America 

3522821    18/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1330846]
MAGIC LEAP, INC.

7500 W Sunrise Blvd Plantation FL 33322 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Wearable computer hardware; computer software for recording, storing, transmitting, receiving, displaying and 
analyzing data from wearable computer hardware; scientific, photographic, cinematographic, optical, and teaching 
apparatus and instruments, namely, hardware and software for use in enabling computers, handheld consoles, tablet 
computers, mobile devices, and mobile phones to provide virtual world experiences; apparatus for recording and other 
digital recording media, namely, audio recorders and video recorders; data processing apparatus; computer central 
processing units; computer software programs for transmitting, receiving, downloading, sharing, displaying, and 
interacting with audiovisual content, documents, files and data in the field of business and entertainment; wearable 
computing devices comprised primarily of software and display screens for connection to computers, tablet computers, 
mobile devices, and mobile phones in order to enable virtual world experiences; goggles for enabling virtual world 
experiences; 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional head-mounted video displays; human computer interface hardware, 
namely, headsets, remote control units, and wearable peripherals for connecting with computers and portable computers; 
human computer interface software for interacting with and transferring and receiving audio-visual content, documents, 
files, and data in the field of business and entertainment; computer hardware; video display hardware, video display 
software; near-eye display optics; virtual reality game software.

Cl.16;Comic books enhanced with specialized covers and content; graphic novels enhanced with specialized covers 
and content; printed entertainment publications, namely, books, newspapers, photographs, magazines and periodicals in 
the fields of virtual reality, augmented reality, computer hardware and software, technology, current events, medicine, 
culture, pop culture, music, concerts, food, style, apparel, toys, home office products, news, entertainment, education, 
cultural events, lifestyle and sports, and blogs about information relating to technology for delivering virtual world 
experience; printed educational publications, namely, books, magazines, periodicals and teaching materials in the fields 
of virtual reality, augmented reality, computer hardware and software, technology, current events, medicine, culture, pop 
culture, music, concerts, food, style, apparel, toys, home office products, news, entertainment, education, cultural events, 
lifestyle and sports, and blogs about information relating to technology for delivering virtual world experience; children"s 
interactive educational books.

Cl.28;Virtual reality headsets adapted for use in playing video games; apparatus for electronic games adapted for use 
with an external display screen or monitor; hand held units for playing video games adapted for use with an external 
display screen or monitor; hand held units for playing electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or 
monitor; hand held units for playing electronic games; electronic educational game machines for children; electronic 
games for the teaching of children.

Cl.35;On-line retail store services featuring downloadable applications and entertainment, namely, recorded musical 
performances, live musical performances, recorded sports programming, live sports programming, major motion 
pictures, streaming audiovisual and multimedia content and educational programming; on-line advertising and marketing 
services; advertising and promotional services; Internet advertising services; digital advertising services; advertising and 
marketing; on-line advertising on a computer network.

Cl.38;Computer services, namely, providing on-line facilities for real-time interaction with other computer users 
concerning consumer product reviews, consumer product ratings, and consumer product recommendations; computer 
services, namely, providing on-line facilities for real-time interaction with other computer users concerning topics of 
general interest; computer services, namely, providing on-line forums for electronic transmission of messages among 
computer users concerning product reviews and product purchasing information; computer services, namely, computer 
aided transmission of text, static images, video and sound through a portable electronic device; streaming of television 
shows via a global computer network; web media services, namely, streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material 
via a global computer network.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing information relating to movies, television shows, music, magazines, 
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books, audiobooks, and games; providing on-line publications featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications in the 
nature of books, magazines, brochures, pamphlets, newspapers, articles, manuals, newsletters, journals, workbooks, 
periodicals, and catalogs in the field of entertainment, accessible via a website; providing on-line publications, via a 
website, featuring non-downloadable series of fiction books and series of fiction audiobooks; providing on-line non-
downloadable general feature magazines; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line non-downloadable musical 
performances and musical videos, accessible via a website; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer 
games; news reporting services featuring news and information in the field of entertainment relating to movies, television 
shows, music, magazines, books, audiobooks, entertainment based computer applications, games, entertainment based 
cloud computing, and entertainment information on the Internet; entertainment services, namely, providing on-line 
reviews of fiction and non-fiction books and movies, television shows, music, magazines, audiobooks, and games; rental 
of electronic books, films, movies, and pre-recorded videos that may be downloaded from a global computer network; 
entertainment services, namely, providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; publication of 
blogs on the Internet and provision of gaming and educational information in the field of technology for delivering virtual 
world experiences, such services accessible via a website; providing internally created instructional and educational 
information, accessible via a website, about virtual world experience games that are delivered by software and hardware 
technologies.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, database design and development; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software for transmitting, sharing, receiving, downloading, displaying, interacting with and transferring content, 
text, visual works, audio works, audiovisual works, literary works, data, files, documents and electronic works; computer 
services, namely, computer aided graphic design; computer services, namely, providing information in the fields of 
technology and software development via a global computer network; computer technical support services, namely, 
troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; computer services, namely, 
cloud hosting provider services; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for use 
in electronic storage of data; computer services, namely, computer software development in the field of mobile 
applications; application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, 
software, and web sites, in the fields of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile, information access, and 
remote data management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for business, namely, software for connecting doctors 
with medical patients and providing medical information to doctors.
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Priority claimed from 28/06/2016; Application No. : 2016/04557 ;Sweden 

3539213    16/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1340047]
Hästens Sängar AB

Box 130 SE-731 23 Köping SE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture, including beds, bedsteads and bedroom furniture; mattresses, spring mattresses, overlay mattress; 
pillows and down pillows.

Cl.24;Woven textiles, textile products, not included in other classes; bed linen; down quilts.

Cl.25;Clothes; footwear; headgear.

Cl.35;Marketing, retail services and commercial information featuring furniture, home furnishing and interior decoration 
products, textile products, bed linen, bed covers, clothing, footwear and headgear and toys.
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Priority claimed from 06/12/2018; Application No. : 17 997 297 ;European Union 

4201617    11/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470816]
MAN TRUCK & BUS SE

Dachauer Straße 667 80995 München DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP

C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Engines (except those for land-based vehicles), internal combustion engines, clutches and devices for transmitting 
power (except those for land-based vehicles) and their parts and spare parts; engines for ships, for on-board power 
generation and for stationary power plants, in particular twocycle and four-cycle diesel engines, four-cycle diesel-gas and 
gas Otto engines and their parts, in particular mixedfuel devices (machines), shafts, gear mechanisms, clutches; ships" 
machines; power generators; handheld tools (not hand-operated) for the maintenance of engines; exhaust turbochargers 
and turbines (except those for land-based vehicles) and their parts; transmissions for vehicles (except for land-based 
vehicles); compressors and turbines (not for land vehicles), in particular axial compressors, radial compressors, process-
gas turbines, radial expanders; machine sets assembled from the aforementioned turbines and compressors; process-
gas screw compressors (not for land vehicles), screw expanders (not for land vehicles), industrial steam turbines, 
industrial gas turbines, except turbines for land-based vehicles; power production machines, assembled from the 
aforementioned compressors and turbines; gear mechanisms (except for land-based vehicles), in particular industrial 
gear mechanisms for cement and petrochemical plants, for the plastics and steel industry, for wind energy; spur and 
planetary gear mechanisms for turbo machines; ships" gear mechanisms with diesel engine and/or turbine drive; sliding 
bearings (machine parts), in particular for electric machines, blowers, compressors, pumps, ships; machine tools; 
conveying machines, in particular for piece goods; gear mechanisms for electronic machines; excavators, bucket-wheel 
and bucket-chain excavators; drive machines (except those for land-based vehicles); clutches (controllable) for industrial 
machines and ships; sliding bearings and torque converters for industrial machines.

Cl.12;Heavy goods vehicles and their parts; commercial vehicles, their parts as well as spare parts thereof; omnibuses 
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with diesel, gas, hydrogen or electric drive and their parts; special vehicles, in particular platform trucks, tippers or saddle 
tractors and their parts; engines for land-based vehicles, in particular, gas/diesel/hydrogen/electric engines; chassis, also 
suitable for off-road use, for vehicles; bodywork and frame parts for motor vehicles; gear mechanisms for land-based 
vehicles, in particular chain-driven vehicle mechanisms; clutches (controllable) for rail-bound vehicles, gear wheels 
(except engine parts), clutches (controllable), sliding bearings, and torque converters for land-based vehicles, water-
borne craft; structures for space vehicles; high-speed diesel engines for land-based vehicles, in particular for 
locomotives; ships" propellers; tracked vehicles; commercial vehicles; seat covers [shaped] for use in vehicles; bikes; 
balance bikes; drive machines, namely all-wheel-drive for land-based vehicles.

Cl.25;Jackets; vests; blouses; bodysuits; shirts; trousers; hoodies; long-sleeved tops; blousons; sweaters; sleepsuits; 
cardigans; rompers; beanies; caps; hats; scarfs; sneakers socks; bibs; silk ties; belts.
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4208282    09/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1472194]
TRATON AG

Dachauer Str. 641 80995 München Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP

C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion on land, air and water; commercial vehicles; vehicles for use on land; electric 
vehicles, electric hybrid vehicles, plug-in hybrid vehicles, and parts, replacement parts and accessories for the aforesaid 
goods; motors, drives and parts therefor for utility vehicles; buses, vans, coaches, trucks; tractors, towing trucks, and 
parts, replacement parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods; motors and electric motors for land vehicles, and parts, 
replacement parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods, in particular alarm installations for vehicles, trailers, drive 
trains and transmission shafts for land vehicles, transmission shafts for land vehicles, drive sprockets for land vehicles, 
armrests, mounts for land vehicles, differentials, balance weights for vehicle wheels, brake systems, brake linings, 
brakes, brake pads, brake callipers, brake discs, brake shoes, roof racks, anti-theft devices for vehicles, diesel engines for 
land vehicles, electric motors for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, direction signals for vehicles, undercarriages, vehicle 
axles, bodies for vehicles, vehicle wheels, springs, rims and complete wheels, windows, window lifters, brake fluid 
containers, windshield wiper fluid container, fuel tanks for vehicles, accelerator pedals, luggage carriers and luggage 
nets, gear boxes, for land vehicles, gearbox shafts for land vehicles, anti-skid chains, door handles, horns, brake 
cylinders and motors, hydraulic brake parts, bodies, head-rests, mudguards, shaft couplings, steering linkages, steering 
wheels, steering columns for vehicles, air pumps, engine mounts for land vehicles, vehicle wheel hubs, upholstery, 
wheels, pneumatic tyres, spare wheel carriers, rear-view mirrors, semi-trailers for motor vehicles, manual gear boxes for 
land vehicles, windscreen wipers, sliding roofs, mudguards, snow chains, protective covers, power steering equipment, 
safety belts, safety restraints, safety seats for infants, signal horns, seats, ski racks, mirrors, starter pinions for land 
vehicles; stowage compartments, storage compartments, steering wheels, suspension shock absorbers, bumpers, 
torsion bars for vehicle engines, transmission belts for land vehicles, doors, cladding panels for vehicle bodies, selector 
switches as parts of for change-speed gear boxes for land vehicles, indicators, tow bars, lorries and parts therefor; buses 
with diesel, gas, hydrogen or electric drive units, and parts therefor; driving machines, namely all-wheel drives for land 
vehicles; motors and engines for land vehicles, in particular gas/diesel engines; chassis including sports utility chassis 
and luggage racks and luggage carriers for vehicles; bodies and frame parts for motor vehicles; gears for land vehicles, 
in particular gears for tracked vehicles; couplings and clutches for rail vehicles; sprockets, couplings, clutches, slide 
bearings and torque converters for land vehicles, sprockets for water vehicles and industrial machines, slide bearings for 
land vehicles and water vehicles; transport tracks; high-speed diesel engines, in particular for locomotives; marine 
propellers.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; business management consulting; 
accounting; import and export services; economic forecasting; marketing services; public relations services; business 
appraisal; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; merchandising, organizational 
management of vehicle fleets; arranging contracts for leasing of replacement vehicles.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; stock exchange quotations; financial analysis; financial 
consultancy and sponsorship; financing and funding services; evaluation (repair costs -) [financial appraisal]; finance 
services; financing and funding services, in particular lease-purchase financing, sales and investment financing; 
insurance, in particular insurance brokerage; real estate management and rental, brokerage, leasing (facility 
management); rental (real estate) of industrial installations; automobile lease-purchase financing; providing sponsorship 
schemes services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; providing access to databases; providing access to data and information on the 
Internet via providing access to Internet platforms; providing access to telecommunications networks and multimedia 
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networks; digital processing of logistic and transport orders; electronic exchange of messages via chat lines, chat rooms 
and Internet forums; providing of access to apps, in particular mobile apps [computer software]; broadcasting or 
transmission of streamed and downloadable digital audio and video content via computer and telecommunications 
networks; all aforementioned services in the field of logistic, commercial vehicles and mobility.

Cl.39;Tracking of automobile fleets using electronic navigation and locating devices.

Cl.42;Technical project studies; conducting technical tests and checks, technical measurements and scientific 
investigations; research and development in the field of technology and mechanical engineering; installation of software; 
configuring computer networks by means of software; material testing and quality control; design and development of 
computer hardware and software, computer programming, in particular troubleshooting; technical consultancy regarding 
the application of EDP installations and programmes in the field of engineering; engineering services; conducting of 
technical analyses for monitoring fuel consumption; installation and maintenance of software for toll logging and toll 
billing apparatus; design and development of vehicles; hosting of computer sites (websites); software as a service 
[SaaS]; rental of software; cloud-computing; scientific and technological services and research, in particular in the fields 
of communications between road users, both intercommunications, and communications with the road traffic 
infrastructure, in particular vehicle-vehicle communications and vehicle-infrastructure communications; all 
aforementioned services in the field of logistic, commercial vehicles and mobility; mapping services, in particular 
mapping of logistic and transport orders; design, creation, hosting and maintenance of Internet sites for third parties; 
managing websites for others.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2018; Application No. : 727194 ;Switzerland 

4294513    26/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486966]
Tissot SA

Chemin des Tourelles 17 CH-2400 Le Locle Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartwatches and parts and accessories for the aforesaid products, namely, needles, watchbands, watch cases 
and watch movements, connected watches, smartwatches with payment functions; connected watches with payment 
functions; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewelry; electronic key holders; handheld telecommunications 
apparatus and instruments for detecting, storing, tracking, monitoring and transmitting data related to user activity; 
Downloadable software in the form of mobile applications for games; downloadable electronic game applications for use 
on mobile telephones, connected watches, smart watches, computers and tablets; radios incorporating alarm clocks; time 
recording apparatus; time clocks [time recording devices]; electronic apparatus incorporating a time display; tachometer, 
goal counter, countdown timers, start counters; electronic bulletin boards; optical apparatus and instruments particularly 
spectacles, sunglasses, smart glasses, magnifying glasses; cases for spectacles, sunglasses and magnifying glasses; 
batteries and cells for timepieces and chronometric instruments; all the aforesaid goods are of Swiss origin.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class, 
namely figurines, trophies; jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie 
pins, tie clips, jewelry caskets, jewelry cases; precious stones, semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric 
instruments, namely, chronometers, chronographs, clocks, watches, wristwatches, pendulum clocks, alarm clocks as well 
as parts and accessories for the aforesaid products, namely, needles, anchors, pendulums, barrels, bottom plates, watch 
cases, watch straps, watch dials, squares, watch chains, watch movements, watch blanks, watch springs, watch glasses, 
cases for timepieces, fitted cases for timepieces; apparatus for timing sports events; all the aforesaid goods are of Swiss 
origin.

Cl.35;Retail sale services for horologery products, chronometric instruments, smartwatches, connected watches, 
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewelry and jewelry products; presentation of watch products, chronometric 
instruments, smartwatches, connected watches, jewelry-type telecommunications apparatus and jewelry products via all 
means of communication for retail sale; advertising by sponsoring; advertising promotion (sponsoring) of cultural and 
sporting events; commercial information via websites; compilation of information into computer databases; promotional 
services for sales and marketing; preparation and holding of promotional and marketing events; customer loyalty 
program services; public relations services for customer loyalty or increase; all the aforesaid services are of Swiss origin.

Cl.41;Timing of sports events; sporting and cultural activities; organization of sports events and competitions; 
provision of sports information related to statistical information; all the aforesaid services are of Swiss origin.
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4307980    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489580]
Beijing Aofeisi Information Technology Co., Ltd.

b237 Deqianxinyuan Incubator, Building 17, No.3 Yanjingli Mid Street, Chaoyang District Beijing City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programmes [programs], recorded; electronic publications, downloadable; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; mouse pads; computer game software; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; 
computer software applications, downloadable; wearable activity trackers.

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer software design; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic 
media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 
conversion; computer software consultancy; providing search engines for the Internet; providing information on 
computer technology and programming via a web site; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; 
computer technology consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2019; Application No. : UK00003415965 ;United Kingdom 

4309018    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488948]
Folium Food Science Limited

1010 Cambourne Road Cambourne, Cambridge CB23 6DW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Growing media and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; soil improvers; probiotic bacterial 
formulations [other than for medical use]; probiotic bacteria for use in agriculture, horticulture and food and beverage 
production; bacterial preparations for use in agriculture, horticulture and food and beverage production; viral 
preparations for use in agriculture, horticulture and food and beverage production; DNA bacterial preparations for use in 
agriculture, horticulture and food and beverage production.

Cl.5;Veterinary preparations; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; dietary supplements for animals; probiotic 
supplements; probiotic supplements for animals; pesticides.

Cl.31;Animal feed; foodstuffs and beverages for animals.

Cl.42;Scientific research and development services; research and development services in the field of horticulture, 
agriculture and food and beverage production; research and development services in the field of food safety.
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Priority claimed from 11/01/2019; Application No. : 88258324 ;United States of America 

4309025    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488957]
Reliance Worldwide Corporation

2300 Defoor Hills Road NW Atlanta GA 30318 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal telescoping brackets for pipes, wires, cables and conduits; metal brackets and supports for pipes and 
electrical wires and conduits; metal clamps and hangers for pipes, wires, cables and conduit; extendable metal brackets 
for pipes, wires, cables and conduits; metal brackets for plumbing fixtures; metal plumbing straps; metal restraints for 
pipe joints and fittings; metal plenum supports; metal water heater supports, stands and sheds for water heaters; metal 
water heater straps and drain pans; metal suspension stands for water heaters; metal connectors for gas appliances; 
metal mounting brackets and straps for tanks; metal plumbing fittings and accessories, namely, plumbing straps and 
brackets, and supports and restraints for plumbing pipes clamps, for pipes, wires, cables and conduit clamps, hangers 
and supports for pipes, wires, cables and conduit.

Cl.8;Plumbing wrenches.

Cl.9;Non-metal, manually operated plumbing pressure testing and leak testing fittings for pipes; non-metal valves being 
for leak or pressure test fittings for pipes.

Cl.11;Non-metal drains, namely drains for sanitary installations to prevent the spread of fire; non-metal cleanout 
fittings, namely, fittings for the draining of water in sanitary installations; non-metal pans for the draining of water in 
sanitary installations.

Cl.17;Non-metal firestop seals; non-metal firestop sleeves in the nature of insulating materials; vibration dampening 
plates in the nature of insulating materials; non-metal acoustic isolators for plumbing fittings and accessories as part of 
plumbing installations; acoustic insulating materials, namely, acoustic dampening plates, riser pads and liners, not made 
of metal.

Cl.19;Non-metal flanged supports for tubes to prevent the spread of fire.

Cl.20;Acoustic dampening pipe clamps and hangers not made of metal; vibration dampening clamps and hangers not 
made of metal for supporting pipes, wires, cables and conduit; non-metal clamps, brackets and supports for pipes, wires, 
cables and conduit; non-metal flame retardant clamps, hangers and supports for pipes, wires, cables and conduits; 
plastic clamps, brackets and supports for pipes, wires, cables and conduit.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2019; Application No. : 38575240 ;China 

4309344    09/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488686]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD., BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT SHENZHEN China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Transmitting sets (telecommunication); stored program controlled telephone switching apparatus; radios; 
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for mobile phones; holders for mobile phones; 
intercoms; wrist-mounted smartphones; digital photo frames; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; covers 
for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; transponders; network communication apparatus; modems; 
switchboards; transmitters of electronic signals; microphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; headphones; earphones; 
virtual reality headsets; digital video recorder for vehicles; set-top boxes; loudspeakers; portable media players; sound 
transmitting apparatus; camcorders; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; video monitors; audio 
interfaces; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; equalizers (audio apparatus); security 
surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; television apparatus; television apparatus for vehicles; thermal 
imaging cameras; selfie lenses; connected bracelets (measuring instruments); gas testing instruments; digital weather 
stations; biochips; infrared detectors; air analysis apparatus; laboratory robots; teaching robots; optical lenses; materials 
for electricity mains (wires, cables); ultra high-definition (UHD) televisions; liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions; selfie 
sticks (hand-held monopods); cameras (photography); digital door locks; alarm central units; electric batteries; USB data 
lines or data cables; USB data lines or data cables for mobile phones; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; 
video screens; integrated circuits; electronic chips; touch screens; electric plugs; electric sockets; sensors; chargers for 
electric batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries); encoded identity cards; digital signal processors; short-
range radio apparatus; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; electronic publications, downloadable; 
chips (integrated circuits); printed circuit boards; printed circuits; central processing units (processors) for processing 
information, data, sound or images; central processing units (processors); computer programs (downloadable software); 
smartglasses; smartwatches; computer hardware; computer memories; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); sleeves for 
laptops; tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; stands adapted for tablet computers; flat panel displays; flexible 
flat panel displays for computers; laptop computers; notebook computers; bags adapted for laptops; computer 
keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; 
black boxes (data recorders); interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electronic 
sheet music, downloadable; smart rings; security tokens (encryption devices); personal digital assistants (PDAs); 
computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; 
computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones; wearable computers; downloadable mobile phone software applications; downloadable emoticons for 
mobile phones; computer operating programs, recorded; liquid crystal displays (LCD) with large screens; electronic 
diaries; liquid crystal displays (LCD); electronic pens; video image printers; computer styluses; computer programs, 
downloadable; pedometers; fingerprint identifier; human face recognition devices; scales; bathroom scales; scales with 
body mass analyzers; portable digital electronic scales; smartphones.

Cl.38;Radio broadcasting; message sending; providing internet chatrooms; providing user access to a global computer 
network (service providers); providing access to databases; transmission of digital files; streaming of data; 
teleconferencing services; communications by cellular phones; videoconferencing services; video-on-demand 
transmission; computer aided transmission of messages and images; broadcasting programmes via the internet; internet 
broadcasting services; transmission of sound and images via satellites.

Cl.41;Training in the field of communication technologies; educational services; instruction services; training services 
provided via simulators; providing information about online education; organization of competitions (education or 
entertainment); arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of in-person educational 
forums; online publication of electronic books and journals; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; 
providing amusement arcade services; preparing subtitles for movies; production of radio and television programmes; 
providing online music, not downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable; providing films, not downloadable, 
via video-on-demand services; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; 
providing recreation facilities; entertainment information; game services provided on-line from a computer network; 
conducting fitness classes; audio and video recording services; providing entertainment information via a website; 
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entertainment services; conducting guided tours; ticket agency services (entertainment); television entertainment; news 
reporters services.

Cl.42;Technological research; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; technical 
project studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; computer software design; 
updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; maintenance of 
computer software; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
computer system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data 
(not physical conversion); computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the 
internet; web site design consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data storage; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology 
consultancy; computer security consultancy; developing of driver and operating system software.
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4309345    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488688]
Gienanth GmbH

Ramsener Str. 1 67304 Eisenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for 
railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and 
tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores; cast steel; foundry moulds of metal; 
cast iron (unwrought or semi-wrought); foundry molds.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission 
components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; casting 
moulds (machine parts); moulds (parts of machines); casting machines; foundry machines.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 13/02/2019; Application No. : 018022299 ;European Union 

4309565    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488727]
Hermes Schleifmittel GmbH & Co. KG

Luruper Hauptstr. 106-122 22547 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Abrasives; non-woven abrasive fabrics.

Cl.7;Grinding tools [machines or parts of machines]; abrasives discs [parts of machines]; abrasive belts (machine 
parts).

Cl.8;Abrading instruments [hand instruments]; abrasive discs [parts for hand operated tools]; abrasive belts (parts for 
hand-operated tools).
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2019; Application No. : 88488714 ;United States of America 

4309581    06/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488731]
State Street Bank and Trust Company

One Lincoln Street Boston MA 02111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Financial auditing; financial records management; financial record-keeping for purposes of compliance with laws, 
regulations and internal guidelines; tracking and monitoring compliance with laws, regulations and internal guidelines for 
business purposes.

Cl.36;Clearing and reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; computerized financial analysis of 
stock exchange information; currency trading; currency transfer services; electronic financial trading services; electronic 
transfer of funds; financial administration of stock exchange trading of shares and other financial securities in financial 
markets; financial administration of investment accounts; financial administration of investments, namely, automated 
trade execution, clearing and settlement services in the fields of securities, foreign exchange, money markets, futures 
contracts and other financial instruments; financial analysis, namely, compiling and analyzing statistics, data and other 
sources of information for financial purposes; financial custody services, namely, maintaining possession of financial 
assets for others for financial management purposes; financial evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, 
advisory and research services relating to securities and other financial instruments; financial information processing; 
financial management; financial portfolio management; financial research and information services; financial risk 
assessment services; financial services, namely, investment fund transfer and transaction services; financial services, 
namely, the trading of financial instruments, securities, shares, options and other derivative products; foreign exchange 
transactions; investment of funds; providing financial information.
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4310883    02/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1444288]
ELLATION, INC.

835 Market Street, Suite 700 San Francisco CA 94103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Entertainment and educational services, namely, production of videos, animation, movies, films, photos, audio 
content; distribution of motion picture films, animated motion picture films, cartoon motion picture films and music video 
motion picture films; production of visual effects for videos, DVDs, and internet web sites and other digital media; 
entertainment services, namely, providing movie videos, animation, online games, movies, films, photos on a wide variety 
of topics and subjects via a website; entertainment services, namely, providing technology to allow users to post and 
share comments, blogs and information relating to music videos, animation, video games, computer games, music, 
movies, films, photos, audio content, and other user- generated multimedia content via a website; online journals, namely, 
blogs featuring comments and information relating to videos, animation, games, music, movies, films, photos, audio 
content, other user-generated multimedia content, and other entertainment-related topics; entertainment services, 
namely, providing online news, information, and reviews relating to music videos, animation, computer games, video 
games, music, movies, films, photos, and other entertainment- and education-related topics; digital video, audio and 
multimedia entertainment publishing of books, newsletters, web magazines and other electronic publications; online 
digital publishing of books, web magazines and electronic publications; entertainment services, namely, conducting 
online contests.

Cl.42;Application provider services (ASP), namely, hosting an online community website featuring multimedia content, 
videos, animation, movies, films, photos, audio content, images, text, information, and other user-generated multimedia 
content; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software that enables users to post and share comments, 
reviews, critiques, ratings, blogs, and information relating to multimedia content, videos, animation, games, music, 
movies, films, photos, audio content, images, text, information, and other user-generated multimedia content, with third 
parties via a global computer network and other computer and communications networks; hosting a web site that gives 
computer users the ability to upload and share photos, videos and video logs; providing online non-downloadable 
software tools for users to create multimedia content online; computer services, namely, creating an online community in 
the nature of web sites for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual 
communities, and engage in social networking; providing technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of web 
application problems; hosting of digital content online; hosting multimedia content for others; providing user-generated 
multimedia content online via a website.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2017; Application No. : 016848004 ;European Union 

4310930    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1489252]
Rembe GmbH Safety + Control

Gallbergweg 21 59929 Brilon Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and parts of machines for protecting against explosions, in particular for protecting against gas and dust 
explosions; parts of machines for explosion relief, in particular rupture discs for defined pressure relief, included in class 
7; flame traps, in particular flame barriers and flame arresters, included in class 7.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments with a safety function for controlling, monitoring and protecting against high and low 
pressures and vacuum conditions resulting from explosions; regulating, measuring and control apparatus and systems 
thereof for pressure relief of gas and dust explosions; autonomous protective systems, in particular flame traps, flame 
barriers and flame arresters, for extinction of combustions, included in class 9.
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Priority claimed from 22/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003377855 ;United Kingdom 

4310932    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489254]
Banned Apparel Limited

Unit 1 Westfield Close, Rawreth Industrial Estate, Rawreth Lane Rayleigh, Essex SS6 9RL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Articles made of leather or imitation leather; bags; handbags; shoulder bags; holdalls; wallets; billfolds; belt 
bags; purses; credit card holders; wallets; cases; articles of luggage; baggage; luggage tags; briefcases; business card 
cases; key cases; gym bags; shopping bags; travelling bags; trunks; suitcases; satchels; haversacks; rucksacks; 
knapsacks; backpacks; beach bags; game bags; tote bags; umbrellas; parasols; vanity cases (unfitted); toiletry bags; 
cosmetic bags; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headwear.

Cl.35;Electronic shopping, retail and wholesale services, all connected with articles made of leather or imitation leather, 
bags, handbags, shoulder bags, holdalls, wallets, billfolds, belt bags, purses, credit card holders, wallets or cases 
incorporating cheque book holders, articles of luggage, baggage, luggage tags, briefcases, business card cases, key 
cases, gym bags, shopping bags, travelling bags, trunks, suitcases, satchels, haversacks, rucksacks, knapsacks, 
backpacks, beach bags, game bags, tote bags, umbrellas and parasols, vanity cases (unfitted), toiletry bags, cosmetic 
bags, clothing, footwear, headwear, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : AM 52558/2018 ;Austria 

4310942    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489256]
Alpla Werke Alwin Lehner GmbH & Co KG

Allmendstrasse 81 A-6971 Hard Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and sales promotion; providing advertising space on a home page, for others; on-line 
advertising on a computer network; presentation of goods and services; sales promotion for others; presentation of 
goods for sale and/or advertising purposes, especially plastic packaging, especially plastic bottles, plastic containers, 
plastic closures and plastic injection moulding parts, on the internet and in communication media; compilation of goods 
for others for presentation and sale; personnel recruitment.

Cl.41;Education; educational instruction and continuous training; apprentice training; educational instruction 
especially as plastics technician, machining technician, designer, operating logistics merchant, electrician, information 
technology technician; vocational educational instruction; training services and advanced training services; arranging of 
educational instruction and continuous training; arranging and conducting of training courses, seminars, courses of 
instructions and lectures relating educational instruction and continuous training; dissemination of educational material; 
provision of training facilities for young people; arranging and conducting of youth educational instruction and 
continuous training schemes; provision of online training and online continuous training; providing on-line information 
and news in the field of employment training, continuous training and further education, especially for young people; 
online publication and online providing of electronic books, journals and magazines, brochures, newsletters, leaflets, 
prospectuses, folder, posters, information booklets, office binders and information folders; publication of printed matter 
(also in electronic form), especially books, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, brochures, newsletters, leaflets, 
prospectuses, folder, poster, information booklets, office binders and information folders, except for advertising 
purposes; consultancy, information assistance and information relating to all the aforesaid services; provision of training 
and education; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; arranging and conducting of seminars, training courses, 
lectures and workshops; publication and edition of printed matter, especially of books, newspapers, periodicals, 
magazines, brochures, newsletters, leaflets, prospectuses, folder, information booklets, also electronically via data 
networks, internet and via digital media.

Cl.42;Development of new products for others, in respect of packaging of plastic and containers of plastic; 
development of machines, moulds, tools for processing plastics; consultancy, information assistance and information 
relating to all the aforesaid services; design services, in particular creation, development and layout of designs for plastic 
packaging, especially plastic bottles, plastic containers, plastic closures and plastic injection moulding parts, including 
texturing, lighting, rendering, shading, image processing, 2D motion-graphics and 3D modelling, creation, development 
and design of plastic packaging, especially plastic bottles, plastic containers, plastic closures and plastic injection 
moulding parts as 3D-models in the form of mock-ups and prototypes; services of a plastic-packaging designer, in 
particular design of plastic packaging, especially plastic bottles, plastic containers, plastic closures and plastic injection 
moulding parts; services of a graphic artist; technological services and related design services; technical and 
technological advice, especially related to choice of material, design and production technology for plastic packaging, 
especially plastic bottles, plastic containers, plastic closures and plastic injection moulding parts; technical and 
technological consultancy related to plastic packaging, especially plastic bottles, plastic containers, plastic closures and 
plastic injection moulding parts.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 001 269 ;Germany 

4310952    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489266]
Candera GmbH

Semmelweissstraße 34 A-4020 Linz Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for graphical user interfaces; software for the creation of graphical user interfaces in the automotive and 
industrial sector.

Cl.42;Design and development of software for graphical user interfaces; design and development of software for the 
creation of graphical user interfaces in the automotive and industrial sectors.
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Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 018042810 ;European Union 

4311015    20/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489336]
VALJI d.o.o.

Železarska cesta 3 SI-3220 Štore Slovenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; castings of metal; metal mouldings; metal mouldings; 
castings of grey cast iron; castings of ductile cast iron; foundry castings; containers of metal for casting; ingot moulds of 
metal for castings; castings of metal for machine parts for the automotive industry.

Cl.7;Moulds [parts of machines]; casting moulds of metal [parts of machines]; moulds for die-casting [parts of 
machines]; cylinders being parts of machines; rolling mill cylinders; press rollers [parts of machines]; rollers for use in 
the rubber and plastics industry; rubber mixing rolls being parts of rubber mixing machines; rollers for hot rolling of 
profiles; profile rolling mills; metalworking machines; tools [parts of machines]; machine tools; lathes; milling machines; 
trueing machines; rollers for hot rolling of sheet metal (ferrous metallurgy); rollers for the food industry (grinding).

Cl.40;Metal treating; treating [shaping] of metal; grinding; metalworking services using lathes (saws); processing of 
metal surfaces using precision grinding techniques.

Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services; chemist services; chemical laboratories; metallurgical analysis; 
analysis of materials; materials testing and analysing; technological engineering analysis; technical data analysis 
services; engineering services for the analysis of structures; microstructural analysis of cast iron; engineering surveying; 
hardness measurement of materials; feasibility studies relating to material analysis; chemical analysis services for use in 
the testing of material; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods of others for the purpose of certification.
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4311017    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489375]
Makita Corporation

3-11-8, Sumiyoshi-cho, Anjo-shi Aichi 446-8502 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuels; mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes [not for fuel]; non-mineral oils and greases for industrial 
purposes [not for fuel]; engine oils; chain oils; lubricating oils [industrial lubricants]; lubricating grease; industrial 
greases; waxes [raw material]; liquid fuels; gaseous fuels; solid fuels; mixed gasoline; gasoline; solid lubricants.

Cl.6;Loading and unloading pallets of metal; turn-tables for load handling; traversers for load handling; artificial fish 
reefs of metal; prefabricated sectional poultry houses of metal; paint spraying booths of metal; metal moulds for forming 
cement products; railway points; road signs of metal [not luminous nor mechanical]; beacons of metal [non-luminous]; 
liquid storage tanks or reservoirs of metal; industrial water storage tanks of metal; liquefied gas storage tanks of metal; 
gas storage tanks of metal; internal floating lids of aluminium for use with gas or liquefied gas storage tanks of metal; 
pulleys of metal, not machine elements; springs of metal, not machine elements; valves of metal, not machine elements; 
metal junctions for pipes; metal flanges; machine keys; cotter pins; nails; cut nails; wedges and pegs of metal; tacks of 
metal; screws; bolts of metal; nuts of metal; washers of metal; rivets; washers of metal; stud screws with external 
threading of metal; plugs of metal; anvils; swage blocks; water tanks of metal for household purposes; steps [ladders] of 
metal; portable buildings of metal.

Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; power-driven hand-held tools; mining machines and apparatus; construction 
machines and apparatus; loading-unloading machines and apparatus; industrial fishing machines; chemical processing 
machines and apparatus; textile machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; 
lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; pulp making, papermaking or paper-
working machines and apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; sewing machines; plowing machines 
and implements, other than hand-held tools; cultivating machines and implements; harvesting machines and implements; 
plant fiber processing machines and implements for agricultural purposes; fodder presses; fodder cutting machines [feed 
cutters]; fodder mixing machines [feed mixers]; cake-fodder crushing machines [feed mills]; milk filtering machines; 
milking machines; chick brooders; incubators for eggs; sericultural machines and implements; shoe making machines; 
leather tanning machines; tobacco processing machines; glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; painting 
machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; power-operated potters' wheels; plastic 
processing machines and apparatus; semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; machines and apparatus for 
manufacturing rubber goods; stone working machines and apparatus; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles, 
other than water mills and wind mills; parts for non-electric prime movers for land vehicles; water mills; wind mills; 
pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; adhesive tape dispensing machines; automatic stamping machines; 
washing machines for industrial purposes [laundry]; repairing or fixing machines and apparatus; mechanical parking 
systems; vehicle washing installations; stirring and mixing machines for industrial purposes; food peeling machines for 
commercial use; dishwashers for industrial purposes; food cutting, chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; 
electric wax-polishing machines for industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; lawnmowers; curtain 
drawing devices electrically operated; waste compacting machines and apparatus; waste crushing machines; shafts, 
axles, spindles, bearings, shafts, couplings or connectors, machine elements other than land vehicles; power 
transmissions and gearing, machine elements not for land vehicles; shock absorbers, machine elements not for land 
vehicles; springs, machine elements not for land vehicles; brakes, machine elements not for land vehicles; valves, 
machine elements not for land vehicles; soil improving machines containing soil agitation function; transplanting 
machines and implements; cultivators [machines], other than hand-held tools; hedge trimmers, spraying machines, 
spreading machines, mowing machines, lawn mowers and other agricultural and forestry machines; agricultural 
machines and agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; rice polishing machines; chain saws; power sprayers 
for disinfecting, insecticides and deodorants [not for agricultural purposes]; generators not for land vehicles; pile drivers; 
lifting apparatus used upon being attached to vehicles; lifting apparatus used upon being attached to fire engines; 
vacuum cleaners; snow ploughs; electric arc welding machines; electric metal cutting machines (by arc, gas or plasma); 
electric welding apparatus [for metalworking]; vending machines; electric door openers; fuel dispensing machines for 
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service stations; snow ploughs.

Cl.8;Braiders [hand-held ones only]; hoes [hand-held]; digging forks [spading forks]; lawn rakes [hand-held ones only]; 
lasts for shoe-making [hand-held ones only]; electric razors and electric hair clippers; bladed or pointed hand tools and 
swords; hand tools, hand operated, other than bladed or pointed hand tools; scissors; planes; saws [hand-operated]; 
knives; hammers [hand tools]; spanners [hand tools]; screwdrivers, non-electric; wrenches [hand tools]; egg slicers, non-
electric; non-electric planes for flaking dried bonito blocks [Katsuo-bushi planes]; can openers, non-electric; spoons; 
cheese slicers, non-electric; pizza cutters, non-electric; forks [cutlery]; flat irons [non-electric]; dressmakers' chalk 
sharpeners; fire pans for carrying live charcoal [Juno]; fireplace bellows [hand-tools]; fire tongs; bludgeons; insecticide 
sprayers [hand-held ones only]; shaving cases; pedicure sets; eyelash curlers; manicure sets; palette knives; carpenters' 
inkpots and their accessories; razor strops [leather strops]; sharpening steels; whetstones [sharpening stones]; electric 
flat irons.

Cl.9;Ozonisers [ozonators]; electrolysers [electrolytic cells]; egg-candlers; cash registers; coin counting or sorting 
machines; job recording devices; photo-copying machines; calculating machines, hand-operated; mathematical 
instruments; time and date stamping machines; time clocks [time recording devices]; punched card office machines; 
voting machines; billing machines; postage stamp checking apparatus; mechanisms for coin-operated car parking gates; 
life saving apparatus and equipment; fire extinguishers; fireplugs; fire hose nozzles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; 
fire alarms; gas alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; protective helmets; railway signal apparatus, luminous or 
mechanical; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; luminous or mechanical road signs; simulators for the steering and 
control of vehicles; sports training simulators; laboratory apparatus and instruments; photographic machines and 
apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; measuring or testing machines 
and instruments; laser level measuring apparatus; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary 
converters; phase modifiers; batteries and cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; electric wires and cables; 
electric buzzers; telecommunication machines and apparatus; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; magnetic 
cores; resistance wires; electrodes, other than welding electrodes or medical electrodes; fire boats; satellites for 
scientific purposes; fire engines; gloves for protection against accidents; dust masks; gas masks; welding masks; 
fireproof garments; spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for 
hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; phonograph records; metronomes; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs 
recorded with automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments; slide-rules; exposed cinematographic 
films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; recorded video discs and video tapes; electronic publications; cell phone 
battery chargers; battery chargers for motor vehicles; electric batteries and battery chargers for lawn mowers and 
gardening tools; power adapters for battery chargers; battery chargers for power tools; automatic fire extinguishing 
apparatus; protective goggles; protective face shields other than goggles; accumulators [batteries]; battery chargers; 
power distribution or control machines and apparatus; fire pumps; loudspeakers; radios; television apparatus; wall 
scanners; laser distance meters.

Cl.11;Drying apparatus [for chemical processing]; recuperators [for chemical processing]; steamers [for chemical 
processing]; evaporators [for chemical processing]; distillers [for chemical processing]; heat exchangers [for chemical 
processing]; milk sterilizers; industrial furnaces; nuclear reactors [atomic piles]; forage drying apparatus; boilers, other 
than parts of non- electric prime movers or engines; air-conditioning apparatus [for industrial purposes]; freezing 
machines and apparatus; laundry dryers, electric, for industrial purposes; cooking apparatus and installations for 
commercial use; dish drying machines for commercial use; waste water treatment tanks for industrial purposes; septic 
tanks for industrial purposes; garbage incinerators for industrial purposes; solar water heaters; water purifying 
apparatus; tap water faucets; level controlling valves for tanks; pipe line cocks; electric lamps and other lighting 
apparatus; light projectors; deodorizing apparatus, not for personal use; negative ion generation type air purifiers; cool 
boxes, electric; household electrothermic appliances; coffee machines, electric; blankets, electric, not for medical 
purposes; electric fans; refrigerators; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; thermo-pots, electric.

Cl.12;Ropeways for cargo or freight handling; tipping apparatus, parts of railway freight cars; pusher cars for mining; 
puller cars for mining; traction engine; non-electric prime movers for land vehicles [not including "their parts"]; 
parachutes; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; shafts, axles, spindles, bearings, shafts, couplings or connectors, machine 
elements for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearing, machine elements for land vehicles; shock absorbers and 
springs, machine elements for land vehicles; brakes, machine elements for land vehicles; cigar lighters for automobiles; 
transport vehicles for used in the field of agriculture and forestry; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts 
and fittings; electric bicycles and their parts and fittings; trolleys; bicycle trailers [Riyakah]; electric cargo carrier; 
rickshaws; sleighs and sleds [vehicles]; carts; horse drawn carriages; AC motors or DC motors for land vehicles, not 
including their parts; wheelchairs; baby carriage [prams]; traction engine; pumps for inflating bicycle tires.

Cl.18;Suitcases; carry-on bags; trunks; boston bags; rucksacks; shopping bags; key cases; wallets; commutation-
ticket holders; business card cases; bags; pouches; umbrellas and their parts; beach umbrellas [beach parasols]; vanity 
cases, not fitted; handbag frames; purse frames; attache cases.

Cl.20;Loading pallets, not of metal; beehives [hive boxes or honeycombs]; hairdresser's chairs; barbers' chairs; liquid 
storage tanks or reservoirs, not of metal or masonry; industrial water storage tanks, not of metal or masonry; liquefied 
gas storage tanks, not of metal or masonry; gas storage tanks, not of metal or masonry; valves of plastics, not including 
machine elements; tool boxes, not of metal; industrial packaging containers of plastics; tool boxes of plastic, empty.

Cl.21;Tub brushes; metal brushes; brushes for pipes; industrial brushes; ship-scrubbing brushes; sprinklers for 
gardening consisting of water spraying nozzles, watering hoses, hose winders and faucet connectors for hoses; portable 
cool boxes, non-electric; portable coldboxes [non-electric]; food preserving jars of glass; drinking flasks for travelers; 
vacuum bottles [insulated flasks]; heat-insulated containers for beverages; thermally insulated containers for food; 
coffee-makers, non-electric; food storage jars; plastic insulated cooling food containers; industrial packaging bottles of 
plastics; kitchen utensils and containers, not including gas water heaters for household use, non-electric cooking heaters 
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for household purposes, kitchen worktops and kitchen sinks; cleaning tools and washing utensils; home gardening 
gloves; gloves for household purposes; gotoku [trivets for Japanese charcoal heaters for household purposes]; Japanese 
charcoal extinguishers [Hikeshi-tsubo]; sugar tongs; nutcrackers, not of precious metal; mags made of china, ceramic, 
glass and plastic; dustbins.

Cl.25;Working clothing; jackets; jackets containing heating mechanism; jackets with cooling fan; polo shirts; trousers; 
coats; sport shirts; socks and stockings other than special sportswear; gloves and mittens [clothing]; neckties; bandanas 
[neckerchiefs]; mufflers; headgear for wear; clothing; belts for clothing; shoes and boots; boots, other than boots for 
sports; sneaker; footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; clothes for sports; special footwear for sports.

Cl.30;Prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; unroasted coffee beans; tea.

Cl.37;Repair of power-driven hand-held tools; repair of blowers; repair of air plasma cutting machines; repair of air 
compressors; repair of agitators; repair of concrete vibrators; repair of high pressure washers; repair of electric welding 
machines; repair of rechargeable electric welding machines; repair of mowing machines; repair of scissors for tall 
branch; repair of desk drilling machines for metalworking; repair of vacuum cleaners; repair of dust catchers; repair of air 
plasma welding machines; repair of power generators; repair of winches; repair of pressure boosting machines; repair of 
chain hoist; repair of welding machines driven by engine powers; repair of power-driven mowing machines; repair of lawn 
mowers; repair of agrochemicals sprayers; repair of electric curtain rails; repair of pumps; repair of work benches for 
power-driven cutters; construction consultancy; repair, installation or maintenance of building equipment; shipbuilding; 
repair or maintenance of vessels; repair or maintenance of aircrafts; repair of bicycles; repair or maintenance of 
automobiles; repair or maintenance of railway rolling stocks; repair or maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles; repair 
or maintenance of cinematographic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of optical machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of photographic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of loading- unloading machines 
and apparatus; repair or maintenance of fire alarms; repair or maintenance of office machines and equipment; repair or 
maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus [for industrial purposes]; repair or maintenance of burners; repair or 
maintenance of boilers; repair or maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of electronic 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
construction machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of consumer electric appliances; repair or maintenance of 
electric lighting apparatus; repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of electric motors; repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of 
measuring and testing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of medical apparatus and instruments; repair or 
maintenance of firearms; repair or maintenance of printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of glassware manufacturing 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of fishing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of 
metalworking machines and tools; repair or maintenance of shoe making machines; repair or maintenance of industrial 
furnaces; repair or maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of rubber-goods 
manufacturing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of integrated circuits manufacturing machines and 
systems; repair or maintenance of semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; repair or maintenance of 
machines and apparatus for processing foods or beverages; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for 
lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making; repair or maintenance of textile machines and apparatus; repair 
or maintenance of tobacco processing machines; repair or maintenance of painting machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of agricultural machines and implements; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for pulp-
making, papermaking or paper-working; repair or maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of sewing machines; repair or 
maintenance of reservoirs; repair or maintenance of gasoline station equipment; repair or maintenance of mechanical 
parking systems; repair or maintenance of bicycle parking apparatus; repair or maintenance of industrial dishwashers; 
repair or maintenance of cooking equipment for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of electric washing machines 
for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of vehicle washing installations; repair or maintenance of vending 
machines; repair or maintenance of power-driven floor cleaning machines; repair or maintenance of amusement 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of apparatus and instruments for use in beauty salons or barbers' shops; 
repair or maintenance of water pollution control equipment; repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of waste compacting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines; repair or 
maintenance of divers' apparatus; repair or maintenance of nuclear power plants; repair or maintenance of chemical 
plants; furniture restoration; umbrella repair; repair or maintenance of musical instruments; safe maintenance or repair; 
shoe repair; clock and watch repair or maintenance; sharpening of scissors and kitchen knives; setup or repair of locks; 
repair or maintenance of gas water heaters; repair or maintenance of non-electric cooking heaters; repair or maintenance 
of cooking pots and pans; repair or maintenance of signboards; repair of bags or pouches; repair of personal ornaments; 
repair of toys or dolls; repair of sports equipment; repair of billiard equipment; repair of game machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of bath fittings; repair of toilet stool units with a washing water squirts; repair of fishing tackle; 
repair of spectacles; fur care and repair; laundering; pressing of clothing; clothing repair [mending clothing]; fluffing of 
cotton batting for futon; repair of tatami mats; chimney sweeping; cleaning of building exterior surfaces; window 
cleaning; carpet and rug cleaning; floor polishing; septic tank cleaning; bathtub and bath boiler cleaning; street cleaning; 
reservoirs cleaning; disinfecting of telephone hand-sets; vermin exterminating [other than for agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry]; sterilization of medical apparatus and instruments; rental of construction machines and apparatus; rental of 
floor cleaning machines; rental of mops; rental of car-washing apparatus; rental of electric washing machines; rental of 
laundry dryers; rental of spin dryers for clothes; rental of mining machines and apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 024 908 ;Germany 

4311030    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489389]
Evonlk Degussa GmbH

Rellinghauser Straße 1-11 45128 Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; chemicals used in industry, namely active chemical ingredients, chemical raw 
materials, chemical intermediates and chemical agents, additives and auxiliary agents as well as thickener and thickening 
agents, in particular surface-active agents, surface-active agents (tensides), surface-active agents (tensides), in particular 
surface-active skin protection substances for use in the manufacture of cleaning agents, care products and laundry 
preparations, surfactants, surfactants (tensides), in particular nonionic and cationic tensides, namely softeners, tensides 
for industrial purposes, defatting agents, chemical substances for stabilizing foam, sulphonic acids and salts thereof, 
emulsifying preparations; all aforementioned goods in particular for the cosmetic, pharmaceutical and veterinary industry 
as well as the detergent industry.

Cl.2;Anti-corrosive preparations, in particular anti-rust preparations; thinners and thickeners for paints and dyes, inks 
as well as anti-corrosive preparations.

Cl.5;Disinfectants; all aforementioned goods in particular for cosmetic, pharmaceutical, veterinary and detergent 
purposes.

Cl.9;Computer software; software for smartphones; downloadable application software for smart phones; software 
downloadable from the Internet; mobile apps; community software; application software for social networking services 
downloadable via the Internet; databases; interactive databases.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; administrative order processing; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; product demonstrations and product display services; presentation of 
goods and services; presentation of companies and their goods and services on the Internet; online ordering services; 
ordering services for third parties; computerized on-line ordering services; electronic order processing; organizing and 
conducting Internet auctions.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; providing user access to 
platforms on the Internet; providing access to platforms on the Internet; providing online forums; providing Internet 
chatrooms; providing an online interactive bulletin board.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training, further training and continuous training; arranging and conducting of courses, 
seminars, online training seminars (webinars), workshops and conferences; online digital publishing services; publishing 
a newspaper for customers on the Internet.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial 
research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; chemistry services; providing 
information relating to industrial engineering via an interactive website; providing information about scientific research 
via an interactive website; providing scientific information about the chemical industry via an interactive website; 
providing scientific information about chemicals via an interactive website; chemistry consultation; providing scientific 
research information and results from an online searchable database.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 018003730 ;European Union 

4311126    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489419]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Arranging and conducting of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes, including on the internet and 
other electronic media; collection, systematization, compilation and providing of commercial data, information, images, 
videos and audio sequences in the field of advertising on computer networks and other electronic media.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of congresses, conferences, symposiums, seminars, exhibitions, competitions and 
workshops, including on the internet and other electronic media; publication of periodicals, catalogues and prospectuses, 
including via the Internet and other electronic media.
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4311155    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488326]
GUANGZHOU LVJI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

(OFFICE USE ONLY, NOT FOR PLANT USE) ROOM 501, NO.238 GAOTANG ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU CITY 
510623 GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cinematographic film, exposed; wide area network router; electronic ticket validation apparatus; apparatus for 
receiving video signals; microcomputers; satellite navigational apparatus; neon signs; computer software for transmitting 
photos to a mobile phone; electronic display boards; liquid crystal displays.

Cl.39;Rental of bicycles; courier services [messages or merchandise]; packaging of goods; transport services for 
sightseeing tours; car transport; rental of diving suits; arranging of travel tours; car rental; provision of travel information 
via the internet; travel reservation.
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4311171    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488331]
SHANGHAI ROTTWEIL HANDYWARE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

WEST FLOOR 4, NO.999 NINGQIAO ROAD (T15-1), CHINA (SHANGHAI) PILOT FREE TRADE ZONE 200131 SHANGHAI 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Rotary printing presses; printing presses; planographic printing machines; silkscreen printing machines; machines 
for the textile industry; type-setting machines [printing]; inking apparatus for printing machines; labellers [machines]; 
printing machines.

Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; computer peripherals and accessories; magnetic 
encoders; printers for use with computers; processors [central processing units]; readers [data processing equipment]; 
scanners [data processing equipment].
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4311289    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488338]
Mirco Marini

via Bosco Martese, n. 17 I-64021 Giulianova (Teramo) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Key rings and key chains, and charms therefore; jewels; decorative articles [trinkets or jewellery] for personal 
use; ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semiprecious metals or stones, or imitations thereof.

Cl.18;Luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; boxes made of leather; butts [parts of hides]; cases of leather or 
leatherboard; imitation leather; leather and imitations of leather; leather cloth; leather laces; leather straps.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear.

Cl.26;Charms [not jewellery or for keys, rings or chains]; hair ornaments, hair rollers, hair fastening articles, and false 
hair.
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4311330    26/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488375]
MISUMI Group Inc.

5-1, Koraku 2-Chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 112-8583 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Ear plugs for divers; ozonisers; electrolysers; electrolytic cells; ionisation apparatus, not for the treatment of air or 
water; egg-candlers; blueprint apparatus; cash registers; coin counting machines; coin sorting machines; electric sign 
boards for displaying target figures, current outputs; photo-copying machines; drawing instruments and apparatus 
adapted for use with computers; drafting instruments and apparatus adapted for use with computers; time and date 
stamping machines; time clocks; time recording devices; punched card office machines; voting machines; postage stamp 
checking apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for operating gates for car parking facilities; life saving apparatus and 
equipment; fire extinguishers; fire hoses; fire hose nozzles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; fire alarms; gas alarms; 
anti-theft warning apparatus; protective helmets; railway signal apparatus, luminous; railway signal apparatus, 
mechanical; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; luminous road signs; mechanical road signs; diving suits not for 
sports; divers' masks; ear plugs for divers; nose clips for divers not for sports; gloves for divers not for sports; breathing 
apparatus for underwater swimming; game programs for arcade video game machines; simulators for the steering and 
control of vehicles; sports training simulators; test tubes; laboratory apparatus and instruments; photographic machines 
and apparatus; fluorescent screens; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; scales; 
micrometers; surveying instruments; range finders; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; testing apparatus not for 
medical purposes; measuring and testing machines and instruments; fuses; current rectifiers; power distribution 
machines and apparatus; power control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; lightning 
conductors; rods; solar batteries; batteries and cells; electric and magnetic meters and testers; light conducting 
filaments; optical fibers; electric wires and cables; dictating machines; transmitters of electronic signals; remote control 
apparatus; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; telecommunication machines and 
apparatus; personal digital assistants in the shape of a watch; smartphones; electron tubes; semi-conductor elements; 
electronic circuits not including those recorded with computer programs; computer programs; betatrons; semiconductor; 
integrated circuits; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; 
magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes; fire boats; satellites for scientific purposes; fire engines; dust masks; gas 
masks; welding masks; fireproof garments; protective headgear, namely disaster prevention hoods; gloves for protection 
against accidents; spectacles; eyeglasses; goggles; game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits 
and CD-ROMs recorded with computer programs; protective helmets for sports; sports whistles; weight belts for scuba 
diving; air tanks for scuba diving; snorkels; oxygen regulators; heat regulators; electric light regulators; metronomes; 
electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments; 
phonograph records; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; recorded video discs and video tapes; 
electronic publications; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts; effects pedals for use 
with electric musical instruments; effects pedals for use with electronic musical instruments.

Cl.42;Providing meteorological information; architectural design; surveying; geological surveys and research; 
designing of machines, apparatus, instruments including their parts and systems composed of such machines, apparatus 
and instruments; packaging design; graphic arts designing; dress designing; designing; computer software design, 
computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles 
and industrial machines; chemical analysis; biological research; testing, inspection and research of pharmaceuticals, 
cosmetics and foodstuffs; research on building construction and city planning; testing and research on prevention of 
pollution; testing and research on electricity; testing and research on civil engineering; material testing; quality control; 
testing, inspection and research on agriculture, livestock breeding and fisheries; testing and research on machines, 
apparatus and instruments; rental of measuring apparatus; rental of computers; providing computer programs designed 
to the specifications of others; rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; rental of drawing instruments; technical 
research; authenticating works of art; cloud seeding; handwriting analysis; graphology.
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Priority claimed from 03/01/2019; Application No. : 88249053 ;United States of America 

4311334    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488392]
Cala Health, Inc.

875 Mahler Road, Suite 168 Burlingame CA 94010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Battery chargers for use with devices to treat hand tremor.

Cl.10;Medical devices for use in treating or diagnosing tremor; Medical electrodes.

Cl.42;Providing technology information relating to the use of technology to obtain tremor data over a time period; 
Providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to compare tremor data over a time period.

Cl.44;Providing personalized healthcare and medical information in the nature of data showing improvements in a 
patient's tremor.
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4311345    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488405]
CHICECREAM FOOD (SHANGHAI) CO. LTD.,

ROOM 501, 5F, NO. 515 YINXIANG ROAD, NANXIANG TOWN, JIADING DISTRICT SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Stir-fried chestnuts; vegetable salads; milk beverages, milk predominating; processed pine nuts; fruit salads; 
seasoned nuts; processed hazel; preserved eggs (century eggs); sunflower seeds, prepared; processed pistachios; 
peanuts, prepared; frozen fruits; milk; yogurt; processed torreya; fruit and vegetable-based snack food; nuts, prepared.

Cl.30;Steamed twisted roll; ice lolly; tea-based beverages; cakes; sweet dumplings made of glutinous rice flour; 
steamed bread; ice cream brick; steamed stuffed bun; instant rice; chocolate beverages with milk; noodles; ice cream; 
dumplings; coffee beverages with milk; coffee-based beverages; chocolate; ice-cream; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; 
sorbets [ices]; chocolate-based beverages.
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Priority claimed from 07/03/2019; Application No. : 732663 ;Switzerland 

4311346    21/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488407]
Clariant AG

Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry and science; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire-
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning materials; adhesives for use in industry.

Cl.4;Lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; lighting fuel; candles; unprocessed waxes, waxes 
intended for industry; polyolefin waxes; wax mixtures (intended for industry); wax solutions (intended for industry); 
water-based wax emulsions for industrial use; solvent-based wax dispersions for industrial use.
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Priority claimed from 27/05/2019; Application No. : 732990 ;Switzerland 

4311866    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488489]
International Electrotechnical Commission

Rue de Varembé 3 CH-1202 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Publications on optical discs; publications on digital recording media; downloadable electronic publications; 
downloadable computer software applications; recorded computer programmes [programs]; the products mentioned 
above being related to equipment and components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy 
apparatus and to the certification of conformity to standards for these equipment and components.

Cl.16;Printed publications; magazines [periodicals]; periodicals; newsletters; handbooks [manuals]; newspapers; 
pamphlets; prospectuses; the products mentioned above being related to equipment and components for marine, 
photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy apparatus and to the certification of conformity to standards for 
these equipment and components.

Cl.35;Testing to determine professional competency; testing to determine employment skills; evaluation of personnel 
requirements; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; the services mentioned above being aimed at 
determining persons ability to perform certification of conformity to standards for equipment and components for marine, 
photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy apparatus.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing on-line access to databases centralizing test certificates of equipment and 
components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy apparatus.

Cl.41;Education; provision of trainings and webinars; arranging and conducting of workshops, colloquiums, 
conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums; on-line publication of electronic periodicals and electronic 
publications; the services mentioned above being related to standards relating to equipment and components for marine, 
photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy apparatus, as well as to the certification of conformity to standards 
for equipment and components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy apparatus.

Cl.42;Testing, analysis and evaluation of equipment and components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and others 
renewable energy apparatus, for the purpose of certification of conformity to standards; evaluation and auditing of 
manufacturing processes for equipment and components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable 
energy apparatus for quality control; monitoring the quality control system of manufacturers of equipment and 
components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy apparatus; quality control of equipment 
and components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy apparatus; issuance of test 
certificates, certificates of acceptance as national certification body, inspection body or testing laboratory, certificates of 
personnel competence and services related to the certification of conformity to standards of equipment and components 
for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy apparatus; factory surveillance allowing to check that 
equipment and components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy applications are being 
manufactured in accordance with applicable standards; evaluation and auditing of the technical procedures applied by 
service providers in the field of repair, maintenance and recycling of equipment and components for marine, photovoltaic, 
wind energy and other renewable energy applications, for the purpose of certification of conformity to standards; 
evaluation and auditing of repair, maintenance and recycling processes for quality control of equipment and components 
for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable energy applications; monitoring the quality control system of 
repair, maintenance and recycling service providers of equipment and components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy 
and other renewable energy applications; evaluation of the technical competence of the personnel of repair, maintenance, 
recycling service providers of equipment and components for marine, photovoltaic, wind energy and other renewable 
energy applications, for the purpose of certification of conformity to standards.
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4311868    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488228]
VERMEIREN GROUP, naamloze vennootschap

Vermeirenplein 1-15 B-2920 Kalmthout

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles for people with physical disabilities or limited mobility; electric wheelchairs; manual wheelchairs; two-
wheelers with motors; motor-driven tricycles; scooters; cycles; carrier tricycles; tricycles; golf carts; strollers; safety 
seats for children, for vehicles; armrests, tyres and electronic motors for wheelchairs; ramp systems being parts of 
vehicles for placing wheelchairs in vehicles.

Cl.20;Ergonomic chairs for chair massage; reclining chairs; grab bars, not of metal, for the shower; handles for baths, 
not of metal; head-rests [furniture]; stool; bath cushions; easy chairs; deck chairs; seats; chair cushions; tables; steps, 
not of metal; hospital beds; bath aids, namely portable chairs and stools for use in showers and baths.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 2019731127 ;Russian Federation 

4311871    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489074]
C.P.C. Creative Perfume Company Holding SA

Rue du Mont-de-Sion 8, c/o Lenhill Partners SA CH-1206 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Amber [perfume]; aromatics [essential oils]; air fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential oils]; 
flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; food flavorings [essential oils]; breath freshening sprays; balms, other than for 
medical purposes; lip glosses; sachets for perfuming linen; scented water; Javelle water; lavender water; toilet water; 
depilatory wax; mustache wax; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; heliotropine; make-up; deodorants for 
pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals; depilatory preparations; air fragrance reed diffusers; scented wood; 
perfumes; perfumery; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery]; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic 
pencils; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; hair conditioners; beard dyes; cosmetic 
dyes; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; incense; hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic 
purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet 
purposes; essential oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of lemon; essential oils of citron; oils for cleaning 
purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; 
cleansing milk for toilet purposes; musk [perfumery]; deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes 
of toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot perspiration; soap; almond soap; mint for perfumery; cosmetic kits; eau 
de Cologne; bases for flower perfumes; joss sticks; dentifrices; lipstick cases; breath freshening strips; teeth whitening 
strips; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; hair straightening preparations; hair waving preparations; color-removing 
preparations; leather bleaching preparations; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for 
slimming purposes; make-up removing preparations; nail care preparations; collagen preparations for cosmetic 
purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; breath freshening preparations for 
personal hygiene; make-up powder; nail varnish removers; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; massage candles 
for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; bath salts, not for medical purposes; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; 
astringents for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; 
hair dyes; neutralizers for permanent waving; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; 
cosmetics; cosmetics for children; cosmetics for animals; mascara; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, 
non medicated; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; bleaching preparations 
[decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; toiletry preparations; phytocosmetic preparations; 
talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos for animals [non-medicated 
grooming preparations]; shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations]; dry shampoos; shampoos; herbal 
extracts for cosmetic purposes; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint essence 
[essential oil].

Cl.4;Nightlights [candles]; perfumed candles; Christmas tree candles; candles.
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Priority claimed from 25/03/2019; Application No. : 37059218 ;China 

4311875    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488471]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

HUAWEI ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 518129 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware for telecommunications; computer programs, downloadable; computer software, recorded; 
communications computers; computer programs, recorded; computer network switches; computer network bridges; 
transmitters [telecommunication]; automatic switching apparatus for telecommunication; network routers; wide area 
network (WAN) routers; devices for wireless radio transmission; radio beacon machines and apparatus; smartphones; 
optical communications instruments; network communication equipment; LAN [local area network] computer cards for 
connecting portable computer devices to computer networks; network servers; VOIP phones; IP (Internet protocol) 
cameras.

Cl.42;Technological research; research and development of new products for others; computer software design; 
updating of computer software; recovery of computer data; maintenance of computer software; computer systems 
analysis; installation of computer software; data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; 
rental of web servers; computer virus protection services; providing search engines for the internet; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; off-site data backup; electronic data storage; cloud computing; outsource service 
providers in the field of information technology; unlocking of mobile phones; data encryption services; software as a 
service [SaaS].
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 112 925 ;Germany 

4311879    06/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488216]
Paul Valentine GmbH

Heinigstraße 31 67059 Ludwigshafen am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Spectacles; sunglasses; spectacle frames; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; spectacle straps; spectacle 
chains.

Cl.14;Jewellery; pendants; bracelets; brooches; rings; earrings; diadems; necklaces [jewellery]; ankle bracelets; key 
rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; key chains; key rings; clocks, watches; horological instruments; watch 
straps; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.18;Luggage; rucksacks; bags; wallets; carrying cases; leather and imitations of leather, bags and cases made of 
leather and imitations of leather; pouches, suitcases, bags and cases made of leather.

Cl.24;Textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear.

Cl.26;Clothing accessories, sewing articles and decorative articles, not included in other classes; hat ornaments.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale store services and online retail and wholesale store services in relation to spectacles, 
sunglasses, spectacle frames, cases for spectacles and sunglasses, spectacle straps and spectacle chains, jewellery, 
clocks, watches, horological instruments, watch straps, jewellery boxes and watch boxes, luggage, rucksacks, bags, 
wallets and other carrying cases, leather and imitations of leather and goods therefrom, pouches, suitcases, bags and 
cases made of leather, textile goods, clothing, footwear, headgear, accessories for apparel, sewing articles and decorative 
textile articles.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2018; Application No. : 4496287 ;France 

4312131    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488445]
SPHERE

3 rue Scheffer F-75016 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Artificial resins and unprocessed plastics; unprocessed bioplastic resins; artificial resins, bioplastic resins and 
unprocessed plastics for the manufacture of household packaging and waste bags; artificial resins, bioplastic resins, 
unprocessed plastics in the form of granules.

Cl.8;Disposable cutlery; disposable cutlery made of plastic and bioplastic.

Cl.16;Bags of plastic; bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging; shopping bags of plastic and 
bioplastic; reusable bags of plastic and bioplastic; wrapping paper in sheets or in rolls; plastic materials for packaging 
(not included in other classes), namely bags, sachets, films and sheets; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; 
viscose sheets for wrapping; extensible adhesive plastic film for palletization; bags for packaging fruit and vegetables 
made of plastic and bioplastic; sandwich bags made of paper or plastic; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff 
packaging; greaseproof paper and paper for cooking; freezer bags; bags for microwave cooking; plastic film for food 
packaging for household use; packaging material made of starches; garbage bags; trash can liners bags (garbage bags); 
linings (fittings) of plastic trash cans; plastic bags for disposable diapers.

Cl.17;Film in plastic material other than for wrapping; self-adhesive stretch film of plastic, other than for wrapping; 
packing (cushioning, stuffing) materials of rubber or plastics; plastic sheeting for agricultural use; semi-processed plastic 
materials; plastic film, other than for wrapping; bags and small bags (envelopes, pouches) of rubber for packaging; 
viscose sheets other than for wrapping.

Cl.21;Plates, dishes, trays, molds and containers for household or kitchen use made of plastic and bioplastic; 
tableware of plastic and bioplastic; disposable tableware made of plastic and bioplastic; containers for forming ice cubes; 
ice cube bags; paper and metal foil dispensers, dispensers of bags of paper and plastic for household or kitchen use.
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Priority claimed from 04/03/2019; Application No. : 731142 ;Switzerland 

4312149    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488467]
ABB Asea Brown Boveri Ltd

Affolternstrasse 44 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, monitoring 
(inspection) apparatus and instruments other than for medical, emergency (lifesaving) and teaching purposes; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, distributing, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity distribution 
or consumption; apparatus and instruments for the recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing of sound, images 
or data; magnetic data media; sound recording media in the form of disks ; compact disks, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; computer systems, software and 
software packages, including for use in the oil and gas industry; computer systems, software and software packages for 
activation, reading, benchmarking and monitoring equipment and instruments in the oil and gas industry and for storage 
and data management in this field; mobile software applications; software for web applications; measuring apparatus and 
instruments and related software; sensors (measurement apparatus) other than for medical use.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; publication of 
printed matter for advertising purposes; advertising material distribution services; promotional services; advice in 
business organization and commercial administration, professional business consultancy; marketing; market analysis, 
research and development; business mediation in relation to the purchase and sale, import and export and retail or 
wholesale services for goods mentioned in class 9, namely scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 
optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, monitoring (inspection) apparatus and instruments not for medical, emergency 
(lifesaving) and teaching purposes, apparatus and instruments for conducting, distributing, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating or controlling electricity distribution or consumption, apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission, 
reproduction or processing of sound, images or data, magnetic data media, sound recording media in the nature of disks, 
compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, calculating machines, data processing equipment and 
computers, computer systems, software and software packages, including for use in the oil and gas industry, computer 
systems, software and software packages for activating, reading, benchmarking and monitoring equipment and 
instruments in the oil and gas industry and for the storage and management of data in this field, mobile software 
applications, software for web applications, measuring apparatus and instruments and related software, sensors 
(measuring apparatus) other than for medical purposes; organization of events for commercial or advertising purposes; 
compilation and management of information in computer databases and computerized file management services; 
consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid services; the aforesaid services, including via electronic 
networks, such as the Internet.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; transfer, distribution, broadcasting and transmission of images, sound and data via 
computer networks and the Internet; providing access to wireless communication and wireless electronic networks, 
websites, electronic databases, online communication equipment, chat rooms, social media, search engines and forums; 
communication services via computer networks; provision of Internet chat rooms and Internet forums; providing access 
to platforms on the Internet for the oil and gas industry; consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid 
services; the aforesaid services, including via electronic networks, such as the Internet.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and industrial research services; design and development of computer systems, software and software packages, 
including for use in the oil and gas industries; design and development of goods mentioned in class 9, namely scientific, 
nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, monitoring (inspection) 
apparatus and instruments not for medical, emergency (lifesaving) and teaching purposes, apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, distributing, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity distribution or consumption, 
apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission, reproduction or processing of sound, images or data, magnetic 
data media, sound recording media in the nature of disks, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, 
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calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers, computer systems, software and software packages, 
including for use in the oil and gas industry, computer systems, software and software packages for activating, reading, 
benchmarking and monitoring equipment and instruments in the oil and gas industry and for the storage and 
management of data in this field, mobile software applications, software for web applications, measuring apparatus and 
instruments and related software, sensors (measuring apparatus) other than for medical purposes; industrial research 
relating to the computerized automation of industrial processes; ICT specialist services, namely research and engineering 
services in the field of information technology and communication; installation, maintenance and updating of software; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software, including for the oil and gas industry; hosting of websites 
and electronic databases; hosting of web logs (blogs) and online facilities for conducting interactive discussions; 
provision of Internet search engines; hosting platforms on the Internet for the oil and gas industry; consultancy and 
information services relating to the aforesaid services; the aforesaid services, including via electronic networks, such as 
the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 04/03/2019; Application No. : 730833 ;Switzerland 

4312153    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488475]
ABB Asea Brown Boveri Ltd

Affolternstrasse 44 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, monitoring 
(inspection) apparatus and instruments other than for medical, emergency (lifesaving) and teaching purposes; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, distributing, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity distribution 
or consumption; apparatus and instruments for the recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing of sound, images 
or data; magnetic data media; sound recording media in the nature of disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; computer systems, software and 
software packages, including for use in the oil and gas industry; computer systems, software and software packages for 
activation, reading, benchmarking and monitoring equipment and instruments in the oil and gas industry and for storage 
and data management in this field; mobile software applications; software for web applications; measuring apparatus and 
instruments and related software; sensors (measurement apparatus) other than for medical use.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; publication of 
printing matter for advertising purposes; advertising material distribution services; promotional services; advice in 
business organization and commercial administration, professional business consultancy; marketing; market analysis, 
research and development; business mediation in relation to the purchase and sale, import and export and retail or 
wholesale services for goods mentioned in class 9, namely scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 
optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, monitoring (inspection) apparatus and instruments not for medical, emergency 
(lifesaving) and teaching purposes, apparatus and instruments for conducting, distributing, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating or controlling electricity distribution or consumption, apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission, 
reproduction or processing of sound, images or data, magnetic data media, sound recording media in the nature of disks, 
compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, calculating machines, data processing equipment and 
computers, computer systems, software and software packages, including for use in the oil and gas industry, computer 
systems, software and software packages for activating, reading, benchmarking and monitoring equipment and 
instruments in the oil and gas industry and for the storage and management of data in this field, mobile software 
applications, software for web applications, measuring apparatus and instruments and related software, sensors 
(measuring apparatus) other than for medical purposes; organization of events for commercial or advertising purposes; 
compilation and management of information in computer databases and computerized file management services; 
consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid services; the aforesaid services, including via electronic 
networks, such as the Internet.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; transfer, distribution, broadcasting and transmission of images, sound and data via 
computer networks and the Internet; providing access to wireless communication and wireless electronic networks, 
websites, electronic databases, online communication equipment, chat rooms, social media, search engines and forums; 
communication services via computer networks; provision of Internet chat rooms and Internet forums; providing access 
to platforms on the Internet for the oil and gas industry; consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid 
services; the aforesaid services, including via electronic networks, such as the Internet.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and industrial research services; design and development of computer systems, software and software packages, 
including for use in the oil and gas industries; design and development of goods mentioned in class 9, namely scientific, 
nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, monitoring (inspection) 
apparatus and instruments not for medical, emergency (lifesaving) and teaching purposes, apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, distributing, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity distribution or consumption, 
apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission, reproduction or processing of sound, images or data, magnetic 
data media, sound recording media in the nature of disks, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers, computer systems, software and software packages, 
including for use in the oil and gas industry, computer systems, software and software packages for activating, reading, 
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benchmarking and monitoring equipment and instruments in the oil and gas industry and for the storage and 
management of data in this field, mobile software applications, software for web applications, measuring apparatus and 
instruments and related software, sensors (measuring apparatus) other than for medical purposes; industrial research 
relating to the computerized automation of industrial processes; ICT specialist services, namely research and engineering 
services in the field of information technology and communication; installation, maintenance and updating of software; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software, including for the oil and gas industry; hosting of websites 
and electronic databases; hosting of web logs (blogs) and online facilities for conducting interactive discussions; 
provision of Internet search engines; hosting platforms on the Internet for the oil and gas industry; consultancy and 
information services relating to the aforesaid services; the aforesaid services, including via electronic networks, such as 
the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 13/02/2019; Application No. : 018021815 ;European Union 

4312156    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488483]
ACISO Fitness & Health GmbH

Baierbrunner Straße 85 81379 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Nutritional supplements; nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; fitness and endurance 
supplements; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; food supplements for sportsmen; dietary supplements for 
humans not for medical purposes.

Cl.9;Educational mobile applications; application software for mobile phones; computer application software for mobile 
telephones; application software for mobile devices; downloadable application software for smart phones; downloadable 
multimedia files; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices; computer application software; prerecorded 
fitness dvds.

Cl.18;Bags for sports.

Cl.25;Footwear; clothing; sportswear; headgear.

Cl.28;Machines for physical exercises; sporting articles and equipment.

Cl.32;Sports drinks; vitamin fortified non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic drinks enriched with vitamins and mineral 
salts; sports drinks containing electrolytes; protein drinks; protein-enriched sports beverages; vitamin enriched sparkling 
water [beverages]; energy drinks containing caffeine; isotonic beverages [not for medical purposes].

Cl.35;Business consultancy and advisory services; marketing advice; management advisory services related to 
franchising; advice in the running of establishments as franchises; business management assistance in the field of 
franchising; business advisory services relating to the establishment and operation of franchises; consultations relating 
to business advertising; internet marketing; advice relating to the business management of fitness clubs; services 
rendered by a franchisor, namely, assistance in the running or management of industrial or commercial enterprises; 
marketing agency services; marketing consulting; advertising and marketing; franchising services providing marketing 
assistance; preparation of marketing plans; marketing; digital marketing; advisory services relating to publicity for 
franchisees; business advice relating to strategic marketing.

Cl.38;Broadcasting and transmission of pay-per-view television programs; audio, video and multimedia broadcasting 
via the internet and other communications networks; broadcasting of esports events; broadcasting services relating to 
internet protocol tv.

Cl.41;Provision of educational services relating to fitness; educational services relating to physical fitness; education 
and instruction; education services relating to business franchise management; sports training; provision of information 
on fitness training via an online portal; sports coaching; educational services relating to sports; rental of sports grounds; 
consultancy relating to physical fitness training; fitness club services; physical fitness consultation; training; sport camp 
services; rental of sports or exercise equipment; provision of keep fit facilities; provision of educational health and fitness 
information; sporting and cultural activities; health club services [health and fitness training]; provision of instruction 
relating to exercise; physical fitness centres (operation of -); conducting training sessions on physical fitness online; 
exercise classes; sporting services; dietary education services.

Cl.42;Creation of internet web sites; creating, designing and maintaining web sites.

Cl.44;Providing information about dietary supplements and nutrition; health counselling; dietetic advisory services; 
fitness testing; medical services; sports massage; providing information relating to dietary and nutritional guidance; 
human hygiene and beauty care; advisory services relating to beauty treatment; sauna services; solarium services.
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4312161    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488484]
ALTUS NZ LIMITED

Fletcher House, 810 Great South Road, Penrose Auckland 1061 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal building and fabrication materials; building materials and components primarily of metal, including windows 
and doors; building materials and components primarily of metal, including joinery, parts and components; small items of 
metal hardware; aluminium building products including aluminium joinery, aluminium extrusions of all shapes, aluminium 
frames, aluminium sheeting, aluminium, plate, aluminium coil, aluminium windows and doors; articles of metal for use in 
joinery; window joinery; door joinery; metal screen door latches; metal entrance door sets comprised of, doors, door 
handles, locks and hinges; metal door knockers; metal window catches; metal window hardware; metal hinges for doors; 
transportable buildings of metal; common metals and their alloys; aluminium sheeting, aluminium coils; metal barricades; 
metal guardrails; metal barrier systems for roadways; metal scaffolding; metal tunnels; metal grates; metal fences; metal 
walls; metal posts, guards and fences for retaining earthworks; metal retaining wall systems and parts therefore; goods of 
common metal not included in other classes; parts and fittings for the foresaid goods.

Cl.17;Packaging, stopping, sealing and insulating materials; flexible pipes and tubes, not of metal; rubber, gutta-
percha, gum, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for 
use in manufacture; plastic film for window tinting; plastic profiles in extruded form for use in the manufacture of 
windows; shaped sheets of plastic for use in the manufacture of windows; non-metallic weather seals for windows; 
shaped strips of rubber for use in the manufacture of doors; plastic profiles in extruded form for use in the manufacture 
of doors; shaped sections of plastics for the manufacture of doors; shaped strips of rubber for use as draught seals in 
doors; non-metallic weather strips for doors; parts and fittings for the foresaid goods.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials and components, including windows and doors; articles of joinery for use in 
building; non-metallic construction materials; building glass; glass for windows in buildings; glass panels for doors; 
glass strips for windows; fences made of laminated glass; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; non-metallic transportable 
buildings; non-metallic roof lights (windows); non-metallic shutters for windows; non-metallic shaped sections for use in 
the construction of windows; non-metallic window frames; mounts of plastic for skylight windows; ready-made window 
frames made of plastic; ready-made window frames made of polyvinylchloride; ready-made window frames made of 
wood; non-metallic articles for use in joinery; window joinery; parts and fittings for the foresaid goods.

Cl.35;Wholesale, retail and distribution of goods for advertising purposes relating to building materials, building 
products, joinery, windows and doors, fittings for windows and doors, and parts and accessories for windows and doors, 
including import and export services in respect of such goods; services in this class providing advice to the building, 
manufacturing, engineering industries and public in relation to building and fabrication materials and buildings, namely 
business advisory, consultancy, administration and management; customer information and advisory services; 
advertising, promotion, demonstration and display services; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to 
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the foregoing.

Cl.37;Building repair and maintenance services, construction services, including joinery installation and repair 
services; building installation, fitting, removal and repair services; building, construction, installation, maintenance, 
removal and repair services, for joinery, windows and doors; glass repair, installation and replacement; glazing services; 
insulating services in this class; building cladding services; glazing services; installation of windows and doors; painting 
services in this class; construction and installation services, namely, construction of metal buildings and installations, 
and metal assembly (construction) services of metallic buildings and joinery; consultancy, advisory and information 
services relating to the foregoing.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2019; Application No. : 2023654 ;Australia 

4312199    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488504]
The Fred Hollows Foundation

L2, 61-71 Dunning Ave ROSEBERY NSW 2018 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments in this class for optometry, 
ophthalmology and eye care; intraocular lenses; artificial eyes.

Cl.35;Commercial lobbying services (promoting, publicising or otherwise representing the interest or concerns of 
others).

Cl.36;Charitable fund raising services; provision of funding and financial sponsorship; provision of advice, information 
and consultation in relation to the foregoing.

Cl.41;Education and training services, including for eye care and prevention of blindness; arranging and conducting 
conferences, seminars and courses; cultural activities; publishing services; provision of advice, information and 
consultation in relation to the foregoing.

Cl.42;Medical research; scientific research; advisory services relating to development of scientific products; advisory 
services relating to scientific research; conducting, overseeing and providing information about scientific research 
projects; provision of advice, information and consultation in relation to the foregoing.

Cl.44;Surgical and medical services including optometry, ophthalmology and eye care services; medical services for 
the prevention of blindness; provision of advice, information and consultation in relation to the foregoing.
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Priority claimed from 23/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 028 159 ;Germany 

4312200    22/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488507]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail and their parts; motorized land 
vehicles; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; motors and engines for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land 
vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle bodies; couplings for land vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; shock 
absorbing springs for vehicles; pneumatic tires; tires for vehicle wheels; rims for vehicle wheels; tires, solid, for vehicle 
wheels; vehicle wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; adhesive 
rubber patches for repairing inner tubes, spikes for tires, anti-skid chains for vehicles; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; 
vehicle seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests for vehicle seats; anti-theft alarm for land vehicles, anti-theft devices for 
vehicles; cigar lighters for automobiles; motorcars; automobiles; trucks, trailers and semi-trailers for vehicles, trailer 
hitches for vehicles; omnibuses; motorcycles, mopeds, bicycles; cable transport apparatus and installations; carts, 
shopping trolleys; aircraft; boats, ships; locomotives; motorbuses; caravans; tractors; cycles, scooters [vehicles]; 
chairlifts, funiculars; wheelchairs; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.28;Sporting articles and equipment, gymnastic articles; Christmas tree decorations and artificial Christmas trees; 
fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and novelties; scale model kits [toys]; stuffed toy animals 
and other stuffed toys; automatic amusement machines (coin-operated machines), arcade video game machines; video 
game machines; scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; scooters (toys for children); scale model automobiles; toy 
automobiles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; board games; playing cards, playing balls; 
stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; appliances for gymnastics; plastic racetrack; gloves for games; floats 
for fishing; camouflage screens [sports articles]; parts and fittings of all aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services concerning motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for 
land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services for mail-order 
business concerning motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle 
chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services via internet concerning motor vehicles 
and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for 
vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services via teleshopping concerning motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, 
motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; bringing together, but 
not transporting, a variety of motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, 
vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels, thereby enabling customers to view and purchase the goods 
in a retail outlet; negotiation of contracts for the benefit of others about sale and purchase of motor vehicles and their 
parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; 
business administration and organizational management of vehicle fleets for others; consumer information and 
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consultation about trade and business activities (consumer advise); administrative handling of orders (office work); 
negotiation of contracts for the benefit of others about sale and purchase of goods; consultancy and assistance in 
organization and management of retail and business companies; advertising; business management; business 
administration; office work; business management consultancy, radio and television advertising, organization of trade 
fairs for commercial or advertising purposes, collecting and arranging of relevant press articles; personnel management 
consultancy; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; public relations; auctioneering; sales 
promotion for others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; administrative processing of purchase 
orders; auditing; sponsorship search.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining, oil and gas extraction; pest control services, other than for agriculture, horticulture and forestry, and disinfection 
services; reconstruction, repair, servicing and dismantling of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; customized 
carrying out of alterations on body, chassis and motor of motor vehicles (tuning), included in this class; varnishing of 
vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatments for vehicles; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; retreading of tires; 
boiler and burner maintenance, cleaning and repair; repair information; construction information; installation of doors and 
windows; quarrying services; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; 
shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock and watch repair; repair of security locks; rust proofing; furniture 
maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; disinfecting; burglar alarm installation and repair; advice, consultancy and 
information for the aforesaid, included in this class.
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4312213    25/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488520]
Pandoratv Co., Ltd.

11F, 49, Daewangpangyo-ro 644beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for exchanging virtual money; computer programs for transaction processing and financial services; 
computer software consisting of digital wallets containing customers' account information; computer hardware 
consisting of digital wallets containing customers' account information; computer programs for managing of financial 
transactions; recorded data files; computer programs (software) for virtual money, downloadable; computer programs 
(software) for electronic money, downloadable; electronic data files that can be converted into electronic cash; security 
tokens [encryption devices]; software for operating virtual money based on blockchain; electronic purses for exchanging 
virtual money based on blockchain; computer databases based on blockchain; computer software for encryption; 
electronic money cards; electronic purses; computer software for electronic processing of payments and money transfer; 
electronic coupons; computer e-commerce software.

Cl.36;Providing financial information in the nature of rates of exchange relating to blockchain; processing of payment 
transactions for electronic money based on blockchain; exchanging cyber money; financing services for money transfer 
and purchase of goods via electronic communications network; electronic funds transfer and payment services; issuance 
of electronic wallet for electronic payment; transfer of funds via electronic communication networks; processing of 
payment transactions for electronic money; issuance of electronic money; on-line brokerage for trading and transactions 
relating to currency and other financial products; electronic transfers of money.
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Priority claimed from 23/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 028 157 ;Germany 

4312214    22/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488524]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail and their parts; motorized land 
vehicles; driverless cars [autonomous cars]; motors and engines for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land 
vehicles; vehicle chassis; vehicle bodies; couplings for land vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; shock 
absorbing springs for vehicles; pneumatic tires; tires for vehicle wheels; rims for vehicle wheels; tires, solid, for vehicle 
wheels; vehicle wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; repair outfits for inner tubes; adhesive 
rubber patches for repairing inner tubes, spikes for tires, anti-skid chains for vehicles; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; 
vehicle seats; rearview mirrors; head-rests for vehicle seats; anti-theft alarm for land vehicles, anti-theft devices for 
vehicles; cigar lighters for automobiles; motorcars; automobiles; trucks, trailers and semi-trailers for vehicles, trailer 
hitches for vehicles; omnibuses; motorcycles, mopeds, bicycles; cable transport apparatus and installations; carts, 
shopping trolleys; aircraft; boats, ships; locomotives; motorbuses; caravans; tractors; cycles, scooters [vehicles]; 
chairlifts, funiculars; wheelchairs; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.28;Sporting articles and equipment, gymnastic articles; Christmas tree decorations and artificial Christmas trees; 
fairground and playground apparatus; toys, games, playthings and novelties; scale model kits [toys]; stuffed toy animals 
and other stuffed toys; automatic amusement machines (coin-operated machines), arcade video game machines; video 
game machines; scale model vehicles; toy vehicles; scooters (toys for children); scale model automobiles; toy 
automobiles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; balls for games; kaleidoscopes; board games; playing cards, playing balls; 
stationary exercise bicycles; archery implements; appliances for gymnastics; plastic racetrack; gloves for games; floats 
for fishing; camouflage screens [sports articles]; parts and fittings of all aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services concerning motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for 
land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services for mail-order 
business concerning motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle 
chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services via internet concerning motor vehicles 
and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for 
vehicle wheels; retail and wholesale services via teleshopping concerning motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, 
motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; bringing together, but 
not transporting, a variety of motor vehicles and their parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, 
vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels, thereby enabling customers to view and purchase the goods 
in a retail outlet; negotiation of contracts for the benefit of others about sale and purchase of motor vehicles and their 
parts and accessories, motors and engines for land vehicles, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies and tires for vehicle wheels; 
business administration and organizational management of vehicle fleets for others; consumer information and 
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consultation about trade and business activities (consumer advise); administrative handling of orders (office work); 
negotiation of contracts for the benefit of others about sale and purchase of goods; consultancy and assistance in 
organization and management of retail and business companies; advertising; business management; business 
administration; office work; business management consultancy, radio and television advertising, organization of trade 
fairs for commercial or advertising purposes, collecting and arranging of relevant press articles; personnel management 
consultancy; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; public relations; auctioneering; sales 
promotion for others; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; administrative processing of purchase 
orders; auditing; sponsorship search.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; 
mining, oil and gas extraction; pest control services, other than for agriculture, horticulture and forestry, and disinfection 
services; reconstruction, repair, servicing and dismantling of vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; customized 
carrying out of alterations on body, chassis and motor of motor vehicles (tuning), included in this class; varnishing of 
vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-rust treatments for vehicles; vehicle maintenance; vehicle cleaning; retreading of tires; 
boiler and burner maintenance, cleaning and repair; repair information; construction information; installation of doors and 
windows; quarrying services; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; airplane maintenance and repair; 
shipbuilding; photographic apparatus repair; clock and watch repair; repair of security locks; rust proofing; furniture 
maintenance; leather care, cleaning and repair; disinfecting; burglar alarm installation and repair; advice, consultancy and 
information for the aforesaid, included in this class.
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4312408    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488207]
SUN Ming

No. 102, Unit 5, Bldg. 2, Baoan Community, Xingyuan East Road, Zhangdian District, Zibo City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee; tea; candy; honey; bread; pastries; rice-based snack food; meal/flour; instant noodles; ice cream; tea; tea-
based beverages.

Cl.32;Beer; non-alcoholic beverages; whey drink; waters [beverages]; bean beverage; smoothies; preparations for 
making beverages; fruit juices/fruit juice; non-alcoholic beverages.

Cl.43;Café services; teahouse; cafeteria services; canteen services; bar services; snack-bar services; mobile catering 
services; hotel services; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services.
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Priority claimed from 01/04/2019; Application No. : 4539189 ;France 

4312420    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488210]
UXALLIANCE Private limited by guarantee without share capital C/O COX COSTELLO & HORNE

14 - 15 Lower Grosvenor - 5th Floor LONDRES SW1W 0EX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; dissemination of 
advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); newspaper subscription services (for third parties); 
arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; presentation of goods on all communication media, for 
retail purposes; business management and organization consultancy; accounting; document reproduction; employment 
agency services; business management for freelance service providers; computerized file management service; web site 
traffic optimization; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer 
network; rental of advertising time on all communication media; publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising 
space; dissemination of advertisements; advice regarding communication (advertising); public relations; advice 
regarding communication (public relations); company audits (commercial analyses); commercial intermediation services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information on telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; 
communications by fiber-optic networks; radio communications; telephone communications; cellular telephone 
communication; provision of user access to global computer networks; provision of on-line forums; provision of access 
to databases; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); connection by telecommunications to a 
global computer network; press agencies; news (information) agencies; rental of telecommunication apparatus; 
broadcasting of radio programs; television program broadcasting; teleconferencing services; videoconferencing 
services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment information; information 
relating to education; vocational retraining; provision of recreational facilities; publication of books; book lending; 
provision of non-downloadable films via video-on-demand services; motion picture production; rental of television sets; 
rental of show scenery; photography services; organization of competitions (education or entertainment); organization 
and conducting of colloquiums; organization and conducting of conferences; organization and conducting of congresses; 
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; booking of seats for shows; game services provided on-
line from a computer network; gambling services; electronic publication of books and journals online.

Cl.42;Technical evaluations concerning design (engineers' services); scientific research; technical research; design of 
computers for third parties; computer development; software design; software development; research and development 
of new products for third parties; conducting of technical project studies; architecture; design of interior decor; software 
development [design]; software installation; maintenance of software; updating of software; software rental; programming 
for computers; computer system analysis; computer system design; services provided by consultants relating to 
computer hardware design and development; digitization of documents; software as a service (SaaS); cloud computing; 
information technology (IT) consultancy; hosting of servers; vehicle roadworthiness testing; graphic arts design services; 
styling (industrial design); authentication of works of art; energy auditing; electronic data storage.
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4312427    23/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488219]
Microsoft Corporation

One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software, computer software; headsets for use with computers; mousepads; night vision goggles; 
computer game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; computer game software for 
use on mobile and cellular phones; prerecorded media, namely, digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, DVDs, and 
blue-ray discs all featuring films, movies and/or television programs in the field of action, animation and adventure; 
downloadable movies; prerecorded digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, and DVDs, all featuring music; 
downloadable music files; records; tablet cases; decorative magnets; digital trading cards; digital action figures; emoji; 
digital stickers; blank USB flash drives; chargers for cell phones, tablets, laptops, and other USB-enabled portable 
devices; computer docking stations; phone cases; mouse pads; external hard drives; headsets; ear buds; headphones; 
wireless speakers; charging stations for video controllers; sunglasses; keyboards.

Cl.28;Game controllers for computer games; gaming headsets adapted for use in playing video games.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games; online entertainment in the nature of 
computer game tournaments; conducting contests online; arranging and conducting competitions via the Internet in the 
field of video games; organizing of sporting events, competitions and sporting tournaments in the field of video games; 
organizing tournaments and exhibitions for computer video gaming contests for entertainment purposes; providing 
online interactive multi-player computer games via the Internet and electronic communication networks; arranging and 
conducting exhibitions and special events between computer game players and interest groups for entertainment 
purposes; professional video game tournaments and exhibitions featuring exhibits composed of interactive displays, 
participatory activities, and contests centered around video gaming rendered live at indoor and outdoor venues and 
recorded for the purpose of distribution through the media of radio, television and the Internet; providing online news, 
non-downloadable articles, blogs, webcasts, podcasts, information, commentary, and information in the nature of gaming 
strategies, all related to games, electronic, computer, and video games, and computer game tournaments; providing non-
downloadable films and movies via video-on-demand services; providing non-downloadable music and music-on-demand 
services.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer game software; providing software as a service (SaaS) 
services featuring software that enables users to create, upload, and share user-generated videos based on computer 
game play.
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : 1390062 ;Benelux 

4312434    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488221]
Icecat N.V.

De Liesbosch 12 D NL-3439 LC Nieuwegein Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; electronic databases, whether or not interactive; application programming interfaces (apis); 
software in the field of electronic data exchange (edi), product information management (pim), digital asset management, 
content syndication and e-commerce; software for businesses to store, manage, track, capture analyze, and report data 
and information in the field of sales, promotions, supply chain, logistics, pricing, order tracking, invoicing, marketing, 
product information management and e-commerce; software and computer for creating, viewing, manipulating, editing, 
managing, indexing, cataloging, sorting, organizing, storing, transferring, synchronizing, printing, and sharing digital 
photos, digital and graphic images, data, text, audio, video, multimedia and interactive documents and works, text 
documents, recorded information, product reviews, brand reviews, shop reviews and technical reviews for use over 
computer networks, wireless networks and global communication networks.

Cl.35;Collection and systematization of product information in a central file; searching, browsing and retrieving 
information, sites and other resources available on the Internet; retrieval of files, documents, photos, images, digital and 
graphic images, photographs, data, text, audio, video, multimedia and interactive documents and work; commercial 
information services; dissemination of commercial information; providing consumer product information; content 
marketing strategies, especially creation of marketing content and rendering conversation marketing services, including 
in the field of social media; marketing, advertising, content development and brand consulting in the field of brand 
communication strategy services; advertising consultation, namely, providing analysis, attribution information, reporting 
and optimization recommendations for online advertising content; preparing and placing advertisements for others; 
copywriting; layout services for advertising purposes; providing consulting services in the field of facilitating the 
planning, buying and selling of media; database management; business data analysis; analysis of market research data; 
market analysis and research; search engine optimization services; consumer research; advice on the analysis of 
consumer buying habits and needs provided with the help of sensory, quality and quantity-related data; information, 
research and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services; including all the aforesaid services provided via electronic 
channels, such as the Internet.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line software; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software in the field of electronic data exchange (EDI), product information 
management (PIM), digital asset management, content syndication and e-commerce; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software for businesses to store, manage, synchronize, track, analyze, and report data and information in 
the field of sales, promotions, supply chain, logistics, pricing, order tracking, invoicing, marketing, product information 
management and e-commerce; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating, viewing, 
manipulating, editing, managing, indexing, cataloging, sorting, organizing, storing, transferring, synchronizing, printing, 
and sharing digital photos, digital and graphic images, data, text, audio, video, multimedia and interactive documents and 
works, text documents, recorded information, product reviews, brand reviews, shop reviews and technical reviews for use 
over computer networks, wireless networks and global communication networks; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software that allows users to import data, formats the data, and automatically notifies users when the data 
and information needs to be updated; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software that allows users to upload 
and share product reviews, brand reviews, shop reviews; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for use 
as a cryptocurrency wallet; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for creation of blockchain assets and for 
issuing crypto tokens; the provision of software applications for identifying consumer behavior, sending promotional 
push notifications, building online social media communities, real-time customer support, customer loyalty programs, 
navigation features and loyalty card integration solutions; hosting on-line web facilities for registered users for 
conducting interactive discussions, for receiving feedback, for forming virtual communities and engaging in social 
networks; designing, developing and hosting electronic catalogs for others' products on the Internet; hosting of digital 
content on the Internet; design and development of enterprise content management software; providing search engines 
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for obtaining product data and information via the Internet and communication networks; providing search engines for 
obtaining data via communications networks; consumer product safety testing and consultation; design and development 
of databases; computer services concerning electronic data storage; computer software technical support services; 
technological consultancy relating to the use and application of the Internet in e-commerce; information, research and 
consultancy relating to the aforesaid services; electronic storage of files, documents, photos, images, digital and graphic 
images, photographs, data, text, audio, video, multimedia and interactive documents and work; including all the aforesaid 
services provided via electronic channels, such as the Internet;.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 88345540 ;United States of America 

4312450    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488235]
Rentberry, Inc

201 Spear Street, Suite 1100 San Francisco CA 94105 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Operating on-line marketplaces featuring a rental price negotiation platform offering landlords ability to conduct 
rental auctions for commercial real estate properties and tenants customize offers during the rental applications process; 
operating on-line marketplaces featuring a platform connecting tenants and landlords and where both parties can post 
ratings and provide feedback one another and tenants can provide ratings and feedback on properties; providing 
information about commercial real estate properties through offering prospective tenants video walk throughs, property 
descriptions, text, price, location, maps and other information that would be influential to a prospective tenant in making a 
rental decision, via an interactive real estate website; real estate marketing services.

Cl.36;Providing information in the field of real estate; providing real estate listings and commercial real estate listings 
via the internet; providing real estate listings and real estate information via the internet; real estate listing services for 
commercial real estate; real estate service, namely, rental property management; real estate syndication; rent collection; 
rent payment services; securities deposit services.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing commercial real estate listings 
syndication and enabling the exchange of information between other real estate portals and platforms; platform as a 
service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing tenant screening that includes credit reports, as well 
as ratings of users and properties on the platform; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms 
for providing rent collection and payments for rental services in different currencies, including cryptocurrencies; platform 
as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for connecting tenants and landlords through a search engine, 
transparent rental application process and a price negotiation platform; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms for enabling automated rental tasks, including property search, submission of rental applications, 
custom offers, maintenance requests, credit, eviction and criminal reports, as well as e-signing rental agreements, tenant 
screening, and online rental payment; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for allowing 
users to add, promote and syndicate real estate properties, as well as store, upload, download and access signed rental 
agreements and documents; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing security 
deposit services for rental properties that includes matching co-signers, tenants and landlords; platform as a service 
(PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in property management; providing non-downloadable software for 
use in providing real estate listings syndication and enabling the exchange of information between other real estate 
portals and platforms via a website; providing non-downloadable software for use in providing tenant screening that 
includes credit, eviction and criminal reports, as well as ratings of users and properties on the platform via a website; 
providing a non-downloadable software for use in providing rent collection and payments for rental services in different 
currencies, including cryptocurrencies via a website; providing non-downloadable software for use in connecting tenants 
and landlords through a search engine, transparent rental application process and a price negotiation platform via a 
website; providing non-downloadable software for use in enabling automated rental tasks, including property search and 
open house scheduling, submission of rental applications, custom offers, maintenance requests, credit, eviction and 
criminal reports, as well as e-signing rental agreements, tenant screening, and online rental payments via a website; 
providing non-downloadable software for use in allowing users to add, promote and syndicate real estate properties, as 
well as store, upload, download and access signed rental agreements and documents via a website; providing non-
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downloadable software for use in providing security deposit services for rental properties that includes matching co-
signers, tenants and landlords via a website; providing non-downloadable software for use in property management via a 
website; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing real estate listings syndication and 
enabling the exchange of information between other real estate portals and platforms; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring software for providing tenant screening that includes credit, eviction and criminal reports, as well as 
ratings of users and properties on the platform; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing 
rent collection and payments for rental services in different currencies, including cryptocurrencies; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for connecting tenants and landlords through a search engine, transparent rental 
application process and a price negotiation platform; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for 
enabling automated rental tasks, including property search and open house scheduling, submission of rental 
applications, custom offers, maintenance requests, credit reports, as well as e-signing rental agreements, tenant 
screening, and online rental payments; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for allowing users to 
add, promote and syndicate real estate and commercial properties, as well as store, upload, download and access signed 
lease agreements and documents; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing security deposit 
services for rental properties that includes matching co-signers, tenants and landlords; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring software for use in property management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 732443 ;Switzerland 

4312451    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488238]
FIRMENICH SA

1 route des Jeunes, Case postale 239 CH-1211 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in the manufacture of perfumes and flavors; chemical products for use in compositions for 
perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, bath and shower preparations, shampoos, conditioners, detergents, softeners, deodorants 
for personal use and deodorants other than for personal use, cleaning preparations for household or industrial use; 
chemical products for use in the manufacture of food, food products, food supplements, beverages; chemical products 
for use as ingredients for food and beverages; chemical products for use as flavorings.

Cl.3;Perfumery; perfumes; essential oils for personal use; essential oils and perfume compositions for use in the 
manufacture of scented products; essential oils for use as cosmetic ingredients; essential oils for flavoring food and 
beverages; food flavorings in the form of essential oils; food flavorings prepared from essential oils.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

4312452    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488239]
PING AN INSURANCE (GROUP) COMPANY OF CHINA, LTD.

47F-48F, 109F-112F, PING AN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CENTER, 5033 YITIAN ROAD, FUTIAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 
GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs, recorded; humanoid robots with artificial 
intelligence; downloadable application software for mobile phones; facial recognition apparatus; weighing machines; 
measures; electronic notice boards; network communication apparatus; portable media players.

Cl.35;Advertising; business information; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; marketing; personnel management consultancy; systemization of information into computer databases; data 
search in computer files for others; accounting; sponsorship search; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and 
sanitary preparations and medical supplies; brand evaluation services.

Cl.36;Brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; insurance underwriting; financial consultancy; online 
banking; art appraisal; real estate management; trusteeship; lending against security; financial evaluation of intangible 
assets.

Cl.38;Television broadcasting; internet broadcasting services; message sending; electronic bulletin board services 
[telecommunications services]; transmission of electronic mail; communications by computer terminals; providing user 
access to global computer networks; transmission of digital files; videoconferencing services; providing access to 
databases.

Cl.42;Research and development of new products for others; quality control; meteorological information; conversion of 
data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer programming; software as a service [SaaS]; information 
technology [IT] consultancy; providing search engines for the internet; authenticating works of art.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 732448 ;Switzerland 

4312462    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488242]
FIRMENICH SA

1 route des Jeunes, Case postale 239 CH-1211 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in the manufacture of perfumes and flavors; chemical products for use in compositions for 
perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, bath and shower preparations, shampoos, conditioners, detergents, softeners, deodorants 
for personal use and deodorants other than for personal use, cleaning preparations for household or industrial use; 
chemical products for use in the manufacture of food, food products, food supplements, beverages; chemical products 
for use as ingredients for food and beverages; chemical products for use as flavorings.

Cl.3;Perfumery; perfumes; essential oils for personal use; essential oils and perfume compositions for use in the 
manufacture of scented products; essential oils for use as cosmetic ingredients; essential oils for flavoring food and 
beverages; food flavorings in the form of essential oils; food flavorings prepared from essential oils.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 733072 ;Switzerland 

4312493    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488257]
FIRMENICH SA

1 route des Jeunes, Case postale 239 CH-1211 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in the manufacture of perfumes and flavors; chemical products for use in compositions for 
perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, bath and shower preparations, shampoos, conditioners, detergents, softeners, deodorants 
for personal use and deodorants other than for personal use, cleaning preparations for household or industrial use; 
chemical products for use in the manufacture of food, food products, food supplements, beverages; chemical products 
for use as ingredients for food and beverages; chemical products for use as flavorings.

Cl.3;Perfumery; perfumes; essential oils for personal use; essential oils and perfume compositions for use in the 
manufacture of scented products; essential oils for use as cosmetic ingredients; essential oils for flavoring food and 
beverages; food flavorings in the form of essential oils; food flavorings prepared from essential oils.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 1390538 ;Benelux 

4312495    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488264]
INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL INVESTORS XI S.A.

2a, rue des Capucins L-1313 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
chemical products for industrial use; fire-extinguishing compositions; chemical products for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning materials; adhesives for industrial use; chemical additives; chemical fertilizers; chemical synergists; reagents for 
analytical tests other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical formulations for waste water biological treatment; 
chemical products for the treatment of waste water; flocculating chemical products for the treatment of waste water and 
industrial water; chemical products for waste water treatment; chemical reagents for analysis tests, other than for medical 
or veterinary use.

Cl.35;Wholesale services concerning chemical products for use in agriculture; wholesale services concerning chemical 
products for use in horticulture; advice concerning the marketing of chemical products; wholesale services concerning 
chemicals for use in forestry; retail sale services relating to chemicals used in agriculture; retail sale services concerning 
chemical products for use in forestry; retail sale services concerning chemical products for use in horticulture; providing 
advice with respect to marketing of chemical products; administrative processing services for the purchase orders for 
others; outsourcing services in the field of business analyses; business organization appraisals (commercial analysis); 
economic forecasting; business sales advice; evaluations relating to business management in industrial companies.

Cl.40;Treatment of chemical products; recycling of chemical products; chemical waste treatment; chemical treatment 
of textiles; disposal of chemicals particularly in chemical treatment fluids; chemical treatment of waste; chemical 
treatment of boiler pipes; catalytic conversion of chemical compounds; chemical recycling of waste; treatment of organic 
chemical liquids; rental of chemical processing machines; treatment of materials using chemicals; purification of 
minerals by chemical methods; processing of chemical and petrochemical products; consultancy with respect to 
chemical pollution removal; rental of machines and apparatus for chemical processing; information relating to chemical 
treatment; recovery of solids by chemical precipitation of aqueous solutions; application of coatings via chemical vapor 
deposition techniques; services for conversion of targeted substrates into targeted chemical preparations by treatment 
by means of enzymatic systems; rental of chemical treatment machines and apparatus and providing information relating 
thereto; assembling of products for the benefit of others; custom assembly of materials for third parties; custom 
manufacture of tools for others; processing of bio-pharmaceutical materials for others; services for waste water 
treatment.

Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services; chemical analysis; scientific and technological services as well as 
research and design services relating thereto; chemical laboratory services; chemical engineering services; chemical 
research; chemical analyses; chemical technology research; testing of chemical products; consulting services with 
respect to chemical reagents; evaluation of chemical information to estimate risk levels; behavioral analysis of chemicals; 
development and testing of chemical production methods; biological and/or chemical laboratory services; scientific 
information service concerning the chemical industry; analysis services concerning the evaluation of chemical liquids; 
analysis of the chemical composition of liquids; information services relating to the security of chemicals intended for 
forestry; analysis of the mode of action of chemical combinations on animals; product development for others; quality 
control for third parties; engineering services on behalf of third parties; technical drafting for others [technical project 
studies]; research relating to cosmetic products for others; research and development of new products for third parties; 
development of new technologies for others; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for 
certification purposes; analytical laboratory services; analysis services concerning computers; analytical services to 
determine the bacteria content of liquids; technical development and design of gas, water and waste water pipelines; 
analysis services concerning the determination of the chemical composition of liquids; providing engineering reports 
[engineering work]; preparation of technical reports; preparation of reports relating to technology; environmental 
surveys.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 1390536 ;Benelux 

4312522    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488272]
INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL INVESTORS XI S.A.

2a, rue des Capucins L-1313 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
chemical products for industrial use; fire-extinguishing compositions; chemical products for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning materials; adhesives for industrial use; chemical additives; chemical fertilizers; chemical synergists; reagents for 
analytical tests other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical formulations for waste water biological treatment; 
chemical products for the treatment of waste water; flocculating chemical products for the treatment of waste water and 
industrial water; chemical products for waste water treatment; chemical reagents for analysis tests, other than for medical 
or veterinary use.

Cl.35;Wholesale services concerning chemical products for use in agriculture; wholesale services concerning chemical 
products for use in horticulture; advice concerning the marketing of chemical products; wholesale services concerning 
chemicals for use in forestry; retail sale services relating to chemicals used in agriculture; retail sale services concerning 
chemical products for use in forestry; retail sale services concerning chemical products for use in horticulture; providing 
advice with respect to marketing of chemical products; administrative processing services for the purchase orders for 
others; outsourcing services in the field of business analyses; business organization appraisals (commercial analysis); 
economic forecasting; business sales advice; evaluations relating to business management in industrial companies.

Cl.40;Treatment of chemical products; recycling of chemical products; chemical waste treatment; chemical treatment 
of textiles; disposal of chemicals particularly in chemical treatment fluids; chemical treatment of waste; chemical 
treatment of boiler pipes; catalytic conversion of chemical compounds; chemical recycling of waste; treatment of organic 
chemical liquids; rental of chemical processing machines; treatment of materials using chemicals; purification of 
minerals by chemical methods; processing of chemical and petrochemical products; consultancy with respect to 
chemical pollution removal; rental of machines and apparatus for chemical processing; information relating to chemical 
treatment; recovery of solids by chemical precipitation of aqueous solutions; application of coatings via chemical vapor 
deposition techniques; services for conversion of targeted substrates into targeted chemical preparations by treatment 
by means of enzymatic systems; rental of chemical treatment machines and apparatus and providing information relating 
thereto; assembling of products for the benefit of others; custom assembly of materials for third parties; custom 
manufacture of tools for others; processing of bio-pharmaceutical materials for others; services for waste water 
treatment.

Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services; chemical analysis; scientific and technological services as well as 
research and design services relating thereto; chemical laboratory services; chemical engineering services; chemical 
research; chemical analyses; chemical technology research; testing of chemical products; consulting services with 
respect to chemical reagents; evaluation of chemical information to estimate risk levels; behavioral analysis of chemicals; 
development and testing of chemical production methods; biological and/or chemical laboratory services; scientific 
information service concerning the chemical industry; analysis services concerning the evaluation of chemical liquids; 
analysis of the chemical composition of liquids; information services relating to the security of chemicals intended for 
forestry; analysis of the mode of action of chemical combinations on animals; product development for others; quality 
control for third parties; engineering services on behalf of third parties; technical drafting for others [technical project 
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studies]; research relating to cosmetic products for others; research and development of new products for third parties; 
development of new technologies for others; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for 
certification purposes; analytical laboratory services; analysis services concerning computers; analytical services to 
determine the bacteria content of liquids; technical development and design of gas, water and waste water pipelines; 
analysis services concerning the determination of the chemical composition of liquids; providing engineering reports 
[engineering work]; preparation of technical reports; preparation of reports relating to technology; environmental 
surveys.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 733071 ;Switzerland 

4312536    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488276]
FIRMENICH SA

1 route des Jeunes, Case postale 239 CH-1211 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in the manufacture of perfumes and flavors; chemical products for use in compositions for 
perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, bath and shower preparations, shampoos, conditioners, detergents, softeners, deodorants 
for personal use and deodorants other than for personal use, cleaning preparations for household or industrial use; 
chemical products for use in the manufacture of food, food products, food supplements, beverages; chemical products 
for use as ingredients for food and beverages; chemical products for use as flavorings.

Cl.3;Perfumery; perfumes; essential oils for personal use; essential oils and perfume compositions for use in the 
manufacture of scented products; essential oils for use as cosmetic ingredients; essential oils for flavoring food and 
beverages; food flavorings in the form of essential oils; food flavorings prepared from essential oils.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : 3372062 ;United Kingdom 

4312543    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488283]
Marshall Amplification Plc

Denbigh Road, Bletchley Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio effects apparatus; audio switchgear apparatus; volume control pedals; switchgear control pedals; electronic 
effect pedals for use with sound amplifiers; switchgear pedals for use with sound amplifiers; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting 
sound; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; 
switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and 
effects pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; pedal for switching or altering signal path chains; foot switches 
and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, all 
being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, 
all being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; sound effects pedals for musical instruments; computer 
software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.15;Switchgear pedals for musical instruments; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting 
sound for use with musical instruments; switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use 
with musical instruments; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.28;Collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human 
characters; toy figurines; modelled plastic toy figurines; games relating to fictional characters; toy model hobby craft kits.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/07/2018; Application No. : 1940008 ;Australia 

4312608    12/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1488299]
AMES Australasia Pty Ltd

1/660 Doncaster Rd DONCASTER VIC 3108 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metal bands for the identification of pet animals; doors of metal for providing access to buildings by pets; 
food containers of metal for pet animals; pet doors of metal; food containers for pets and animals; metal accessories for 
pets and animals included in this class; metal chains, tags and bands for animals including identity tags; doors and flaps 
of metal; horse brasses of metal; bird baths [structures] of metal; bird repelling devices made of metal in this class; metal 
cages for wild animals; all of the forgoing made of metal.

Cl.18;Leads, collars and harnesses for animals; clothing for pets; apparel for pets; leather goods for animals in this 
class; pet and animal coats, boots, collars, leads, leashes and blankets; pads and covers for horse saddles; animal 
catching apparatus in this class.

Cl.19;Pet doors (not of metal); pet and animal accessories, not of metal, included in this class; doors and flaps, not of 
metal; bird baths [structures], not of metal; all of the foregoing made not of metal.

Cl.20;Beds for pets; furniture including for animals and pets; beds for domestic pets; beds for household pets; carriers 
for transporting domestic pets (other than cages); hutches for pets; kennels for household pets; materials for use as beds 
for domestic pets; pet cushions.

Cl.21;Feed bowls for pets; household and kitchen utensils and containers; brushes for grooming horses; brushes for 
grooming pet animals; horse grooming kits; non-electric grooming apparatus for animals (other than clipping); brushes 
for grooming pet animals; cages for pets; cages for household pets; containers for pet food; covers for cages for 
household pets; electronic pet feeders; food bowls for pets; food containers for pet animals; litter boxes for pets; litter 
scoops for use with pet animals; litter trays for pets; plastic containers for dispensing drink to pets; plastic containers for 
dispensing food to pets; cages for household pets; wire cages for household pets; pet and animal brushes, non-metallic 
food containers, food bowls, feeders and grooming kits; bird baths; scoops for disposing of pet and animal droppings; 
pet and animal cages in this class.

Cl.27;Feeding mats for domestic pets.

Cl.28;Toys for pets; animal toys; animal training aids namely toys for animals.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

4312641    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489081]
APNIC Pty Ltd

6 Cordelia Street SOUTH BRISBANE QLD 4101 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measurement instruments; data collection and monitoring instruments; electronic publications, including those 
sold and distributed online, in the field of Internet related operational, technical and policy matters.

Cl.16;Magazines, periodicals, journals and newsletters in the field of Internet related operational, technical and policy 
matters.

Cl.35;Data collection and analysis of business data; business services, namely business management and 
administration connected to assistance to developing countries in relation to the internet and information technology.

Cl.41;Education and training; education and training in relation to the Internet and information technology, including in 
developing countries; provision of training courses and training materials for Internet address management; electronic 
publication of information on a wide range of topics related to the Internet and information technology.

Cl.42;Information services relating to the design, creation, hosting and maintenance of internet sites and information 
technology; analysis of technical data and technological consultancy relating to the performance of computers; advisory 
services in relation to designing and developing internet sites and information technology, including in developing 
countries; technical support, namely, monitoring of network systems; computer programming; development of software 
tools for Internet resource management and related statistical reporting.

Cl.45;Registration of internet protocol addresses, autonomous system numbers, and reverse domain delegations.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

4313136    12/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489125]
Qingdao leqi handicraft Co.,Ltd

No. 556 galaxy road, chengyang district, Qingdao city 266000 shandong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Necklaces [jewelry]; jewelry; bracelets [jewelry]; rings [jewelry]; chains [jewelry]; hat jewelry; precious stones; 
paste jewelry [costume jewelry]; charms for necklaces; jewelry rolls.

Cl.26;Embroidery; bobby pins; charms, other than for jewellery, key rings or key chains; trimmings for clothing; hair 
bands; ribbons for the hair; hair barrettes; hat trimmings; shoe trimmings; decorative articles for the hair.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 024 700 ;Germany 

4313172    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489179]
Birkenstock GmbH & Co. KG

Burg Ockenfels 53545 Linz Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toiletries, in particular soap, perfumery, deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use, hair lotion, dentifrices, 
breath freshening sprays, preparations for cleaning, nourishing and decorating the skin, cosmetics, sunscreen 
preparations, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, dermatological creams [other than medicated]; essential oils 
and aromatic extracts.

Cl.18;Umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; leather and imitations of leather; 
furs and animal skins and goods made of these materials, namely leather gear, boxes made of leather, girths made of 
leather, leather board, straps of leather, valves of leather, leather laces, imitation leather, leathercloth, curried skins, 
boxes of leather or leatherboard, furniture coverings of leather, leather for furniture, leather for shoes, boxes made of 
leather, document cases of leather, card holders made of leather, sheets of leather for use in manufacture, imitation 
leather hat boxes, card holders made of imitation leather, packaging containers of leather for industrial purposes, golf bag 
tags of leather and imitation leather, key cases of leather and imitation leather, labels of leather and imitation leather, 
leads, briefcases, shopping bags, pouches, coin cases, all made of leather or imitation leather; saddlery, whips and 
clothing for animals; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.25;Headgear; clothing, in particular neck scarves, socks, belts; footwear, in particular shoes, sandals, boots, inner 
soles; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; commercial trading and consumer information services, 
namely auctioneering services, rental of vending machines, referral marketing services, organising of business contacts, 
business contact services, preparation of competitions, agency business, import-export agency services, negotiation and 
mediation services, ordering services, price comparison services, procurement services for others, subscription services, 
retail and whole-sale services with regard to body care products, in particular deodorants and antiperspirants for 
personal use, soap, perfumery, hair lotion, dentifrices, breath freshening sprays, preparations for cleaning, nourishing 
and decorating the skin, cosmetics, sunscreen preparations, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, dermatological 
creams [other than medicated], essential oils and aromatic extracts, umbrellas and para-sols, walking sticks, luggage, 
bags, wallets and other carriers, leather and imitations of leather, animal skins, hides and goods made of these materials, 
in particular leather gear, boxes made of leather, girths of leather, belts, leatherboard, straps of leather, valves of leather, 
leather laces, imitation leather, leather cloth, curried skins, boxes of leather or leatherboard, furniture coverings of 
leather, leather for furniture, leather for shoes, boxes made of leather, document cases of leather, card holders made of 
leather, sheets of leather for use in manufacture, imitation leather hat boxes, card holders made of imitation leather, 
packaging containers of leather for industrial purposes, golf bag tags of leather and imitation leather, key cases of leather 
and imitation leather, labels of leather and imitation leather, leads, briefcases, shopping bags, writing tablets, pouches, 
coin cases, all made of leather or imitation leather, saddlery, whips and clothing for animals, parts and accessories for all 
of the aforesaid goods included in this class, headgear, clothing [in particular neck scarves, socks, belts], footwear [in 
particular shoes, sandals, boots and inner soles], parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 28/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 101 011 ;Germany 

4313196    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489339]
Karl Mayer Textilmaschinenfabrik GmbH

Brühlstraße 25 63179 Obertshausen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Textile machines; warp preparation machines for warp knitting and weaving; warping machines; direct warping 
machines; raschel machines; sample warping machines; beaming machines; sizing machines; dyeing machines; stitch-
bonding machines; bobbin lace machines; multiaxial fabric laying machines; warp knitting machines.

Cl.9;Electrical and electronic controlling for machines and plants of the textile industry; apparatus for counting, 
monitoring and measuring of the physical characteristics of threads and textile machines.

Cl.37;Repair, service and maintenance of textile machines, warp preparation machines, warping machines, sizing 
machines and dyeing machines.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy in connection with textile machines, warp preparation machines, warping machines, 
sizing machines and dyeing machines; design and development of computer hardware and software for textile machines, 
warp preparation machines for warp knitting and weaving, warping machines, direct warping machines, raschel 
machines, sample warping machines, beaming machines, sizing machines, dyeing machines, stitch-bonding machines, 
bobbin lace machines, multiaxial fabric laying machines, warp knitting machines, electrical and electronic controlling for 
machines and plants of the textile industry, apparatus for counting, monitoring and measuring of the physical 
characteristics of threads and textile machines.
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Priority claimed from 16/11/2018; Application No. : 4500709 ;France 

4313239    06/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489119]
Expleo Group

23 Place de Wicklow F-78180 Montigny-le-Bretonneux France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; teaching apparatus; control apparatus.

Cl.35;Acquiring data for administrative processing of data; collating, compiling, systematic ordering and maintenance 
of test data and other data, in particular certification and business data, in particular in the field of business consultancy 
and certification; all services of advice, studies, assistance and auditing in the field of administrative and industrial 
organization and management, provided to industrial and commercial companies for conducting their business; advisory 
services with respect to commercial and organizational management, creation of cost-price analyses, advertising material 
distribution services, product presentations for advertising purposes, advertising in the media and on the Internet; 
advertising material distribution services; start-up services and start-up support for plants, manufacturing facilities and 
industrial products; conducting business appraisals, namely, evaluating business processes to determine the efficacy 
and maturity of procedures as compared with a benchmark model.

Cl.37;Factory-construction; construction planning of factories and industrial sites; plant operation organization 
services.

Cl.42;Engineering services; scientific expert opinions; providing expertise in operational safety; services provided by 
engineers; scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial 
analysis and research services; providing technical know-how; technical certifications, tests and analyses; technical 
advice and expertise; providing scientific research services; testing of materials; quality control; testing, assessing and 
issuing quality labels and/or certificates for goods and/or services, materials, substances, products, companies, 
processes, documents and/or information files; testing of product models, equipment and apparatus, in particular with 
respect to compliance with applicable guidelines; professional consulting and drawing of plans not relating to company 
business, namely, professional consulting in the field of monitoring and improving the design and operation of industrial 
sites and manufacturing facilities; services involving engineering and expert evaluations concerning testing and putting 
into service of facilities; Testing of software; computer support services; design, development, maintenance of computer 
hardware, software, computer programs; advice on the use of programs or program packages; certification services in 
commercial management.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer hardware, software, computer programs.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 18003482 ;European Union 

4313243    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488290]
Seidenader Maschinenbau GmbH

Lilienthalstr. 8 85570 Markt Schwaben Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Handling systems (handling apparatus) (machines) for pharmaceutical containers and products, in particular 
consisting of container removal and feed devices; transport devices for pharmaceutical containers, feed systems for bulk 
goods in downstream machines, accumulation tables for pharmaceutical containers; machines for cleaning 
pharmaceutical containers; machines for sorting tablets, dragées and capsules by thickness; labellers [machines]; 
machines for printing or inscribing containers.

Cl.9;Inspection machines (checking and testing apparatus), in particular for the pharmaceutical industry; machines for 
quality assurance purposes (quality control apparatus); material testing and measuring instruments and machines, 
sensor, infrared ray sensors, microwave sensors, optical apparatus being testing devices, metal detectors, lasers, not for 
medical purposes, weighing apparatus and instruments, weighing machines; electric apparatus for commutation and 
distribution and control consoles consisting thereof; optical, weighing, measuring and checking (supervision) apparatus 
and instruments; electric and electronic controllers and control apparatus and control installations, control units and 
control systems consisting thereof; image processing systems; camera systems for a variety of wavelength ranges, in 
particular smart cameras, high-speed cameras; optics, namely mirror optics, laser optics, collimators, light guides (fibre 
optics); X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; peripherals adapted for use with computers; dosimeters; electric 
checking and supervision apparatus; scanners, thermometers and temperature indicators (not for medical purposes); 
data-processing equipment and computers; computer software, recorded, in particular man-machine interface software, 
memory-programmable control software, machine control software, firmware, software for sensor and measurement 
systems, software for processing images, data analytics software, line management software, machine learning software; 
quantity indicators, measuring devices and apparatus; pressure sensors for leak testing; detection systems for detecting 
particles; analysis systems for analysing container contents; spectrometers; high-voltage leak testing systems; lighting 
for optical inspection systems.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, servicing, cleaning and repair of machines; installation, cleaning, maintenance, 
servicing and repair of material testing and measuring instruments and machines, and testing apparatus.

Cl.41;Tuition; arranging and conducting of workshops, training courses and seminars; qualification (further training 
courses).

Cl.42;Technological engineering or technician services in the field of inspection technology, in particular for the 
pharmaceutical sector, technical consultancy in the field of inspection technology; updating, leasing, maintenance and 
design of computer software; design and development of computer hardware and software, maintenance of software, 
technical research and mechanical research; conducting technical project studies; technical project management in the 
field of electronic data processing; re-examination of technical apparatus to gain a result whether the apparatus is able to 
perform the task; inspection of technical apparatus to gain a result whether the apparatus is able to perform the task; 
process- supervision for quality-assurance along the entire value and supply chain.
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 88302597 ;United States of America 

4313258    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489231]
Soylent Nutrition, Inc.

555 Mateo St., Suite 227 Los Angeles CA 90013 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Protein supplements formed and packaged as bars; nutritional supplement energy bars; nutritional and dietary 
supplements formed and packaged as bars; protein dietary supplements formed and packaged as bars; dietary and 
nutritional supplements containing soy; soy protein for use as a nutritional supplement in various powdered and ready-
to-drink beverages; nutritionally fortified beverages for medical purposes; nutritional supplement in the nature of a 
nutrient-dense, soy protein-based drink mix; soy protein supplement shakes.

Cl.29;Soy-based food bars; soy-based food bars also containing chocolate; soy-based food bars also containing 
probiotics.
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Priority claimed from 02/01/2019; Application No. : 4512140 ;France 

4313265    20/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488399]
FEDERATION FRANCAISE DE TENNIS

Stade Roland Garros, 2 avenue Gordon Bennett F-75016 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Organization of promotional events for tennis, beach tennis, mini-tennis, short racket or paddle tennis; 
advertising; advertising, including the promotion of third party goods and services through partnership agreements 
(sponsoring) and licenses; rental of advertising space; production of promotional films and television films, broadcasting 
of advertisements; advertising mailing services; dissemination of advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed 
matter, samples); publication of advertising and promotional texts; radio, television and Internet advertising and 
promotion; interactive advertising; advice and assistance in business organization and management in particular for 
sports clubs, professional business consultants, business expertise, business information, business investigations, 
business research, business intelligence, market research, statistical information, organization of exhibitions for 
promotional, sponsorship (advertising) purposes, organization of events for promoting, administrative management of 
exhibition sites for promotional purposes; collection and compilation services for information and press clippings 
concerning sports and/or cultural news; organization and management of loyalty promotional activities for tennis, beach 
tennis, mini-tennis, short racket or paddle tennis including via the means of loyalty cards, financial sponsorship 
(advertising) of clubs, teams and athletes, television advertising relating to sports events; advertising sponsorship; radio, 
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television and Internet advertising, also in the nature of sponsorship; advertising sponsorships or sponsorships of sports 
events.

Cl.41;Organization of sports competitions and sporting activities; conducting of sporting activities and competitions; 
organization of award ceremonies; information relating to sporting events provided on all types of media including online; 
electronic game services provided by means of the Internet; organization of competitions for electronic games.
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4313270    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489232]
thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions AG

ThyssenKrupp Allee 1 45143 Essen Germany

thyssenkrupp AG

ThyssenKrupp Allee 1 45143 Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Crushing machines, namely jaw crushers, hammer crushers, cone crushers, gyratory crushers, horizontal impact 
crushers, vertical impact crushers, gyratory crushers, swivel arm crushers and roller crushers for crushing chunks of 
mineral substances and chunks of rubble; mills for industrial purposes.

Cl.37;Assembly and maintenance of crushing machines, namely jaw crushers, hammer crushers, cone crushers, 
gyratory crushers, horizontal impact crushers, vertical impact crushers, gyratory crushers, swivel arm crushers and roller 
crushers for crushing chunks of mineral substances and chunks of rubble; assembly and maintenance of mills for 
industrial purposes.
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4313272    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489245]
ASIAN TRADING JAPAN CO., LTD

Grand Fort Okamoto 506, 10-1, Okamoto 3-chome, Higashinada-ku, Kobe-shi Hyogo 658-0072 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Beauty masks containing extract from silk; cosmetic creams containing extract from silk; cosmetic preparations 
containing extract from silk, for skin care; cosmetics containing extract from silk; hair conditioners containing extract 
from silk; hair lotions containing extract from silk; lipsticks containing extract from silk; lotions containing extract from 
silk, for cosmetic purposes; make-up containing extract from silk; oils containing extract from silk, for cosmetic 
purposes; shampoos containing extract from silk; soap containing extract from silk; toilet water containing extract from 
silk.

Cl.5;Nutritional supplements; pharmaceuticals; protein dietary supplements.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : UK00003388778 ;United Kingdom 

4314333    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490395]
Town Talk Polish Company Limited

Slater Lane Bolton, Lancashire BL1 2TQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning preparations and substances for household use; polishing preparations and substances for household 
use; waxing preparations and other substances for household use; cleaning preparations and other substances for 
commercial use; polishing preparations and other substances for commercial use; waxing preparations and other 
substances for commercial use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; wipes impregnated with 
preparations for cleaning; washing-up liquid; spray for cleaning; laundry detergent; cleaning preparations for laundry 
use; cleaning agents for metal; cleaning agents for glass; cleaning preparations for use on jewellery; polishing agents; 
preparations for polishing; wax polishes; prepared wax for polishing; shining preparations; tissues impregnated with 
preparations for cleaning; cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes; brush-making materials; articles for 
cleaning purposes; steel wool; articles made of ceramics, glass, porcelain or earthenware which are not included in other 
classes; electric and non-electric toothbrushes; cleaning cloths; cloths for cleaning; cloths for polishing; wiping cloths of 
non-woven fabrics; wiping cloths of woven fabrics; dusting gloves; gloves for cleaning; gloves for polishing; gloves for 
domestic use; gloves for household cleaning; gloves for commercial cleaning; washing-up gloves; gloves for handling 
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metal; gloves for handling glass; cases for brushes; household brushes; cleaning brushes; dusting brushes; washing 
brushes; dusters; dusters for cleaning; glass dusters; jewellery dusters; dusters for metal; storage containers for 
domestic use; containers of precious metal for storage purposes [household or kitchen use]; containers for precious 
metal for storage purposes [household or kitchen use]; containers for common metal for household use for storage 
purposes; cloths for cleaning silverware.
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4314357    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490460]
Vataple Machinery (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.

West of Changjiang North Road, Industrial, and Commercial Administration District, Shipai Town, Kunshan City Jiangsu Province 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Oil feeding joints, being parts for aviation vehicles.

Cl.35;Advertising; publicity; business inquiries; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; marketing; provision of an online 
marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; 
sponsorship search.

Cl.37;Elevator installation and repair.

Cl.42;Technological research; mechanical research; research and development of new products for others; research in 
the field of environmental protection; material testing; industrial design; architectural services; interior design; computer 
programming; monitoring of computer systems by remote access.
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4314404    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490509]
ONE ANIMATION PTE. LTD.

305 Alexandra Road, 05-05 Vantage Automotive Centre Singapore 159942 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video and audio tapes; cassettes; discs and records; motion pictures; eyeglasses; sunglasses; frames and cases 
adapted for eyeglasses and sunglasses; radios; compasses and rulers (measuring instruments); measuring tapes; 
telescopes; microscopes; binoculars; magnifying glasses; calculators; computer software and computer peripheral 
apparatus; protective helmets and clothing; snorkel tubes; swim masks; swim goggles; cameras; flashlights 
(photography); optical lanterns; electronic games software and electronic games programs; magnets.

Cl.28;Toys; dolls; plush toys; games; balloons; spinning tops; jigsaw puzzles; toy masks; card games (none being 
ordinary playing cards); board games; electronic games; toy building blocks; ornaments and decorations for Christmas 
tree (not edible and not illumination articles); toy motor vehicles; children's ride-on toy vehicles; pedal powered and 
battery powered toy vehicles for children; sporting articles (other than clothing); roller skates; ice skates; surfboards (not 
motorized); swimming flippers; strings and nets for sporting goods, games and rackets; rackets for playing tennis, 
squash, paddle ball; archery equipment; track and field equipment, balls, gloves, pads, bats, sticks, clubs, markers and 
tees used for games of sport; face masks for sports (other than diving); body guards (sports articles or parts of sport 
suits); fishing weights; fishing rods; skis, ski poles; jump ropes; puppets; sandbox toys; swings; flying discs (toys).

Cl.41;Education services, entertainment services, particularly television scheduling (programming); online 
entertainment services and information relating thereto; radio and television entertainment; production, screening of 
motion picture films and video films and rental of films and videos; production of audio and video recordings on audio 
and/or video carriers of different kinds; rental of electrical apparatus for the reproduction of video and/or audio signals; 
production and distribution of radio and television programs, information relating to entertainment or education provided 
online from a computer database or the Internet; providing online electronic publications (not downloadable), and all 
other education and entertainment services in this class.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 88235841 ;United States of America 

4314414    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490518]
DXC Technology Company

1775 Tysons Boulevard Tysons VA 22102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Unified communications as a service (UCAAS), namely, providing transmission of data from unified 
communications as a service (UCAAS) for instant messaging, voice transmission, data transmission, voice mail, 
presence, audio and video calling, and audio and video conferencing; telecommunication services, namely, providing 
electronic transmission of e-mail; telecommunication services, namely, providing access to electronic calendars and 
providing access to databases with contacts information; telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission 
for unified messaging services.

Cl.42;Infrastructure as a service (IAAS) in the nature of providing and managing web-based virtual desktop 
environments through use of hosted computer hardware and computer software resources; providing non-downloadable 
software for deploying, managing, and accessing cloud-based software applications and virtualized software 
applications, and for accessing cloud-based services; cloud migration services in the nature of migration of computer 
software to the cloud for others; computer software application deployment for others, namely, installation, configuration, 
and testing of software; computer software updating and installation for others; computer software application 
provisioning services for others, namely, installation, configuration, and management of software; mobile device 
management services, namely, remote management of mobile devices' software applications, access, and security; 
hosting the computer software programs of others for as-a-service use by users on mobile computing devices and 
laptops; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software and virtual desktop problems; 
technical support services, namely, remote administration and management of software applications; technical support 
services, namely, service desk or help desk services for software applications, computers, and mobile devices; computer 
software consulting services; hosting computer software applications of others; design and development of mobile 
software applications for others; providing non-downloadable software that enables users on different computing devices 
to share virtual desktops, software applications, electronic documents, and electronic data; providing non-downloadable 
software that enables users to collaborate on document creation, and to share, manage, synchronize, and access 
electronic files and documents; computer services, namely, providing spam and malware filtering and reporting services; 
email and data encryption services; providing non-downloadable software for web-based collaboration, social 
collaboration, and project management; computer security services, namely, restricting and controlling access privileges 
of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources; providing non-downloadable software and non-
downloadable internet of things (IOT) software platforms all for deploying and managing smart connected electronic 
devices.
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Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 006 336 ;Germany 

4314419    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490533]
Huhtamaki Flexible Packaging Germany GmbH & Co. KG

Heinrich-Nicolaus-Straße 6 87671 Ronsberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Packaging material made of paper, cardboard and/or plastic foil, all the aforesaid goods included in class 16; 
bags for packaging purposes made of plastic, plastic foils, metal-coated plastic foils and/or cellulose-containing 
materials, such as paper or cardboard; containers made of cellulose-containing materials, such as paper or cardboard, for 
packaging purposes; paper and/or plastic foils for packaging purposes, in particular multi-layer plastic foils for blister or 
push-through packs and packaging made of them; packaging containers made of paper or cardboard; packaging material 
made of paper and/or plastic foil or metal-coated plastic foil for medical purposes.

Cl.20;Packaging containers made of plastic foil, in particular also metal-coated plastic foil; containers made of plastic, 
plastic foil, metal-coated plastic foil.

Cl.21;Tab dispenser, in particular dispenser for dishwasher or washing machine tabs; dispenser for cleaning tablets.
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4314429    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490560]
IAI Corporation

577-1, Obane, Shimizu-ku, Shizuoka-shi Shizuoka 424-0103 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Actuators; actuators for industrial robots; driving devices for industrial robots; industrial robots and their parts and 
fittings; mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic control apparatus for industrial robots; motion control mechanisms for 
industrial robots; cylinders for machines; motors, other than for land vehicles; motors for industrial robots; control 
mechanisms for machines, engines or motors.

Cl.9;Computer programs, recorded; downloadable computer software; computer software for use with industrial robots 
and electrical controllers; software platforms for controlling industrial robots; computer programs for use in operating 
robots; computer software for image recognition; image recognizing apparatus; digital cameras for industrial use; 
electronic sensors for robots; encoders; linear encoders; rotary encoders; magnetic encoders; optical encoders; control 
panels [electricity]; electrical controlling devices; electronic controlling devices; numerical controllers; computerized 
numerical controls; electrical controllers for actuators; electronic controllers for actuators; electrical controllers for 
industrial robots; electronic controller for industrial robots; electric regulating apparatus; remote controls for robots; 
remote control apparatus and instruments for robots; AC/DC power supplies; numerical controllers for metalworking 
machines; numerical controllers for industrial robots; electrical motion controllers for controlling robots.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2019; Application No. : 88281176 ;United States of America 

4314431    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490568]
THE ODD1S OUT LLC

1082 E. Canyon Way Chandler AZ 85249 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;On-line retail store services featuring books, stickers, backpacks, bags, all-purpose carrying bags, mugs, water 
bottles sold empty, shirts, hats, beanies, socks, belts, novelty pins and badges, key chains, phone grips, and plush toys.

Cl.41;Providing on-line videos featuring animation, not downloadable; providing online non-downloadable comic strips.
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2019; Application No. : 88298436 ;United States of America 

4314440    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490571]
Scribd, Inc.

333 Bush Street, Suite 2400 San Francisco CA 94104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile software application and downloadable software for purchasing, accessing, viewing and 
streaming audio, visual, audiovisual and digital content in the field of education and entertainment via the internet and 
global communications networks; downloadable mobile software application and downloadable software for purchasing, 
accessing, viewing and streaming audio, visual, audiovisual and digital content featuring information, summaries and 
excerpts of books, audiobooks, and entertainment and educational publications of others via the internet and global 
communications networks; downloadable mobile software application and downloadable software for purchasing, 
accessing and viewing summaries and excerpts of books, audiobooks, and entertainment and educational publications of 
others via the internet and global communications networks; downloadable mobile software application and 
downloadable software for purchasing, accessing and viewing entertainment and educational content featuring 
summaries and excerpts of books, audiobooks, and publications of others via the internet and global communications 
networks; downloadable computer software for creating and providing user access to searchable databases of 
information and data; downloadable computer software for wireless content delivery.

Cl.38;Transmission of data, documents, audio, visual, audiovisual and digital content via electronic, optical and 
wireless networks; transmission of data, documents, audio, visual, audiovisual and digital content in the field of 
education and entertainment via electronic, optical and wireless networks; transmission of data, documents, audio, 
visual, audiovisual and digital content in the field of education and entertainment, featuring summaries and excerpts of 
books, audiobooks and publications of others via electronic, optical and wireless networks.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for purchasing, accessing, viewing and 
streaming audio, visual, audiovisual and digital content in the field of education and entertainment via the internet and 
global communications networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for purchasing, 
accessing, viewing and streaming audio, visual, audiovisual and digital content featuring information, summaries and 
excepts of books, audiobooks, and entertainment and educational publications of others via the internet and global 
communications networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for purchasing, accessing, 
and viewing summaries and excerpts of books and entertainment and educational publications of others via the internet 
and global communications networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for purchasing, 
accessing, and viewing entertainment and educational content featuring summaries and excerpts of books, audiobooks, 
and publications of others via the internet and global communications networks; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer software for providing user access to searchable databases of information and data; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for wireless content delivery.
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4314458    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490576]
Joint Stock Company "Scientific Industrial concern "Machine Engineering Technologies"

Leningradskoe shosse, d. 58, str. 4 RU-125212 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Agar-agar; nitrogen; actinium; alkaloids; alginates for the food industry; alginates for industrial purposes; crotonic 
aldehyde; ammonium aldehyde; aldehydes; americium; amyl acetate; ammonia [volatile alkali] for industrial purposes; 
anhydrous ammonia; ammonia; acetic anhydride; anhydrides; anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines; 
disincrustants; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of food 
supplements; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; antioxidants for use in manufacture; antistatic 
preparations, other than for household purposes; antifreeze; size for use in the textile industry; argon; lead arsenate; 
astatine; aluminium acetate; lime acetate; lead acetate; acetate of cellulose, unprocessed; acetates [chemicals]; 
acetylene; acetone; oenological bactericides [chemical preparations for use in wine making]; gurjun balsam for use in the 
manufacture of varnish; barium; barytes; albumin [animal or vegetable, raw material]; animal albumen [raw material]; 
iodised albumen; malt albumen; benzene; benzol; bentonite; berkelium; bicarbonate of soda for chemical purposes; 
potassium dioxalate; bichromate of potassium; bichromate of soda; bauxite; bromine for chemical purposes; 
albumenized paper; baryta paper; diazo paper; blueprint paper; test paper, chemical; litmus paper; reagent paper, other 
than for medical or veterinary purposes; self-toning paper [photography]; nitrate paper; sensitized paper; photometric 
paper; borax; grafting wax for trees; agglutinants for concrete; gas purifying preparations; polish removing substances; 
preparations for the separation of greases; substances for preventing runs in stockings; water-softening preparations; 
limestone hardening substances; tanning substances; adhesives for industrial purposes; surface-active chemical agents; 
artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations]; fissionable material for nuclear energy; foundry binding substances; 
concrete-aeration chemicals; leather-dressing chemicals; chemicals for the manufacture of paints; chemicals for the 
manufacture of pigments; starch-liquifying chemicals [ungluing agents]; flower preservatives; seed preserving 
substances; viscose; bismuth; bismuth subnitrate for chemical purposes; vitamins for the food industry; vitamins for use 
in the manufacture of cosmetics; vitamins for use in the manufacture of food supplements; vitamins for use in the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals; witherite; distilled water; seawater for industrial purposes; acidulated water for 
recharging accumulators; heavy water; hydrogen; gadolinium; getters [chemically active substances]; protective gases 
for welding; solidified gases for industrial purposes; propellant gases for aerosols; basic gallate of bismuth; gallium; 
gambier; helium; electrophoresis gels; genes of seeds for agricultural production; hydrazine; aluminium hydrate; 
hydrates; hyposulfites; gypsum for use as a fertilizer; ceramic glazings; glycol; expanded clay for hydroponic plant 
growing [substrate]; kaolin; alumina; glycerides; glycerine for industrial purposes; glucose for the food industry; glucose 
for industrial purposes; glucosides; gluten for the food industry; gluten for industrial purposes; holmium; hormones for 
hastening the ripening of fruit; peat pots for horticulture; graphene; graphite for industrial purposes; guano; humus; 
dextrin [size]; detergents for use in manufacturing processes; defoliants; diastase for industrial purposes; kieselgur; 
manganese dioxide; titanium dioxide for industrial purposes; zirconia; oil dispersants; petroleum dispersants; 
dispersions of plastics; dysprosium; bichloride of tin; detergent additives to petrol; ceramic compositions for sintering 
[granules and powders]; additives, chemical, to drilling muds; additives, chemical, to insecticides; chemical additives for 
oils; additives, chemical, to motor fuel; additives, chemical, to fungicides; dolomite for industrial purposes; tan-wood; 
europium; gelatine for photographic purposes; gelatine for industrial purposes; auxiliary fluids for use with abrasives; 
fluids for hydraulic circuits; liquids for removing sulfates from accumulators; power steering fluid; brake fluid; magnetic 
fluid for industrial purposes; transmission fluid; tree cavity fillers [forestry]; glaziers' putty; moderating materials for 
nuclear reactors; diatomaceous earth; fuller's earth for use in the textile industry; lime chloride; isotopes for industrial 
purposes; ion exchangers [chemicals]; ytterbium; yttrium; iodine for industrial purposes; iodine for chemical purposes; 
aluminium iodide; alkaline iodides for industrial purposes; casein for the food industry; casein for industrial purposes; 
kainite; potassium; sorrel salt; californium; calomel [mercurous chloride]; gum arabic for industrial purposes; tartar, other 
than for pharmaceutical purposes; camphor, for industrial purposes; calcium carbide; silicon carbide [raw material]; 
carbide; lime carbonate; magnesium carbonate; carbonates; cement [metallurgy]; lutetium [cassiopium]; catalysts; 
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biochemical catalysts; catechu; caustics for industrial purposes; alum; ammonia alum; aluminium alum; chrome alum; 
quebracho for industrial purposes; ketones; cinematographic films, sensitized but not exposed; oxygen for industrial 
purposes; nitric acid; anthranilic acid; benzoic acid; boric acid for industrial purposes; tartaric acid; tungstic acid; gallic 
acid for the manufacture of ink; gallotannic acid; glutamic acid for industrial purposes; tannic acid; iodic acid; phenol for 
industrial purposes; citric acid for industrial purposes; lactic acid; formic acid; persulfuric acid; oleic acid; picric acid; 
pyrogallic acid; salicylic acid; sebacic acid; sulfuric acid; sulfurous acid; spirits of salt; stearic acid; carbonic acid; spirits 
of vinegar [dilute acetic acid]; phosphoric acid; hydrofluoric acid; hydrochloric acid; cholic acid; chromic acid; oxalic 
acid; acids; benzene-based acids; fatty acids; mineral acids; arsenious acid; adhesives for billposting; leather glues; 
adhesives for wall tiles; adhesives for wallpaper; glue for industrial purposes; cement for mending broken articles; gums 
[adhesives] for industrial purposes; birdlime; gluten [glue], other than for stationery or household purposes; starch paste 
[adhesive], other than for stationery or household purposes; stem cells, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; 
collagen for industrial purposes; collodion; compost; beer preserving agents; preservatives for use in the pharmaceutical 
industry; mangrove bark for industrial purposes; tan; starch for industrial purposes; silicon; creosote for chemical 
purposes; krypton; xenon; xylene; xylol; biological tissue cultures, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; 
cultures of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use; curium; lactose [raw material]; lactose for the food 
industry; lactose for industrial purposes; lanthanum; dry ice [carbon dioxide]; lecithin [raw material]; lecithin for the food 
industry; lecithin for industrial purposes; lithium; magnesite; manganate; oils for tanning leather; oils for currying leather; 
oils for preparing leather in the course of manufacture; oils for the preservation of food; transmission oil; carbolineum for 
the protection of plants; paper pulp; wood pulp; grafting mastic for trees; mastic for leather; mastic for tires; oil cement 
[putty]; synthetic materials for absorbing oil; brazing preparations; ceramic materials in particulate form, for use as 
filtering media; filtering materials of unprocessed plastics; filtering materials of mineral substances; filtering materials of 
vegetable substances; filtering materials of chemical substances; blue vitriol; metalloids; alkaline-earth metals; alkaline 
metals; methane; methyl benzene; methyl benzol; soap [metallic] for industrial purposes; arsenic; dressing, except oils, 
for skins; emollients for industrial purposes; sodium; hypochlorite of soda; naphthalene; sal ammoniac; toxic gas 
neutralizers; neodymium; neon; neptunium; ammonium nitrate; uranium nitrate; nitrates; combusting preparations 
[chemical additives to motor fuel]; nitrous oxide; baryta; uranium oxide; oxalates; lithia [lithium oxide]; lead oxide; 
antimony oxide; chromium oxide; cobalt oxide for industrial purposes; mercuric oxide; olivine [silicate mineral]; gallnuts; 
purification preparations; wine finings; textile-brightening chemicals; beer-clarifying and preserving agents; must-fining 
preparations; reducing agents for use in photography; bases [chemical preparations]; wax-bleaching chemicals; fat-
bleaching chemicals; organic digestate [fertilizer]; paste fillers for automobile body repair; pectin for the food industry; 
pectin for industrial purposes; pectin [photography]; perborate of soda; humus top dressing; percarbonates; hydrogen 
peroxide for industrial purposes; persulfates; perchlorates; foundry sand; plastisols; sensitized plates for offset printing; 
ferrotype plates [photography]; plasticizers; plastics, unprocessed; X-ray films, sensitized but not exposed; plutonium; 
chemical coatings for ophthalmic lenses; polonium; potash; potash water; soil for growing; praseodymium; rubber 
preservatives; masonry preservatives, except paints and oils; brickwork preservatives, except paints and oils; cement 
preservatives, except paints and oils; preservatives for tiles, except paints and oils; bacterial preparations, other than for 
medical and veterinary use; bacteriological preparations for acetification; bacteriological preparations, other than for 
medical and veterinary use; biological preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; vulcanizing 
preparations; diagnostic preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; renovating preparations for 
phonograph records; currying preparations for leather; currying preparations for skins; metal hardening preparations; 
fixing baths [photography]; opacifiers for glass; opacifiers for enamel; separating and unsticking [ungluing] preparations; 
metal annealing preparations; metal tempering preparations; preparations for preventing the tarnishing of lenses; 
preparations for preventing the tarnishing of glass; cement-waterproofing chemicals, except paints; plant growth 
regulating preparations; wallpaper removing preparations; anti-boil preparations for engine coolants; fulling preparations 
for use in the textile industry; descaling preparations, other than for household purposes; fertilizing preparations; 
flashlight preparations; galvanizing preparations; finishing preparations for use in the manufacture of steel; sizing 
preparations; animal carbon preparations; preparations of microorganisms, other than for medical and veterinary use; 
corrosive preparations; cryogenic preparations; dehydrating preparations for industrial purposes; degreasing 
preparations for use in manufacturing processes; degumming preparations; oil-bleaching chemicals; bleaching 
preparations [decolorants] for industrial purposes; meat tenderizers for industrial purposes; preparations for stimulating 
cooking for industrial purposes; anti-incrustants; preparations of trace elements for plants; moistening [wetting] 
preparations for use in the textile industry; moistening [wetting] preparations for use in dyeing; moistening [wetting] 
preparations for use in bleaching; enzyme preparations for the food industry; enzyme preparations for industrial 
purposes; filtering preparations for the beverages industry; chemical preparations to prevent diseases affecting vine 
plants; chemical preparations to prevent mildew; chemical preparations to prevent wheat smut; chemical condensation 
preparations; chemical preparations for smoking meat; chemical preparations for analyses in laboratories, other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes; chemical preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use; 
chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals; engine-decarbonising chemicals; fulling preparations; fuel-
saving preparations; coal saving preparations; damp-proofing chemicals, except paints, for masonry; anti-sprouting 
preparations for vegetables; preparations of the distillation of wood alcohol; by-products of the processing of cereals for 
industrial purposes; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; benzene derivatives; cellulose derivatives 
[chemicals]; promethium; protactinium; protein [raw material]; proteins for the food industry; proteins for use in the 
manufacture of food supplements; proteins for use in manufacture; mordants for metals; radium for scientific purposes; 
radon; solvents for varnishes; anti-frothing solutions for accumulators; drilling muds; solutions for cyanotyping; 
galvanizing baths; silver salt solutions for silvering; toning baths [photography]; chemical reagents, other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes; rhenium; mercury; rubidium; carbon black for industrial purposes; soot for industrial or 
agricultural purposes; samarium; saccharin; selenium; saltpeter; sulfur; silver nitrate; carbon disulfide; silicates; 
aluminium silicate; silicones; scandium; topsoil; foundry molding preparations; potting soil; acrylic resins, unprocessed; 
polymer resins, unprocessed; synthetic resins, unprocessed; epoxy resins, unprocessed; soda ash; calcined soda; 
caustic soda for industrial purposes; barium compounds; fluorspar compounds; salts [fertilizers]; salts [chemical 
preparations]; ammoniacal salts; ammonium salts; salts of precious metals for industrial purposes; salts for galvanic 
cells; salt for preserving, other than for foodstuffs; salts for coloring metal; salts for industrial purposes; iron salts; gold 
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salts; iodised salts; calcium salts; sodium salts [chemical compounds]; salt, raw; salts from rare earth metals; mercury 
salts; toning salts [photography]; chrome salts; chromic salts; salts of alkaline metals; rock salt; mold-release 
preparations; fire extinguishing compositions; compositions for the manufacture of phonograph records; compositions 
for the manufacture of technical ceramics; compositions for repairing inner tubes of tires; compositions for repairing 
tires; acid proof chemical compositions; glutinous tree-grafting preparations; adhesive preparations for surgical 
bandages; fireproofing preparations; compositions for threading; sauce for preparing tobacco; amyl alcohol; vinic 
alcohol; wood alcohol; sal ammoniac spirits; ethyl alcohol; alcohol; adjuvants, other than for medical or veterinary 
purposes; cement for footwear; concrete preservatives, except paints and oils; water glass [soluble glass]; strontium; 
substrates for soil-free growing [agriculture]; barium sulfate; sulfates; antimony sulfide; sulfides; benzoic sulfimide; 
sulfonic acids; sumac for use in tanning; superphosphates [fertilizers]; antimony; thallium; talc [magnesium silicate]; 
tannin; cream of tartar for the food industry; cream of tartar for industrial purposes; cream of tartar for chemical 
purposes; tellurium; terbium; tetrachlorides; carbon tetrachloride; acetylene tetrachloride; technetium; thymol for 
industrial purposes; thiocarbanilide; titanite; sensitized cloth for photography; blueprint cloth; toluene; fuel for nuclear 
reactors; thorium; peat [fertilizer]; gum tragacanth for industrial purposes; thulium; carbonic hydrates; carbon; activated 
carbon; carbon for filters; animal charcoal; animal carbon; bone charcoal; blood charcoal; fertilizers; nitrogenous 
fertilizers; wood vinegar [pyroligneous acid]; uranium; chemical intensifiers for paper; chemical intensifiers for rubber; 
vulcanization accelerators; enzymes for the food industry; enzymes for industrial purposes; ferments for chemical 
purposes; milk ferments for the food industry; milk ferments for industrial purposes; milk ferments for chemical 
purposes; fermium; ferrocyanides; fixing solutions [photography]; flavonoids [phenolic compounds] for industrial 
purposes; flocculants; soldering fluxes; brazing fluxes; formic aldehyde for chemical purposes; phosphatides; 
phosphates [fertilizers]; phosphorus; photographic paper; photosensitive plates; sensitized photographic plates; 
sensitized films, unexposed; photographic developers; photographic sensitizers; chemical preparations for use in 
photography; photographic emulsions; francium; fluorine; chemicals for use in forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, 
insecticides and parasiticides; glass-frosting chemicals; leather-renovating chemicals; glass-staining chemicals; enamel-
staining chemicals; oil-separating chemicals; water-purifying chemicals; oil-purifying chemicals; welding chemicals; 
condensation-preventing chemicals; stain-preventing chemicals for use on fabrics; anti-tarnishing chemicals for 
windows; leather-waterproofing chemicals; textile-waterproofing chemicals; chemicals, except pigments, for the 
manufacture of enamel; radiator flushing chemicals; leather-impregnating chemicals; textile-impregnating chemicals; 
horticultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; agricultural chemicals, except 
fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; soil conditioning preparations; chimney cleaners, chemical; 
industrial chemicals; color-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes; refrigerants; coolants for vehicle engines; 
chlorine; chlorates; hydrochlorates; aluminium chloride; magnesium chloride; chlorides; palladium chloride; chromates; 
flowers of sulfur for chemical purposes; caesium; cellulose; cerium; cyanides [prussiates]; calcium cyanamide [fertilizer]; 
cymene; loam; slag [fertilizers]; size for finishing and priming; spinel [oxide mineral]; alkalies; caustic alkali; radioactive 
elements for scientific purposes; rare earths; fissionable chemical elements; emulsifiers; erbium; ethane; methyl ether; 
sulfuric ether; ethyl ether; glycol ether; ethers; esters; cellulose ethers for industrial purposes; cellulose esters for 
industrial purposes.

Cl.6;Aluminium; fittings of metal for compressed air lines; fittings of metal for building; pipeline valves of metal, namely, 
gate valves, ball valves, butterfly valves, isolation valves; white metal; beacons of metal, non-luminous; vats of metal; 
beams of metal; joists of metal; bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or liquid air; balustrades of metal; tin cans; 
reels of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; swimming pools [structures] of metal; beryllium [glucinium]; window 
pulleys; blooms [metallurgy]; ingots of common metal; anchors; bolts of metal; eye bolts; casks of metal; mooring buoys 
of metal; barrels of metal; identification bracelets of metal; bronze; letters and numerals of common metal, except type; 
silos of metal; vanadium; bird baths [structures] of metal; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; screws of metal; 
tungsten; hoppers of metal, non-mechanical; gates of metal; sleeves [metal hardware]; ferrules of metal for handles; 
signboards of metal; nuts of metal; galena [ore]; hafnium [celtium]; nails; crampons [climbing irons]; tacks [nails]; 
horseshoe nails; shoe pegs of metal; germanium; vice claws of metal; armored doors of metal; doors of metal; wall plugs 
of metal; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; packaging containers of metal; containers of metal for storing acids; iron, 
unwrought or semi-wrought; tinplate; iron slabs; door bolts of metal; window fasteners of metal; bolts, flat; crampons of 
metal [cramps]; rivets of metal; padlocks; locks of metal for vehicles; locks of metal, other than electric; spring locks; 
bungs of metal; latches of metal; buckles of common metal [hardware]; hardware of metal, small; indium; cadmium; paint 
spraying booths of metal; ropes of metal; jerrycans of metal; greenhouse frames of metal; framework of metal for 
building; cornices of metal; cermets; water-pipe valves of metal; drain traps [valves] of metal; metal cages for wild 
animals; keys of metal; mooring bollards of metal; cobalt, raw; chill-molds [foundry]; elbows of metal for pipes; bed 
casters of metal; furniture casters of metal; manifolds of metal for pipelines; casings of metal for oilwells; pillars of metal 
for building; bottle caps of metal; sealing caps of metal; tent pegs of metal; pegs of metal; copper rings; ferrules of metal; 
split rings of common metal for keys; rings of metal; door fittings of metal; fittings of metal for windows; brackets of metal 
for building; buildings of metal; buildings, transportable, of metal; steel buildings; oil drainage containers of metal; 
containers of metal [storage, transport]; guard rails of metal for railways; baskets of metal; door frames of metal; faucets 
of metal for casks; brackets of metal for furniture; roofing of metal; roofing of metal, incorporating photovoltaic cells; 
screw tops of metal for bottles; manhole covers of metal; hooks [metal hardware]; chests of metal; brass, unwrought or 
semi-wrought; wrapping or binding bands of metal; scaffolding of metal; staircases of metal; limonite; steel sheets; cast 
steel; magnesium; manganese; reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; reinforcing materials of metal for machine 
belts; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; reinforcing materials of metal for building; railway material of metal; 
materials of metal for funicular railway permanent ways; building materials of metal; refractory construction materials of 
metal; copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; sheets and plates of metal; common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; 
pyrophoric metals; metals in powder form; molybdenum; door knockers of metal; pipe muffs of metal; porches 
[structures] of metal; flashing of metal for building; roof flashing of metal; fish plates [rails]; jets of metal; duckboards of 
metal; belt stretchers of metal; stretchers for metal bands [tension links]; wire stretchers [tension links]; stretchers for 
iron bands [tension links]; nickel silver; nickel; niobium; thread of metal for tying-up purposes; wall claddings of metal for 
building; laths of metal; barrel hoops of metal; wall linings of metal for building; palings of metal; trellis of metal; door 
stops of metal; stops of metal; window stops of metal; windows of metal; ironwork for doors; ironwork for windows; tin; 
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shuttering of metal for concrete; filings of metal; props of metal; branching pipes of metal; monuments of metal for 
tombs; metal ramps for use with vehicles; wainscotting of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of 
metal; building panels of metal; partitions of metal; lintels of metal; casement windows of metal; strap-hinges of metal; 
shims; rocket launching platforms of metal; transport pallets of metal; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; wall tiles of 
metal; floor tiles of metal; tiles of metal for building; anchor plates; paving slabs of metal; grave slabs of metal; tile 
floorings of metal; slabs of metal for building; lead seals; loading pallets of metal; handling pallets of metal; trays of 
metal; stakes of metal for plants or trees; firedogs [andirons]; armor-plating of metal; paving blocks of metal; roof 
coverings of metal; cladding of metal for building; linings of metal for building; fireplace mantles of metal; steel strip; 
door panels of metal; floors of metal; sills of metal; bathtub grab bars of metal; ceilings of metal; brazing alloys; gold 
solder; silver solder; door closers of metal, non-electric; door openers, non-electric; collars of metal for fastening pipes; 
winding spools of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; floating docks of metal, for mooring boats; aluminium wire; 
iron wire; wire of common metal; wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire; barbed wire; copper wire, not insulated; 
soldering wire of metal; steel wire; springs [metal hardware]; rods of metal for welding; rods of metal for brazing and 
welding; rods of metal for brazing; peeled metal bars; drawn and polished metal bars; bright steel bars; hot-rolled steel 
bars; dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, of metal; window frames of metal; frames of metal for building; crucifixes of 
common metal, other than jewelry; containers of metal for liquid fuel; containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid 
air; tanks of metal; floating containers of metal; rails of metal; straps of metal for handling loads; furnace fireguards of 
metal; grilles of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; iron ores; ores of metal; chrome ores; door handles of metal; 
knobs of metal; sheet piles of metal; pigsties of metal; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; safes [metal or non-metal]; 
safes, electronic; insect screens of metal; burial vaults of metal; door scrapers; cable joints of metal, non-electric; 
junctions of metal for pipes; nozzles of metal; anti-friction metal; silver-plated tin alloys; alloys of common metal; sheaf 
binders of metal; bindings of metal; bottle closures of metal; shutters of metal; steel alloys; steel, unwrought or semi-
wrought; tinfoil; statues of common metal; statuettes of common metal; cask stands of metal; tombstone stelae of metal; 
bars for metal railings; stables of metal; advertisement columns of metal; posts of metal; telegraph posts of metal; railway 
points; steps [ladders] of metal; step stools of metal; slings of metal for handling loads; stair treads [steps] of metal; 
machine belt fasteners of metal; tombstone plaques of metal; identity plates of metal; tantalum [metal]; greenhouses of 
metal, transportable; titanium; wire cloth; tombac; mobile boarding stairs of metal for passengers; cables of metal, non-
electric; wire rope; pipework of metal; penstock pipes of metal; water-pipes of metal; gutter pipes of metal; ducts of metal 
for ventilating and air-conditioning installations; drain pipes of metal; chimneys of metal; pipes of metal; ducts of metal, 
for central heating installations; steel pipes; turnstiles of metal; angle irons of metal; tinplate packings; door fasteners of 
metal; bicycle parking installations of metal; window closers, non-electric; window openers, non-electric; wind-driven 
bird-repelling devices made of metal; towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; tungsten iron; molybdenum iron; silicon iron; 
titanium iron; chrome iron; flagpoles [structures] of metal; hand-held flagpoles of metal; flanges of metal [collars]; 
weather- or wind-vanes of metal; aluminium foil; metals in foil or powder form for 3D printers; foils of metal for wrapping 
and packaging; ice moulds of metal; foundry molds of metal; fittings of metal for coffins; fittings of metal for beds; fittings 
of metal for furniture; clips of metal for cables and pipes; chromium; chains of metal; safety chains of metal; zinc; 
zirconium; cotter pins of metal; pantiles of metal; roofing tiles of metal; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; washers of 
metal; balls of steel; hinges of metal; poles of metal; pulleys of metal, other than for machines; window casement bolts; 
spurs; pins [hardware]; roller blinds of steel; latch bars of metal; badges of metal for vehicles; labels of metal; lock bolts; 
tool chests of metal, empty; boxes of common metal.

Cl.7;Vending machines; 3D printers; welding machines, electric; welding apparatus, gas-operated; vulcanization 
apparatus; acetylene cleaning apparatus; high pressure washers; apparatus for drawing up beer under pressure; 
apparatus for aerating water; apparatus for aerating beverages; electrical apparatus for sealing plastics [packaging]; 
electric arc cutting apparatus; electric arc welding apparatus; electric welding apparatus; inking apparatus for printing 
machines; soldering apparatus, electric; fittings for engine boilers; expansion tanks [parts of machines]; drums [parts of 
machines]; reels, mechanical, for flexible hoses; brake shoes, other than for vehicles; concrete mixers [machines]; reels 
[parts of machines]; bobbins for weaving looms; harrows; journal boxes [parts of machines]; bulldozers; hoppers 
[mechanical discharging]; mine borers; railway wagon lifts; rolling mill cylinders; crank shafts; printing rollers for 
machines; camshafts for vehicle engines; transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; valves [parts of machines]; 
fans for motors and engines; saw benches [parts of machines]; winnowers; vibrators [machines] for industrial use; 
bearings [parts of machines]; water heaters [parts of machines]; bellows [parts of machines]; agitators; exhausts for 
motors and engines; drilling rigs, floating or non-floating; lawnmowers [machines]; card clothing [parts of carding 
machines]; nail pullers, electric; emergency power generators; alternators; dynamos; bicycle dynamos; current 
generators; generators of electricity; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; mufflers for motors and 
engines; drilling heads [parts of machines]; drilling bits [parts of machines]; cylinder heads for engines; soldering blow 
pipes, gas-operated; gas-operated blow torches; raking machines; stalk separators [machines]; sieves [machines or parts 
of machines]; mud catchers and collectors [machines]; tarring machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on mining 
machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on snow ploughs; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on loading-
unloading machines and apparatus; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on agricultural machines; rubber tracks being 
parts of crawlers on construction machines; hydraulic engines and motors; aeronautical engines; aeroplane engines; 
engines for air cushion vehicles; compressed air engines; jet engines, other than for land vehicles; engines for boats; 
driving motors, other than for land vehicles; motors, other than for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms, other than for 
land vehicles; de-aerators for feedwater; disintegrators; tympans [parts of printing presses]; holding devices for machine 
tools; turf removing ploughs; pump diaphragms; chisels for machines; jacks [machines]; rack and pinion jacks; moving 
walkways; electric hand drills; crushers for kitchen use, electric; flues for engine boilers; reapers; reapers and binders; 
millstones; rakes for raking machines; shredders [machines] for industrial use; kitchen grinders, electric; injectors for 
engines; incubators for eggs; ski edge sharpening tools, electric; tools [parts of machines]; hand-held tools, other than 
hand-operated; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; air condensers; control cables for machines, engines 
or motors; capstans; calenders; rotary steam presses, portable, for fabrics; ditchers [ploughs]; carburetters; carriages for 
knitting machines; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; steamrollers; pressure valves [parts of machines]; 
clack valves [parts of machines]; pressure reducers [parts of machines]; can openers, electric; cowlings [parts of 
machines]; machine wheels; freewheels, other than for land vehicles; scale collectors for machine boilers; lasts for shoes 
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[parts of machines]; brake pads, other than for vehicles; piston segments; grease rings [parts of machines]; reapers and 
threshers; coal-cutting machines; compressors [machines]; air pumps [garage installations]; compressors for 
refrigerators; conveyors [machines]; belt conveyors; converters for steelworks; steam condensers [parts of machines]; 
aerocondensers; diggers [machines]; rams [machines]; thermic lances [machines]; mechanized livestock feeders; boxes 
for matrices [printing]; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; grease boxes [parts of machines]; housings [parts of 
machines]; harvesting machines; steam engine boilers; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; taps [parts of 
machines, engines or motors]; cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; roller bridges; water separators; spray guns for 
paint; cranks [parts of machines]; potters' wheels; grindstones [parts of machines]; cultivators [machines]; soldering 
lamps; winches; ploughshares; belts for conveyors; lubricators [parts of machines]; igniting magnetos; handling 
machines, automatic [manipulators]; churns; matrices for use in printing; machine fly-wheels; hair clipping machines for 
animals; paper machines; blowing machines; knitting machines; galvanizing machines; bending machines; ironing 
machines; mineworking machines; blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; blowing 
machines or fans for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain; net hauling machines [fishing]; electroplating 
machines; bottle sealing machines; sealing machines for industrial purposes; embossing machines; engraving machines; 
finishing machines; crushing machines; waste disposal units; blade sharpening [stropping] machines; earth moving 
machines; cord making machines; lace making machines; butter machines; cigarette machines for industrial purposes; 
sausage making machines; stereotype machines; hosiery looms; grinding machines; dyeing machines; bottle washing 
machines; dishwashers; bottle filling machines; racket stringing machines; leather-working machines; dairy machines; 
glass-working machines; tobacco processing machines; grain husking machines; painting machines; oil refining 
machines; peeling machines; machines for processing plastics; ore treating machines; printing machines for use on 
sheet metal; brewing machines; whitewashing machines; road sweeping machines, self-propelled; leather paring 
machines; bitumen making machines; papermaking machines; pasta making machines, electric; machines for the 
production of sugar; weeding machines; sifting machines; cinder sifters [machines]; puddling machines; notchers 
[machine tools]; bread cutting machines; road making machines; railroad constructing machines; machines for the textile 
industry; rammers [machines]; rail-laying machines; bottle capping machines; bottle stoppering machines; packaging 
machines; waste compacting machines; die-stamping machines; stamping machines; darning machines; milking 
machines; drainage machines; wrapping machines; grain separators; bookbinding apparatus and machines for industrial 
purposes; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; 
machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; sizing machines; punching machines; riveting machines; kitchen 
machines, electric; foundry machines; smoothing presses; fleshing machines; rinsing machines; flour mill machines; 
type-setting machines [printing]; hemming machines; grating machines for vegetables; braiding machines; wringing 
machines for laundry; cutting machines; steam engines; printing machines; rotary printing presses; compressed air 
machines; tilling machines for agricultural purposes; trimming machines; spinning machines; filling machines; friezing 
machines; cutters [machines]; satinizing machines; agricultural machines; mixing machines; sorting machines for 
industry; stitching machines; washing machines [laundry]; coin-operated washing machines; clippers [machines]; 
spinning frames; spin driers [not heated]; looms; kneading machines; typographic machines; type-setting machines 
[photocomposition]; beating machines; beaters, electric; packing machines; filtering machines; molding machines; 
carding machines; sewing machines; typecasting machines; electromechanical machines for chemical industry; labellers 
[machines]; mills [machines]; mills for household purposes, other than hand-operated; pepper mills, other than hand-
operated; centrifugal mills; machine wheelwork; feeders [parts of machines]; forge blowers; mixers [machines]; blenders, 
electric, for household purposes; vacuum cleaner bags; threshing machines; pneumatic hammers; hammers [parts of 
machines]; tilt hammers; power hammers; reeling apparatus, mechanical; motorized cultivators; motors for boats; 
clutches, other than for land vehicles; meat choppers [machines]; superchargers; brake linings, other than for vehicles; 
guides for machines; suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and 
disinfectants; pumps [machines]; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; aerating pumps for aquaria; vacuum 
pumps [machines]; compressed air pumps; pumps for heating installations; beer pumps; pumps for counter-current 
swimming; lubricating pumps; self-regulating fuel pumps; fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; centrifugal pumps; 
blades [parts of machines]; knives for mowing machines; chaff cutter blades; knives, electric; shears, electric; scissors, 
electric; vegetable spiralizers, electric; engine mounts, other than for land vehicles; bearing brackets for machines; 
pulverisers [machines]; axles for machines; steam traps; chucks [parts of machines]; drill chucks [parts of machines]; 
exhaust manifold for engines; soldering irons, gas-operated; soldering irons, electric; superheaters; gears, other than for 
land vehicles; reduction gears, other than for land vehicles; drilling machines; saws [machines]; chain saws; guns [tools 
using explosives]; glue guns, electric; compressed air guns for the extrusion of mastics; carburetter feeders; feeding 
apparatus for engine boilers; loading ramps; ploughs; pneumatic transporters; pneumatic controls for machines, motors 
and engines; hangers [parts of machines]; anti-friction bearings for machines; roller bearings; self-oiling bearings; 
bearings for transmission shafts; ball-bearings; elevators [lifts]; hoists; lifts, other than ski-lifts; pulleys; saw blades 
[parts of machines]; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; shock absorber plungers [parts of machines]; pistons for 
engines; pistons for cylinders; catalytic converters; torque converters, other than for land vehicles; fuel conversion 
apparatus for internal combustion engines; presses [machines for industrial purposes]; wine presses; basket presses; 
fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; fodder presses; printing presses; typographic presses; swaging 
machines; pedal drives for sewing machines; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; food processors, electric; springs 
[parts of machines]; spinning wheels; punches for punching machines; vacuum cleaners; tambours for embroidery 
machines; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; sewage pulverizers; air brushes for applying colour; regulators 
[parts of machines]; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; knives 
[parts of machines]; cutting blow pipes, gas-operated; blade holders [parts of machines]; loom shafts; gears for weaving 
looms; belts for machines; elevator belts; fan belts for motors and engines; dynamo belts; belts for motors and engines; 
adhesive bands for pulleys; industrial robots; 3D printing pens; kick starters for motorcycles; joysticks being parts of 
machines, other than for game machines; stuffing boxes [parts of machines]; paper feeders [printing]; whisks, electric, for 
household purposes; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; glow plugs for Diesel engines; brake segments, 
other than for vehicles; tedding machines; steam/oil separators; cream/milk separators; ball rings for bearings; sowers 
[machines]; pigs for cleaning pipes; snow ploughs; sheaf-binding machines; shaft couplings [machines]; juice extractors, 
electric; chaff cutters; suction cups for milking machines; stands for machines; machine tools; die-cutting and tapping 
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machines; woodworking machines; sharpening machines; bicycle assembling machines; mortising machines; stone-
working machines; metalworking machines; threading machines; planing machines; lathes [machine tools]; milling 
machines; trueing machines; metal drawing machines; rolling mills; starters for motors and engines; stators [parts of 
machines]; glaziers' diamonds [parts of machines]; tables for machines; derricks; slide rests [parts of machines]; 
couplings, other than for land vehicles; heat exchangers [parts of machines]; transmissions for machines; transmissions, 
other than for land vehicles; boiler tubes [parts of machines]; wind turbines; hydraulic turbines; turbines, other than for 
land vehicles; turbocompressors; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; joints [parts of engines]; central 
vacuum cleaning installations; suction machines for industrial purposes; washing installations for vehicles; degreasers 
[machines]; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; machines for the mineralisation of drinking water; sifting 
installations; pneumatic tube conveyors; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; condensing installations; 
pneumatic waste oil drainers; lifting apparatus; air suction machines; dividing machines; igniting devices for internal 
combustion engines; door closers, hydraulic; door closers, pneumatic; door closers, electric; window closers, hydraulic; 
window closers, electric; window closers, pneumatic; washing apparatus; binding apparatus for hay; extractors for 
mines; door openers, hydraulic; door openers, pneumatic; door openers, electric; window openers, hydraulic; window 
openers, pneumatic; window openers, electric; curtain drawing devices, electrically operated; adhesive tape dispensers 
[machines]; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; food 
preparation machines, electromechanical; elevator operating apparatus; control mechanisms for machines, engines or 
motors; machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; air cushion devices for moving loads; handling apparatus for 
loading and unloading; elevating apparatus; aprons [parts of machines]; filter presses; filters being parts of machines or 
engines; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; molds [parts of machines]; printing plates; journals [parts of 
machines]; centrifugal machines; elevator chains [parts of machines]; driving chains, other than for land vehicles; 
transmission chains, other than for land vehicles; cylinders for motors and engines; cylinders for machines; printing 
cylinders; pneumatic jacks; shuttles [parts of machines]; universal joints [Cardan joints]; pulleys [parts of machines]; 
vacuum cleaner hoses; screwdrivers, electric; brushes [parts of machines]; dynamo brushes; brushes for vacuum 
cleaners; brushes, electrically operated [parts of machines]; carbon brushes [electricity]; ejectors; fuel economisers for 
motors and engines; excavators; shovels, mechanical; agricultural elevators; motors, electric, other than for land 
vehicles; electrodes for welding machines; electric hammers; parquet wax-polishers, electric; cartridges for filtering 
machines; moving staircases [escalators]; automatic grapnels for marine purposes.

Cl.13;Acetyl-nitrocellulose; ammunition; ammunition for firearms; explosives; ammonium nitrate explosives; 
pyrophoric substances; primings [fuses]; fuses for explosives, for use in mines; cartridge cases; noise-suppressors for 
guns; hand grenades; detonators; dynamite; lead shot for hunting; sighting mirrors for guns and rifles; breeches of 
firearms; detonating caps, other than toys; rifles; hammers for guns and rifles; gun carriages [artillery]; automatic firearm 
ammunition belts; gunstocks; mortars [firearms]; mines [explosives]; bengal lights; firing platforms; artillery guns 
[cannons]; motorized weapons; firearms; hunting firearms; side arms [firearms]; tear-gas weapons; cartridge pouches; 
cartridges; explosive cartridges; firecrackers; guncotton; pistols [arms]; air pistols [weapons]; flare pistols; explosive 
powders; gunpowder; powder horns; shoulder straps for weapons; sights, other than telescopic sights, for artillery; 
sights, other than telescopic sights, for firearms; machine guns; cannons; rocket launchers; signal rocket flares; 
revolvers; belts adapted for ammunition; guns [weapons]; harpoon guns [weapons]; detonating plugs; fog signals, 
explosive; rescue flares, explosive or pyrotechnic; trigger guards for guns and rifles; projectiles [weapons]; shells 
[projectiles]; ballistic missiles; rockets [projectiles]; sprays for personal defense purposes; pyrotechnic products; gun 
barrels; tanks [weapons]; torpedoes; cartridge loading apparatus; apparatus for filling cartridge belts; fireworks; fuses for 
explosives; trunnions for heavy weapons; gun cases; detonating fuses for explosives; cleaning brushes for firearms.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 29/08/2018; Application No. : 2018-108856 ;Japan 

4314469    28/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490588]
NAKANISHI METAL WORKS CO., LTD.

3-3-5, Tenmabashi, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-8566 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Conveyors; automatic warehousing systems; lifts, other than ski-lifts; lifting apparatus; storage battery-powered 
self-propelled load carrying machines; storage battery-powered self-propelled load carrying and stacking machines; 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus; power-operated movable storage units for goods; power-operated rotary 
storage units for goods; power-operated flow storage units for goods; robotic vacuum cleaners for industrial use; self-
propelled floor cleaning machines for industrial use; vacuum cleaners for industrial use.

Cl.9;Electronic controls for conveyers; remote controls for conveyers; electric controls for conveyers; electronic 
controls for automatic warehousing systems; remote controls for automatic warehousing systems; electric controls for 
automatic warehousing systems; electronic controls for automated guided vehicles; remote controls for automated 
guided vehicles; electric controls for automated guided vehicles; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; 
electrical power supplies utilizing electric accumulators; electric accumulators;electrical communication machines and 
apparatus for use in accessing communication networks; telecommunications machines and apparatus for use in 
accessing communication networks; electrical communication machines and apparatus;telecommunications machines 
and apparatus; computer software for inventory and stock management; computer software; electronic machines, 
apparatus, devices and components; computer hardware.

Cl.12;Automated guided vehicles for automated storage and retrieval systems; automated guided vehicles; automatic 
guided tow cars; unmanned motorized tow cars; tow cars; automatic guided fork lift trucks; unmanned fork lift trucks; 
fork lift truck.

Cl.42;Design of machines, apparatus, instruments and parts therefor; design of systems composed of machines, 
apparatus, instruments and parts therefor; design, creation and maintenance of computer programs; computer 
programming services; providing technical advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; testing 
and research services in the field of electricity; testing and research services relating to machines, apparatus and 
instruments; rental of computers; providing online non-downloadable computer programs.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

4314479    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490595]
REAL CLUB CELTA DE VIGO S.A.D.

AVDA DE BALAIDOS S/N E-36210 VIGO Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed publications; books; manuals; teaching material.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; sportswear; sports shoes.

Cl.35;Advertising and sales promotion services; wholesale services for sports goods; retail services for clothing; 
online retail services for clothing.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities.
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4314484    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490617]
Bath & Body Works Brand Management, Inc.

Seven Limited Parkway Reynoldsburg OH 43068 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Personal care products, namely, bath gels, bath soaps in liquid, solid or gel form, skin care preparations in the 
nature of body balm, body butters, body creams, body lotions, body scrub, body spray used as a personal deodorant and 
as fragrance, body washes for humans, bubble bath, cologne, cream soaps for hands and body, eau de parfum, eau de 
toilette, exfoliant creams, foam bath, hand creams, hand lotions, non-medicated hand soaps, massage oils, perfume, 
scented body spray, shower gels; room fragrances, room fragrance refills for electric and non-electric room fragrance 
dispensers, scented room sprays.

Cl.4;Candles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 4541382 ;France 

4314497    09/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490618]
EVOLIS

ZI Angers Beaucouze, 14 avenue de la Fontaine F-49070 BEAUCOUZE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer peripherals, namely, apparatus for printing, encoding; computer peripherals, namely, printing apparatus 
having a lamination function; component parts of printing apparatus, namely, charger, printing head, lamination module, 
reject tray, card reversal module, ribbon saver, magnetic strip encoding station and encoding station for chip cards with 
or without contact; chip cards; magnetic strip cards; printers for plastic cards and papers; printing drivers and controllers 
(computer programs) for printing and encoding apparatus; software for creating, personalizing and printing cards; 
software for managing printers, software for encoding cards; software for processing and managing printer consumables 
(including plastic cards and printing ribbon).

Cl.16;Color and monochrome inking ribbons for printing apparatus; ribbons of transparent plastic film for card 
protection; plastic security and protection ribbons with or without hologram for printing apparatus; blank plastic cards; 
plastic cases for cards and badges [office requisites].

Cl.37;Installation of printing and encoding apparatus, namely activation, connection and configuration; maintenance, 
servicing and repair services for printing and encoding apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 101 078 ;Germany 

4314499    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490620]
Chemische Fabrik Dr. Weigert GmbH & Co. KG

Mühlenhagen 85 20539 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning preparations for machines, apparatus and equipment, in particular for use in the cosmetics industry, in 
the pharmaceutical industry, in the food industry, in the beverages industry or in the animal foodstuffs industry, for hotels 
and restaurants as well as for agriculture, in hospitals and in the healthcare sector; cleaning preparations for machine 
dishwashers; cleaning preparations for pharmaceutical, medical and surgical instruments and apparatus as well as for 
laboratory equipment.

Cl.5;Disinfectants for machines, apparatus and equipment, in particular for use in the cosmetics industry, in the 
pharmaceutical industry, in the food industry, in the beverages industry or in the animal foodstuffs industry, for hotels 
and restaurants as well as for agriculture, in hospitals and in the healthcare sector; disinfectants for machine 
dishwashers; disinfectants for pharmaceutical, medical and surgical instruments and apparatus as well as for laboratory 
equipment.

Cl.7;Cleaning and dishwashing machines and apparatus, each for commercial purposes; steam and combined steam 
apparatus for dishwashing, each for commercial purposes; replacement parts and accessories for cleaning and 
dishwashing machines and apparatus and for steam and combined steam apparatus for dishwashing, each for 
commercial purposes [as far as included in this class]; cleaning machines for medical and surgical instruments and 
apparatus; replacement parts and accessories for the aforementioned machines [as far as included in this class].

Cl.11;Machines for disinfecting pharmaceutical, medical and surgical instruments and apparatus; machines for 
disinfecting laboratory equipment.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of dish washing machines; installation, maintenance and repair of dosage 
dispensers for cleaning preparations and disinfectants; installation, maintenance and repair of machines for cleaning 
and/or disinfecting pharmaceutical, medical and surgical instruments and apparatus and laboratory equipment.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and computer software for controlling dish washing machines; 
design and development of computer hardware and computer software for controlling dosage dispensers for cleaning 
preparations and disinfectants; design and development of computer hardware and computer software for controlling 
machines for cleaning and disinfecting pharmaceutical, medical and surgical instruments and apparatus and laboratory 
equipment.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 05/09/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 021 544 ;Germany 

4314509    04/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490629]
Ines Klemm

Rigistrasse 72 CH-6006 Luzern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Dyes, colorants, pigments and edible inks, printing inks, dry inks, copying inks; thinners and thickeners for 
coatings, dyes and edible inks, printing inks, dry inks, copying inks; coatings [paints]; raw natural resins; additives in 
connection with the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.19;Building materials and building components (non-metallic); doors, gates, windows and window coverings, not of 
metal; non-metallic buildings and transportable buildings; unprocessed and semi-processed materials not adapted for 
any specific use, included in this class, namely pitch, tar, bitumen and asphalt, stone, rock, clay and non-metallic 
minerals for building or construction, wood and artificial wood; statues and works of art, included in this class; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.20;Goods, not of metal, namely mooring buoys, locks and plastic key cards, not encoded and not magnetic, door, 
gate and window fittings, valves, not of metal, other than parts of machines, fasteners, clamps, structural joint 
connectors, not of metal, and hinges to connect individual parts, not of metal, hand fans, grab bars, not of metal and bath 
rails, not of metal, bathtub rails, not of metal, clothes rails, curtain rails, flexible hinges, not of metal, hooks and fixings, 
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not of metal, for shelves, fixings, not of metal, for furniture, identification bracelets, casting moulds, not of metal, and 
shaping casts, not of metal, holders for pennants, not of metal, dowels, bumper guards for furniture, not of metal, corner 
protectors not of metal and non-metal trestles for supporting furniture, curtain rings, curtain rods, stair rods, picture rods 
(frames), clothes rods, saw horses, removable mats or covers for sinks, box springs, staves of wood, poles, not of metal, 
suction cups of plastic, not for medical purposes, non-metal pulleys, non-metal tent pegs, trays, not of metal; statues, 
figurines, works of art and ornaments and decorations, included in this class; furniture and furniture fittings, not of metal; 
animal housing and beds; unprocessed and semi-processed materials, included in this class and not adapted for any 
specific use, namely yellow amber, parts of stuffed animals, meerschaum; containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; 
closures, not of metal, for containers; ladders and movable steps, non-metallic; point-of-purchase displays [furniture], 
sales [display] stands, signboards of wood or plastics; parts and accessories to all the aforementioned goods, included in 
this class.

Cl.27;Floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; wall and ceiling coverings; parts for all of the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; commercial trading and consumer information services, 
namely auctioneering, rental of automatic vending machines, intermediary services relating to commercial and business 
contacts, arranging of commercial and business contacts, collective buying, evaluations relating to commercial matters, 
organizing of business competitions, agency services for arranging business introductions, import-export agency 
services, negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties, ordering services for third parties, price 
comparison services, procurement services, for others, subscription to a telematics, telephone or computer service, 
subscription to a television channel, newspaper subscriptions, arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for 
others; retail services in relation to hand-operated implements for construction, hand-operated tools for construction, 
flooring materials, wall coverings, furniture, furnishings, lighting, horticulture equipment, gardening articles, saddlery, 
articles of luggage, bags, fabrics, clothing and clothing accessories, headgear, jewellery, fragrancing preparations, 
toiletries, cleaning articles, hygienic implements for humans, implements for hygienic purposes for humans, medical 
apparatus, medical instruments, sporting articles, sporting equipment, educational supplies, printed matter, stationery 
supplies, dyes, colorants, pigments and edible inks, printing inks, dry inks, copying inks, thinners and thickeners for 
coatings, dyes and edible inks, printing inks, dry inks, copying inks, coatings [paints], raw natural resins, building 
materials and building components (non-metallic), doors, gates, windows and window coverings, not of metal, non-
metallic buildings and transportable buildings, unprocessed and semi-processed materials not adapted for any specific 
use, namely pitch, tar, bitumen and asphalt, stone, rock, clay and non-metallic minerals for building or construction, wood 
and artificial wood, statues and works of art, goods, not of metal, namely mooring buoys, locks and plastic key cards, not 
encoded and not magnetic, door, gate and window fittings, valves, no of metal, other than parts of machines, fasteners, 
clamps, structural joint connectors, not of metal and hinges to connect individual parts, not of metal, hand fans, grab 
bars, not of metal and bath rails, not of metal, bathtub rails, not of metal, clothes rails, curtain rails, flexible hinges, not of 
metal, hooks and fixings, not of metal for shelves, fixings, not of metal for furniture, identification bracelets, casting 
moulds, not of metal and shaping casts, not of metal, holders for pennants, not of metal, dowels, bumper guards for 
furniture, not of metal, corner protectors, not of metal and non-metal trestles for supporting furniture, sinks, curtain rings, 
rings, not of metal, for keys, curtain rods, stair rods, picture rods (frames), clothes rods, saw horses, removable mats or 
covers for sinks, distance rings, not of metal, box springs, staves of wood, poles, not of metal, suction cups of plastic, not 
for medical purposes, non-metal pulleys, non-metal tent pegs, paper tissue holders, trays, not of metal, statues, figurines, 
works of art and ornaments and decorations, furniture and furnishings, animal housing and beds, unprocessed and semi-
processed materials, and not adapted for a specific use namely, yellow amber, parts of animals, meerschaum, parts of 
plants used in furniture, containers, not of metal [storage, transport], closures, not of metal, for containers, non-metal 
holders for containers, ladders and movable steps, non-metallic, point-of-purchase displays [furniture], sales [display] 
stands, signboards of wood or plastics, floor coverings and artificial ground coverings, wall and ceiling coverings; 
wholesale services in relation to hand-operated implements for construction, hand-operated tools for construction, 
flooring materials, wall coverings, furniture, furnishings, lighting, horticulture equipment, gardening articles, saddlery, 
articles of luggage, bags, fabrics, clothing and clothing accessories, headgear, jewellery, fragrancing preparations, 
toiletries, cleaning articles, hygienic implements for humans, implements for hygienic purposes for humans, medical 
apparatus, medical instruments, sporting articles, sporting equipment, educational supplies, printed matter, stationery 
supplies, dyes, colorants, pigments and edible inks, printing inks, dry inks, copying inks, thinners and thickeners for 
coatings, dyes and edible inks, printing inks, dry inks, copying inks, coatings [paints], raw natural resins, building 
materials and building components (non-metallic), doors, gates, windows and window coverings, not of metal, non-
metallic buildings and transportable buildings, unprocessed and semi-processed materials not adapted for any specific 
use, namely pitch, tar, bitumen and asphalt, stone, rock, clay and non-metallic minerals for building or construction, wood 
and artificial wood, statues and works of art, goods, not of metal, namely mooring buoys, locks and plastic key cards, not 
encoded and not magnetic, door, gate and window fittings, valves, not of metal, other than parts of machines, fasteners, 
clamps, structural joint connectors, not of metal, and hinges to connect individual parts, not of metal, hand fans, grab 
bars, not of metal and bath rails, not of metal, bathtub rails, not of metal, clothes rails, curtain rails, flexible hinges, not of 
metal, hooks and fixings, not of metal, for shelves, fixings, not of metal for furniture, identification bracelets, casting 
moulds, not of metal, and shaping casts, not of metal, holders for pennants, not of metal, dowels, bumper guards for 
furniture, not of metal, corner protectors, not of metal, and non-metal trestles for supporting furniture, sinks, curtain rings, 
rings, not of metal, for keys, curtain rods, stair rods, picture rods (frames), clothes rods, saw horses, removable mats or 
covers for sinks, distance rings, not of metal, box springs, staves of wood, poles, not of metal, suction cups of plastic, not 
for medical purposes, non-metal pulleys, non-metal tent pegs, paper tissue holders, trays, not of metal, statues, figurines, 
works of art and ornaments and decorations, furniture and furnishings, animal housing and beds, unprocessed and semi-
processed materials, and not adapted for any specific use, namely yellow amber, parts of animals, meerschaum, parts of 
plants used in furniture, containers, not of metal [storage, transport], closures, not of metal, for containers, non-metal 
holders for containers, ladders and movable steps, non-metallic, point-of-purchase displays [furniture], sales [display] 
stands, signboards of wood or plastics, floor coverings and artificial ground coverings, wall and ceiling coverings; online 
retail store services relating to cosmetic and beauty products, clothing; online retail store services featuring cosmetic and 
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beauty products, clothing and accessories; mail order retail services connected with clothing accessories; business 
assistance, management and administrative services; business analysis, research and information services; lending, 
rental and lease of objects in connection with the providing of the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy 
and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; lending, rental and leasing of objects in connection with the providing of 
the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included 
in this class.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; lending, rental and leasing of objects in connection with the 
providing of the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid 
services, included in this class.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture and assembly services, namely custom manufactures, specifications of material 
composition, preparation and processing of three-dimensional print data; printing and photographic film development 
and cinematographic film development; duplication of audio and video recordings; lending, rental and leasing of objects 
in connection with the providing of the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy, advisory and information 
services relating to the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.41;Publishing and reporting; education, entertainment and sports; translation and interpretation; lending, rental and 
leasing of objects in connection with the providing of the aforesaid services, included in this class; consultancy and 
information in relation to the aforesaid services, include in this class.

Cl.42;IT services, namely development, programming and implementation of software, development of computer 
hardware, hosting websites, server hosting, hosting of databases, software as a service (SaaS) and rental of software, 
rental of computer hardware and installations, IT consultancy and information services, IT security services in the nature 
of protection and recovery of computer data, duplication of computer programs and data conversion, data coding, 
computer analysis and diagnostics, research and development, and implementation of computers and computer systems, 
computer project management, data mining, digital watermarking, computer services, namely creating, maintaining and 
updating websites for others, technological services in relation to computers, computer network services, data migration, 
updating websites, for others, monitoring computer systems by remote access; services in the field of science and 
technology and research and development related thereto; architectural and urban planning services; testing, 
authentication and quality control; design services; services of an architect; services of a building designer, engineering 
services; design of interior decor; services of a designer, product development and development of web sites; art work 
design; technical advice relating to building design, technical project planning, lighting and furniture design; lending, 
rental and leasing of objects in connection with the providing of the aforesaid services, included in this class; 
consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.43;Temporary accommodation; animal boarding; rental of furniture, linens and table settings; services for providing 
food and drink; lending, rental and leasing of objects in connection with the providing of the aforesaid services, included 
in this class; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.44;Agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services; human healthcare services; human hygiene and 
beauty care; lending, rental and leasing of objects in connection with the providing of the aforesaid services, included in 
this class; advisory, consultancy and information services in relation to the aforesaid services, included in this class.
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4315106    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490630]
Alexanderwerk AG

Kippdorfstraße 6-24 42857 Remscheid Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machinery and machine tools for the chemical industry; machinery and machine tools for the pharmaceutical 
industry; machinery and machine tools for the beverage industry; machinery and machine tools for the food industry and 
food processing industry.

Cl.8;Hand-operated tools and implements for use in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries; hand-operated tools 
and implements for use in the beverage and food industries; cutlery.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking, 
life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
storing, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmitting or reproducing sound or images; 
magnetic data carriers and records; CDs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, hardware for data processing, computers, computer software.

Cl.11;Steam generating, cooking, cooling and drying apparatus.

Cl.16;Paper, paperboard (cardboard) and goods of this material, not included in other classes; printed matter other than 
schoolbooks and atlases as well as printed matter and periodicals in the field of geography; photographs [printed], other 
than in the field of geography; stationery; typewriters and office requisites (other than furniture); plastic packaging 
material not included in other classes.

Cl.21;Appliances and containers for household and kitchen; cleaning utensils; steel wool.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research services and related design services; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 302019100901 ;Germany 

4315121    13/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490677]
Cerdia International GmbH

St. Alban-Anlage 58 CH-4052 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry; unprocessed cellulose acetate; cellulose derivatives [chemicals]; filtering 
materials [unprocessed plastics] in unprocessed state; chemical filtering substances.

Cl.17;Filtering materials [semi-finished plastic or foam products], in the form of plastic strips, rolls, tapes for absorbing 
and/or retaining flowing or outgoing substances [aerosols and emulsions], for separating water from organic liquids and 
for separating organic liquids from water and for filtering; synthetic resins (semi-finished products) in glass fibers in the 
form of sticks, mats, cushions, tapes, rolls, skeins for non-textile applications, especially in the field of filtering and 
producing filters for tobacco smoke, filters and filter tips for cigarettes, cigars and pipes; insulation materials and 
insulating housings; insulating fibers; insulating felt; insulating materials against heat and cold; insulators and insulation 
means [electricity, heat, sound] for electric lines; insulating gloves; insulating materials for protection against heat 
radiation; soundproofing materials; ecological floating flexible tubes, not of metal; padding materials of rubber or plastic 
for beds, pillows, mattresses.

Cl.22;Non-woven filtering wadding for stuffing and padding; textile fibers as sealing material; tents, tarpaulins, sails, 
sacks and bags, included in this class; padding materials for mattresses, pillows, beds, excluding rubber or plastics; 
filtering wadding, wadding for padding.

Cl.24;Fabrics of fiberglass in the form of yarn, monofilament yarn, non-woven, mats, cushions and tapes for absorbing 
and/or retaining flowing or outgoing substances [aerosols and emulsions], for separating water from organic liquids and 
for separating organic liquids from water and for filtering.

Cl.34;Tobacco smoke filters; filters and filter tips for cigarettes, cigars and pipes; cigarette paper; tobacco substitutes 
not for medical use; pipes.
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Priority claimed from 12/08/2018; Application No. : 017942286 ;European Union 

4315125    12/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490678]
ADVANCY GROUPE

28-32 avenue Victor Hugo F-75116 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer programs; software for designing, installing and executing mainframe and client/server 
programs for integration of financial, manufacturing and sales functions and/or for customer relationship management 
and support functions of a company; software for the management of industrial equipment.

Cl.16;News bulletins; printed reports; printed research reports; printed reports intended for consumers.

Cl.35;Business information and consultancy services; advice, inquiries or information in commercial business; 
business consultancy and information services; accounting; computer file management; business management 
assistance; commercial or industrial company management assistance; business management and organization 
consultancy; business management consultancy; professional business consultancy; expert services in business affairs; 
business expertise; business information; business investigations; business research services for new companies; 
analysis, research and information services relating to business; advisory services for business management; advisory 
services for business management relating to franchising; management consultancy relating to business management 
and conduct; commercial assistance in the fields of business performance management, financial management, 
communications solutions, human resources management, customer service management, corporate strategy and 
merger and post-merger integration strategy; sales support in the fields of supply chain management and inventory and 
warranties, work and business process outsourcing, change management, customer contact management; commercial 
assistance in the fields of strategy relating to information and transformation technology, multimedia digital content 
management; commercial assistance in the fields of data security management and privacy; commercial assistance in the 
fields of medical records and the management of information concerning diseases and laboratory issues; commercial 
assistance in the areas of financial information management, authentication and identity file management; commercial 
assistance in the areas of developing new sales, new products, brands and markets, developing and setting up new 
businesses; commercial assistance in the fields of revenue generation and revenue processing, risk management, 
insurance claims and claims processing; commercial assistance in the areas of document and database management, 
compliance with government regulations, physical outsourcing, mobile technology communications management; 
business process management and related assistance; business marketing consulting services; providing information in 
the field of business management assistance; providing information in the fields of business management, corporate 
marketing, business acquisitions and consultancy relating to merger; business organization consultancy; business 
advice to companies; consultancy relating to business management; commercial project management relating to 
information system design; business advice in business acquisition; business analysis services including market 
analysis; commercial business appraisal; computerized information services for assessments of business opportunities; 
evaluations relating to business management in commercial companies; business and market research; business 
information services in the fields of business change management, business process management, business strategic 
planning and management services, and business technologies; planning services relating to commercial business 
management; advice relating to business mergers, namely, business management assistance, business consulting, 
public relations relating to business mergers; business information services to companies provided online from a global 
computer network or the Internet; conducting of business research and surveys; commercial supervision; commercial 
and industrial company operational assistance; economic forecasting and analysis; consulting and advice services 
relating to personnel management; management consultancy for the placement of personnel; preparation of business 
reports; project management in connection with commercial management; commercial management assistance during 
business acquisitions; market studies and analyses; commercial evaluations and appraisals of companies, including 
including cost/price analyzes; commercial control (management assistance); business management assistance; company 
management assistance; assistance with the management of business activities; human resources assistance; 
organizing and holding of exhibitions relating to trade and commercial management for economic purposes; providing 
information in the field of commercial assistance; assistance relating to commercial management for industrial or 
commercial companies; commercial company management assistance regarding public relations; human resources 
management and personnel recruitment services; human resources management; providing outsourcing services in the 
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field of managing customer relations; organization and management of customer loyalty programs; business and mergers 
strategies and after merger integration strategy; supply chain management and inventory computerized preparation; 
outsourcing services (commercial assistance) and providing outsourcing services in the field of customer relationship 
management; transition management, namely, organizational changes management; customer relations management; 
database management; commercial assistance relating to financial information management; concept and brand 
development services for corporate clients; business support services concerning development and establishment of a 
new business; commercial services, namely, technical operations infrastructures commercial management; business 
process management services, namely, management logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain services, visibility and 
synchronization of supply chains services, supply and demand forecast processes and products distribution for others; 
supply chain management services; mobility trade integration services; business support services relating to systems 
integration, sustainability, energy industry, mobility software, business risk management; business support services 
relating to aerospace and defense, airline industry, automotive industry and industrial building materials; business 
support services relating to capital markets, chemicals, communications, consumer products and services, electronic 
products and technologies; business support services relating to eligibility systems; online financial service 
comparisons; advertising services in connection with financial services; advertising services in the field of financial 
investments; wholesale services concerning sanitary installations; retail services concerning sanitary installations; 
administrative and commercial management of industrial equipment, infrastructure plans and means of transport; 
business support services relating to technology, life sciences, medical products, pharmaceuticals, media and 
entertainment; commercial assistance services relating to metals and mining; business support services relating to retail 
sale, revenue management solutions, travel industry; business process consultancy services relating to infrastructure, 
computer and software applications; administrative and commercial management of health administration, supply chains, 
commercial supply, insurance and engineering; providing information relating to business innovation processes, 
business management and business opportunities; outsourcing services [business assistance]; outsourcing services 
consisting in service contracts organizing on behalf of third parties; outsourcing services to organize the procurement of 
goods on behalf of others; business support services relating to smart grid technology, analytic, digital social media, 
marketing analytic and business strategies; marketing consultancy and studies; negotiating and concluding of 
commercial transactions for others; web site traffic optimization; collection of data in a central file; opinion polling; 
preparation and execution of commercial projects studies and reports; arranging and concluding of commercial 
transactions for others via telecommunication systems; advertising texts publication on all media; professional 
networking services.

Cl.36;Financial consultancy; mutual funds; fund investment; issuance of securities; financial exchanges; financial 
advice; venture capital financing; providing information in the field of financing; financial analyses; business valuation 
and appraisal, namely, financial valuation of companies; financial assistance relating to business acquisitions; provision 
of financial information for investors; providing financial information concerning fuel costs; providing financial 
information concerning stock exchanges; financial analysis; venture capital financing; financial assistance services; legal 
aid insurances; actuarial consulting and assistance services; assistance relating to financial management; financial 
services; credit services; insurance services; insurance services; provision of information, advice and assistance in the 
field of financial evaluation; support services relating to personal finance; provision of financial information; financial 
assistance.

Cl.37;Installation of computer systems, computer networks.

Cl.41;Providing training, including conducting seminars, workshops and lessons relating to software development and 
use, software use, commerce, commercial activities and distribution of related teaching materials; organization and 
conducting of conferences in the field of business and commercial business management; providing teaching and 
learning materials for others; organization and conducting of conferences; texts and/or images publication; publishing of 
printed matter, explanatory brochures on all types of media including electronic; publication of texts other than 
advertising texts on all media; arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums; arranging 
and conducting conferences relating to business and commercial management for providing information in the field of 
business assistance; arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums business in a 
commercial context.

Cl.42;Providing information in the field of information technology and computer systems; consultancy relating to 
computer systems and computer systems design; advisory services regarding information technology; professional 
assistance services relating to computer systems design; engineering; engineering services; consulting services relating 
to design of computer systems; preparation and technical writing of technical projects studies and reports; innovation 
support services, namely, consultancy relating to products development and manufacturing; development, deployment, 
analysis, maintenance and updates of mobility management software services.
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4315262    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1391348]
Mammoet Holding B.V.

Van Deventerlaan 30-40 NL-3528 AE UTRECHT Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Protective glasses; protective masks; knee pads for workers; earphones for sound; safety nets; protective 
footwear; protective helmets; non-reflective and reflective safety clothing; signaling panels, luminous or mechanical; fire 
extinguishing blankets; fireproof clothing, footwear and headgear; protective garments, footwear and headgear for 
industrial use; time measuring instruments.

Cl.28;Toys and models, including reproductions of machines and vehicles, (driving) toy cars, not being tractive toys, 
pedal quads, skelters, trailers for skelters, tractive cars, trikes, duo-trikes (side spans), shuttles, steps, cargo bikes, 
steering cars, buggy carts; toy wheelbarrows, toy dump trucks, toy excavators, toy winches, toy cranes, towing, walking 
and push toys.
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 40201909466T ;Singapore 

4315667    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490624]
EXSTO ASIA PTE. LTD.

31 Woodlands Close, 05-28 Woodlands Horizon Singapore 737855 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture; bank furniture; cane furniture; lawn furniture; shop furniture; patio furniture; metal furniture; furniture 
parts; furniture racks; furniture units; furniture panels; furniture frames; garden furniture; lounge furniture; indoor 
furniture; bamboo furniture; fitted furniture; furniture chests; padded furniture; office furniture; school furniture; wooden 
furniture; units [furniture]; storage furniture; stuffed furniture; seating furniture; seats [furniture]; racks [furniture]; slatted 
furniture; nursery furniture; outdoor furniture; furniture casings; desks [furniture]; display furniture; factory furniture; 
antique furniture; bedroom furniture; canteen furniture; camping furniture; leather furniture; kitchen furniture; furniture 
shelves; furniture moldings; furniture of metal; legs for furniture; computer furniture; bathroom furniture; bentwood 
furniture; feet for furniture; domestic furniture; furniture cabinets; tables [furniture]; suites of furniture; pouffes 
[furniture]; stackable furniture; shelves [furniture]; racking [furniture]; screens [furniture]; ergonomic furniture; doors for 
furniture; benches [furniture]; buffets [furniture]; bureaux [furniture]; arbours [furniture]; household furniture; mirrors 
[furniture]; furniture for shops; furniture for stores; furniture partitions; inflatable furniture; integrated furniture; joints for 
furniture; auditorium furniture; cabinets [furniture]; composable furniture; children's furniture; consoles [furniture]; 
counters [furniture]; cushions [furniture]; exhibition furniture; dressers [furniture]; furniture for babies; trestles 
[furniture]; trolleys [furniture]; upholstered furniture; work tops [furniture]; toy boxes [furniture]; recliners [furniture]; 
showcases [furniture]; rack bars [furniture]; pedestals [furniture]; furniture for campers; furniture for camping; drawers 
for furniture; credenzas [furniture]; key racks [furniture]; living room furniture; hat racks [furniture]; furniture for sitting; 
furniture for storage; furniture for offices; furniture for kitchens; furniture for the home; head-rests [furniture]; high seats 
[furniture]; furniture made of wood; metal office furniture; desk racks [furniture]; chairs being furniture; boot trays 
[furniture]; book rests [furniture]; furniture for caravans; furniture for children; non-metallic furniture; wall shelves 
furniture; wall units [furniture]; washstands [furniture]; transformable furniture; traymobiles [furniture]; panelling for 
furniture; paper racks [furniture]; potato bins [furniture]; shelf units [furniture]; step stools [furniture]; spice racks 
[furniture]; saw benches [furniture]; furniture for computers; furniture for bathrooms; arm rests for furniture; mouldings 
for furniture; high stools [furniture]; furniture made of steel; furniture made from wood; furniture for the lounge; locker 
boxes [furniture]; key cabinets [furniture]; letter racks [furniture]; book holders [furniture]; corner units [furniture]; fitted 
bedroom furniture; fitted kitchen furniture; plastic garden furniture; picnic units [furniture]; tilt doors for furniture; wooden 
racks [furniture]; vanity units [furniture]; towel stands [furniture]; vice benches [furniture]; window shades [furniture]; 
work counters [furniture]; work stations [furniture]; towel closets [furniture]; swivel stands [furniture]; storage boxes 
[furniture]; storage cases [furniture]; storage rails [furniture]; storage units [furniture]; room dividers [furniture]; shop 
fixtures [furniture]; flower stands [furniture]; flower-stands [furniture]; drawers [furniture parts]; display units [furniture]; 
dinner wagons [furniture]; disc cabinets [furniture]; cupboards being furniture; clothes racks [furniture]; book supports 
[furniture]; mobile stools [furniture]; modular desks [furniture]; metal screens [furniture]; furniture for use in bars; 
furniture for the bedroom; furniture for motor homes; furniture for the bathroom; furniture for use in sheds; furniture 
made of plastics; metal shelving [furniture]; index cabinets [furniture]; cocktail units [furniture]; drawers as furniture 
parts; furniture for domestic use; space dividers [furniture]; reading easels [furniture]; sales counters [furniture]; pedestal 
units [furniture]; printer stands [furniture]; modular bathroom furniture; storage frames [furniture]; support stands 
[furniture]; storage modules [furniture]; storage shelves [furniture]; storage baskets [furniture]; storage drawers 
[furniture]; wooden shelving [furniture]; wooden panels for furniture; wall partitions [furniture]; non-metallic door 
furniture; rotating stands [furniture]; saw benches being furniture; racks [furniture] for casks; sliding doors for furniture; 
shaped covers for furniture; display screens [furniture]; door furniture made of wood; computer stands [furniture]; 
ceramic pulls for furniture; bumper guards for furniture; linen cupboards [furniture]; movable screens [furniture]; furniture 
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for use on patios; furniture for indoor aquaria; furniture for industrial use; furniture handles of plastic; furniture 
incorporating beds; furniture partitions of wood; furniture units for kitchens; hostess trolleys [furniture]; modular 
shelving [furniture]; mobile bar units [furniture]; mobile pedestals [furniture]; metal wall units [furniture]; brochure 
holders [furniture]; felt pads for furniture legs; furniture for conservatories; shelves of metal [furniture]; serving trolleys 
[furniture]; non-metallic furniture locks; storage cabinets [furniture]; telephone stands [furniture]; storage cupboards 
[furniture]; street furniture made of wood; wagons [trolleys] [furniture]; units [furniture] for display; non-metallic furniture 
joints; office requisites [furniture]; non-metallic window furniture; plastic furniture for gardens; security cabinets 
[furniture]; storage apparatus [furniture]; stands for plants [furniture]; furniture for filing purposes; fireplace screens 
[furniture]; bathroom vanities [furniture]; computer cabinets [furniture]; chairs being office furniture; cashiers' lockers 
[furniture]; latch furniture, not of metal; mail sack holders [furniture]; mobile partitions [furniture]; luggage racks being 
furniture; indexing cabinets [furniture]; furniture for indoor terraria; furniture for the living room; furniture for use in 
auditoria; garden furniture made of metal; luggage stands being furniture; loudspeaker stands [furniture]; antique 
reproduction furniture; fitted coverings for furniture; fitted fabric furniture covers; fire safe cabinets [furniture]; furniture 
for display purposes; furniture for displaying goods; sink units [kitchen furniture]; shelving apparatus [furniture]; side 
storage units [furniture]; racks being furniture of metal; non-metallic furniture casters; wood work panels for furniture; 
three piece suites [furniture]; transparent doors for furniture; non-metallic furniture ferrules; non-metallic furniture 
fittings; non-metallic furniture supports; panels being parts of furniture; partitions of metal [furniture]; portable partitions 
[furniture]; room divider panels [furniture]; single leaf screens [furniture]; shelves being nursery furniture; soundproof 
cabinets [furniture]; stationery cabinets [furniture]; furniture casters, not of metal; domestic furniture made of wood; door 
furniture made of plastics; display instruments [furniture]; check-out units being furniture; carts for computers [furniture]; 
ice storage shelves [furniture]; furniture handles, not of metal; furniture for use in rest rooms; furniture for sanitary 
purposes; furniture for use in greenhouses; furniture made from steel tubing; indoor window blinds [furniture]; indoor 
window shades [furniture]; mobile display units [furniture]; mobile storage racks [furniture]; multi-purpose stands 
[furniture]; multiposition stands [furniture]; mirrors being items of furniture; miniature furniture made of wood; 
consignment shelving [furniture]; back panels [parts of furniture]; door furniture made of stoneware; edgings of plastic 
for furniture; doors made of wood for furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; partitions of wood for furniture; non-
metallic shelves [furniture]; street furniture made of plastic; storage installations [furniture]; tables in the nature of 
furniture; upholstered convertible furniture; wall shelves [furniture] of metal; partitioning of metal [furniture]; 
prefabricated shelves [furniture]; stands [furniture] for telephones; sectional metal units [furniture]; doors made of glass 
for furniture; doors made of metal for furniture; boards in the nature of furniture; computer workstations [furniture]; 
hanging storage racks [furniture]; holders for brochures [furniture]; furniture for exhibition purposes; furniture for the 
storage of plans; garden furniture made of aluminium; furniture, mirrors, picture frames; metal drawers [parts of 
furniture]; magazine storage files [furniture]; furniture for doors [non-metallic]; furniture adapted for use outdoors; 
screens for fireplaces [furniture]; seat covers [shaped] for furniture; seat pads being parts of furniture; shelves in the 
nature of furniture; shelving made of metal [furniture]; point of sale displays [furniture]; portable work surfaces [furniture]; 
partitions of plastics [furniture]; pedestal storage units [furniture]; non-metallic fittings of furniture; trolleys for computers 
[furniture]; non-metallic fittings for furniture; non-metallic partitions [furniture]; sections of panelling for furniture; 
freestanding partitions [furniture]; fixings, not of metal for furniture; doors made of plastic for furniture; display frames of 
metal [furniture]; cabinets in the nature of furniture; assembled display units [furniture]; metal laminated doors for 
furniture; miniature furniture made of plastic; height adjustable kitchen furniture; furniture made principally of glass; 
movable partition panels [furniture]; bean bags in the nature of furniture; decorative wooden panels [furniture]; shelving 
frames of metal [furniture]; nursery furniture for use by infants; non-metallic wall shelves [furniture]; nursery furniture for 
use by children; non-metallic partitioning [furniture]; partitions in the nature of furniture; portable writing surfaces 
[furniture]; stands [furniture] for indoor aquaria; textile covers [fitted] for furniture; textile covers [shaped] for furniture; 
brackets, not of metal, for furniture; display fittings [furniture] of metal; furniture being convertible into beds; furniture for 
the storage of drawings; furniture for use in conference rooms; miniature furniture made of wood fibre; furniture for 
house, office and garden; advertising display boards [furniture]; closet organisers [parts of furniture]; wall screening 
[furniture] for offices; non-metallic storage racks [furniture]; numerals made of plastics for furniture; non-metallic corner 
beads for furniture; continuous transit shelving [furniture]; garden furniture manufactured from wood; holders for display 
material [furniture]; furniture made from substitutes for wood; indoor window blinds [shade] [furniture]; non-metallic 
sliding doors for furniture; portable sales display units [furniture]; protective covers for furniture [fitted]; protective 
covers for furniture [shaped]; sectional non-metallic units [furniture]; screens [furniture] for display purposes; work 
surfaces in the nature of furniture; transparent doors of glass for furniture; removable partitions [furniture] of metal; 
shelving frames, not of metal [furniture]; prefabricated doors of wood for furniture; non-metallic laminated tops for 
furniture; display panels in the nature of furniture; filing cabinets in the nature of furniture; articles of furniture for sale in 
kit form; articles of furniture in the form of rails; furniture for use in relation to computers; furniture for invalid and 
disabled persons; non-metallic laminated doors for furniture; non-metallic security cabinets [furniture]; office furniture 
adapted for use in filing; prefabricated doors of metal for furniture; shop furniture for use in displaying cards; stands 
[furniture] for use with television; relocatable metal storage racks [furniture]; screens for use as screen walls [furniture]; 
serving trolleys in the nature of furniture; protective coverings for furniture [fitted]; protective coverings for furniture 
[shaped]; personal computer work stations [furniture]; office trolleys being articles of furniture; trays being parts of shop 
display furniture; articles of furniture incorporating drawers; dividing screens in the nature of furniture; display apparatus 
in the nature of furniture; bathroom fittings in the nature of furniture; furniture of plastics material for bathrooms; shelf 
dividers of metal [parts of furniture]; shelf supports of metal [parts of furniture]; shelves of non-metallic materials 
[furniture]; rollers [casters], not of metal for furniture; furniture for use in educational institutions; interior furniture made 
of plastics materials; carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; extruded plastics edge beadings for furniture; 
replacement seat covers [fitted] for furniture; non-metallic connecting elements for furniture; partitions [screens] in the 
nature of furniture; moulded furniture parts made of wood fibre mats; modular furniture units for use as work stations; 
indoor window blinds [roller blinds] [furniture]; made-to-measure frontages for existing furniture; furniture for the 
encasing of sanitary apparatus; sorting units [furniture] in the form of racking; sliding dividers [furniture partitions] for 
rooms; non-metallic racks [furniture] for use in storage; wood surrounds [furniture] for electric apparatus; indoor window 
blinds [holland blinds] [furniture]; ceramic pulls for cabinets, drawers and furniture; articles of furniture adapted for use 
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by children; doors made of non-metallic materials for furniture; indoor window blinds [venetian blinds] [furniture]; indoor 
window blinds [vertical blinds] [furniture]; wall shelves [furniture] of non-metallic materials; non-metallic laminated work 
surfaces for furniture; relocatable non-metallic storage racks [furniture]; wood surrounds [furniture] for electronic 
apparatus; laboratory furniture, other than especially adapted; furniture for use in the storage of video apparatus; 
furniture for use in the display of video apparatus; furniture units comprising tables and seating units; fitted furniture for 
housing audio visual equipment; decorative wall plaques of bone, ivory, plastic, wax or wood; audio racks [furniture] for 
use with audio equipment; indoor window blinds [insulating blinds] [furniture]; racks being furniture made of non-metallic 
materials; work stations [furniture] incorporating storage space; work stations [furniture] incorporating work surfaces; 
modular racks [furniture] for storing video cassettes; guidance barriers [portable furniture for indoor use]; furniture 
upholstered in leather or imitation leather; decorative edging strips of wood for use with furniture; strips of plastic for 
protecting the edges of furniture; screens [furniture] for use as room dividers in offices; stands for computers being 
articles of office furniture; furniture for use in the storage of television apparatus; furniture for use in the display of 
television apparatus; kits of parts [sold complete] for assembly into furniture; vanity units [furniture] for supporting a 
wash hand basin; decorative edging strips of plastic for use with furniture; metal partitions, [furniture] made from 
interlocking panels; screens in the nature of furniture for use as room dividers; non-metallic removable partitions 
[furniture] for office use; vanity units [furniture] adapted to support a wash hand basin; decorative edging strips of wood 
for use with fitted furniture; consoles [furniture] for mounting units of electronic equipment; articles of furniture made 
principally of non-metallic materials; decorative edging strips of plastic for use with fitted furniture; non metallic 
partitions [furniture] made from interlocking panels; removable partitions [furniture] of metal for dividing office space; 
vanity unit bases being furniture adapted to support wash hand basins.

Cl.35;Retail services relating to furniture; retail services in relation to furniture; wholesale services relating to furniture; 
wholesale services in relation to furniture.
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4316316    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490377]
AMINO UP CO., LTD.

363-32, Shin-ei, Kiyota-ku, Sapporo-shi Hokkaido 004-0839 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals made of mycelium culture extracts in the form of powder or granule for use as a raw material in the 
manufacture of foods, beverages, cosmetics, dietary or nutritional supplements for humans or animals or 
pharmaceuticals for humans or animals; chemicals mainly made from mycelium culture extracts for manufacturing foods, 
beverages, cosmetics, dietary or nutritional supplements for humans or animals or pharmaceuticals for humans or 
animals; chemicals consisting of mycelium culture extracts for use as a raw material in the manufacture of dietary or 
nutritional supplements for humans or animals; chemicals consisting of mycelium culture extracts for use as a raw 
material in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals for humans or animals; chemicals for use in industry and science; 
artificial sweeteners [chemical preparations]; flour and starch for industrial purposes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary purposes; mycelium culture extracts for 
medical or veterinary purposes; food additives for medical or veterinary purposes; vitamin preparations; nutritional 
additives for medical purposes, medicinal tonics and substitutes therefore; medical nutritional supplements; dietary 
supplements for humans; nutritional supplements for humans; dietary supplements for humans containing mycelium 
culture extracts; nutritional supplements for humans containing mycelium culture extracts; dietary supplement drink 
mixes; nutritional supplement drink mixes; dietary supplement drink mixes containing mycelium culture extracts; 
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nutritional supplement drink mixes containing mycelium culture extracts; food supplements for medical purposes or 
healthcare mainly made from mycelium culture extracts, in the form of powder, grain, granule, liquid, paste, cream, tablet, 
capsule, solid, gel, jelly, wafer, biscuit, candy, chewable tablet, syrup, stick or block; dietetic beverages adapted for 
medical purposes; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes 
containing mycelium culture extracts; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes containing mycelium culture extracts; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietary supplements for animals; dietary supplements for animals 
containing mycelium culture extracts; dietary supplements drink mixes for animals; nutritional supplements drink mixes 
for animals; dietary supplement drink mixes for animals containing mycelium culture extracts; nutritional supplement 
drink mixes for animals containing mycelium culture extracts; nutritional supplements for animals; nutritional 
supplements for animals containing mycelium culture extracts; lacteal flour for babies; beverages for babies; food for 
babies.

Cl.29;Mycelium culture extracts for food, namely extracts of mushroom for food; processed vegetables and fruits; 
processed mushrooms; frozen vegetables; frozen mushrooms; tofu; fermented soy beans; preparations for making beef 
curry stew, pork curry stew, chicken curry stew, seafood curry stew, vegetable curry stew, beef stew, pork stew, chicken 
stew, seafood stew, vegetable stew and soup mixes; instant or pre-cooked beef curry stew, pork curry stew, chicken curry 
stew, seafood curry stew, vegetable curry stew, beef stew, pork stew, chicken stew, seafood stew, vegetable stew and 
soup.
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Priority claimed from 20/03/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 103 136 ;Germany 

4317311    19/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1489767]
Sanner GmbH

Schillerstraße 76 64625 Bensheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Desiccants; desiccants for absorbing moisture; natural desiccants for the control of humidity.

Cl.10;Aerosol dispensers for medical purposes; surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; 
medical analytical apparatus for medical purposes; apparatus for carrying-out diagnostic tests for medical purposes; 
automatic analyzers for medical diagnosis; receptacles for applying medicines; surgical and wound treating equipment; 
suture and wound closing materials and products; suture materials; diagnostic, examination, and monitoring equipment; 
diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for pregnancy testing; power operated sprayers for 
medical purposes; apparatus for veterinary purposes; inhalers; inhalers for medical use; cannulae; lancets; spoons for 
administering medicine; medical apparatus and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; 
orthopaedic aids; mobility aids; orthopedic articles; balling guns; testing instruments for medical diagnostic purposes; 
feeding aids and pacifiers; feeding bottles; feeding bottle valves; syringes for medical purposes; nebulizers for medical 
use; prosthetics and artificial implants; artificial organs and implants; stents; droppers for medical purposes; dropper 
bottles for medical purposes; vaporizers for medical purposes; tools for veterinary diagnostics; nebulizers for medical 
use.

Cl.20;Containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; containers (non-metallic-) for the handling of goods [other than 
household or kitchen use]; containers made of synthetic material [other than for household or kitchen use]; containers 
(non-metallic-) for storage purposes [other than household or kitchen use]; containers (non-metallic-) for liquids [other 
than for household or kitchen use]; containers, and closures and holders therefor, non-metallic; composite caps for 
containers [non-metallic and not for household or kitchen use]; container closures of plastic; closures for containers, 
non-metallic; transport containers (non-metallic-); frames (non-metallic-) for containers; non-metallic caps and closures 
for bottles and for containers; capsules [non-metallic containers]; boxes of wood or plastic; plastic lids for cans; corks; 
flexible containers of plastics for the transport of liquids; flexible containers of plastics for the storage of liquids; child 
resistant security closures (non-metallic-) for containers; combined containers, not of metal, other than for household or 
kitchen use; combined closures for containers [non-metallic and not for household or kitchen use]; combined lids for 
containers [non-metallic and not for household or kitchen use]; combined stoppers for containers [non-metallic and not 
for household or kitchen use]; slide closures (non-metallic-) for containers; corks for containers; cap closures (non-
metallic-) for containers; screw tops, not of metal, for bottles; plastics components for packaging containers; packaging 
containers of plastic; safety locking devices [not of metal, non-electric]; packaging containers not of metal; caps made of 
non-metallic materials for containers.

Cl.39;Advisory services relating to the packing of goods; advisory services relating to the storage of goods; wrapping 
and packaging services; storage.

Cl.40;Material treatment information; treatment of materials for the manufacture of plastic goods; customized printing 
on packaging; treatment and recycling of packaging; providing information relating to the processing of plastics; printing; 
printing of images on objects; moulding of synthetic products; custom manufacture of tools and injections moulds; 
providing material treatment information; treatment of plastic materials to produce plastic mouldings; custom 
manufacture of moulds for use in industry; custom manufacture of elastomeric components; custom manufacture of 
thermoplastic components; metal treating; custom manufacture of moulded components; custom manufacture of tools 
for others; processing of plastics.

Cl.42;Consultancy relating to the design of packaging; quality assurance consultancy; consultancy services relating to 
quality control; consultancy services relating to technological research; consultancy services relating to product 
engineering; computer aided part and mould design services; computer aided design services; computer-aided 
engineering design and drawing services; product design; design services; packaging design; draftsman's services in the 
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nature of technical drawing; engineering consultancy services; engineering services; industrial development services; 
engineering testing; conducting of technical feasibility studies; technical data analysis services; quality checking and 
testing; design and development of new products; design planning; research and development of new products; research 
and development services; industrial design; engineering services for the design of structures; construction drafting; 
product design and development; technical consultancy in the field of packaging; technical research; technological 
consultancy; technological services relating to manufacture; conducting technical project studies; scientific and 
technological services; natural science services; testing, authentication and quality control.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

4317312    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489772]
L'ANTIC COLONIAL, S.A.

Ctra. Nacional, 340, KM. 55,500 E-12540 VILLAREAL, Castellón Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; 
transportable buildings, not of metal; monuments, not of metal; wall tiles, not of metal, for building; paving blocks, not of 
metal; ceramic tiles; glued-laminated wood; wood flooring; wooden tiles; wood wall moldings; plywood panels; wooden 
paneling; wooden flooring; wood tile flooring; floor boards of wood; hardwood coverings and paneling for floors; 
chipboard; coated or not, for building and interior decoration and furniture; parquet plates and boards; parquet floor 
boards; floating floors.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers not of metal for storage or transport; bone, horn, whalebone or 
mother-of-pearl, unwrought or semi-wrought; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber.

Cl.35;Retail sale services in stores and via global computer networks for all types of building materials, floorings and 
coverings, ceramics and glass, sanitary and furniture; advertising services; sales promotion services for others; import 
and export services; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; assistance to 
companies relating to franchising; market research and study.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

4317319    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489794]
Global ePress, LLC

222 E. 46th Street, Ste 203 New York NY 10017 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Educational software featuring instruction in science, technology, engineering, grammar, phonics, reading and 
social studies; downloadable mobile applications for instruction in science, technology, engineering, grammar, phonics, 
reading and social studies.

Cl.35;Retail online store services featuring temporary use of non-downloadable educational software featuring 
instruction in science, technology, engineering, grammar, phonics, reading and social studies; marketing services for 
non-downloadable educational software featuring instruction in science, technology, engineering, grammar, phonics, 
reading and social studies.

Cl.41;Education services, namely, providing live and online instruction, classes, seminars and workshops in the field of 
science, technology, engineering, grammar, phonics, reading and social studies; education services, namely, training 
educators and students in the field of science, technology, engineering, grammar, phonics, reading and social studies 
and providing curricula in connection therewith.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable educational software featuring instruction in science, technology, 
engineering, grammar, phonics, reading and social studies via a web site; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable cloud computing educational software featuring instruction in science, technology, engineering, grammar, 
phonics, reading and social studies; software as a service (saas) services featuring educational software for instruction in 
science, technology, engineering, grammar, phonics, reading and social studies.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/12/2018; Application No. : 1386763 ;Benelux 

4317325    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489818]
INTERSALES COMPANY, naamloze vennootschap

De Leiteweg 8 B-8020 Oostkamp

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Massage oils and lotions; massage creams, other than for medical use; massage gels; products for body 
cleansing; preparations for cleaning, for personal use; non-medicated preparations for personal use, included in this 
class; moisturizing products; essential oils; aforementioned products whether or not based on ginseng, roseroot 
(rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng.

Cl.5;Ginseng for medicinal purposes; dietary supplements based on ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), tribulus 
terrestris and/or panax ginseng; ginseng capsules for medical purposes; capsules of ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), 
tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng; gels for sexual stimulation; orgasm creams; lubricants, gels, liquids and creams 
for sexual health and/or improvement of sexual performance; nutritional supplements for sexual health and/or for 
improving sexual performance; pharmaceutical products and substances, all relating to sexual health and/or sexual 
performance; medicinal drinks.

Cl.10;Condoms; contrivances for contraceptive or prophylactic purposes; massage apparatus, instruments and 
apparatus; sexual toys; sexual aids.

Cl.30;Tea; iced tea; tea with ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng; coffee; coffee 
with ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng; artificial coffee; chocolate; chocolate 
with ginseng, roseroot (rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng; foodstuffs based on ginseng, roseroot 
(rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng, insofar as included in this class.

Cl.32;Energy drinks; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages; red ginseng juices [beverages]; energy drinks based on ginseng, roseroot 
(rhodiola rosea), tribulus terrestris and/or panax ginseng.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : 4521025 ;France 

4317331    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489840]
KEYPROD

Chemin du Bassin F-77950 MONTEREAU-SUR-LE-JARD France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advisory, study and assistance services to industrial companies in conducting their business, business 
organization and management consulting, business information and inquiries, administrative management of computers; 
market studies and research, information search in computer files for others; statistical studies, research and 
information, compilation of information on the management of industrial production; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes, public relations; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases.

Cl.42;Engineering services for industrial production, platform as a service (PaaS) dedicated to the management of 
industrial production; software service (SaaS) in the field of industrial production; software development (design), 
updating of software, maintenance of software, consultancy relating to computers, artificial intelligence, computer 
programming, software installation; technical standardization services, namely: design and development of standards for 
industry and the management of industrial production; technical support services for operating and monitoring in the 
field of computing, databases and telecommunications applied to industrial production; technical assistance for 
industries in the design and production of goods and services; implementation of technical projects, engineering 
products and processes in the following fields: aeronautics, space, automotive field, defense, energy, rail, industrial 
vehicles, naval field, industries, petrochemicals, computing, electronics and telecom, computation and digital simulation 
and automation; consulting and research in the field of engineering and industrial production; technical consultancy 
relating to computers and information technology applied to production, technical project studies, design of production 
systems; technical research and studies in the field of operation and maintenance of production equipment, tools and 
automated systems; certification and authentication (monitoring) of messages and data transmitted via 
telecommunications; certification (quality and origin control) services; industrial design, graphic arts designer services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/04/2019; Application No. : 88381399 ;United States of America 

4317333    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489845]
Pluralsight, LLC

182 N. Union Avenue Farmington UT 84025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for testing, analyzing, and evaluating a team's proficiency with certain knowledge, skills and 
abilities in the fields of software development, website design, CAD engineering, structural architecture and construction, 
3D design, video game development, video effects for movies, television, video games, and other multi-media products, 
business software, business project management, business leadership and management skills, marketing and advertising 
artwork and content creation, animation, illustration, and delivery, database servers, data in computational forms, 
structured query language (SQL) systems, software languages, data analysis products, data analytical methods, 
information technology operations and management.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for testing, analyzing, and evaluating a team's proficiency with 
certain knowledge, skills and abilities in the fields of software development, website design, CAD engineering, structural 
architecture and construction, 3D design, video game development, video effects for movies, television, video games, and 
other multi-media products, business software, business project management, business leadership and management 
skills, marketing and advertising artwork and content creation, animation, illustration, and delivery, database servers, 
data in computational forms, structured query language (SQL) systems, software languages, data analysis products, data 
analytical methods, and information technology operations and management; computer services, namely, creating a 
website featuring an online community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers 
and form virtual communities in the fields of software development, website design, CAD engineering, structural 
architecture and construction, 3D design, video game development, video effects for movies, television, video games, and 
other multi-media products, business software, business project management, business leadership and management 
skills, marketing and advertising artwork and content creation, animation, illustration, and delivery, database servers, 
data in computational forms, structured query language (SQL) systems, software languages, data analysis products, data 
analytical methods, and information technology operations and management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/08/2018; Application No. : 017939139 ;European Union 

4317335    06/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489851]
ADVANCY GROUPE

28-32 avenue Victor Hugo F-75116 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer programs; software design, installation and implementation of programs of host computers 
and clients/servers for the integration of financial functions, manufacturing and for sale and/or for client relationship 
management of a company; software for the management of industrial equipment.

Cl.16;News bulletins; printed reports; printed research reports; printed reports intended for consumers.

Cl.35;Business information and advice services; advice or information in commercial business; business advice and 
information services; accounting; computer file management; business management assistance; commercial or industrial 
company management assistance; business management and organization consultancy; business management 
consultancy; professional business consultancy; commercial business appraisal services; commercial business 
expertise; business information; business investigations; business research services for new companies; analysis, 
research and information services relating to business; advisory services for business management; advice services for 
business management with respect to franchising; advice services with respect to business management and leadership; 
business support in the fields of business performance management, financial management, communications solutions, 
human resources management, customer service management, company and merger strategy and post-merger 
integration strategy; business assistance in the fields of supply chain management and inventories and safeguards, 
outsourcing and business process services, change management, customer contact management; business assistance 
in the fields of strategy with respect to information technology and processing, managing digital multimedia content; 
business assistance in the fields of the management of data security and privacy; business assistance in the field of 
medical records and the management of information regarding diseases and issue in laboratories; business assistance in 
the field of management of financial information, management of authentication and identity files; business assistance in 
the fields of the development of new sales, new products, trademarks and markets, development and establishment of 
new companies; business assistance in the fields of management of income generation and processing of income, risk 
management, insurance claims and handling of claims; business assistance in the fields of management of documents 
and databases, compliance with government regulations, physical outsourcing, management of mobile communication 
technology; business process management and assistance; business marketing consulting services; providing 
information in the field of commercial management support; providing information in the fields of business management, 
company marketing, business acquisitions and consultancy with respect to mergers; business organization consultancy; 
providing business advice to companies; consultancy relating to business management; commercial project management 
with respect to the design of information systems; business advice in acquisitions of companies; business analysis 
services, including market analysis; commercial business appraisal; computerized information services for evaluations of 
business opportunities; evaluations with respect to business management in commercial companies; business and 
market research; commercial information services in the fields of company change management, company process 
management, management and strategic planning services for companies, business and enterprise technology; planning 
services relating to commercial business management; advice with respect to company mergers, namely business 
leadership, professional business consultancy, public relations with respect to business mergers; business information 
services provided to companies online from a global computer network or the Internet; conducting of business research 
and surveys; commercial supervision; assistance to commercial and industrial companies in their business operation; 
economic forecasting and analysis; personnel management consultancy and advice; management advice for the 
placement of personnel; preparation of business reports; organization and conduct of conferences with respect to 
business and commercial management for the provision of information in the field of business support; management of 
projects in relation to business management; business management support during the acquisitions of companies; 
market studies and analyses; business assessments and appraisals of companies, including cost-price analysis; 
commercial monitoring (management assistance); business management assistance; company management assistance; 
assistance with the management of business activities; human resources support; arranging and conducting of 
exhibitions with respect to business and commercial management for economic purposes; provision of information in the 
field of business support; assistance with respect to commercial management for industrial or commercial companies; 
commercial business management assistance with respect to public relations; human resources management and 
personnel recruitment services; human resources management; providing outsourcing services in the field of managing 
customer relations; organization and management services for customer loyalty programs; management services for 
company and merger strategies and post-merger integration strategies; supply chain management and inventory 
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services; outsourcing services (business support) and providing outsourcing services in the field of customer 
relationship management; organizational change management; customer relations management; database management; 
business support with respect to financial information management; services for the development of concepts and 
brands for business customers; support services regarding the development and establishment of a new company; 
business services, namely commercial management of technical operations infrastructures; management services for 
business processes, namely logistics management, reverse logistics, supply chain services, supply chain visibility and 
synchronization services, forecasting processes for the supply and demand and distribution of goods for third parties; 
supply chain management services; services for commercial integration of mobility; business support services with 
respect to systems integration, durability, energy industry, mobility software, business risk management; business 
support services with respect to aerospace and defense, aviation industry, automotive industrial building materials; 
business support services with respect to capital markets, chemicals, communications, consumer goods and services, 
electronics products and technology; business support services with respect to eligibility systems; online financial 
service comparisons; advertising services in connection with financial services; advertising services in the field of 
financial investments; wholesale services regarding sanitary installations; retail services regarding sanitary installations; 
administrative and commercial management of industrial equipment, infrastructure plans and means of transport; 
business support services with respect to technology, life sciences, medical products, pharmaceutical products, media 
and entertainment; business support services with respect to metals and mining extraction; business support services 
with respect to retail, revenue management solutions, travel industry; consulting services in business processes with 
respect to infrastructure, applications, computer applications and software; administrative management and health, 
supply chain, commercial supply, insurance and engineering commercial administration; providing information with 
respect to business innovation processes, commercial management and business opportunities; outsourcing services 
[business assistance]; outsourcing services consisting of organizing service contracts on behalf of third parties; 
outsourcing services involving the organization of the obtaining of goods on behalf of third parties; business support 
services with respect to smart grid technology, analytics, digital social media, marketing analytics and business 
strategies; marketing advice and studies; negotiating and concluding of commercial transactions for others; web site 
traffic optimization; collection of data in a central file; opinion polling; preparation and drafting of studies and reports for 
commercial projects; arranging and concluding of commercial transactions for others via telecommunication systems; 
publication of advertising texts on all types of media; professional networking services.

Cl.36;Financial consultancy; mutual funds; fund investment; financial management and investment services with 
respect to financial securities; financial exchanges; financial advice services; venture capital financing; providing 
information in the field of financing; financial analyses; assessment and appraisal of companies, namely financial 
assessment of companies; financial assistance with respect to business acquisitions; providing financial information to 
investors; providing financial information regarding fuel costs; providing financial information regarding stock 
exchanges; financial analysis; financing of venture capital; financial assistance services; legal assistance insurance; 
advice and support services in actuarial science; financial management support; financial services; credit agency 
services; insurance services; insurance services; provision of information, advice and support in the field of financial 
evaluation; support services with respect to personal finance; provision of financial information; financial assistance.

Cl.37;Installation of computer systems, computer networks.

Cl.41;Providing training, including conducting of seminars, workshops and classes with respect to the development 
and use of software, use of software, business, business activities and distribution of related teaching material; 
organization and conducting of conferences in the field of business and commercial business management; development 
of educational material for third parties; organization and conducting of conferences; publication of texts and/or images; 
editing services for printed matter, explanatory brochures on all types of media including electronic media; publication of 
texts other than advertising texts on all media; organization and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars, 
symposiums; organizing and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums in a business context.

Cl.42;Providing information in the field of information technology and computer systems; advice with respect to 
configuration of computer systems and computer system design; advisory services regarding information technology; 
vocational assistance services with respect to computer system design; engineering; engineering services; consultancy 
with respect to design of computer systems; preparation and drafting of studies and reports for technical projects; 
support services in innovation, namely advice with respect to the development and the manufacture of goods; services 
for the development, deployment, analysis, handling and updating of mobility management software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/05/2019; Application No. : 018069730 ;European Union 

4317344    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489900]
PLANET IMPACT INTERNATIONAL Ltd

Smartcity Malta, Building SCM 01, Lvl G, Pnp 05 SCM 1001 Ricasoli, Kalkara

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Agricultural and aquacultural crops, horticulture and forestry products; plants; raw forestry products; raw 
agricultural products; raw horticultural products.

Cl.35;Business consultancy and advisory services; clerical services; business administration; administration of 
business affairs; administration relating to business appraisal; administration relating to sales methods; administration 
relating to marketing; management administration of commercial undertakings; business management assistance for 
industrial or commercial companies; management assistance; assistance with business planning; business 
administration assistance; business management assistance; providing assistance in the management of franchised 
businesses; corporate management assistance; business management; negotiation of commercial transactions for third 
parties; business strategy development services; writing of business project reports; business supervision; business 
merger services; office functions services.

Cl.36;Financial information, data, advice and consultancy services; finance services; administration of financial affairs; 
financial services relating to real estate property and buildings; financial services relating to the acquisition of property; 
financial services relating to the sale of property; financial services relating to business; acquisition of land to be let; land 
acquisition services; real estate acquisition services; arranging of shared ownership of real estate; real estate brokerage; 
management of land; management of property.

Cl.41;Organisation of conferences, exhibitions and competitions; audio, video and multimedia production, and 
photography; conducting of seminars and congresses; arranging of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; 
organising of exhibitions for entertainment purposes; arranging of lectures; arranging of displays for cultural purposes; 
arranging of displays for educational purposes; arranging of seminars relating to business; arranging of demonstrations 
for educational purposes; arranging and conducting of conferences and congresses; education, entertainment and 
sports.
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4317359    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489919]
ZHEJIANG STANDARD VALVE CO., LTD

(LONGXI TOWN) VALVE INDUSTRIAL AREA, YUHUAN ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas; compression release valve; water-pipes of metal; valves of metal, 
other than parts of machines; containers of metal [storage, transport]; elbows of metal for pipes; fittings of metal for 
compressed air lines; locks of metal, other than electric; greenhouses of metal; jets of metal; towel dispensers, fixed, of 
metal.

Cl.11;Plumbing fittings namely drains; toilets [water-closets]; hydrants; air-conditioning installations; disinfectant 
dispensers for toilets; expansion tanks for central heating installations; water distribution installations; thermostatic 
valves [parts of heating installations]; fireplaces, domestic; water purification installations.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 4548246 ;France 

4317429    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490109]
Fondation Alberto et Annette Giacometti

3 bis Cour de Rohan F-75006 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; materials of metal for railway tracks; monuments of metal; works of art of 
common metal; statues of common metal; figurines of common metal.

Cl.9;Sound recording apparatus; image recording apparatus; image reproduction apparatus; digital recording media; 
electronic tablets; electronic book readers; game software; software (recorded programs); computer peripheral devices; 
spectacles (optics); optical goods; spectacle cases; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; bags designed for laptop 
computers.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus; heating apparatus; steam generating apparatus; cooking apparatus; refrigeration apparatus; 
drying apparatus; water distribution apparatus; sanitary installations; air conditioning apparatus; air conditioning 
installations; freezers; electric flashlights; electric coffee machines; cookers (cooking stoves); lighting apparatus for 
vehicles; heaters for vehicles; air conditioners for vehicles; air-purifying apparatus and machines; water purifying 
apparatus and machines; sterilizers.

Cl.14;Fine jewelry; jewelry; timepieces and chronometric instruments; precious metals and their alloys; works of art of 
precious metal; watch bands; key rings (split rings with trinket or decorative fob); statues of precious metal; figurines 
(statuettes) of precious metal; medals.

Cl.16;Printing products (printed matter); photographs; stationery; artists' materials; paintbrushes; office requisites 
(except furniture); instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); paper; boxes made of cardboard or paper; 
posters; albums; cards; books; newspapers; prospectuses; pamphlets; calendars; writing instruments; engravings 
(works of art); lithographic works of art; paintings (pictures), framed or unframed; drawings; drawing instruments; 
handkerchiefs of paper; table linen of paper; bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging.

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors; picture frames; works of art made of wood, wax, plaster or plastic materials; chests of 
drawers; armchairs; seats; party decorations of plastic.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; kitchen containers; combs; porcelain ware; earthenware; bottles; art objects of porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware or glass; statuettes of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; figurines (statuettes) of porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware or glass; toilet utensils; toilet cases; trash cans; glasses (receptacles); tableware.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headwear; shirts; belts (clothing); gloves (clothing); scarves; neckties; socks; bedroom 
slippers; underwear.

Cl.28;Games; toys; artificial Christmas trees; card decks; board games; models [toys]; figurines [toys]; robots as toys; 
games (table football, billiards, playing cards).

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; pastries; confectionery; sandwiches; biscuits, cookies; cakes; sugar confectionery; chocolate.

Cl.32;Beers; carbonated waters; fruit-based beverages; fruit juices; lemonades; soda water.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); wines.

Cl.34;Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches; cigars; cigarettes; cigarette paper; pipes; lighters for smokers; cigar boxes; 
cigar cases; cigarette boxes; cigarette cases; ashtrays for smokers; electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use 
in electronic cigarettes.

Cl.35;Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment information; publication of 
books; book lending; motion picture production; photography services; organization and conducting of conferences; 
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; game services provided on-line from a computer 
network; electronic publication of books and journals online.
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Cl.42;Software development; architecture; design of interior decor; computer system design; software as a service 
(SaaS); styling (industrial design); authentication of works of art.
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4317437    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490155]
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoi otvetstvennostyu "SAFARI"

Khoroshevsky 2 pr-d, 7, b. 18, r. IX RU-123007 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;3D spectacles; abacuses; accelerometers; accumulators, electric; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; acid 
hydrometers; acidimeters for batteries; acoustic alarms; acoustic conduits; acoustic couplers; actinometers; adding 
machines; aerometers; air analysis apparatus; alarm bells, electric; alarms; alcoholmeters; alidades; altimeters; 
ammeters; amplifiers; amplifying tubes; anemometers; animated cartoons; anode batteries; anodes; answering machines; 
antennas; anti-glare glasses; anti-interference devices [electricity]; anti-theft warning apparatus; anticathodes; 
apertometers [optics]; apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes; apparatus and 
instruments for astronomy; apparatus and instruments for physics; apparatus for changing record player needles; 
apparatus for editing cinematographic film; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; apparatus for measuring 
the thickness of skins; apparatus to check franking; appliances for measuring the thickness of leather; armatures 
[electricity]; asbestos clothing for protection against fire; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; asbestos 
screens for firemen; audio- and video-receivers; audiovisual teaching apparatus; automated teller machines [ATM]; 
automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; azimuth instruments; baby monitors; bags adapted for laptops; 
balances [steelyards]; balancing apparatus; bar code readers; barometers; batteries, electric; batteries for lighting; 
battery boxes; battery chargers; battery jars; beacons, luminous; bells [warning devices]; betatrons; binoculars; blueprint 
apparatus; boiler control instruments; branch boxes [electricity]; breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration; 
breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; bullet-proof clothing; bullet-proof waistcoats; buzzers; cabinets for 
loudspeakers; cables, electric; calculating machines; calibrating rings; calipers; calorimeters; camcorders; cameras 
[photography]; capillary tubes; carpenters' rules; carriers for dark plates [photography]; cases especially made for 
photographic apparatus and instruments; cases for smartphones; cash registers; cassette players; cathodes; cathodic 
anti-corrosion apparatus; cell phone straps; cell switches [electricity]; cellular phones; centering apparatus for 
photographic transparencies; chargers for electric batteries; chargers for electronic cigarettes; chemistry apparatus and 
instruments; chips [integrated circuits]; choking coils [impedance]; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; 
chronographs [time recording apparatus]; cinematographic cameras; cinematographic film, exposed; circuit breakers; 
circuit closers; circular slide rules; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; climate control digital thermostats; 
close-up lenses; clothing especially made for laboratories; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 
clothing for protection against fire; coaxial cables; coils, electric; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; coin-
operated musical automata [juke boxes]; commutators; compact disc players; compact discs [audio-video]; compact 
discs [read-only memory]; comparators; compasses for measuring; computer game software, downloadable; computer 
game software, recorded; computer hardware; computer keyboards; computer memory devices; computer operating 
programs, recorded; computer peripheral devices; computer programs, downloadable; computer programs, recorded; 
computers; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; condensers [capacitors]; 
conductors, electric; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; connections for electric lines; connectors 
[electricity]; contact lenses; contacts, electric; containers for contact lenses; containers for microscope slides; control 
panels [electricity]; converters, electric; copper wire, insulated; cordless telephones; correcting lenses [optics]; 
cosmographic instruments; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; counters; couplers [data processing equipment]; couplings, 
electric; covers for electric outlets; covers for smartphones; crash test dummies; crucibles [laboratory]; current rectifiers; 
cyclotrons; darkroom lamps [photography]; darkrooms [photography]; data processing apparatus; decompression 
chambers; decorative magnets; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; densimeters; densitometers; detectors; 
diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; diaphragms [acoustics]; 
diaphragms [photography]; dictating machines; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; digital photo frames; digital signs; 
directional compasses; discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting; disks, magnetic; distance measuring apparatus; 
distance recording apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; distribution boards [electricity]; distribution 
boxes [electricity]; distribution consoles [electricity]; divers' masks; diving suits; DNA chips; dog whistles; dosage 
dispensers; downloadable music files; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; drainers for use in photography; 
dressmakers' measures; drying apparatus for photographic prints; drying racks [photography]; ducts [electricity]; DVD 
players; dynamometers; ear plugs for divers; egg-candlers; egg timers [sandglasses]; electrical adapters; electric 
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apparatus for commutation; electric door bells; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; 
electricity conduits; electric loss indicators; electric plugs; electric sockets; electrified fences; electrified rails for 
mounting spot lights; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for 
the remote control of signals; electrolysers; electromagnetic coils; electronic agendas; electronic book readers; 
electronic collars to train animals; electronic notice boards; electronic pens [visual display units]; electronic pocket 
translators; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic tags for goods; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; 
encoded key cards; encoded magnetic cards; enlarging apparatus [photography]; epidiascopes; ergometers; exposure 
meters [light meters]; eyeglass cases; eyeglass chains; eyeglass cords; eyeglasses; eyeglass frames; eyepieces; 
eyewear; facsimile machines; fibre optic cables; film cutting apparatus; films, exposed; filters for respiratory masks; 
filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; filters for use in photography; finger sizers; fire alarms; fire beaters; fire 
blankets; fire boats; fire engines; fire escapes; fire extinguishers; fire extinguishing apparatus; fire hose; fire hose 
nozzles; fire pumps; flash-bulbs [photography]; flashing lights [luminous signals]; flashlights [photography]; floppy 
disks; flowmeters; fluorescent screens; fog signals, non-explosive; food analysis apparatus; frames for photographic 
transparencies; frequency meters; furnaces for laboratory use; furniture especially made for laboratories; fuses; fuse 
wire; galena crystals [detectors]; galvanic batteries; galvanic cells; galvanometers; gasoline gauges; gasometers 
[measuring instruments]; gas testing instruments; gauges; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; Global Positioning 
System [GPS] apparatus; gloves for divers; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for protection against X-rays 
for industrial purposes; goggles for sports; grids for batteries; hairdressing training heads [teaching apparatus]; hands-
free kits for telephones; head cleaning tapes [recording]; head guards for sports; headphones; heat regulating apparatus; 
height measuring instruments; heliographic apparatus; hemline markers; high-frequency apparatus; holders for electric 
coils; holograms; horns for loudspeakers; hydrometers; hygrometers; identification sheaths for electric wires; 
identification threads for electric wires; identity cards, magnetic; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance; 
incubators for bacteria culture; inductors [electricity]; instruments containing eyepieces; integrated circuit cards [smart 
cards]; integrated circuits; intercommunication apparatus; interfaces for computers; inverters [electricity]; invoicing 
machines; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; jigs [measuring instruments]; joysticks for use with 
computers, other than for video games; juke boxes for computers; junction boxes [electricity]; junction sleeves for 
electric cables; kilometer recorders for vehicles; knee-pads for workers; laboratory centrifuges; laboratory pipettes; 
laboratory trays; lactodensimeters; lactometers; laptop computers; lasers, not for medical purposes; lenses for 
astrophotography; lens hoods; letter scales; levelling instruments; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; levels 
[instruments for determining the horizontal]; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; life-saving rafts; life belts; 
lifeboats; life buoys; life jackets; life saving apparatus and equipment; light-emitting diodes [LED]; light-emitting 
electronic pointers; light dimmers [regulators], electric; lighting ballasts; lightning rods; locks, electric; logs [measuring 
instruments]; loudspeakers; magic lanterns; magnetic data media; magnetic encoders; magnetic tapes; magnetic tape 
units for computers; magnetic wires; magnets; magnifying glasses [optics]; marine compasses; marine depth finders; 
marking buoys; marking gauges [joinery]; masts for wireless aerials; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; 
material testing instruments and machines; mathematical instruments; measures; measuring apparatus; measuring 
devices, electric; measuring glassware; measuring instruments; measuring spoons; mechanical signs; mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus; mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus; megaphones; memory cards for video game 
machines; mercury levels; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; meteorological balloons; meteorological 
instruments; metronomes; micrometers; micrometer screws for optical instruments; microphones; microprocessors; 
microscopes; microtomes; mirrors for inspecting work; mirrors [optics]; modems; money counting and sorting machines; 
monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; 
mouse pads; mouse [computer peripheral]; mouth guards for sports; nautical apparatus and instruments; naval signalling 
apparatus; navigational instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; needles for record players; 
neon signs; nets for protection against accidents; nose clips for divers and swimmers; notebook computers; objectives 
[lenses] [optics]; observation instruments; octants; ohmmeters; optical apparatus and instruments; optical character 
readers; optical condensers; optical data media; optical discs; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting filaments]; optical 
glass; optical lamps; optical lenses; oscillographs; oxygen transvasing apparatus; ozonisers [ozonators]; parking meters; 
particle accelerators; pedometers; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; periscopes; personal stereos; Petri dishes; 
photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; photometers; phototelegraphy apparatus; photovoltaic cells; pince-
nez; Pitot tubes; plane tables [surveying instruments]; planimeters; plates for batteries; plotters; plumb bobs; plumb 
lines; pocket calculators; polarimeters; portable media players; precision balances; precision measuring apparatus; 
pressure gauges; pressure indicator plugs for valves; pressure indicators; pressure measuring apparatus; printed circuit 
boards; printed circuits; printers for use with computers; prisms [optics]; probes for scientific purposes; processors 
[central processing units]; projection apparatus; projection screens; protection devices against X-rays, not for medical 
purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; protective films adapted for computer screens; 
protective helmets; protective helmets for sports; protective masks; protective suits for aviators; protractors [measuring 
instruments]; punched card machines for offices; push buttons for bells; pyrometers; quantity indicators; radar 
apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; radiology screens for industrial purposes; radio pagers; radios; 
radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; railway traffic safety appliances; range finders; readers [data processing 
equipment]; record players; reflective articles for wear, for the prevention of accidents; reflective safety vests; 
refractometers; refractors; regulating apparatus, electric; relays, electric; remote control apparatus; rescue flares, non-
explosive and non-pyrotechnic; rescue laser signalling flares; resistances, electric; respirators for filtering air; respiratory 
masks, other than for artificial respiration; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; retorts; retorts' stands; 
revolution counters; rheostats; riding helmets; ring sizers; road signs, luminous or mechanical; rods for water diviners; 
rulers [measuring instruments]; rules [measuring instruments]; saccharometers; safety nets; safety restraints, other than 
for vehicle seats and sports equipment; safety tarpaulins; salinometers; satellite navigational apparatus; satellites for 
scientific purposes; scales; scanners [data processing equipment]; screens for photoengraving; screens [photography]; 
screw-tapping gauges; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; semiconductors; sextants; sheaths for electric cables; shoes 
for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; shutter releases [photography]; shutters [photography]; sighting 
telescopes for firearms; signal bells; signal lanterns; signalling buoys; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; 
signalling whistles; signals, luminous or mechanical; signs, luminous; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; 
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sirens; sleeves for laptops; slide-rules; slide calipers; slide projectors; slope indicators; smartglasses; smartphones; 
smartwatches; smoke detectors; solar batteries; solar panels for the production of electricity; solderers' helmets; 
solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; sonars; sounding apparatus and machines; sounding leads; sounding lines; 
sound locating instruments; sound recording apparatus; sound recording carriers; sound recording discs; sound 
recording strips; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; spark-guards; speaking tubes; spectacle 
lenses; spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; speed indicators; speed 
measuring apparatus [photography]; speed regulators for record players; spherometers; spirit levels; spools 
[photography]; sports whistles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; square rulers for measuring; squares for measuring; 
stage lighting regulators; stands for photographic apparatus; starter cables for motors; steering apparatus, automatic, for 
vehicles; step-up transformers; stereoscopes; stereoscopic apparatus; stills for laboratory experiments; stroboscopes; 
sulfitometers; sunglasses; surveying apparatus and instruments; surveying chains; surveying instruments; surveyors' 
levels; survival blankets; switchboards; switchboxes [electricity]; switches, electric; T-squares for measuring; tablet 
computers; tachometers; tape recorders; taximeters; teaching apparatus; teaching robots; teeth protectors; telegraph 
wires; telephone apparatus; telephone receivers; telephone transmitters; telephone wires; teleprinters; teleprompters; 
telerupters; telescopes; telescopic sights for artillery; television apparatus; temperature indicator labels, not for medical 
purposes; temperature indicators; terminals [electricity]; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; test tubes; theft 
prevention installations, electric; theodolites; thermionic tubes; thermo-hygrometers; thermometers, not for medical 
purposes; thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; thread counters; ticket dispensers; time clocks [time recording 
devices]; time recording apparatus; time switches, automatic; tone arms for record players; toner cartridges, unfilled, for 
printers and photocopiers; totalizators; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; traffic cones; transformers [electricity]; 
transistors [electronic]; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters [telecommunication]; transmitting sets 
[telecommunication]; transparencies [photography]; transponders; triodes; tripods for cameras; urinometers; USB flash 
drives; vacuum gauges; vacuum tubes [radio]; variometers; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; vehicle radios; 
verniers; video baby monitors; video cassettes; video game cartridges; video recorders; video screens; videotapes; video 
telephones; viewfinders, photographic; viscosimeters; visors for helmets; voltage regulators for vehicles; voltage surge 
protectors; voltmeters; voting machines; wafers for integrated circuits; walkie-talkies; washing trays [photography]; water 
level indicators; wavemeters; wearable activity trackers; weighbridges; weighing apparatus and instruments; weighing 
machines; weights; whistle alarms; wind socks for indicating wind direction; wire connectors [electricity]; wires, electric; 
workmen's protective face-shields; wrist rests for use with computers; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; X-ray 
films, exposed; X-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes.

Cl.16;Absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; addressing machines; address plates for 
addressing machines; address stamps; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; adhesives [glues] for 
stationery or household purposes; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; adhesive tapes for stationery or 
household purposes; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; albums; almanacs; announcement cards [stationery]; 
apparatus for mounting photographs; aquarelles; architects' models; arithmetical tables; artists' watercolor saucers; 
atlases; bags for microwave cooking; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; balls for ball-point 
pens; banknotes; bibs of paper; binding strips [bookbinding]; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching 
materials]; blackboards; blotters; blueprints; bookbinding apparatus and machines [office equipment]; bookbinding cloth; 
bookbinding material; bookends; booklets; bookmarkers; books; bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard; bottle wrappers 
of paper or cardboard; boxes of paper or cardboard; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; calendars; canvas for 
painting; carbon paper; cardboard; cardboard tubes; cards; cases for stamps [seals]; catalogues; chalk for lithography; 
chalk holders; charcoal pencils; chart pointers, non-electronic; chromolithographs [chromos]; cigar bands; clipboards; 
coasters of paper; comic books; compasses for drawing; composing frames [printing]; composing sticks; conical paper 
bags; copying paper [stationery]; cords for bookbinding; correcting fluids [office requisites]; correcting ink [heliography]; 
correcting tapes [office requisites]; covers of paper for flower pots; covers [stationery]; cream containers of paper; credit 
card imprinters, non-electric; desk mats; diagrams; document files [stationery]; document holders [stationery]; document 
laminators for office use; drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; drawing boards; drawing instruments; drawing 
materials; drawing pads; drawing pens; drawing pins; drawing rulers; drawing sets; duplicators; elastic bands for offices; 
electrocardiograph paper; electrotypes; embroidery designs [patterns]; engraving plates; engravings; envelope sealing 
machines for offices; envelopes [stationery]; erasing products; erasing shields; etching needles; etchings; fabrics for 
bookbinding; face towels of paper; figurines of papier mâché; files [office requisites]; filtering materials of paper; filter 
paper; finger-stalls [office requisites]; flags of paper; flyers; folders for papers; forms, printed; fountain pens; franking 
machines for office use; French curves; galley racks [printing]; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; geographical maps; 
glue for stationery or household purposes; gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes; graining combs; graphic 
prints; graphic representations; graphic reproductions; greeting cards; gummed cloth for stationery purposes; gummed 
tape [stationery]; gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; hand-rests for painters; handkerchiefs of 
paper; hand labelling appliances; handwriting specimens for copying; hat boxes of cardboard; hectographs; histological 
sections for teaching purposes; holders for cheque books; holders for stamps [seals]; house painters' rollers; humidity 
control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; index cards [stationery]; indexes; Indian inks; ink; inking pads; 
inking ribbons; inking sheets for document reproducing machines; inking sheets for duplicators; inkstands; ink sticks; 
ink stones [ink reservoirs]; inkwells; isinglass for stationery or household purposes; labels of paper or cardboard; 
ledgers [books]; letter trays; lithographic stones; lithographic works of art; lithographs; loose-leaf binders; luminous 
paper; magazines [periodicals]; manifolds [stationery]; manuals [handbooks]; marking chalk; marking pens [stationery]; 
mats for beer glasses; mimeograph apparatus and machines; modelling clay; modelling materials; modelling paste; 
modelling wax, not for dental purposes; moisteners for gummed surfaces [office requisites]; moisteners [office 
requisites]; molds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; money clips; musical greeting cards; newsletters; newspapers; 
nibs; nibs of gold; note books; numbering apparatus; numbers [type]; obliterating stamps; office perforators; office 
requisites, except furniture; oleographs; packaging material made of starches; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of 
paper or cardboard; pads [stationery]; page holders; paint boxes for use in schools; paintbrushes; painters' brushes; 
painters' easels; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; paint trays; palettes for painters; pamphlets; pantographs 
[drawing instruments]; paper; paper-clips; paper bows, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; paper clasps; paper 
coffee filters; paper creasers [office requisites]; paper cutters [office requisites]; paper for radiograms; paper for 
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recording machines; paper knives [letter openers]; paper ribbons, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; papers 
for painting and calligraphy; paper sheets [stationery]; paper shredders for office use; paper tapes and cards for the 
recordal of computer programmes; paperweights; papier mâché; parchment paper; passport holders; pastels [crayons]; 
pen cases; pencil lead holders; pencil leads; pencils; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; pencil sharpening 
machines, electric or non-electric; pen clips; penholders; pens [office requisites]; pen wipers; perforated cards for 
Jacquard looms; periodicals; photo-engravings; photograph stands; photographs [printed]; pictures; placards of paper or 
cardboard; place mats of paper; plastic bags for pet waste disposal; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; 
plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; plastic film for wrapping; plastics for modelling; polymer modelling clay; 
portraits; postage stamps; postcards; posters; printed coupons; printed matter; printed publications; printed timetables; 
printers' blankets, not of textile; printers' reglets; printing blocks; printing sets, portable [office requisites]; printing type; 
prints [engravings]; prospectuses; punches [office requisites]; rice paper; rollers for typewriters; rubber erasers; school 
supplies [stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for offices; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; sealing machines for 
offices; sealing stamps; sealing wafers; sealing wax; seals [stamps]; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household 
purposes; sewing patterns; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; shields [paper seals]; signboards of paper or 
cardboard; silver paper; slate pencils; song books; spools for inking ribbons; spray chalk; square rulers for drawing; 
squares for drawing; stamp pads; stamp stands; stamps [seals]; stands for pens and pencils; staples for offices; starch 
paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; stationery; steatite [tailor's chalk]; steel letters; steel pens; stencil 
cases; stencil plates; stencils; stencils [stationery]; stickers [stationery]; stuffing of paper or cardboard; T-squares for 
drawing; tablecloths of paper; table linen of paper; tablemats of paper; table napkins of paper; tags for index cards; 
tailors' chalk; teaching materials [except apparatus]; terrestrial globes; tickets; tissues of paper for removing make-up; 
toilet paper; towels of paper; tracing cloth; tracing needles for drawing purposes; tracing paper; tracing patterns; trading 
cards, other than for games; transfers [decalcomanias]; transparencies [stationery]; trays for sorting and counting 
money; typewriter keys; typewriter ribbons; typewriters, electric or non-electric; type [numerals and letters]; vignetting 
apparatus; viscose sheets for wrapping; washi; waxed paper; wood pulp board [stationery]; wood pulp paper; wrapping 
paper; wristbands for the retention of writing instruments; writing board erasers; writing brushes; writing cases [sets]; 
writing cases [stationery]; writing chalk; writing instruments; writing materials; writing or drawing books; writing paper; 
writing slates.

Cl.25;Albs; ankle boots; aprons [clothing]; ascots; babies' pants [underwear]; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; bathing caps; 
bathing suits; bathing trunks; bath robes; bath sandals; bath slippers; beach clothes; beach shoes; belts [clothing]; 
berets; bibs, not of paper; boas [necklets]; bodices [lingerie]; boots; boots for sports; boot uppers; boxer shorts; braces 
for clothing [suspenders]; brassieres; breeches for wear; camisoles; cap peaks; caps being headwear; chasubles; 
clothing; clothing for gymnastics; clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of leather; coats; collars [clothing]; 
combinations [clothing]; corselets; corsets [underclothing]; cuffs; cyclists' clothing; detachable collars; dresses; 
dressing gowns; dress shields; ear muffs [clothing]; embroidered clothing; esparto shoes or sandals; fingerless gloves; 
fishing vests; fittings of metal for footwear; football shoes; footmuffs, not electrically heated; footwear; footwear uppers; 
fur stoles; furs [clothing]; gabardines [clothing]; gaiters; galoshes; garters; girdles; gloves [clothing]; gymnastic shoes; 
half-boots; hat frames [skeletons]; hats; headbands [clothing]; headwear; heelpieces for footwear; heelpieces for 
stockings; heels; hoods [clothing]; hosiery; inner soles; jackets [clothing]; jerseys [clothing]; jumper dresses; knitwear 
[clothing]; lace boots; layettes [clothing]; leggings [leg warmers]; leggings [trousers]; liveries; maniples; mantillas; 
masquerade costumes; miters [hats]; money belts [clothing]; motorists' clothing; muffs [clothing]; neck scarves 
[mufflers]; neckties; non-slipping devices for footwear; outerclothing; overalls; overcoats; pajamas; panties; paper 
clothing; paper hats [clothing]; parkas; pelerines; pelisses; petticoats; pockets for clothing; pocket squares; ponchos; 
ready-made clothing; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; sandals; saris; sarongs; sashes for wear; scarfs; shawls; 
shirt fronts; shirts; shirt yokes; shoes; short-sleeve shirts; shower caps; ski boots; ski gloves; skirts; skorts; skull caps; 
sleep masks; slippers; slips [underclothing]; socks; sock suspenders; soles for footwear; sports jerseys; sports shoes; 
sports singlets; stockings; stocking suspenders; studs for football boots; stuff jackets [clothing]; suits; sweat-absorbent 
socks; sweat-absorbent stockings; sweat-absorbent underwear; sweaters; teddies [underclothing]; tee-shirts; tights; tips 
for footwear; togas; top hats; trousers; trouser straps; turbans; underpants; underwear; valenki [felted boots]; veils 
[clothing]; vests; visors being headwear; waterproof clothing; welts for footwear; wet suits for water-skiing; wimples; 
wooden shoes.

Cl.28;Amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; apparatus for games; appliances for gymnastics; arcade 
video game machines; archery implements; artificial fishing bait; artificial snow for Christmas trees; ascenders 
[mountaineering equipment]; baby gyms; backgammon games; bags especially designed for skis and surfboards; ball 
pitching machines; balls for games; bar-bells; baseball gloves; batting gloves [accessories for games]; bells for 
Christmas trees; billiard balls; billiard cues; billiard cue tips; billiard markers; billiard table cushions; billiard tables; bingo 
cards; bite indicators [fishing tackle]; bite sensors [fishing tackle]; bladders of balls for games; board games; bob-
sleighs; body-building apparatus; bodyboards; bowling apparatus and machinery; bows for archery; boxing gloves; 
building blocks [toys]; building games; butterfly nets; camouflage screens [sports articles]; candle holders for Christmas 
trees; caps for pistols [toys]; carnival masks; chalk for billiard cues; checkerboards; checkers [games]; chessboards; 
chess games; chest expanders [exercisers]; chips for gambling; Christmas crackers [party novelties]; Christmas trees of 
synthetic material; Christmas tree stands; clay pigeons [targets]; clay pigeon traps; climbers' harness; coin-operated 
billiard tables; confetti; conjuring apparatus; controllers for game consoles; controllers for toys; counters [discs] for 
games; creels [fishing traps]; cricket bags; cups for dice; darts; decoys for hunting or fishing; dice; discuses for sports; 
divot repair tools [golf accessories]; dolls; dolls' beds; dolls' clothes; dolls' feeding bottles; dolls' houses; dolls' rooms; 
dominoes; drones [toys]; dumb-bells; edges of skis; elbow guards [sports articles]; electronic targets; fairground ride 
apparatus; fencing gauntlets; fencing masks; fencing weapons; fish hooks; fishing lines; fishing tackle; flippers for 
diving; flippers for swimming; floats for fishing; flying discs [toys]; foosball tables; games; gaming machines for 
gambling; gloves for games; golf bag carts; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf clubs; golf gloves; gut for fishing; gut 
for rackets; gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; hang gliders; harness for sailboards; harpoon guns 
[sports articles]; hockey sticks; horseshoe games; hunting game calls; ice skates; in-line roller skates; jigsaw puzzles; 
joysticks for video games; kaleidoscopes; kite reels; kites; knee guards [sports articles]; landing nets for anglers; 
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machines for physical exercises; mah-jong; marbles for games; masks [playthings]; masts for sailboards; matryoshka 
dolls; men's athletic supporters [sports articles]; nets for sports; novelty toys for parties; novelty toys for playing jokes; 
ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; pachinkos; paddleboards; paintball guns 
[sports apparatus]; paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]; paper party hats; paragliders; parlor 
games; percussion caps [toys]; play balloons; playing balls; playing cards; plush toys; poles for pole vaulting; portable 
games with liquid crystal displays; protective films adapted for screens for portable games; protective paddings [parts of 
sports suits]; punching bags; puppets; quoits; rackets; reels for fishing; remote-controlled toy vehicles; rhythmic 
gymnastics ribbons; ring games; rocking horses; rods for fishing; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; roller skates; 
roller skis; rosin used by athletes; roulette wheels; sailboards; scale model kits [toys]; scale model vehicles; scent lures 
for hunting or fishing; scooters [toys]; scratch cards for playing lottery games; seal skins [coverings for skis]; shin 
guards [sports articles]; shuttlecocks; skateboards; skating boots with skates attached; ski bindings; ski poles; ski poles 
for roller skis; skis; skittles; skittles [games]; sleds [sports articles]; slides [playthings]; sling shots [sports articles]; slot 
machines [gaming machines]; snowboards; snow globes; snowshoes; soap bubbles [toys]; sole coverings for skis; 
spinning tops [toys]; spring boards [sports articles]; starting blocks for sports; stationary exercise bicycles; strings for 
rackets; stuffed toys; surfboard leashes; surfboards; surf skis; swimming belts; swimming jackets; swimming 
kickboards; swimming pools [play articles]; swimming webs; swings; tables for table tennis; targets; teddy bears; tennis 
ball throwing apparatus; tennis nets; theatrical masks; toy air pistols; toy figures; toy mobiles; toy models; toy pistols; 
toys; toys for pets; toy vehicles; trampolines; twirling batons; video game machines; waist trimmer exercise belts; 
waterskis; water wings; weight lifting belts [sports articles]; yoga swings.

Cl.35;Administration of consumer loyalty programs; administration of frequent flyer programs; administrative 
processing of purchase orders; advertising; advertising agencies; advertising by mail order; advisory services for 
business management; appointment reminder services [office functions]; appointment scheduling services [office 
functions]; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for 
others; auctioneering; bill-posting; book-keeping; business appraisals; business auditing; business efficiency expert 
services; business information; business inquiries; business investigations; business management and organization 
consultancy; business management assistance; business management consultancy; business management for freelance 
service providers; business management of hotels; business management of performing artists; business management 
of reimbursement programs for others; business management of sports people; business organization consultancy; 
business project management services for construction projects; business research; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial information agency services; commercial information and 
advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; commercial intermediation services; commercial or 
industrial management assistance; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; 
computerized file management; cost price analysis; data search in computer files for others; demonstration of goods; 
design of advertising materials; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; 
document reproduction; drawing up of statements of accounts; economic forecasting; employment agency services; 
import-export agency services; interim business management; invoicing; layout services for advertising purposes; 
marketing; marketing research; market studies; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; negotiation and conclusion 
of commercial transactions for third parties; news clipping services; office machines and equipment rental; online 
advertising on a computer network; opinion polling; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising 
purposes; outdoor advertising; outsourced administrative management for companies; outsourcing services [business 
assistance]; pay per click advertising; payroll preparation; personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; 
photocopying services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; price comparison services; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; production of advertising films; 
professional business consultancy; providing business information via a web site; provision of an online marketplace for 
buyers and sellers of goods and services; provision of commercial and business contact information; psychological 
testing for the selection of personnel; publication of publicity texts; publicity material rental; public relations; radio 
advertising; relocation services for businesses; rental of advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication 
media; rental of billboards [advertising boards]; rental of photocopying machines; rental of sales stands; rental of 
vending machines; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; sales 
promotion for others; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; search engine optimization for sales promotion; secretarial 
services; shop window dressing; shorthand; sponsorship search; systemization of information into computer databases; 
tax filing services; tax preparation; telemarketing services; telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; television 
advertising; transcription of communications [office functions]; typing; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; updating of advertising material; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; web site traffic 
optimization; wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; word 
processing; writing of publicity texts; writing of résumés for others.

Cl.36;Accident insurance underwriting; accommodation bureau services [apartments]; actuarial services; antique 
appraisal; apartment house management; arranging finance for construction projects; art appraisal; bail-bonding; 
banking; brokerage; brokerage of carbon credits; business liquidation services, financial; capital investment; charitable 
fund raising; cheque verification; check verification; clearing, financial; clearing-houses, financial; credit bureau services; 
debt advisory services; debt collection agency services; deposits of valuables; electronic funds transfer; exchanging 
money; factoring; financial analysis; financial appraisals in responding to calls for tenders; financial appraisals in 
responding to requests for proposals [RFPs]; financial consultancy; financial customs brokerage services; financial 
evaluation of development costs relating to the oil, gas and mining industries; financial evaluation of standing timber; 
financial valuation of standing timber; financial evaluation of wool; financial valuation of wool; financial evaluation 
[insurance, banking, real estate]; financial information; financial management; financial management of reimbursement 
payments for others; financial research; financial sponsorship; financing services; fire insurance underwriting; fiscal 
valuation; health insurance underwriting; instalment loans; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy; insurance 
information; insurance underwriting; investment of funds; issuance of credit cards; issuance of tokens of value; issuance 
of travelers' checks; issuance of travellers' cheques; jewellery appraisal; jewelry appraisal; lease-purchase financing; 
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hire-purchase financing; lending against security; life insurance underwriting; loans [financing]; marine insurance 
underwriting; mortgage banking; mutual funds; numismatic appraisal; online banking; organization of monetary 
collections; pawn brokerage; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; provident fund 
services; providing financial information via a web site; providing rebates at participating establishments of others 
through use of a membership card; real estate agency services; real estate appraisal; real estate brokerage; real estate 
management; rental of apartments; rental of farms; rental of offices for co-working; rental of offices [real estate]; rental of 
real estate; rent collection; repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]; retirement payment services; safe deposit 
services; savings bank services; securities brokerage; stamp appraisal; stock brokerage services; stock exchange 
quotations; stocks and bonds brokerage; surety services; trusteeship; fiduciary.

Cl.37;Airplane maintenance and repair; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; artificial snow-making services; asphalting; 
boiler cleaning and repair; bricklaying; building construction supervision; building insulating; building of fair stalls and 
shops; building sealing; burglar alarm installation and repair; burner maintenance and repair; carpentry services; 
chimney sweeping; cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; cleaning of buildings [interior]; cleaning of clothing; clock 
and watch repair; clothing repair; construction; construction consultancy; construction information; demolition of 
buildings; diaper cleaning; disinfecting; drilling of deep oil or gas wells; drilling of wells; dry cleaning; electric appliance 
installation and repair; elevator installation and repair; factory construction; film projector repair and maintenance; fire 
alarm installation and repair; freezing equipment installation and repair; fur care, cleaning and repair; furnace installation 
and repair; furniture maintenance; furniture restoration; harbour construction; heating equipment installation and repair; 
installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; 
installation and repair of flood protection equipment; installation of doors and windows; installation of utilities in 
construction sites; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; irrigation devices installation and repair; kitchen 
equipment installation; knife sharpening; laundering; laying of cable; leather care, cleaning and repair; linen ironing; 
machinery installation, maintenance and repair; masonry; mining extraction; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; office 
machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; painting, interior and exterior; painting or repair of signs; 
paper hanging; photographic apparatus repair; pier breakwater building; pipeline construction and maintenance; 
plastering; plumbing; pressing of clothing; pumicing; pump repair; quarrying services; rat exterminating; re-tinning; 
rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially destroyed; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially 
destroyed; refilling of ink cartridges; refilling of toner cartridges; renovation of clothing; rental of bulldozers; rental of 
cleaning machines; rental of construction equipment; rental of cranes [construction equipment]; rental of drainage 
pumps; rental of excavators; rental of laundry washing machines; rental of road sweeping machines; repair information; 
repair of power lines; repair of security locks; restoration of musical instruments; restoration of works of art; retreading of 
tires; riveting; road paving; roofing services; rustproofing; safe maintenance and repair; sanding; scaffolding; 
shipbuilding; shoe repair; street cleaning; strong-room maintenance and repair; swimming-pool maintenance; telephone 
installation and repair; tire balancing; tuning of musical instruments; umbrella repair; underwater construction; 
underwater repair; upholstering; upholstery repair; varnishing; vehicle battery charging; vehicle breakdown repair 
services; vehicle cleaning; vehicle greasing; vehicle maintenance; vehicle polishing; vehicle service stations [refuelling 
and maintenance]; vehicle washing; vermin exterminating, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and 
forestry; vulcanization of tires [repair]; warehouse construction and repair; washing; washing of linen; window cleaning.

Cl.38;Cable television broadcasting; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; 
communications by fibre optic networks; communications by fiber optic networks; communications by telegrams; 
communications by telephone; computer aided transmission of messages and images; electronic bulletin board services 
[telecommunications services]; facsimile transmission; information about telecommunication; message sending; news 
agency services; paging services [radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]; providing access to 
databases; providing internet chatrooms; providing online forums; providing telecommunication channels for 
teleshopping services; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access 
to global computer networks; radio broadcasting; radio communications; rental of access time to global computer 
networks; rental of facsimile apparatus; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of modems; rental of 
telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; satellite transmission; streaming of data; telecommunications 
routing and junction services; teleconferencing services; telegraph services; telephone services; television broadcasting; 
telex services; transmission of digital files; transmission of electronic mail; transmission of greeting cards online; 
transmission of telegrams; video-on-demand transmission; videoconferencing services; voice mail services; wireless 
broadcasting.

Cl.39;Aircraft rental; air transport; ambulance transport; armored-car transport; boat rental; boat storage; boat 
transport; booking of seats for travel; bottling services; bus transport; car parking; car rental; carting; car transport; 
chauffeur services; collection of recyclable goods [transport]; courier services [messages or merchandise]; delivery of 
goods; delivery of goods by mail order; delivery of newspapers; distribution of energy; electricity distribution; escorting 
of travellers; ferry-boat transport; flower delivery; franking of mail; freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]; freight 
forwarding; freighting; freight [shipping of goods]; garage rental; gift wrapping; guarded transport of valuables; hauling; 
horse rental; ice-breaking; launching of satellites for others; lighterage services; marine transport; message delivery; 
motor coach rental; operating canal locks; packaging of goods; parcel delivery; parking place rental; passenger 
transport; physical storage of electronically stored data or documents; piloting; pleasure boat transport; porterage; 
providing driving directions for travel purposes; railway coach rental; railway transport; railway truck rental; refloating of 
ships; refrigerator rental; removal services; rental of aircraft engines; rental of diving bells; rental of diving suits; rental of 
freezers; rental of motor racing cars; rental of navigational systems; rental of storage containers; rental of tractors; rental 
of vehicle roof racks; rental of warehouses; rental of wheelchairs; rescue operations [transport]; river transport; salvage 
of ships; salvaging; shipbrokerage; stevedoring; storage; storage information; storage of goods; streetcar transport; 
transport; transport and storage of trash; transportation information; transportation logistics; transport brokerage; 
transport by pipeline; transporting furniture; transport of travellers; transport reservation; transport services for 
sightseeing tours; travel reservation; underwater salvage; unloading cargo; vehicle breakdown towing services; vehicle 
rental; water distribution; water supplying; wrapping of goods.
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Cl.41;Academies [education]; aikido instruction; amusement park services; animal training; arranging and conducting 
of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and 
conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; arranging and conducting of 
seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging of 
beauty contests; boarding school education; booking of seats for shows; calligraphy services; cinema presentations; 
club services [entertainment or education]; coaching [training]; conducting fitness classes; conducting guided climbing 
tours; conducting guided tours; correspondence courses; disc jockey services; discotheque services; dubbing; 
educational examination; educational services provided by schools; educational services provided by special needs 
assistants; education information; electronic desktop publishing; entertainer services; entertainment information; 
entertainment services; film production, other than advertising films; gambling services; games equipment rental; game 
services provided online from a computer network; gymnastic instruction; health club services [health and fitness 
training]; holiday camp services [entertainment]; judo instruction; karaoke services; know-how transfer [training]; 
language interpreter services; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; lending library services; microfilming; 
mobile library services; modelling for artists; movie studio services; music composition services; news reporters 
services; nightclub services [entertainment]; nursery schools; online publication of electronic books and journals; 
orchestra services; organization of balls; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization 
of lotteries; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of sports competitions; party planning 
[entertainment]; personal trainer services [fitness training]; photographic reporting; photography; physical education; 
practical training [demonstration]; presentation of circus performances; presentation of live performances; presentation 
of variety shows; production of music; production of radio and television programmes; production of shows; providing 
amusement arcade services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; providing golf facilities; providing museum facilities 
[presentation, exhibitions]; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; providing online music, not 
downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable; providing recreation facilities; providing sports facilities; 
publication of books; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; radio entertainment; recording studio services; 
recreation information; religious education; rental of audio equipment; rental of cinematographic apparatus; rental of 
lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of motion pictures; rental of radio and television sets; 
rental of show scenery; rental of skin diving equipment; rental of sound recordings; rental of sports equipment, except 
vehicles; rental of sports grounds; rental of stadium facilities; rental of stage scenery; rental of tennis courts; rental of 
video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; sado instruction [tea ceremony instruction]; 
screenplay writing; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; sign language interpretation; songwriting; sport 
camp services; subtitling; teaching; television entertainment; theatre productions; ticket agency services [entertainment]; 
timing of sports events; toy rental; training services provided via simulators; translation; tutoring; videotape editing; 
videotaping; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; vocational retraining; writing of texts; zoological garden 
services.

Cl.42;Analysis for oil-field exploitation; architectural consultancy; architectural services; authenticating works of art; 
bacteriological research; biological research; calibration [measuring]; cartography services; chemical analysis; chemical 
research; chemistry services; clinical trials; cloud computing; cloud seeding; computer programming; computer rental; 
computer security consultancy; computer software consultancy; computer software design; computer system analysis; 
computer system design; computer technology consultancy; computer virus protection services; conducting technical 
project studies; construction drafting; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; consultancy in 
the field of energy-saving; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; conversion of 
data or documents from physical to electronic media; cosmetic research; creating and maintaining web sites for others; 
design of interior decor; development of computer platforms; digitization of documents [scanning]; dress designing; 
duplication of computer programs; electronic data storage; energy auditing; engineering; geological prospecting; 
geological research; geological surveys; graphic arts design; handwriting analysis [graphology]; hosting computer sites 
[web sites]; industrial design; information technology [IT] consultancy; installation of computer software; interior design; 
land surveying; maintenance of computer software; material testing; mechanical research; medical research; 
meteorological information; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; off-site data backup; oil-field surveys; oil-
well testing; oil prospecting; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; packaging design; 
providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; providing search engines for the internet; 
provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; quality control; quality 
evaluation of standing timber; quality evaluation of wool; recovery of computer data; rental of computer software; rental 
of web servers; research and development of new products for others; research in the field of building construction; 
research in the field of environmental protection; research in the field of physics; research in the field of 
telecommunications technology; research in the field of welding; scientific and technological research in the field of 
natural disasters; scientific and technological research relating to patent mapping; scientific laboratory services; 
scientific research; server hosting; software as a service [SaaS]; software development in the framework of software 
publishing; styling [industrial design]; surveying; technical writing; technological consultancy; technological research; 
telecommunications technology consultancy; textile testing; underwater exploration; updating of computer software; 
urban planning; vehicle roadworthiness testing; water analysis; weather forecasting; web site design consultancy.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1583228 1583228 - (1428-0) 
3401033 3401033 - (1921-0) 

SPELLINGS OF GOODS CORRECTED IN CLASS 03 TO BE - SOAPS; PERFUMERY, PERFUMES; 
DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, DEODORANTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR FOR ANIMALS, 
EAU DE COLOGNE; ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, COSMETIC KITS; TOILETRIES; MAKE-UP; 
EYEBROW COSMETICS, EYE LINERS, COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR EYELASHES, LIPSTICKS, 
MAKE-UP POWDERS, NAIL POLISHES TOP COAT, NAIL POLISH BASE COAT, COSMETIC 
PENCILS, EYEBROW PENCILS, FOUNDATION MAKE-UP, BASES FOR MAKE-UP, COSMETIC 
POWDERS, POWDER COMPACTS (COSMETICS); EYE-SHADOW, MASCARA, LIP GLOSS, CHEEK 
ROUGE, WHITENING PRODUCTS; MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS, MAKE-UP REMOVING 
PREPARATIONS; FACIAL WASHES (COSMETIC); COSMETIC OILS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS 
FOR ACNE CARE; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED ANTI-PERSPIRANTS 
(TOILETRIES); DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS; DENTIFRICES; CREAMS, LOTION AND OILS FOR 
COSMETIC PURPOSES; NON MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR THE 
BATH AND/OR SHOWER; HAIR LOTIONS; HAIR TONICS; ANTI-PERSPIRANTS; SHAMPOOS; 
CONDITIONERS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKINCARE PREPARATIONS; 
NON-MEDICATED BODY CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SUN-CARE PREPARATIONS; 
ARTIFICIAL EYELASHES; LIPSTICK, EYE LINER, NAIL POLISH, NAIL ART STICKERS, NAIL 
POLISH REMOVERS (COSMETICS), COSMETIC EYE PENCILS: TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH 
COSMETICS; COSMETIC COTTON WOOL; COTTON WOOL IN THE FORM OF BALLS, BUDS, 
PADS, ROLLS, SWABS, WIPES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; MAKE-UP PADS OF COTTON WOOL, 
SHOE CREAM; SHOE WAX; LEATHER PRESERVATIVES; CREAMS AND WAXES FOR LEATHER; 
AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS; HAIR SPRAY. 
CLASS 14 TO BE - JEWELLERY, COSTUME JEWELLERY, CHARMS, NECKLACES,BRACELETS, 
EARRINGS; MEDALLIONS; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, DIALS 
(CLOCK AND WATCH MAKING), WRIST WATCHES, WATCHES, WATCH BANDS; SHOE 
ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL; KEY RINGS; CUFF LINKS, ORNAMENTAL PINS, TIE CLIPS, 
TIE PINS, PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR 
COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 14. 

4279321 4279321 - (1920-0) 
GOODS WERE AMENDED TO BE - CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR INCLUDING T-SHIRTS, 
ROBES, TIES, SLIPPERS, EYE MASK, TOWELS, GLOVES, CAPS, BEANIES, SWEATSHIRT AS PER 
TM M DATED 19/09/2019. 
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475374 526566 597359 635029 639940

694692 712036 746091 753910 828130

830999 831000 831002 839254 886200

886235 892930 912878 916047 921643

922121 927965 941910 958125 996886

1014210 1026995 1090244 1197575 1204671

1306709 1306710 1334183 1344274 1537259

1635708 1708794 1768396 1820391 1828306

1842125 1846234 1997323 2001757 2218391

2249198 2249199 2263897 2305799 2410208

2439334 2443428 2460651 2470267 2471476

2471559 2483745 2483943 2483950 2490484

2491752 2494391 2499018 2499833 2507174

2507394 2514480 2516809 2519756 2525661

2525801 2525802 2527987 2532293 2535264

2545235 2547508 2554331 2554707 2554928

2555375 2556032 2557002 2557013 2557159

2564027 2566105 2568946 2574231 2574247

2574249 2578726 2580746 2582554 2584199

2586641 2589643 2603526 2614661 2614790

2621335 2626198 2626217 2626219 2626222

2626507 2626508 2631022 2652086 2654820

2655043 2663681 2664093 2665167 2671037

2673136 2674420 2679008 2679413 2680776

2682520 2683746 2685125 2688423 2690308

2694401 2694403 2694465 2698818 2700642

2702366 2706713 2707779 2708198 2709099

2709904 2713184 2713190 2714196 2718443

2722851 2722852 2729561 2736815 2736935

2749562 2749789 2750422 2755017 2758433

2763534 2765965 2769308 2769310 2769312

2769329 2774810 2777101 2777162 2778491

2781320 2784664 2790023 2792609 2792614

2792958 2795912 2795914 2796763 2800485

2810430 2812117 2814364 2819198 2834573

2835224 2835742 2835973 2835974 2837077
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2837356 2837404 2837503 2837939 2838130

2838409 2839361 2839485 2840834 2841793

2841827 2841979 2842078 2842331 2842388

2843975 2844661 2846983 2847847 2848014

2849082 2849083 2851228 2851780 2851785

2853357 2853565 2853757 2854365 2854435

2856539 2856545 2856646 2856901 2857605

2857623 2857735 2858114 2858923 2860229

2860531 2862167 2862922 2863715 2863791

2863793 2864259 2864633 2864634 2864798

2865403 2866926 2868435 2868944 2868983

2870262 2870646 2870770 2871066 2871763

2872007 2872898 2874207 2874467 2874653

2875339 2875356 2875741 2876278 2876408

2876410 2876608 2876899 2877302 2878738

2879029 2879043 2879603 2879788 2880298

2881573 2882117 2882118 2882365 2882770

2882873 2883063 2883065 2883141 2885386

2886437 2886440 2886469 2887641 2887650

2888013 2888020 2888021 2888757 2888968

2889999 2890015 2892728 2892867 2893286

2894735 2895028 2895640 2895641 2896083

2897978 2897980 2897982 2898265 2902018

2902021 2903913 2903915 2905025 2907467

2907469 2908460 2909532 2911457 2915499

2918380 2918385 2918388 2918389 2920856

2920857 2922224 2922274 2922487 2922490

2926306 2928232 2932950 2934053 2939630

2942327 2942331 2950172 2950183 2952947

2954725 2954838 2956034 2956035 2956594

2958181 2959488 2959962 2959963 2960344

2961054 2962674 2964320 2964468 2965275

2965534 2978334 2978496 2980053 2984120

2987206 2988602 2989216 2990011 2995090

2995193 2996566 2997266 2999994 3003490

3003934 3004292 3005006 3005007 3005306
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3005391 3005403 3008542 3010233 3013430

3015660 3016334 3021001 3021223 3022260

3022963 3027472 3037405 3040036 3040039

3043152 3043487 3043489 3043536 3043538

3043550 3043556 3043601 3043631 3043667

3043886 3043909 3043913 3044217 3044218

3044219 3044958 3044960 3044961 3045054

3045100 3045235 3045236 3045327 3045563

3045568 3045570 3045572 3045683 3045887

3045965 3045968 3045989 3046086 3046089

3046090 3046208 3046252 3046254 3046257

3046827 3047193 3047209 3047418 3047428

3047439 3047441 3047446 3047460 3047498

3048364 3048493 3048494 3048495 3048496

3049091 3049095 3049280 3049283 3049284

3049286 3049294 3049437 3049588 3049603

3049658 3049823 3049957 3050172 3050177

3050336 3050525 3050549 3050604 3050617

3050632 3050681 3050682 3050684 3050865

3051173 3051176 3051177 3051263 3051264

3051471 3051535 3051575 3051577 3051592

3051627 3051714 3051792 3051794 3051795

3051796 3051882 3051938 3052075 3052076

3052288 3052568 3052719 3052957 3053206

3053279 3053292 3053402 3053486 3053505

3053675 3053897 3054005 3054031 3054345

3054346 3054347 3054379 3054391 3054422

3055001 3055124 3055312 3055410 3055471

3055696 3055698 3055704 3055705 3055706

3055786 3055811 3056090 3056508 3056585

3056696 3056741 3056745 3056749 3056931

3056991 3056995 3057006 3057156 3057278

3057280 3057282 3057343 3057370 3057372

3057409 3057731 3057993 3058021 3058023

3058070 3058079 3058084 3058119 3058134

3058190 3058475 3058575 3058657 3058768
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3058770 3058776 3058778 3058780 3058788

3059022 3059023 3059024 3059025 3059079

3059085 3059117 3059122 3059124 3059134

3059162 3059408 3059510 3059648 3059825

3059831 3059889 3059898 3060086 3060384

3060454 3060686 3060759 3060800 3060931

3061195 3061196 3061200 3061255 3061769

3061895 3061959 3062150 3062309 3062496

3062497 3062543 3062626 3062981 3063538

3063539 3063767 3063771 3063772 3063797

3063798 3063800 3063801 3063829 3063848

3063859 3063918 3063991 3064020 3064078

3064131 3064132 3064443 3064445 3064841

3064889 3065226 3065593 3065685 3065690

3066212 3066242 3066477 3066479 3066634

3066638 3066642 3066646 3066648 3066649

3066856 3066886 3066941 3066945 3066993

3067174 3067196 3067217 3067239 3067280

3067281 3067896 3067899 3067910 3067912

3068326 3068405 3068407 3068410 3068415

3068490 3068575 3068596 3068597 3068599

3068602 3068663 3068813 3068814 3068859

3069128 3069137 3069139 3069245 3069275

3069281 3069287 3069288 3069289 3069376

3069377 3069383 3069444 3069445 3069534

3069653 3069665 3069680 3069682 3069686

3069717 3069763 3069900 3069961 3070359

3070695 3070829 3071373 3071410 3071411

3071424 3071508 3071661 3071677 3071962

3071995 3071996 3071998 3072167 3072299

3072558 3072777 3072779 3072780 3072781

3072786 3073617 3073715 3073732 3073734

3073801 3073802 3073804 3073965 3073967

3074339 3074340 3074365 3074372 3074647

3074682 3074843 3074947 3074948 3074953

3074954 3074961 3075331 3075332 3075508
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3075551 3075672 3075748 3075761 3075777

3075825 3076047 3076051 3076094 3076386

3076420 3076501 3076629 3076647 3076751

3076843 3076895 3076899 3077208 3077312

3077334 3077339 3077521 3077561 3077606

3077708 3077716 3077816 3077817 3077884

3077982 3078016 3078287 3078438 3078448

3078459 3078460 3078461 3078469 3078675

3078676 3078864 3078921 3078956 3079301

3079467 3079619 3079694 3079853 3079854

3079857 3080201 3080238 3080403 3080430

3080436 3080472 3080743 3081370 3081428

3081581 3081582 3081638 3081881 3081891

3081938 3082162 3082212 3082231 3082288

3082292 3082314 3082315 3082317 3082415

3082512 3082540 3082717 3082737 3082739

3082901 3082902 3082922 3082986 3082988

3082990 3083182 3083183 3083186 3083350

3083352 3083354 3083355 3083426 3083539

3083541 3083542 3083546 3083547 3083548

3083720 3083746 3083747 3084180 3084306

3084313 3084355 3084394 3084836 3084995

3084998 3085216 3085582 3085728 3085756

3085763 3085839 3085867 3085870 3085926

3086089 3086121 3086172 3086173 3086190

3086491 3086492 3086495 3086546 3087286

3087287 3087344 3087535 3088123 3088219

3088220 3088243 3088247 3088253 3088301

3088316 3088539 3088540 3088543 3088842

3088848 3089016 3089281 3089325 3089407

3089504 3089524 3089526 3089584 3089587

3089834 3090153 3090238 3090239 3090417

3090423 3090564 3090573 3090594 3090630

3090715 3090716 3090795 3090844 3090870

3090875 3090879 3091019 3091155 3091211

3091248 3091293 3091508 3091514 3091535
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3091648 3092227 3092415 3092424 3092427

3092482 3092547 3092555 3092557 3092558

3092561 3092633 3092638 3092792 3092854

3092975 3093012 3093136 3093213 3093214

3093661 3093665 3093743 3093969 3094407

3094408 3094441 3094490 3094502 3094578

3094579 3094580 3094593 3094660 3095045

3095197 3095247 3095363 3095364 3095383

3095392 3095394 3095515 3095743 3095744

3095745 3095784 3095786 3095861 3095867

3095901 3095982 3095984 3096261 3096399

3096973 3096975 3097149 3097182 3097533

3097556 3097557 3097668 3097730 3097919

3097920 3097922 3097923 3098002 3098009

3098078 3098079 3098080 3098081 3098083

3098084 3098161 3098252 3098302 3098358

3098359 3098413 3098776 3098842 3099333

3099456 3099569 3099571 3099572 3099597

3099713 3099714 3099861 3099915 3099940

3099951 3099989 3100020 3100029 3100037

3100042 3100493 3100886 3100887 3100889

3101087 3101088 3101089 3101090 3101360

3101453 3101842 3101942 3102007 3102086

3102288 3102391 3102469 3102471 3102472

3102553 3102842 3103152 3103194 3103449

3103686 3103815 3103816 3104170 3104172

3104571 3104613 3104745 3104874 3104875

3105078 3105187 3105190 3105282 3105365

3105422 3105429 3105438 3105459 3105677

3105771 3105795 3105813 3106264 3107078

3107096 3107565 3107897 3108724 3108727

3108734 3108911 3109017 3109027 3109224

3109286 3109656 3109666 3109711 3109833

3109871 3109958 3110195 3110225 3110402

3110409 3110415 3110461 3110775 3110936

3111138 3111396 3111398 3111919 3111921
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3112068 3112129 3112224 3112225 3112241

3112339 3112402 3112407 3112447 3112451

3112453 3112454 3112457 3112488 3112707

3112995 3113241 3113258 3113282 3113283

3113354 3113391 3113401 3113463 3113725

3113794 3113875 3113876 3114043 3114064

3114088 3114411 3114426 3115281 3115288

3115348 3115422 3116027 3117398 3117400

3117585 3118187 3118189 3118192 3118193

3118500 3118501 3119164 3119166 3119306

3119618 3120162 3120431 3120432 3121274

3121502 3121503 3121512 3121523 3121524

3122889 3123168 3123169 3124288 3124849

3124850 3125043 3125044 3125046 3125462

3125501 3126056 3126057 3126058 3126059

3126753 3126798 3128347 3128348 3128353

3128354 3129107 3129108 3130205 3131338

3131383 3131720 3131724 3131897 3132438

3132826 3133255 3133257 3133606 3133681

3133809 3134275 3135997 3135998 3135999

3136003 3136007 3136267 3136654 3137376

3137482 3137879 3137883 3139405 3139631

3139886 3140465 3140657 3140672 3141162

3141163 3141240 3142888 3142951 3143462

3144120 3145433 3145434 3145436 3146478

3146540 3146541 3146543 3146547 3146563

3146729 3146741 3146742 3147824 3149144

3149145 3149146 3149468 3149964 3149977

3150062 3150347 3150350 3150807 3152420

3152422 3152423 3153322 3153838 3155287

3155288 3155290 3155296 3155502 3156588

3157916 3157963 3159405 3159457 3159629

3160788 3162028 3162056 3163419 3163509

3163525 3163860 3163861 3164517 3164518

3164993 3165028 3165122 3165127 3165131

3165333 3166309 3166622 3166624 3166626
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3166804 3167351 3168340 3168341 3169314

3169644 3169753 3169903 3169904 3169910

3169955 3169958 3170027 3170028 3170048

3170116 3170168 3170175 3170188 3170717

3170718 3170719 3170726 3171204 3171668

3171669 3171670 3172306 3172776 3173060

3173066 3173102 3173853 3173994 3173996

3175726 3176762 3176763 3177070 3177284

3177536 3177915 3179557 3180393 3180394

3180786 3180810 3180813 3181170 3181414

3181416 3181417 3181418 3181419 3181424

3181427 3183166 3183363 3183367 3183368

3183400 3183401 3184357 3186877 3186879

3186880 3187421 3187422 3189342 3189488

3189593 3189922 3190097 3190546 3190934

3191156 3191569 3192305 3192486 3192487

3194161 3195131 3195226 3196332 3196470

3196471 3196839 3197867 3198036 3198037

3198046 3198419 3199078 3199083 3199332

3199903 3200073 3200074 3200075 3200076

3200078 3202166 3218707 3220499 3222580

3224719 3225918 3225920 3230417 3231082

3233034 3243801 3247730 3249768 3252226

3258338 3262664 3265250 3266402 3266737

3270197 3270201 3270210 3272496 3274417

3275374 3279393 3279705 3281027 3282543

3287001 3287421 3287655 3287667 3293765

3295389 3295422 3296243 3298140 3305365

3306666 3308517 3308662 3309355 3309497

3314639 3315411 3316303 3320620 3320986

3322069 3322270 3324503 3335416 3339476

3340031 3350551 3352434 3354082 3354129

3355680 3358925 3361298 3363851 3366186

3366187 3366551 3372639 3374040 3374349

3376333 3379267 3380305 3382844 3383791

3388691 3391598 3403277 3418198 3423122
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3424392 3429405 3430508 3442833 3455344

3455381 3455397 3455689 3456994 3457201

3458390 3458992 3458993 3458997 3459031

3459736 3459738 3460987 3460988 3461415

3462037 3464210 3464214 3464353 3464355

3464356 3464357 3464359 3464741 3464746

3464747 3464748 3465104 3465206 3465225

3465516 3465534 3465572 3465582 3466009

3466424 3466499 3466500 3466546 3466551

3466863 3466864 3467928 3467937 3467939

3468587 3468877 3470468 3471108 3472762

3472766 3473406 3473409 3473470 3473500

3475878 3476016 3476302 3476308 3476503

3476748 3477401 3477408 3479005 3479012

3479347 3480363 3480516 3480517 3480632

3480633 3480779 3480781 3480783 3480979

3480980 3481054 3481231 3481393 3481394

3481395 3481568 3481873 3482115 3482892

3482893 3483553 3484393 3484394 3484395

3484396 3484413 3484633 3484684 3484686

3484687 3484689 3485215 3485543 3486121

3486237 3486559 3486937 3486938 3486939

3486983 3486984 3487210 3488156 3488530

3489043 3489106 3489264 3489733 3490150

3490151 3490269 3490738 3492008 3492244

3492253 3492729 3492732 3492986 3492987

3492988 3493008 3493797 3494088 3494120

3494410 3494721 3494864 3494867 3494868

3494870 3495628 3496284 3496285 3496373

3496375 3496404 3496449 3496453 3496454

3496455 3496456 3496457 3496458 3496459

3496460 3496464 3496465 3496466 3496467

3496468 3496469 3497064 3497066 3497255

3497256 3497511 3497921 3497961 3497966

3497978 3498139 3498252 3498660 3498662

3498664 3498665 3498674 3498914 3498944
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3498947 3498965 3499057 3499068 3499069

3499325 3499827 3499865 3499923 3499932

3499934 3499993 3500046 3500047 3500048

3500049 3500050 3500051 3500054 3500057

3500059 3500062 3500066 3500096 3500098

3500118 3500120 3500126 3500148 3500222

3500387 3500395 3500396 3500585 3500592

3500598 3500602 3500608 3500613 3500615

3500616 3500617 3500627 3500901 3500908

3501037 3501039 3501040 3501041 3501042

3501044 3501207 3501370 3501379 3501401

3501403 3501461 3501464 3501466 3501848

3501852 3501857 3501858 3501859 3501860

3501861 3501862 3501863 3502098 3502103

3502222 3502256 3502295 3502344 3502452

3502453 3502457 3502469 3502496 3502628

3502629 3502642 3502683 3502684 3502687

3502688 3502690 3502692 3502696 3502733

3502825 3502882 3502893 3502894 3502897

3502899 3502923 3503003 3503130 3503131

3503520 3503523 3503642 3503866 3503943

3504148 3504241 3504242 3504483 3504788

3505235 3505286 3505341 3505349 3505423

3505939 3505941 3505959 3506052 3506355

3507382 3507892 3508155 3508530 3509399

3509515 3509626 3509704 3510235 3510538

3510541 3510544 3510833 3511028 3511085

3511125 3511450 3511451 3511524 3511525

3511578 3511819 3511922 3512440 3512451

3512965 3513325 3513568 3514367 3514371

3514374 3514792 3514902 3514925 3515196

3515238 3515240 3515484 3515488 3515640

3515643 3515646 3515647 3515930 3516130

3516887 3516888 3517507 3517508 3517535

3517651 3517980 3518348 3518472 3518552

3518612 3518871 3519084 3519323 3519886
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3519888 3520921 3520987 3521902 3522005

3523077 3523287 3523487 3523500 3523505

3524905 3525231 3525374 3525790 3525791

3526522 3526706 3527125 3527841 3527843

3528064 3528065 3528099 3528388 3529956

3529962 3529969 3529970 3530286 3530740

3531609 3532683 3532947 3533558 3533629

3533631 3533632 3534347 3534561 3534897

3535059 3535278 3535519 3536495 3537572

3538555 3538556 3538560 3538562 3539032

3539062 3540108 3541029 3541185 3541853

3541854 3541855 3541856 3542642 3543017

3543175 3544934 3545496 3545497 3545746

3545891 3546015 3546150 3546230 3546388

3547064 3547359 3548005 3548010 3549011

3549989 3550162 3550163 3550164 3550191

3550192 3550581 3550910 3550942 3550982

3551196 3551517 3552924 3553478 3553980

3554002 3554004 3554079 3555502 3555648

3555797 3555944 3556955 3557055 3557056

3557247 3557255 3557279 3558444 3558445

3558912 3559687 3559692 3559974 3560697

3560698 3560885 3560909 3561271 3561437

3561533 3561564 3561699 3562253 3562298

3562336 3562971 3563282 3563504 3564642

3564643 3564644 3565401 3565986 3566715

3569033 3570877 3571142 3571151 3571153

3571155 3571156 3571206 3571211 3571873

3572883 3576622 3580282 3581713 3593142

3596796 3599995 3606097 3608575 3609185

3612552 3614108 3618139 3620206 3621735

3624763 3626907 3636310 3639198 3649372

3657463 3657918 3662775 3667534 3669010

3672820 3678119 3679975 3684209 3687936

3695564 3695591 3695607 3695609 3695712

3695713 3695714 3695730 3696115 3697333
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3697387 3697402 3697403 3699403 3699498

3699500 3699502 3699510 3699518 3699523

3700585 3700675 3701099 3701115 3701117

3701214 3701435 3702455 3702559 3702561

3702562 3702750 3702752 3703414 3703417

3703423 3703466 3703485 3704572 3704573

3704967 3705052 3705070 3705251 3705262

3705948 3705976 3705983 3706501 3706538

3706586 3706587 3706591 3706597 3706713

3707193 3708053 3708835 3708915 3709015

3709018 3709033 3709057 3709344 3709369

3709371 3709771 3709974 3710312 3711322

3711630 3711699 3711818 3711824 3712157

3712243 3712244 3712313 3713245 3713598

3713712 3713771 3714227 3714228 3715537

3715538 3715952 3716276 3716277 3716671

3716674 3716948 3717955 3717956 3718447

3718563 3718567 3719378 3719408 3719540

3720058 3720642 3720766 3721083 3721228

3721347 3721381 3722446 3722661 3722665

3722666 3722714 3722750 3722817 3722894

3722982 3723034 3723887 3723889 3724255

3724598 3724675 3725069 3725070 3725071

3725228 3725355 3725715 3726685 3726726

3727077 3727318 3727649 3728052 3728543

3728673 3728920 3729875 3730347 3730818

3731438 3732118 3732119 3732126 3732127

3732128 3732129 3732131 3732132 3732133

3732140 3732144 3732147 3732148 3732690

3732697 3733487 3734075 3734254 3734255

3734265 3734738 3735694 3735888 3736423

3737653 3737654 3737916 3737943 3739210

3739256 3739881 3740248 3740326 3741166

3741583 3742057 3742713 3742714 3742715

3743733 3744433 3745156 3746137 3746142

3746145 3747370 3747371 3747849 3749347
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3749981 3749985 3750083 3752974 3753647

3753652 3754680 3754864 3755731 3756265

3756348 3756757 3756818 3758522 3758889

3759886 3759961 3760444 3760626 3761313

3761320 3761663 3762517 3762520 3762521

3762643 3762785 3762786 3762787 3762788

3762789 3763000 3763001 3763002 3763842

3764519 3764527 3764574 3765530 3767163

3767166 3767202 3768256 3768996 3769439

3769602 3769603 3771075 3771362 3771759

3771786 3771787 3772697 3772698 3772699

3772700 3772701 3772702 3772703 3772705

3772706 3772960 3773543 3773901 3774388

3774393 3774772 3774774 3774835 3775464

3776236 3776986 3777480 3779335 3779338

3779346 3780823 3781018 3781117 3781924

3782055 3782124 3782130 3785502 3787738

3788237 3788238 3788239 3788241 3788674

3789296 3789480 3789633 3790134 3790441

3791711 3792478 3792851 3793174 3793292

3793793 3793794 3793803 3793905 3793906

3794268 3794603 3794630 3794632 3794633

3794634 3794637 3794653 3794668 3794679

3795143 3795149 3795173 3795622 3795864

3796227 3796228 3797961 3798185 3798519

3799713 3799922 3799926 3799927 3799928

3800040 3800042 3800070 3801177 3801178

3802307 3802415 3802751 3802756 3802922

3803178 3803341 3803786 3804940 3806034

3806039 3806511 3806897 3806902 3806903

3807973 3808108 3808223 3809147 3809201

3809204 3809205 3809206 3809523 3810028

3810042 3810352 3810500 3810502 3810503

3810678 3811652 3811694 3812196 3813335

3813779 3814090 3814280 3814611 3814703

3815410 3815418 3815420 3816624 3818524
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3818529 3819794 3819795 3820544 3820742

3820795 3821405 3822051 3822088 3822089

3825549 3825697 3837146 3884928 3895585

3919709 3919715 3928265 3930281 3938717

3943407 3962416 3964278 3967773 3991416

3998116 4010876 4012678 4020001 4022553

4029023 4029787 4034201 4041816 4050228

4050428 4052077 4052349 4059945 4062446

4062828 4066150 4066292 4067294 4067318

4067969 4069341 4070739 4071059 4071505

4072153 4074961 4075476 4079226 4080117

4080348 4080556 4080852 4082697 4084032

4084238 4084923 4085285 4086551 4087206

4087390 4087596 4089015 4089904 4090780

4091005 4091217 4091902 4092507 4093132

4093265 4093418 4093892 4094347 4094476

4094546 4095062 4095584 4095585 4095586

4098049 4098147 4098153 4098436 4099359

4100287 4101181 4101212 4102087 4102091

4102373 4102420 4102575 4103005 4103080

4103660 4103661 4103729 4103733 4103885

4104341 4104381 4105070 4106194 4107567

4107684 4107723 4108238 4108855 4109079

4109682 4110093 4110292 4110297 4110300

4110330 4110527 4110793 4111110 4111189

4111223 4111237 4111409 4111778 4111821

4111843 4111865 4111947 4112390 4112786

4112788 4113105 4114229 4114598 4114648

4114703 4114795 4114944 4114955 4114957

4114965 4115287 4115295 4115296 4115721

4115955 4115966 4116191 4116200 4116201

4116445 4116636 4116695 4116696 4116697

4117325 4117326 4117410 4117415 4117416

4117417 4117509 4117513 4117514 4117516

4117517 4117529 4117636 4117637 4117643

4117644 4117648 4117676 4117682 4117804
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4117805 4117806 4117812 4117896 4117983

4118036 4118042 4118087 4118150 4118250

4118359 4118366 4118400 4118481 4118485

4118506 4118581 4118582 4118583 4118584

4118585 4118586 4118587 4118919 4118933

4118934 4118937 4118947 4118972 4119121

4119361 4119467 4119468 4119470 4119472

4119473 4119474 4119494 4119496 4119500

4119797 4119851 4119914 4119916 4119946

4119955 4119966 4120373 4120582 4120670

4120884 4121038 4121289 4121389 4121670

4121874 4121891 4121892 4124134 4124360

4124829 4124831 4125241 4125597 4125721

4125747 4125785 4125788 4125789 4125791

4125792 4125796 4126412 4126415 4126454

4126455 4126461 4126464 4126465 4126466

4126469 4126483 4126485 4126486 4126487

4126503 4126506 4126507 4126508 4126510

4126511 4126512 4126513 4126514 4126534

4126536 4126540 4126541 4126672 4126694

4126815 4126847 4126849 4126850 4126852

4126860 4126862 4126863 4127168 4127170

4127281 4127287 4127351 4127370 4127382

4127386 4127389 4127392 4127395 4127398

4127399 4127402 4127404 4127425 4127426

4127431 4127515 4127528 4127564 4127565

4127597 4127615 4127631 4127633 4127634

4127638 4127639 4127708 4127741 4127742

4127779 4127791 4127829 4127838 4127842

4127898 4127899 4127900 4127934 4127940

4127941 4127954 4127955 4127956 4127957

4127961 4127987 4128028 4128032 4128040

4128041 4128043 4128052 4128053 4128094

4128095 4128096 4128097 4128098 4128113

4128115 4128161 4128163 4128199 4128204

4128208 4128249 4128315 4128325 4128326
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4128330 4128332 4128333 4128334 4128335

4128336 4128342 4128343 4128344 4128345

4128348 4128350 4128356 4128361 4128367

4128368 4128369 4128431 4128432 4128433

4128434 4128435 4128446 4128501 4128506

4128507 4128528 4128539 4128541 4128558

4128561 4128583 4128590 4128593 4128594

4128595 4128596 4128604 4128606 4128608

4128609 4128611 4128612 4128613 4128618

4128619 4128683 4128692 4128694 4128695

4128701 4128713 4128725 4128763 4128765

4128787 4128789 4128809 4128830 4128833

4128835 4128846 4128847 4128848 4128851

4128853 4128854 4128855 4128858 4128860

4128862 4128864 4128865 4128866 4128867

4128868 4128869 4128870 4128884 4128886

4128887 4128889 4128892 4128897 4128898

4128899 4128902 4128905 4128906 4128908

4128909 4128911 4128912 4128921 4128924

4128953 4128975 4129005 4129006 4129007

4129009 4129010 4129011 4129012 4129013

4129015 4129019 4129021 4129024 4129030

4129066 4129067 4129091 4129092 4129095

4129096 4129123 4129124 4129125 4129134

4129172 4129207 4129216 4129224 4129225

4129258 4129260 4129261 4129263 4129284

4129288 4129290 4129387 4129393 4129396

4129398 4129402 4129440 4129443 4129445

4129455 4129488 4129491 4129498 4129499

4129529 4129532 4129536 4129541 4129551

4129556 4129563 4129640 4129660 4129661

4129664 4129677 4129682 4129684 4129685

4129686 4129732 4129737 4129738 4129739

4129749 4129758 4129760 4129764 4129767

4129769 4129771 4129772 4129773 4129784

4129785 4129787 4129791 4129793 4129797
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4129798 4129801 4129803 4129807 4129817

4129819 4129824 4129832 4129845 4129849

4129851 4129852 4129867 4129868 4129874

4129972 4129974 4129977 4129978 4129980

4129981 4129982 4130023 4130034 4130039

4130040 4130071 4130087 4130092 4130096

4130140 4130153 4130209 4130274 4130277

4130282 4130320 4130331 4130333 4130334

4130336 4130340 4130341 4130344 4130347

4130367 4130369 4130411 4130412 4130416

4130424 4130428 4130431 4130432 4130453

4130454 4130464 4130465 4130466 4130467

4130468 4130469 4130472 4130502 4130506

4130523 4130527 4130530 4130532 4130536

4130568 4130569 4130599 4130602 4130603

4130604 4130607 4130609 4130610 4130611

4130612 4130614 4130622 4130634 4130641

4130738 4130741 4130742 4130748 4130749

4130784 4130826 4130846 4130847 4130854

4130858 4130863 4130874 4130876 4130878

4130891 4130908 4130940 4130943 4130960

4130978 4130980 4130982 4130996 4131000

4131001 4131006 4131022 4131063 4131068

4131085 4131089 4131117 4131120 4131121

4131122 4131155 4131168 4131169 4131186

4131190 4131193 4131194 4131203 4131293

4131302 4131314 4131315 4131319 4131326

4131328 4131364 4131365 4131372 4131374

4131377 4131378 4131391 4131392 4131409

4131411 4131412 4131413 4131427 4131429

4131442 4131443 4131445 4131458 4131462

4131512 4131532 4131533 4131544 4131545

4131556 4131572 4131581 4131582 4131588

4131589 4131601 4131646 4131663 4131669

4131675 4131684 4131685 4131688 4131689

4131703 4131705 4131706 4131721 4131722
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4131740 4131765 4131784 4131806 4131820

4131826 4131838 4131842 4131845 4131846

4131853 4131854 4131855 4131857 4131858

4131866 4131867 4131868 4131893 4131898

4131910 4131911 4131912 4131915 4131916

4131917 4131918 4131920 4131921 4131924

4131928 4131929 4131942 4131943 4131946

4131958 4131967 4131987 4131992 4131993

4132013 4132016 4132021 4132027 4132030

4132039 4132051 4132069 4132085 4132090

4132114 4132138 4132143 4132145 4132146

4132148 4132152 4132178 4132186 4132187

4132189 4132193 4132202 4132204 4132206

4132210 4132211 4132218 4132224 4132227

4132232 4132235 4132245 4132247 4132250

4132252 4132255 4132256 4132260 4132268

4132275 4132287 4132308 4132325 4132328

4132360 4132362 4132383 4132392 4132395

4132402 4132403 4132406 4132407 4132409

4132411 4132412 4132414 4132421 4132422

4132426 4132445 4132448 4132449 4132450

4132459 4132463 4132464 4132465 4132467

4132472 4132475 4132485 4132488 4132492

4132494 4132495 4132513 4132514 4132516

4132517 4132518 4132519 4132560 4132574

4132579 4132580 4132582 4132587 4132594

4132599 4132602 4132607 4132609 4132618

4132626 4132640 4132641 4132648 4132655

4132686 4132692 4132693 4132694 4132695

4132696 4132697 4132700 4132701 4132703

4132704 4132730 4132735 4132736 4132737

4132739 4132741 4132742 4132743 4132744

4132745 4132746 4132748 4132749 4132750

4132751 4132752 4132753 4132754 4132755

4132756 4132757 4132760 4132767 4132768

4132771 4132773 4132777 4132785 4132791
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4132796 4132797 4132799 4132803 4132804

4132805 4132809 4132815 4132819 4132822

4132823 4132825 4132827 4132831 4132834

4132835 4132851 4132856 4132857 4132858

4132859 4132865 4132866 4132868 4132916

4132923 4132924 4132925 4132943 4132944

4132948 4132949 4132966 4132968 4132969

4132977 4132982 4132983 4132992 4133008

4133009 4133016 4133018 4133024 4133033

4133037 4133038 4133041 4133058 4133060

4133066 4133078 4133079 4133080 4133082

4133084 4133085 4133088 4133089 4133093

4133095 4133097 4133098 4133103 4133104

4133107 4133109 4133121 4133125 4133130

4133132 4133134 4133137 4133144 4133149

4133150 4133151 4133153 4133154 4133156

4133157 4133158 4133159 4133160 4133162

4133168 4133171 4133172 4133178 4133183

4133238 4133239 4133240 4133245 4133271

4133274 4133294 4133298 4133305 4133353

4133358 4133359 4133360 4133375 4133376

4133383 4133387 4133392 4133404 4133405

4133406 4133412 4133413 4133418 4133424

4133426 4133429 4133430 4133432 4133435

4133436 4133446 4133447 4133450 4133460

4133462 4133465 4133470 4133491 4133492

4133494 4133497 4133499 4133509 4133513

4133514 4133516 4133517 4133518 4133533

4133538 4133540 4133572 4133587 4133592

4133596 4133611 4133613 4133618 4133621

4133622 4133624 4133626 4133627 4133631

4133635 4133640 4133641 4133643 4133647

4133651 4133652 4133653 4133654 4133655

4133665 4133666 4133676 4133684 4133699

4133717 4133719 4133720 4133723 4133727

4133730 4133732 4133737 4133738 4133739
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4133740 4133741 4133746 4133776 4133777

4133780 4133783 4133801 4133816 4133827

4133880 4133881 4133882 4133884 4133885

4133886 4133887 4133888 4133889 4133890

4133893 4133894 4133895 4133896 4133899

4133902 4133904 4133916 4133918 4133919

4133921 4133922 4133923 4133926 4133927

4133959 4133960 4133961 4133962 4133966

4134005 4134007 4134015 4134022 4134023

4134032 4134076 4134077 4134078 4134080

4134083 4134085 4134090 4134122 4134125

4134130 4134159 4134160 4134164 4134175

4134192 4134193 4134202 4134203 4134204

4134210 4134215 4134218 4134220 4134242

4134254 4134255 4134256 4134263 4134285

4134300 4134301 4134325 4134328 4134335

4134426 4134427 4134433 4134435 4134436

4134443 4134456 4134470 4134489 4134510

4134520 4134522 4134523 4134531 4134533

4134549 4134568 4134572 4134577 4134581

4134586 4134597 4134612 4134626 4134627

4134634 4134641 4134646 4134650 4134652

4134654 4134656 4134658 4134737 4134738

4134742 4134745 4134746 4134747 4134750

4134751 4134755 4134773 4134793 4134808

4134810 4134812 4134821 4134824 4134828

4134829 4134831 4134832 4134865 4134867

4134869 4134904 4134906 4134919 4134923

4134926 4134928 4134930 4134931 4134932

4134936 4134948 4134949 4134950 4134952

4134953 4134954 4134956 4134960 4134963

4134965 4134968 4134975 4134981 4134998

4135000 4135001 4135002 4135009 4135011

4135012 4135013 4135014 4135015 4135022

4135024 4135025 4135036 4135037 4135038

4135061 4135080 4135081 4135082 4135083
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4135103 4135106 4135108 4135117 4135126

4135128 4135138 4135140 4135158 4135161

4135166 4135168 4135176 4135177 4135184

4135186 4135187 4135199 4135202 4135205

4135207 4135212 4135222 4135225 4135231

4135233 4135249 4135261 4135266 4135298

4135299 4135304 4135305 4135308 4135312

4135315 4135320 4135328 4135329 4135333

4135340 4135351 4135357 4135381 4135401

4135403 4135405 4135416 4135429 4135432

4135434 4135443 4135501 4135507 4135511

4135513 4135516 4135517 4135520 4135539

4135548 4135549 4135550 4135565 4135575

4135601 4135605 4135606 4135607 4135619

4135634 4135638 4135640 4135641 4135642

4135643 4135646 4135651 4135653 4135663

4135678 4135679 4135704 4135705 4135707

4135727 4135729 4135737 4135766 4135785

4135798 4135801 4135834 4135848 4135852

4135870 4135873 4135891 4135892 4135895

4135902 4135904 4135915 4135923 4135929

4135933 4135945 4135950 4135961 4135962

4135963 4135964 4135965 4135971 4135972

4135974 4135975 4135983 4135993 4135996

4135997 4136001 4136002 4136006 4136010

4136011 4136015 4136021 4136022 4136023

4136039 4136041 4136042 4136045 4136046

4136048 4136051 4136058 4136063 4136094

4136095 4136099 4136101 4136144 4136146

4136150 4136151 4136155 4136157 4136158

4136159 4136160 4136161 4136164 4136165

4136166 4136168 4136173 4136174 4136183

4136193 4136195 4136202 4136204 4136209

4136214 4136218 4136226 4136246 4136250

4136258 4136265 4136266 4136267 4136274

4136279 4136296 4136297 4136298 4136300
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4136301 4136309 4136326 4136337 4136344

4136361 4136375 4136376 4136384 4136385

4136386 4136420 4136422 4136423 4136424

4136425 4136426 4136427 4136428 4136433

4136434 4136438 4136443 4136447 4136449

4136452 4136455 4136456 4136457 4136481

4136510 4136512 4136513 4136514 4136519

4136520 4136521 4136566 4136577 4136578

4136584 4136594 4136595 4136607 4136619

4136624 4136625 4136638 4136639 4136643

4136681 4136682 4136704 4136707 4136717

4136718 4136728 4136730 4136741 4136751

4136753 4136756 4136757 4136758 4136759

4136760 4136761 4136766 4136768 4136769

4136783 4136784 4136785 4136838 4136839

4136841 4136843 4136846 4136848 4136863

4136864 4136867 4136870 4136874 4136875

4136906 4136915 4136941 4136943 4136944

4136945 4136946 4136947 4136948 4136952

4136953 4136970 4136972 4136985 4136991

4137011 4137016 4137034 4137036 4137046

4137058 4137066 4137071 4137075 4137083

4137084 4137099 4137118 4137119 4137121

4137122 4137134 4137135 4137162 4137170

4137173 4137176 4137182 4137184 4137186

4137194 4137199 4137203 4137204 4137205

4137206 4137207 4137208 4137237 4137238

4137241 4137242 4137243 4137244 4137247

4137258 4137260 4137287 4137289 4137298

4137299 4137300 4137301 4137309 4137311

4137327 4137331 4137334 4137335 4137337

4137345 4137349 4137351 4137353 4137354

4137357 4137363 4137373 4137386 4137387

4137396 4137405 4137419 4137421 4137426

4137429 4137431 4137435 4137448 4137456

4137459 4137464 4137465 4137473 4137475
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4137476 4137497 4137502 4137511 4137515

4137516 4137517 4137537 4137547 4137554

4137558 4137572 4137579 4137585 4137592

4137600 4137613 4137656 4137658 4137677

4137681 4137690 4137695 4137700 4137705

4137710 4137712 4137713 4137727 4137729

4137730 4137748 4137750 4137783 4137822

4137823 4137830 4137832 4137839 4137840

4137841 4137842 4137843 4137849 4137860

4137869 4137870 4137875 4137888 4137891

4137892 4137893 4137894 4137895 4137903

4137904 4137906 4137931 4137934 4137936

4137937 4137938 4137939 4137962 4137983

4137988 4137990 4137991 4137992 4137999

4138001 4138006 4138014 4138015 4138017

4138020 4138025 4138032 4138034 4138036

4138065 4138072 4138074 4138080 4138097

4138100 4138102 4138104 4138105 4138106

4138107 4138109 4138123 4138131 4138136

4138137 4138141 4138143 4138144 4138145

4138146 4138147 4138153 4138154 4138188

4138190 4138198 4138199 4138200 4138207

4138232 4138243 4138247 4138260 4138264

4138266 4138269 4138279 4138308 4138316

4138347 4138355 4138356 4138359 4138378

4138403 4138415 4138422 4138423 4138431

4138442 4138471 4138489 4138492 4138494

4138501 4138503 4138504 4138509 4138510

4138511 4138512 4138513 4138515 4138525

4138540 4138541 4138542 4138595 4138597

4138600 4138601 4138621 4138630 4138644

4138648 4138650 4138676 4138677 4138678

4138679 4138680 4138681 4138682 4138693

4138700 4138702 4138725 4138727 4138728

4138730 4138731 4138733 4138734 4138737

4138752 4138755 4138756 4138760 4138761
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4138765 4138768 4138770 4138777 4138782

4138783 4138784 4138787 4138792 4138797

4138798 4138799 4138815 4138816 4138817

4138825 4138837 4138840 4138876 4138912

4138913 4138923 4138928 4138938 4138941

4138970 4138981 4138985 4139003 4139008

4139009 4139011 4139013 4139018 4139037

4139038 4139039 4139040 4139041 4139042

4139043 4139045 4139066 4139072 4139102

4139112 4139114 4139117 4139119 4139120

4139121 4139125 4139128 4139175 4139182

4139205 4139206 4139207 4139208 4139209

4139214 4139216 4139224 4139225 4139228

4139230 4139232 4139255 4139269 4139284

4139287 4139288 4139289 4139301 4139310

4139366 4139367 4139371 4139372 4139373

4139377 4139380 4139389 4139391 4139392

4139396 4139399 4139400 4139401 4139402

4139405 4139406 4139414 4139418 4139421

4139422 4139423 4139424 4139425 4139446

4139454 4139456 4139467 4139476 4139485

4139486 4139487 4139504 4139505 4139513

4139514 4139540 4139541 4139542 4139543

4139546 4139550 4139551 4139552 4139554

4139564 4139565 4139566 4139599 4139602

4139609 4139638 4139641 4139642 4139644

4139646 4139652 4139656 4139659 4139669

4139671 4139674 4139676 4139677 4139678

4139684 4139687 4139691 4139714 4139723

4139754 4139762 4139763 4139764 4139775

4139786 4139789 4139793 4139800 4139801

4139802 4139805 4139863 4139868 4139872

4139873 4139875 4139878 4139882 4139883

4139893 4139894 4139895 4139896 4139924

4139979 4139983 4139989 4139994 4140032

4140033 4140034 4140035 4140036 4140037
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4140038 4140040 4140041 4140044 4140058

4140087 4140091 4140146 4140151 4140152

4140158 4140159 4140161 4140172 4140176

4140179 4140183 4140185 4140186 4140209

4140234 4140239 4140243 4140255 4140257

4140304 4140324 4140329 4140334 4140338

4140343 4140346 4140349 4140351 4140352

4140354 4140355 4140356 4140357 4140358

4140360 4140361 4140392 4140395 4140396

4140412 4140418 4140419 4140422 4140433

4140437 4140438 4140444 4140445 4140453

4140458 4140471 4140473 4140524 4140536

4140557 4140558 4140562 4140573 4140585

4140586 4140588 4140666 4140678 4140680

4140685 4140735 4140740 4140783 4140797

4140799 4140831 4140836 4140840 4140841

4140842 4140843 4140846 4140848 4140883

4140888 4140889 4140898 4140903 4140906

4140929 4140930 4140934 4140938 4141023

4141029 4141030 4141031 4141139 4141140

4141141 4141145 4141146 4141240 4141241

4141248 4141308 4141309 4141310 4141311

4141313 4141314 4141316 4141323 4141333

4141398 4141399 4141403 4141409 4141410

4141428 4141429 4141432 4141434 4141435

4141438 4141461 4141462 4141501 4141502

4141503 4141505 4141506 4141510 4141568

4141572 4141574 4141578 4141582 4141586

4141587 4141628 4141638 4141708 4141740

4141743 4141748 4141843 4141951 4141963

4141997 4142073 4142087 4142097 4142104

4142124 4142133 4142211 4142252 4142254

4142260 4142293 4142295 4142532 4142533

4142534 4142538 4142633 4142859 4142867

4142927 4143052 4143055 4143056 4143057

4143058 4143119 4143120 4143122 4143123
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4143124 4143158 4143263 4143346 4143352

4143353 4143356 4143446 4143447 4143451

4143472 4143473 4143474 4143475 4143476

4143508 4143509 4143531 4143545 4143704

4143707 4143749 4143750 4143755 4143762

4143772 4143863 4143868 4143869 4143870

4143876 4143877 4143878 4143886 4143899

4143903 4143904 4143907 4143908 4144044

4144110 4144372 4144382 4144718 4144732

4168675 4175320 4176223 4176224
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

118013 4 15/01/2020

118033 4 15/01/2020

118043 4 15/01/2020

118051 4 15/01/2020

118053 4 15/01/2020

118058 4 15/01/2020

118060 4 15/01/2020

118061 4 15/01/2020

118066 4 15/01/2020

118166 34 17/01/2020

119829 34 08/03/2020

158481 2 23/04/2019

160997 25 12/10/2019

160998 25 12/10/2019

160999 25 12/10/2019

161000 25 12/10/2019

161001 25 12/10/2019

161002 25 12/10/2019

162667 30 03/02/2020

198561 1 18/10/2019

198702 5 28/10/2019

199607 1 16/12/2019

199989 12 06/01/2020

200081 3 12/01/2020

244750 25 07/10/2019

245294 30 02/11/2019

246931 9 30/01/2020

250852 9 02/08/2020

302931 29 13/02/2020

303761 34 17/03/2020

303762 34 17/03/2020

303763 34 17/03/2020

306417 34 21/06/2020

381566 5 30/09/2019

381567 5 30/09/2019

381568 5 30/09/2019

381569 5 30/09/2019

382997 5 12/11/2019

383013 5 13/11/2019

383189 16 18/11/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

384637 3 26/12/2019

385295 5 13/01/2020

488067 5 28/03/1998

498435 9 27/09/2019

498531 18 28/09/2019

498568 34 29/09/2019

498570 34 29/09/2019

498932 16 06/10/2019

499019 5 10/10/2019

499114 5 11/10/2019

499286 12 12/10/2019

499450 25 14/10/2019

499453 9 14/10/2019

499456 14 14/10/2019

499465 14 14/10/2019

499466 9 14/10/2019

499469 14 14/10/2019

499470 9 14/10/2019

499550 24 17/10/2019

499783 25 24/10/2019

499803 11 24/10/2019

500642 9 11/11/2019

500908 25 18/11/2019

501808 7 05/12/2019

502492 21 19/12/2019

502782 16 23/12/2019

508202 34 05/04/2019

509304 34 26/04/2019

510929 9 29/05/2020

511739 7 13/06/2020

511740 7 13/06/2020

514886 21 10/08/2020

515994 5 31/08/2020

518222 7 12/10/2019

518606 5 19/10/2019

519164 1 31/10/2019

520029 26 20/11/2019

520281 30 24/11/2019

520739 30 04/12/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

537492 31 25/09/2020

555734 11 02/08/2011

572238 7 30/04/2019

595996 1 03/05/2020

608935 12 08/10/2020

651705 25 11/01/2019

682200 5 04/10/2019

682245 7 04/10/2019

683855 5 16/10/2019

683897 5 17/10/2019

692491 5 27/12/2019

708145 14 28/06/2006

712675 34 07/08/2016

740940 9 10/03/2007

748462 5 14/03/2017

748462 5 14/03/2017

764974 32 25/07/2007

773229 5 21/10/2017

830185 29 01/12/2018

842527 5 23/02/2019

843790 9 04/03/2009

855098 3 07/05/2019

856108 7 13/05/2019

859209 31 03/06/2019

859210 32 03/06/2019

859211 33 03/06/2019

859212 16 03/06/2019

859214 8 03/06/2019

859218 18 03/06/2019

859220 21 03/06/2019

870935 12 12/08/2019

878512 5 27/09/2019

878515 3 27/09/2019

879367 5 01/10/2019

879695 3 04/10/2019

879745 24 04/10/2019

879899 5 05/10/2019

879909 5 05/10/2019

879927 9 05/10/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

880031 9 05/10/2019

880039 12 05/10/2019

880151 30 06/10/2009

880230 5 06/10/2019

880262 29 06/10/2019

880270 25 06/10/2019

880340 5 07/10/2019

880344 5 07/10/2019

880345 5 07/10/2019

880347 5 07/10/2019

880349 5 07/10/2019

880350 5 07/10/2019

880390 5 07/10/2019

880391 5 07/10/2019

880394 30 07/10/2019

880395 30 07/10/2019

880397 30 07/10/2019

880398 30 07/10/2019

880402 30 07/10/2019

880403 30 07/10/2019

880404 5 07/10/2019

880405 5 07/10/2019

880422 25 07/10/2019

880448 20 07/10/2019

880473 14 07/10/2019

880534 24 07/10/2019

880655 5 08/10/2019

880672 12 08/10/2019

880712 11 08/10/2019

880715 9 08/10/2019

880820 6 08/10/2019

880858 7 08/10/2019

880867 24 08/10/2019

880901 24 11/10/2019

880959 5 11/10/2019

880960 24 11/10/2019

881010 11 11/10/2019

881053 7 11/10/2019

881120 9 11/10/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

881121 9 11/10/2019

881560 24 13/10/2019

881565 24 13/10/2019

881568 24 13/10/2019

881571 24 13/10/2019

881574 24 13/10/2019

881576 24 13/10/2019

881587 5 13/10/2019

881588 5 13/10/2019

881762 5 14/10/2019

881868 3 14/10/2019

881954 5 14/10/2019

882531 18 20/10/2019

882600 30 21/10/2019

883178 99 25/10/2019

883192 30 25/10/2019

883225 33 25/10/2019

883226 33 25/10/2019

883513 5 26/10/2019

883514 5 26/10/2019

883516 5 26/10/2019

883518 5 26/10/2019

883554 18 26/10/2019

883555 14 26/10/2019

883556 9 26/10/2019

883557 18 26/10/2019

883558 14 26/10/2019

883559 9 26/10/2019

883560 16 26/10/2019

883561 25 26/10/2019

883567 24 26/10/2019

883718 25 27/10/2019

883859 9 28/10/2019

884131 7 29/10/2019

884345 32 29/10/2019

884929 5 03/11/2019

884956 5 03/11/2019

884979 5 03/11/2019

884992 24 03/11/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

885319 24 04/11/2019

885321 24 04/11/2019

885576 12 05/11/2019

885793 25 08/11/2019

886044 12 10/11/2019

886224 25 11/11/2019

886572 5 15/11/2019

886620 16 15/11/2019

886662 30 15/11/2019

886663 30 15/11/2019

887380 1 19/11/2019

887385 19 19/11/2019

888675 24 29/11/2019

889456 12 02/12/2019

889516 12 02/12/2019

889541 3 02/12/2019

890746 30 09/12/2019

890747 30 09/12/2019

890748 30 09/12/2019

890749 30 09/12/2019

893360 29 22/12/2019

893629 1 23/12/2019

893631 1 23/12/2019

893635 1 23/12/2019

893636 1 23/12/2019

893637 1 23/12/2019

895501 3 31/12/2019

895502 3 31/12/2019

895503 3 31/12/2019

897531 3 12/01/2020

897536 3 12/01/2020

897539 3 12/01/2020

897545 5 12/01/2020

897928 25 14/01/2020

897930 25 14/01/2020

897931 25 14/01/2020

897933 23 14/01/2020

897934 25 14/01/2020

897935 23 14/01/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

897936 25 14/01/2020

897937 24 14/01/2020

903456 1 14/02/2020

903520 30 14/02/2020

903521 30 14/02/2020

904334 7 17/02/2020

904658 30 18/02/2020

904853 1 21/02/2020

905007 29 21/02/2020

905009 30 21/02/2020

905293 5 23/02/2010

907898 30 06/03/2020

907904 30 06/03/2020

907905 30 06/03/2020

907906 30 06/03/2020

908507 9 08/03/2020

908508 9 08/03/2020

908510 9 08/03/2020

908518 30 08/03/2020

909230 30 10/03/2020

909231 30 10/03/2020

912487 29 24/03/2020

915745 30 03/04/2020

918097 5 13/04/2020

926013 3 22/05/2010

927638 30 26/05/2020

936043 31 30/06/2020

936340 30 03/07/2020

938296 1 10/07/2010

944358 30 02/08/2020

945396 5 07/08/2020

948147 5 17/08/2020

954242 16 08/09/2020

956207 31 15/09/2020

956634 9 18/09/2020

957937 24 21/09/2020

1129651 7 28/08/2012

1142765 32 11/10/2012

1186740 6 26/03/2013
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1250089 10 17/11/2013

1261818 5 19/01/2014

1363020 1 07/06/2015

1364361 25 16/06/2015

1459305 5 30/05/2016

1732202 12 15/09/2018

1734651 5 19/09/2018

1736810 43 25/09/2018

1739768 3 03/10/2018

1739769 3 03/10/2018

1739770 3 03/10/2018

1741087 3 07/10/2018

1741088 3 07/10/2018

1741089 3 07/10/2018

1741090 3 07/10/2018

1778582 35 28/01/2019

1779113 11 29/01/2019

1782969 9 09/02/2019

1784525 41 12/02/2019

1790123 16 26/02/2019

1790124 29 26/02/2019

1790125 35 26/02/2019

1790126 38 26/02/2019

1800231 5 26/03/2019

1802974 34 03/04/2019

1802978 34 03/04/2019

1804864 99 09/04/2019

1805602 30 13/04/2019

1807618 21 16/04/2019

1808504 5 18/04/2019

1808527 3 18/04/2019

1808927 5 21/04/2019

1812473 34 28/04/2019

1812477 34 28/04/2019

1812482 34 28/04/2019

1812483 34 28/04/2019

1812492 34 28/04/2019

1812495 34 28/04/2019

1812502 34 28/04/2019
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1812503 34 28/04/2019

1812505 34 28/04/2019

1812508 34 28/04/2019

1814722 5 05/05/2019

1817780 3 13/05/2019

1819270 33 18/05/2019

1819271 33 18/05/2019

1819671 5 19/05/2019

1823024 35 28/05/2019

1824440 42 02/06/2019

1830858 25 19/06/2019

1831177 34 19/06/2019

1841858 19 20/07/2019

1844568 16 28/07/2019

1845978 41 31/07/2019

1847939 24 06/08/2019

1849855 6 12/08/2019

1851397 11 17/08/2019

1851398 11 17/08/2019

1856141 11 28/08/2019

1856564 30 31/08/2019

1856721 30 31/08/2019

1858939 42 07/09/2019

1859077 5 07/09/2019

1859080 5 07/09/2019

1859083 29 07/09/2019

1859084 29 07/09/2019

1860012 11 08/09/2019

1860013 19 08/09/2019

1860369 7 09/09/2019

1862874 5 15/09/2019

1862880 5 15/09/2019

1863321 5 16/09/2019

1864039 3 17/09/2019

1864785 4 22/09/2019

1864798 35 22/09/2019

1864799 41 22/09/2019

1864800 42 22/09/2019

1864959 41 22/09/2019
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1864983 5 22/09/2019

1865451 34 22/09/2019

1865471 18 22/09/2019

1865679 16 23/09/2019

1865680 41 23/09/2019

1865682 41 23/09/2019

1865690 45 23/09/2019

1866121 32 23/09/2019

1866655 41 24/09/2019

1866869 25 25/09/2019

1867342 44 25/09/2019

1867489 23 29/09/2019

1867490 24 29/09/2019

1867491 40 29/09/2019

1867698 35 29/09/2019

1867723 6 29/09/2019

1867731 3 29/09/2019

1868062 11 29/09/2019

1868110 17 30/09/2019

1868337 19 30/09/2019

1868430 3 30/09/2019

1868769 41 01/10/2019

1868770 41 01/10/2019

1868771 5 01/10/2019

1868772 10 01/10/2019

1868773 41 01/10/2019

1868774 41 01/10/2019

1868775 9 01/10/2019

1868777 42 01/10/2019

1868779 41 01/10/2019

1868781 42 01/10/2019

1868782 42 01/10/2019

1868783 42 01/10/2019

1868784 9 01/10/2019

1868785 42 01/10/2019

1868786 42 01/10/2019

1868792 41 01/10/2019

1868902 3 01/10/2019

1868939 26 01/10/2019
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1869267 5 05/10/2019

1869311 5 05/10/2019

1869314 5 05/10/2019

1869356 32 05/10/2019

1869388 11 05/10/2019

1869522 26 05/10/2019

1869551 1 05/10/2019

1869552 3 05/10/2019

1869553 5 05/10/2019

1869554 7 05/10/2019

1869555 21 05/10/2019

1869556 37 05/10/2019

1869557 41 05/10/2019

1869573 12 05/10/2019

1869574 6 05/10/2019

1869575 9 05/10/2019

1869653 5 05/10/2019

1869655 35 05/10/2019

1869657 3 05/10/2019

1869684 25 05/10/2019

1869686 18 05/10/2019

1869687 41 05/10/2019

1869688 3 05/10/2019

1869689 14 05/10/2019

1869692 41 05/10/2019

1869701 5 05/10/2019

1869702 5 05/10/2019

1869706 5 05/10/2019

1869707 5 05/10/2019

1869710 5 05/10/2019

1869711 5 05/10/2019

1869713 5 05/10/2019

1869739 29 05/10/2019

1869740 25 05/10/2019

1869746 9 05/10/2019

1869747 19 05/10/2019

1869758 9 05/10/2019

1869787 25 06/10/2019

1869789 30 06/10/2019
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1869792 30 06/10/2019

1869842 5 06/10/2019

1869846 5 06/10/2019

1869852 16 06/10/2019

1869853 1 06/10/2019

1869862 11 06/10/2019

1869866 25 06/10/2019

1869871 29 06/10/2019

1869872 31 06/10/2019

1869873 32 06/10/2019

1869879 12 06/10/2019

1869921 25 06/10/2019

1869933 16 06/10/2019

1869963 3 06/10/2019

1869964 3 06/10/2019

1869965 5 06/10/2019

1870021 39 06/10/2019

1870042 5 06/10/2019

1870044 5 06/10/2019

1870045 5 06/10/2019

1870052 5 06/10/2019

1870059 5 06/10/2019

1870065 5 06/10/2019

1870068 5 06/10/2019

1870120 5 06/10/2019

1870121 42 06/10/2019

1870148 16 06/10/2019

1870158 25 06/10/2019

1870164 42 06/10/2019

1870240 11 06/10/2019

1870293 6 06/10/2019

1870334 7 06/10/2019

1870353 20 07/10/2019

1870355 30 07/10/2019

1870356 20 07/10/2019

1870400 5 07/10/2019

1870402 31 07/10/2019

1870409 25 07/10/2019

1870435 35 07/10/2019
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1870436 42 07/10/2019

1870437 37 07/10/2019

1870438 39 07/10/2019

1870439 41 07/10/2019

1870444 42 07/10/2019

1870448 99 07/10/2019

1870469 29 07/10/2019

1870535 44 07/10/2019

1870547 41 07/10/2019

1870560 28 07/10/2019

1870618 1 07/10/2019

1870619 2 07/10/2019

1870620 3 07/10/2019

1870621 4 07/10/2019

1870622 5 07/10/2019

1870623 6 07/10/2019

1870624 7 07/10/2019

1870625 8 07/10/2019

1870626 10 07/10/2019

1870628 13 07/10/2019

1870629 14 07/10/2019

1870630 15 07/10/2019

1870631 16 07/10/2019

1870632 17 07/10/2019

1870633 18 07/10/2019

1870634 19 07/10/2019

1870635 20 07/10/2019

1870636 21 07/10/2019

1870637 22 07/10/2019

1870638 23 07/10/2019

1870639 24 07/10/2019

1870640 25 07/10/2019

1870641 26 07/10/2019

1870642 27 07/10/2019

1870643 28 07/10/2019

1870644 29 07/10/2019

1870645 30 07/10/2019

1870646 31 07/10/2019

1870647 32 07/10/2019
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1870648 33 07/10/2019

1870649 34 07/10/2019

1870650 35 07/10/2019

1870651 36 07/10/2019

1870652 37 07/10/2019

1870653 38 07/10/2019

1870654 39 07/10/2019

1870655 40 07/10/2019

1870656 41 07/10/2019

1870657 42 07/10/2019

1870692 99 07/10/2019

1870693 99 07/10/2019

1870699 29 07/10/2019

1870721 5 07/10/2019

1870729 25 07/10/2019

1870762 3 07/10/2019

1870764 5 07/10/2019

1870766 25 07/10/2019

1870774 30 07/10/2019

1870775 30 07/10/2019

1870808 5 07/10/2019

1870810 5 07/10/2019

1870842 41 07/10/2019

1870881 42 08/10/2019

1870928 35 08/10/2019

1870938 7 08/10/2019

1870991 44 08/10/2019

1871005 9 08/10/2019

1871017 37 08/10/2019

1871018 35 08/10/2019

1871019 42 08/10/2019

1871073 7 08/10/2019

1871085 41 08/10/2019

1871110 35 08/10/2019

1871115 5 08/10/2019

1871122 19 08/10/2019

1871144 17 08/10/2019

1871157 18 08/10/2019

1871175 35 08/10/2019
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1871186 35 08/10/2019

1871188 5 08/10/2019

1871189 5 08/10/2019

1871190 5 08/10/2019

1871192 5 08/10/2019

1871193 5 08/10/2019

1871194 11 08/10/2019

1871230 30 08/10/2019

1871236 5 08/10/2019

1871237 5 08/10/2019

1871239 5 08/10/2019

1871244 29 08/10/2019

1871245 44 08/10/2019

1871246 37 08/10/2019

1871271 34 08/10/2019

1871302 19 08/10/2019

1871345 99 08/10/2019

1871448 30 09/10/2019

1871456 37 09/10/2019

1871482 30 09/10/2019

1871534 24 09/10/2019

1871536 6 09/10/2019

1871537 19 09/10/2019

1871556 3 09/10/2019

1871559 8 09/10/2019

1871576 2 09/10/2019

1871680 21 09/10/2019

1871681 21 09/10/2019

1871682 21 09/10/2019

1871683 9 09/10/2019

1871684 5 09/10/2019

1871689 5 09/10/2019

1871690 5 09/10/2019

1871691 5 09/10/2019

1871698 9 09/10/2019

1871764 16 09/10/2019

1871765 16 09/10/2019

1871811 11 09/10/2019

1871824 5 09/10/2019
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1871843 31 09/10/2019

1871862 42 09/10/2019

1871863 42 09/10/2019

1871868 31 09/10/2019

1871885 5 09/10/2019

1871886 5 09/10/2019

1871889 5 09/10/2019

1871890 5 09/10/2019

1871891 5 09/10/2019

1871894 9 09/10/2019

1871895 16 09/10/2019

1871896 16 09/10/2019

1871897 41 09/10/2019

1871898 41 09/10/2019

1871918 30 09/10/2019

1871919 30 09/10/2019

1871930 31 09/10/2019

1871964 18 12/10/2019

1871965 24 12/10/2019

1871967 26 12/10/2019

1871968 35 12/10/2019

1872031 9 12/10/2019

1872034 5 12/10/2019

1872037 5 12/10/2019

1872054 25 12/10/2019

1872057 25 12/10/2019

1872126 42 12/10/2019

1872135 5 12/10/2019

1872138 5 12/10/2019

1872146 40 12/10/2019

1872209 5 12/10/2019

1872210 5 12/10/2019

1872290 16 12/10/2019

1872310 31 12/10/2019

1872311 31 12/10/2019

1872312 31 12/10/2019

1872328 43 12/10/2019

1872363 30 12/10/2019

1872364 30 12/10/2019
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1872457 21 12/10/2019

1872510 7 12/10/2019

1872524 5 12/10/2019

1872526 5 12/10/2019

1872527 5 12/10/2019

1872528 5 12/10/2019

1872530 5 12/10/2019

1872532 5 12/10/2019

1872534 5 12/10/2019

1872535 5 12/10/2019

1872536 5 12/10/2019

1872538 5 12/10/2019

1872541 5 12/10/2019

1872542 5 12/10/2019

1872543 5 12/10/2019

1872544 5 12/10/2019

1872546 5 12/10/2019

1872547 5 12/10/2019

1872548 5 12/10/2019

1872549 5 12/10/2019

1872553 5 12/10/2019

1872591 99 12/10/2019

1872806 11 13/10/2019

1872808 11 13/10/2019

1872820 25 13/10/2019

1872821 25 13/10/2019

1872822 25 13/10/2019

1872823 25 13/10/2019

1872824 25 13/10/2019

1872825 25 13/10/2019

1872860 5 13/10/2019

1872861 5 13/10/2019

1872862 5 13/10/2019

1873015 18 13/10/2019

1873018 41 13/10/2019

1873019 25 13/10/2019

1873020 14 13/10/2019

1873134 25 14/10/2019

1873187 9 14/10/2019
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1873195 25 14/10/2019

1873221 34 14/10/2019

1873268 29 14/10/2019

1873274 99 14/10/2019

1873291 1 14/10/2019

1873292 1 14/10/2019

1873293 1 14/10/2019

1873294 1 14/10/2019

1873295 1 14/10/2019

1873297 1 14/10/2019

1873298 1 14/10/2019

1873299 1 14/10/2019

1873300 1 14/10/2019

1873301 1 14/10/2019

1873302 1 14/10/2019

1873303 1 14/10/2019

1873304 1 14/10/2019

1873305 1 14/10/2019

1873306 40 14/10/2019

1873307 16 14/10/2019

1873309 35 14/10/2019

1873328 36 14/10/2019

1873329 36 14/10/2019

1873408 35 14/10/2019

1873411 99 14/10/2019

1873412 99 14/10/2019

1873414 42 14/10/2019

1873415 25 14/10/2019

1873618 3 15/10/2019

1873619 3 15/10/2019

1873681 1 15/10/2019

1873683 25 15/10/2019

1873715 9 15/10/2019

1873717 35 15/10/2019

1873721 35 15/10/2019

1873748 1 15/10/2019

1873848 5 15/10/2019

1873896 3 15/10/2019

1873909 41 15/10/2019
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1873910 41 15/10/2019

1873975 35 16/10/2019

1874054 99 16/10/2019

1874292 99 16/10/2019

1874314 31 16/10/2019

1874385 35 19/10/2019

1874641 41 20/10/2019

1874669 30 20/10/2019

1874696 16 20/10/2019

1874697 16 20/10/2019

1874698 16 20/10/2019

1874699 16 20/10/2019

1874778 10 20/10/2019

1874815 33 20/10/2019

1875021 41 21/10/2019

1875089 29 21/10/2019

1875091 29 21/10/2019

1875093 29 21/10/2019

1875094 29 21/10/2019

1875145 42 21/10/2019

1875278 25 22/10/2019

1875279 35 22/10/2019

1875280 24 22/10/2019

1875358 35 22/10/2019

1875362 9 22/10/2019

1875671 3 22/10/2019

1875913 8 23/10/2019

1875914 17 23/10/2019

1876009 41 23/10/2019

1876019 44 23/10/2019

1876149 28 26/10/2019

1876468 14 26/10/2019

1876618 5 26/10/2019

1876619 5 26/10/2019

1876640 35 26/10/2019

1876644 20 26/10/2019

1876947 16 27/10/2019

1876948 41 27/10/2019

1876974 20 27/10/2019
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1877037 25 27/10/2019

1877076 7 27/10/2019

1877126 99 27/10/2019

1877142 1 27/10/2019

1877143 1 27/10/2019

1877157 99 27/10/2019

1877158 99 27/10/2019

1877247 5 28/10/2019

1877592 38 28/10/2019

1877613 5 28/10/2019

1877614 5 28/10/2019

1877615 5 28/10/2019

1877616 5 28/10/2019

1877617 5 28/10/2019

1877618 5 28/10/2019

1877619 5 28/10/2019

1877620 5 28/10/2019

1877918 9 29/10/2019

1877919 35 29/10/2019

1877920 11 29/10/2019

1877921 7 29/10/2019

1878032 36 29/10/2019

1878055 5 29/10/2019

1878063 11 29/10/2019

1878088 30 29/10/2019

1878093 1 29/10/2019

1878392 7 30/10/2019

1878395 9 30/10/2019

1878398 16 30/10/2019

1878399 16 30/10/2019

1878413 30 30/10/2019

1878515 9 30/10/2019

1878516 16 30/10/2019

1878517 41 30/10/2019

1878520 16 30/10/2019

1878521 41 30/10/2019

1878588 11 30/10/2019

1878645 29 30/10/2019

1878997 5 03/11/2019
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1879369 99 03/11/2019

1879406 3 03/11/2019

1879484 9 03/11/2019

1879930 9 04/11/2019

1880129 9 04/11/2019

1880440 18 04/11/2019

1881261 5 06/11/2019

1881485 9 06/11/2019

1881804 30 09/11/2019

1881928 24 09/11/2019

1882031 34 09/11/2019

1882249 4 10/11/2019

1882250 4 10/11/2019

1882340 29 10/11/2019

1882341 29 10/11/2019

1882445 30 10/11/2019

1883316 99 12/11/2019

1883503 35 12/11/2019

1883685 42 12/11/2019

1883686 40 12/11/2019

1884063 36 13/11/2019

1884105 33 13/11/2019

1884106 33 13/11/2019

1884198 5 13/11/2019

1884239 9 16/11/2019

1884424 20 16/11/2019

1884425 9 16/11/2019

1884426 7 16/11/2019

1884596 5 16/11/2019

1884597 5 16/11/2019

1884598 5 16/11/2019

1884599 5 16/11/2019

1884600 5 16/11/2019

1884625 1 16/11/2019

1884778 5 16/11/2019

1884779 5 16/11/2019

1884780 5 16/11/2019

1884781 5 16/11/2019

1884782 5 16/11/2019
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1884783 5 16/11/2019

1884784 5 16/11/2019

1884785 5 16/11/2019

1884786 5 16/11/2019

1884787 5 16/11/2019

1884854 9 16/11/2019

1885207 25 17/11/2019

1885252 30 17/11/2019

1885295 9 17/11/2019

1885334 36 17/11/2019

1885633 17 17/11/2019

1886489 41 19/11/2019

1886523 36 19/11/2019

1886528 99 19/11/2019

1886642 33 19/11/2019

1886767 19 20/11/2019

1886768 19 20/11/2019

1887086 41 20/11/2019

1887087 41 20/11/2019

1887088 41 20/11/2019

1887110 9 20/11/2019

1887327 37 23/11/2019

1887329 42 23/11/2019

1887469 34 23/11/2019

1887956 29 24/11/2019

1888375 17 25/11/2019

1888554 99 25/11/2019

1888659 3 25/11/2019

1888747 99 25/11/2019

1888901 34 26/11/2019

1888913 16 26/11/2019

1888914 41 26/11/2019

1888916 16 26/11/2019

1888917 41 26/11/2019

1888919 16 26/11/2019

1888920 41 26/11/2019

1888921 44 26/11/2019

1889097 17 26/11/2019

1889357 7 27/11/2019
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1889633 24 27/11/2019

1889880 99 30/11/2019

1890478 5 01/12/2019

1890922 5 02/12/2019

1890923 5 02/12/2019

1890926 5 02/12/2019

1891038 35 03/12/2019

1891039 38 03/12/2019

1893184 5 08/12/2019

1894014 26 09/12/2019

1894024 34 09/12/2019

1894320 17 10/12/2019

1894778 25 11/12/2019

1894833 99 11/12/2019

1894834 99 11/12/2019

1894835 99 11/12/2019

1894929 30 11/12/2019

1894946 33 11/12/2019

1895466 5 14/12/2019

1895845 5 15/12/2019

1895846 30 15/12/2019

1896120 5 15/12/2019

1896184 30 15/12/2019

1896784 99 16/12/2019

1896932 20 17/12/2019

1897496 37 18/12/2019

1897497 39 18/12/2019

1897499 43 18/12/2019

1897803 12 18/12/2019

1898867 21 21/12/2019

1898868 20 21/12/2019

1899037 99 21/12/2019

1899113 12 21/12/2019

1900037 30 22/12/2019

1900154 7 22/12/2019

1900594 1 23/12/2019

1900773 1 23/12/2019

1900921 5 24/12/2019

1901103 32 24/12/2019
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1901547 42 29/12/2019

1902067 29 29/12/2019

1902068 29 29/12/2019

1902104 99 29/12/2019

1902740 32 30/12/2019

1903052 1 30/12/2019

1903342 30 31/12/2019

1904201 3 01/01/2020

1904842 25 04/01/2020

1905323 25 05/01/2020

1905464 7 05/01/2020

1905587 34 06/01/2020

1905588 34 06/01/2020

1905589 34 06/01/2020

1905590 34 06/01/2020

1905591 34 06/01/2020

1905592 34 06/01/2020

1905593 34 06/01/2020

1905594 34 06/01/2020

1905595 34 06/01/2020

1905596 34 06/01/2020

1905597 34 06/01/2020

1905598 34 06/01/2020

1905599 34 06/01/2020

1905600 34 06/01/2020

1906646 45 08/01/2020

1906647 41 08/01/2020

1907283 3 11/01/2020

1908886 16 14/01/2020

1908887 16 14/01/2020

1910583 6 19/01/2020

1910584 7 19/01/2020

1910585 35 19/01/2020

1912739 99 22/01/2020

1913829 99 27/01/2020

1914078 10 27/01/2020

1915011 16 29/01/2020

1915012 16 29/01/2020

1915197 36 01/02/2020
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1915198 37 01/02/2020

1915199 36 01/02/2020

1915200 37 01/02/2020

1915560 99 03/02/2020

1916983 30 04/02/2020

1916984 30 04/02/2020

1916985 29 04/02/2020

1916986 29 04/02/2020

1916987 29 04/02/2020

1916988 30 04/02/2020

1917588 24 05/02/2020

1921080 41 11/02/2020

1921379 7 11/02/2020

1921728 30 12/02/2020

1922771 36 16/02/2020

1923325 29 16/02/2020

1924727 7 19/02/2020

1926515 5 23/02/2020

1926516 5 23/02/2020

1926517 5 23/02/2020

1927557 36 25/02/2020

1927558 35 25/02/2020

1927560 16 25/02/2020

1927561 9 25/02/2020

1927562 9 25/02/2020

1927563 16 25/02/2020

1927564 35 25/02/2020

1927565 42 25/02/2020

1927566 38 25/02/2020

1927567 37 25/02/2020

1927568 36 25/02/2020

1927569 37 25/02/2020

1927570 36 25/02/2020

1927571 37 25/02/2020

1927572 36 25/02/2020

1927573 42 25/02/2020

1927574 35 25/02/2020

1927575 38 25/02/2020

1927576 9 25/02/2020
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1927577 16 25/02/2020

1927578 36 25/02/2020

1927579 37 25/02/2020

1927581 37 25/02/2020

1927582 36 25/02/2020

1927672 7 25/02/2020

1927957 42 25/02/2020

1928467 99 26/02/2020

1929857 99 03/03/2020

1931693 25 05/03/2020

1931694 25 05/03/2020

1932015 5 08/03/2020

1932088 7 08/03/2020

1932342 11 08/03/2020

1935325 29 12/03/2020

1938283 5 19/03/2020

1938751 99 19/03/2020

1939420 9 22/03/2020

1939421 35 22/03/2020

1939422 38 22/03/2020

1939423 41 22/03/2020

1939424 42 22/03/2020

1939425 9 22/03/2020

1939426 35 22/03/2020

1939427 38 22/03/2020

1939428 41 22/03/2020

1939430 9 22/03/2020

1939431 35 22/03/2020

1939432 38 22/03/2020

1939433 41 22/03/2020

1939435 9 22/03/2020

1939436 35 22/03/2020

1939437 38 22/03/2020

1939438 41 22/03/2020

1939440 9 22/03/2020

1939441 35 22/03/2020

1939442 38 22/03/2020

1939443 41 22/03/2020

1942465 36 29/03/2020
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1942875 30 29/03/2020

1942926 36 29/03/2020

1945683 8 05/04/2020

1954453 14 22/04/2020

1958098 37 29/04/2020

1958099 37 29/04/2020

1958507 7 30/04/2020

1960689 1 05/05/2020

1965356 7 14/05/2020

1966252 16 17/05/2020

1966253 41 17/05/2020

1966254 41 17/05/2020

1966255 37 17/05/2020

1966256 37 17/05/2020

1966257 39 17/05/2020

1966258 39 17/05/2020

1973169 35 31/05/2020

1979218 39 14/06/2020

1979878 5 15/06/2020

1980656 5 16/06/2020

1981293 5 17/06/2020

1982457 30 21/06/2020

1983461 25 22/06/2020

1985110 28 25/06/2020

1987189 45 30/06/2020

1989354 5 06/07/2020

1989892 44 07/07/2020

1991347 16 09/07/2020

1994697 35 16/07/2020

1996643 5 21/07/2020

1996644 5 21/07/2020

1996979 9 22/07/2020

1996980 9 22/07/2020

1996981 9 22/07/2020

1996985 9 22/07/2020

1996987 35 22/07/2020

1996988 35 22/07/2020

1996991 41 22/07/2020

1996992 41 22/07/2020
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1996993 41 22/07/2020

1996997 41 22/07/2020

1999125 42 27/07/2020

2001235 30 29/07/2020

2003202 9 03/08/2020

2004352 30 05/08/2020

2004353 30 05/08/2020

2004354 30 05/08/2020

2004355 30 05/08/2020

2004356 3 05/08/2020

2005436 24 06/08/2020

2008737 99 13/08/2020

2008799 36 13/08/2020

2010486 5 18/08/2020

2010496 25 18/08/2020

2016161 20 30/08/2020

2016162 20 30/08/2020

2016528 25 31/08/2020

2016534 14 31/08/2020

2017618 5 01/09/2020

2018410 35 03/09/2020

2019156 41 06/09/2020

2019157 42 06/09/2020

2019158 35 06/09/2020

2019527 30 07/09/2020

2025105 25 20/09/2020

2026346 9 21/09/2020

2026505 36 21/09/2020

2027084 3 23/09/2020

2027230 12 23/09/2020

2027231 12 23/09/2020

2027232 12 23/09/2020

2027234 12 23/09/2020

2027236 12 23/09/2020

2027237 12 23/09/2020

2027238 12 23/09/2020

2027239 12 23/09/2020

2027998 41 24/09/2020

2028866 7 27/09/2020
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2029729 28 28/09/2020

2030198 3 29/09/2020

2031654 10 01/10/2020

2032599 37 04/10/2020

2035251 25 08/10/2020

3281397 99 19/06/2016
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 

1 The advertisement of IRDI no 4195324 published in TM Journal 1909 dated 08.07.2019 is 
cancelled as Mark is changed as per WIPO notification no ENN/2019/20 dated 15/08/2019. 

2 The advertisement of IRDI no 4136778  published in TM Journal 1903 dated 27.05.2019 is 
cancelled as Mark is changed as per WIPO notification no RIN/2019/24 dated 05/09/2019. 
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SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

1272126 - 42, 745726 - 30: Proprietor Altered to SUGAR & SPICE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED , 
A-6/3, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110057 
SUGAR & SPICE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, SUGAR & SPICE 

1321753 - 19: Proprietor Altered to N.C. ABOOBACKER,N.C MAHAMOOD,P.P. 
MOIDEENKOYA,P.P. ABDULLATHEEF,N.C. SHAHUL HAMEED,KUTTIRI ABDUL AZEEZ 
trading as EVERGREEN PLYWOOD , V.P. 4/829 A,VAZHAYOOOR GRAMA PANCHYATH, 
KARAD PARAMBA P.O PIN-673632, MALAPPURAM, DISTRICT KERALA 
EVERGREEN WOOD INDUSTRIES  

1932626 - 41: Proprietor Altered to DR. AGARWAL’S HEALTH CARE LIMITED , NO19, 
CATHEDRAL ROAD, GOPALAPURAM CHENNAI-600086 
DR.AGARWAL 'S EYE INSTITUTE 

1932627 - 44: Proprietor Altered to DR.AGARWAL HEALTH CARE LIMITED , NO.19, 
CATHEDRAL ROAD, GOPALAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600 086, TAMIL NADU. 
DR.AGARWAL 'S EYE INSTITUTE 

1283064 - 34: Proprietor Altered to SHRI ROHIT KUMAR , K-292, GALI NO. 5,KHADA 
COLONY, KUSAK ROAD, SWAROP NAGAR, DELHI-42 
SHIVAM TRADING CO. 

774126 - 24: Proprietor Altered to LAINIERE DE PICARDIE BC , BUIRE COURCELLES,80200 
PERONNE FRANCE. 
DHJ INTERNATIONAL 

1274601 - 41: Proprietor Altered to RUPTECH EDUCATIONAL INDIA , A-170, WESTERN 
AVENUE, SAINIK FARM, N. DELHI. 
TOBU EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY. 

1932625 - 5: Proprietor Altered to DR.AGARWAL HEALTH CARE LIMITED , NO.19, 
CATHEDRAL ROAD, GOPALAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600 086, TAMIL NADU. 
DR.AGARWAL 'S EYE INSTITUTE 

1932631 - 5: Proprietor Altered to DR.AGARWAL HEALTH CARE LIMITED , NO.19, 
CATHEDRAL ROAD, GOPALAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600 086, TAMIL NADU. 
AGARWAL S EYE INSTITURE 

1932618 - 41: Proprietor Altered to DR.AGARWAL HEALTH CARE LIMITED , NO.19, 
CATHEDRAL ROAD, GOPALAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600 086, TAMIL NADU. 
DR.AGARWAL 'S EYE INSTITUTE 

774211 - 7: Proprietor Altered to PARVINDER KAUR,GURDIP SINGH trading as M/S 
OLYMPIC OVERSEAS , Alamgir Malerkotla Road, 
L'udhiana-l41116,(Punjab) 
S.P. & COMPANY 

1932633 - 16: Proprietor Altered to DR. AGARWAL’S HEALTH CARE LIMITED , NO19, 
CATHEDRAL ROAD, GOPALAPURAM CHENNAI-600086 
AGARWAL S EYE INSTITURE 

699510 - 16: Proprietor Altered to DAUBERT VCI, INC., , 1333 BURR RIDGE PARKWAY, 
SUITE 200, BURR RIDGE, IL 60527, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA.  
DAUBERT COATED PRODUCTS, INC. 

777684 - 29: Proprietor Altered to RATTAN DEEP GUPTA , CHOWK KISHAN PURA 
OPPOSITE P.N.B JALNDHAR. 
SHIV OIL INDUSTRIES 
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1278629 - 42: Proprietor Altered to M/S. SETHI SONS,MANJIT SINGH SETHI, S/O LATE 
AVTAR SINGH SETHI,GURMEET SINGH SETHI, S/O MANJIT SINGH SETHI,KANWALDEEP 
SINGH SETHI, S/O DALJIT SINGH SETHI,HARDEEP SINGH SETHI, S/O DALJIT SINGH SETHI 
,MANDEEP SINGH SETHI, S/O LATE AMARJIT SINGH SETHI trading as M/S. SETHI SONS( a 
partnership firm) , K-185, SARAI JULLENA, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI- 110025 
RANCH CUISINE CONCEPTS PRIVATE LIMITED 

1321754 - 19: Proprietor Altered to N.C. ABOOBACKER,N.C MAHAMOOD,P.P. 
MOIDEENKOYA,P.P. ABDULLATHEEF,N.C. SHAHUL HAMEED,KUTTIRI ABDUL AZEEZ 
trading as EVERGREEN PLYWOOD , V.P. 4/829 A,VAZHAYOOOR GRAMA PANCHYATH, 
KARAD PARAMBA P.O PIN-673632, MALAPPURAM, DISTRICT KERALA 
EVERGREEN WOOD INDUSTRIES  

1074625 - 9, 1068866 - 16, 1068857 - 9, 1074624 - 16, 1068864 - 16, 1068865 - 9, 1068858 - 16, 
1068859 - 9: Proprietor Altered to IBM INTERNATIONAL GROUP BV. , Johan Huizingalaan 
765, 1066 VH Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands. 
COGNOS ULC, COGNOS ULC, COGNOS INCORPORATED, COGNOS ULC, COGNOS ULC, 
COGNOS ULC 

462657 - 3, 462657 - 3, 489161 - 3, 628534 - 3, 1399113 - 3, 2111216 - 5, 1755202 - 5, 1800903 - 
5, 1982980 - 10, 1755200 - 16, 631031 - 3, 707822 - 3, 1106849 - 3, 1311233 - 3, 1389655 - 3, 
1392175 - 3, 1399114 - 3, 1706173 - 3, 1688546 - 3, 482573 - 3, 1843308 - 3, 628684 - 5, 
1706176 - 25, 657763 - 3, 1379618 - 3, 1688543 - 3, 2088385 - 3, 2269666 - 3, 1399112 - 3, 
1311232 - 5, 1280328 - 42, 1311231 - 3, 1337902 - 3, 657765 - 5, 1755201 - 42, 506394 - 3, 
551893 - 3, 733412 - 3, 1389656 - 3, 1379615 - 3, 1915889 - 3, 733415 - 5, 1392176 - 3, 1800902 
- 3, 733413 - 5, 733414 - 3, 1022356 - 3, 1389658 - 3, 1379616 - 3, 1915892 - 3, 2046854 - 3, 
2111215 - 3, 1706174 - 5, 657766 - 3, 1788457 - 5, 1915895 - 5, 1337901 - 3, 1915898 - 5, 
1915897 - 5, 1954920 - 16, 1565125 - 3, 1379617 - 3, 1404840 - 3, 1688545 - 3, 2111214 - 5, 
1954919 - 3, 1865868 - 3, 707741 - 3, 1022354 - 3, 2088387 - 3, 1311234 - 5, 1982978 - 10, 
1982976 - 3, 1874017 - 3, 1311230 - 5, 628685 - 5, 657767 - 5, 1843309 - 9, 1706177 - 35, 
1280327 - 42, 657764 - 3, 1389660 - 3, 1379614 - 3, 689435 - 5, 707821 - 5, 2046853 - 5, 
1159007 - 3, 1280326 - 3, 1311229 - 3, 1389654 - 3, 1527734 - 3, 1915891 - 3, 707740 - 5, 
1954921 - 5, 1706175 - 14, 482573 - 3, 635067 - 3, 689437 - 3: Proprietor Altered to L'OREAL 
INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, , A - Wing, 8th Floor, Marathon Futurex, N.M. Joshi Marg, Lower 
Parel, ~ 
Mumbai - 400 013, Maharashtra India 
CHERYL'S COSMECEUTICALS PVT. LTD., CHERYLS, CHERYL'S COSMECEUTICALS 
PRIVATE LIMITED,, CHERYL'S COSMECEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED, CHERYL'S 
COSMECEUTICALS PVT. LTD., CHERYL'S COSMECEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED, 
CHERYL'S COSMECEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED, CHERYLS COSMECEUTICALS PVT. LTD., 
CHERYL'S COSMECEUTICALS PVT. LTD., CHERYL'S COSMECEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED 

1273155 - 99: Proprietor Altered to MACYS MERCHANDISING GROUP INC. , 11 PENN PLAZA 
NEW YORK 10001 U.S.A 
MACY'S, INC 

1224824 - 3: Proprietor Altered to TULSI DASS SHIVANI , G-17,INDUSTRIAL AREA PANKI 
SITE NO.1, KANPUR, UTTAR PRADESH 
RITU GRAMUDYG SANSTHAN 

670724 - 1: Proprietor Altered to NOVOZYMES A/S , KROGSHOEJVEJ 36, DK-2880 
BAGSVAERD, DENMARK. 
BIOCON LIMITED 

1407334 - 30: Proprietor Altered to M/S. CREAMLINE DAIRY PRODUCTS LTD. , 6-3-
1238/B/21,ASIF AVENUE,RAJBHAVAN ROAD,SOMJIGUDA,HYDERABAD-500 082,A.P. 
CREAMLINE NUTRIENTS LTD., 

699411 - 30: Proprietor Altered to B.MMOHAMED SULAIMAN , 3/1, MAIN ROAD, 
VIKRAVANDI, VILLUPRAM DISTRICT-605652 
B. BASHEER AHMED & BROS., 

1502602 - 9: Proprietor Altered to OLPC, INC. , 848 Brickell Avenue, Suite 307. Miami. Florida 
33131—2943, United States 
ONE LAPTOP PER CHILD ASSOCIATION, INC. 

549458 - 9: Proprietor Altered to N. BOBY THOMAS , No. 1, Lalitha Garden Sannathi Street 
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Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai-600 041, Tamil Nadu, South India
ANNIE THOMES 

543440 - 9: Proprietor Altered to PRADEEP KUMAR HIRAWAT,VIKAS HIRAWAT trading as 
M/s. NATIONAL PIPE PRODUCTS , #14 8a 15 (335/25- 14), HerohalliVillage,Yeshwanthpur, 
Hoblij, Sunkadkatte, Magadi Road, Bangalore-- 560091' 
NATIONAL PIPE PRODUCTS 

1260718 - 7: Proprietor Altered to PASUPATI IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED , 12,RAMA ROAD, 
KISHANGANJ DELHI-110007. 
GUPTA ENGINEERS. 

1415214 - 7: Proprietor Altered to GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED , A-2, Aditya Birla Centre, 
S. K. Ahire Marg, Worli, Mumbai-400 030 
HARSH ELECTRICALS 

516377 - 30: Proprietor Altered to 
R..VAIDYANATHAN,R.GANESAN,R.MURUGESAN,R.MUTHARASU,A.ANBUSWATHY,R.SIVASANKAR,V.JEYA,R.JAG
ANATHAN trading as M.RAMACHANDRAN & BROR , NO.130,CHITRAKARA STREET MADURAI- 623001, 
TAMILNADU 
N.S.MUTHIYA & SONS 

445915 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SANKALP INDIA SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED , 418/1ST 
CROSS ANNIPURA SUDHAMANGAR, BENGALURU -560027 
SHANKAR N. SWAMY 

1053368 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SOHO FLORDIS INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD., , Level 4, 156 
Pacific Highway, St Leonard’s, NSW 2065, Australia 
LUMEN MARKETING COMPANY 

774126 - 24: Proprietor Altered to DHJ INTERNATIONAL , 1 RUE DE MORAT 67600 
SELESTAT FRANCE  
CHARGEURS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH 

642327 - 7: Proprietor Altered to SNAP-ON TECHNOLOGIES INC , 420, barclay BOULEVARD, 
LINCOLNSHIRE, ILLINOIS 60069 , U. S. A.  
SNAP-ON IN  

1257516 - 30: Proprietor Altered to ANIL TAKKAR , GOLD LEAF HOUSE, NEAR RAILWAY 
STATION, KAITHAL (HARYANA). 
TAKKAR (INDIA) TEA CO. 

702116 - 5: Proprietor Altered to BAYER SAS , 16 Rue Jean-Marie Leclair, 69009 Lyon, 
France 
BAYER CROPSCIENCE SA 
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762327 - 28: Proprietor Altered to LUCASFILM LTD. , P.O. BOX 29901, SAN FRANCISCO, 
CALIFORNIA 94129, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
LUCAS LICENSING LTD. 

1253964 - 38: Proprietor Altered to HOLA, S.L., , MIGUEL ANGEL 1 28010 MADRID SPAIN 
HOLA, S.A. 

761867 - 10: Proprietor Altered to SIEMENS HEALTHCARE DIAGNOSTICS INC. , 1717 
DEERFIELD ROAD,DEERFIELD,IL 60015,USA. 
SIEMENS HEALTHCARE DIAGNOSTICS INC. 

1530062 - 10: Proprietor Altered to IDEV TECHNOLOGIES, INC;A DELAWARE 
CORPORATION , 100 Abbott Park Road, Abbott Park, Illinois, USA, 60064 
IDEV TECHNOLOGIES, INC; 

1299319 - 30: Proprietor Altered to R. DHIRAJ JAISWAL , NO. 88/89, MILL ROAD, 
GANDHIPURAM 1st STREET, ERODE - 638 003, ERODE DIST. 
GANAPATHI TRADERS 

1942698 - 4: Proprietor Altered to RIPPLE FRAGRANCES PRIVATE LIMITED , 2768/69, 
HARIPRIYA COMPLEX, TEMLE ROAD, V.V MOHALLA, MYSORE-570002 
HERITAGE AGARBATHIES 

708369 - 9: Proprietor Altered to MUKESH KUMAR GARG , HNO. 4,EXTENSION NO.1-A, 
BEHIND LOKESH CINEMA, NANGLOI,DELHI-110042. 
PANKAJ ELECTRICALS (INDIA). 

642327 - 7: Proprietor Altered to SNAP-ON INCORPORATED , 2801 80TH STREET, 
KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 53143,U.S.A. 
SNAP-ON TECHNOLOGIES INC 

549458 - 9, 1694306 - 9: Proprietor Altered to VSOLV ENGEINEERING INDIA PRIVATE 
LIMITED , NO.14, TEACHERS COLONY, ADYAR, CHENNAI-600020 
M/S.NPT ELECTRONICS, M/S. N.P.T. ELECTRONICS 

711222 - 1: Proprietor Altered to MENELAUS BV , ARCHIMEDESBAAN 18, D 3439 ME 
NIEUWEGEIN, THE NETHERLANDS 
HEDOGA AG 

1374374 - 6: Proprietor Altered to C R I AMALGAMATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED , 7/46-1, 
KEERANTHAN ROAD,SARUVANMPATTI, COIMBATORE-641035, TAMILNADU 
MELTECH CASTINGS PVT. LTD. 

1531072 - 12: Proprietor Altered to STACKPOLE INTERNATIONAL POWDER METAL ULC , 
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA OF 1325 CORMORANT ROAD, ANCASTER, ONTARIO 
L9G,4V5, CANADA 
STACKPOLE POWERTRAIN INTERNATIONAL ULC 

699510 - 16: Proprietor Altered to CP-D ACQUISITION COMPANY, LLC , 12701 SOUTH 
RIDGEWAY AVENUE ALSIP IL 60802 USA 
DAUBERT VCI, INC., 

1300758 - 42: Proprietor Altered to MRS.N. SUBADRA , NO.42,1ST FLOOR, CATHEDRAL 
ROAD,(OPP.STELLAMARIES COLLEGE),CHENNAI 600086 
GANOTREE SWEETS AND SNACKS PVT. LTD 

1260191 - 29: Proprietor Altered to RICOS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED , 621 SOUTH 
FLORES STREET, SAN ANTONIO TEXAS 78204, U. S. A. 
FRANK G. LIBERTO 
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698272 - 6: Proprietor Altered to ACUMENT INTELLECTUAL PROPENIES , 840, WEST LONG 
LAKE ROAD, TROY, MICHIGAN 48098, USA 
TEXTRON INC. 

962332 - 11: Proprietor Altered to ARPANA NAREDI,RITESH NAREDI,AEROWIN 
APPLIANCES INDIA PVT. LTD, trading as YASH INTERNATIONAL , F-17, I.D.A., 
KUKATPALLY, GANDHINAGAR, HYDERABAD 500 037 
YASH INTERNATIONAL 

1494175 - 42: Proprietor Altered to DTTM OPERATIONS LLC , 725 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW 
YORK, NEW YORK 10022, U.S.A. 
DONALD J. TRUMP 

761849 - 9: Proprietor Altered to BAYER HEALTHCARE LLC , 100 BAYER ROAD, 
PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA 15205 USA 
BAYER CORPORATION 

670724 - 1: Proprietor Altered to BAKEX AG , CH.130.0.0004. 304-6 OF FANNRING 1,CH-6403 
KUSSNUCHTAM RIGI, SWITZERLAND 
NOVOZYMES A/S 

1248141 - 99: Proprietor Altered to PRAXIL INVESTMENT (OVERESEAS) LTD. , 29 A Anna 
Komnini Street, Flat2, 1061 Nicosia, Cyprus 
PATAK (SPICES) LIMITED. 

1481928 - 27, 1481925 - 25, 1481915 - 13, 1481908 - 6, 1481904 - 2, 1481913 - 11, 1481907 - 5, 
1481943 - 42, 1481933 - 32, 1481932 - 31, 1481927 - 26, 1481921 - 21, 1481905 - 3, 1481924 - 
24, 1481941 - 40, 1481940 - 39, 1481941 - 40, 1481922 - 22, 1481938 - 37, 1481937 - 36, 
1481936 - 35, 1481918 - 17, 1481916 - 14, 1481912 - 10, 1481911 - 9, 1481906 - 4, 1481942 - 41, 
1481920 - 20, 1481919 - 19, 1481910 - 8, 1481935 - 34, 1481939 - 38, 1481917 - 15, 1481909 - 7, 
1481914 - 12, 1481934 - 33, 1481923 - 23, 1481903 - 1: Proprietor Altered to RAJEEV 
MOHANDAS,RANJANA NAIK trading as VENKATESH NAIK MOHANDAS AND SONS , 
PALAYAM ROAD, CALICUT - 673 001. KERALA 
VENKATESH NAIK MOHANDAS & SONS 

1499038 - 16, 1499039 - 16, 1513014 - 16, 1513021 - 16, 1513017 - 16, 1513011 - 16, 1513013 - 
16, 1500492 - 16, 1493774 - 16: Proprietor Altered to WEMBLEY LABORATERIES LIMITED , 
A-4, LSC, PADAM NAGAR, SARAI ROHILA, A-4, LSC, DELHI-110007 
HENKEL KGAA, HENKEL KGAA, HENKEL KGAA, HENKEL KGAA 

1253776 - 10, 1288172 - 10, 1288173 - 10, 1288174 - 10: Proprietor Altered to NITIN MAHAJAN 
, N-118, Greater Kailash Part-1, New Delhi. 
J. MITRA & COMPANY LTD., J. MITRA & CO PVT. LTD., J. MITRA & CO. LTD. 

1541081 - 20, 1541081 - 35: Proprietor Altered to HTL INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED , 
11 GUL CIRCLE SINGAPORE-629567 
DOMICIL PTE LTD. 

767454 - 24, 767450 - 25, 601272 - 25, 594797 - 25: Proprietor Altered to PRAKASH D. 
BHARWANI , NO..319, AVENUE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 002, KARNATAKA.  
PRAKASH D BHARWANI, BRIGHTWAYS,, BRIGHTWAYS,, BRIGHTWAYS 

1499466 - 30: Proprietor Altered to SMT. SUNITA RANI , HOUSE NO 1994, WARD NO 9, 
SECTOR-9, SECTOR-7, KARNAL-132001-HARYANA  
TARA CHAND RICE MILLS 

1407335 - 30: Proprietor Altered to M/S. CREAMLINE DAIRY PRODUCTS LTD. , 6-3-
1238/B/21,ASIF AVENUE,RAJBHAVAN ROAD,SOMJIGUDA,HYDERABAD-500 082,A.P. 
CREAMLINE NUTRIENTS LTD., 

698844 - 22, 698843 - 21: Proprietor Altered to OCV INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL, LLC , ONE 
OWENS CORNING PARKWAY TOLEDO, OHIO 43659 USA 
OWENS CORNING 

1361787 - 33, 1361786 - 33: Proprietor Altered to RAMINENI DURGA PRASAD , 40-12-5, Flat 
No.304, Vijaya Raghava Pratusha Towers, Patamata Lanka, Vijayawada - 520 010 (A.P). 
ARD ENTERPRISES 

1361743 - 1, 1361744 - 1: Proprietor Altered to TOSOH CORPORATION. , 4560, KAISEI-CHO, 
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SHUNAN-SHI, YAMAGUCHI, 746-8501, JAPAN.
NIPPON POLYURETHANE INDUSTRY CO. LTD. 

1507075 - 25, 2276627 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MR. MAYANK LAKHANI , HOUSE NO. 1334-
1399, SECTOR 14, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121001 
LAKHANI INDIA LTD, LAKHANI INDIA LIMITED 

1593349 - 7, 1593346 - 21, 1593345 - 11: Proprietor Altered to MANGILAL,HEMRAJ 
JAIN,SUNIL KUMAR BABULAL JAIN trading as M/s. NAVKAR MARKETING , NO: 08, 15TH 
CROSS, 4TH MAIN, SAMPANGIRAM NAGAR, BANGALORE – 560 027, KARNATAKA, INDIA. 
MANGILAL 

755025 - 4, 755044 - 11, 755587 - 1: Proprietor Altered to BG INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
LIMITED , 100 THAMES VALLEY PARK DRIVE, READING, BERKSHIRE, RG6 1PT, UNITED 
KINGDOM. 
BG PLC., BG PLC. 
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642329 - 6: Proprietor Altered to SNAP-ON INCORPORATED , 2801 80th Street, Kenosha, 
Wisconsin 53143, U.S.A. 
SNAP-ON IN  

1502739 - 99, 1502739 - 24, 1502739 - 27: Proprietor Altered to FIBERTEX NONWOVENS A/S , 
Svendborgvej 2, 9220 Aalborg Qst, Denmark 
FIBERTEX A/S 

1499052 - 35, 1500009 - 35, 1332214 - 35: Proprietor Altered to CARTRIDGE WORLD 
AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. (FORMERLY KNOWN AS CW AUSTNEWCO PTY LTD.) , Ground 
LeveL 200 Greenhill Road, Eastwood SA 5063, Australia. 
CW AUSTNEWCO PTY. LTD. 

711222 - 1: Proprietor Altered to HEDOGA AG , ZELLWEGSTRASSE 17, 9056 GAIS, 
SWITZERLAND. 
K2R PRODUKTE AG 

698272 - 6: Proprietor Altered to SPS TECHNOLOGIES LLC , 301,HIGHLAND AVENUE, 
JENKINTOWN, PARK AVENUE, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA 
ACUMENT INTELLECTUAL PROPENIES 

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

711222 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to K2R PRODUKTE AG
K-2-R PRODUKTE A.G. 

762327 - 28: Proprietor Name Altered to LUCASFILM LTD. LLC
LUCASFILM LTD. 

715081 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to KNOLL GMBH.
KNOLL AG. 

1273928 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to VLCC PERSONAL CARE LIMITED
VLCC PERSONAL CARE LIMITED 

1233746 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to BEAUTYGE BEAUTY GROUP, S.L,
THE COLOMER GROUP SPAIN, S. L. 

702116 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to AVENTIS CROPSCIENCE SA
RHONE - POULENC AGROCHIMIE 

702116 - 5, 1082643 - 5, 1053771 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to BAYER CROPSCIENCE SA 
AVENTIS CROPSCIENCE SA 

1377171 - 32, 1262380 - 99, 1368944 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to THE SAUL ZAENTZ 
COMPANY 
THE SAUL ZAENTZ COMPANY DBA TOLKIEN ENTERPRISES 

1457474 - 5, 1453675 - 5, 1453675 - 5, 1453675 - 5, 1453662 - 5, 1453683 - 5, 1453671 - 5, 
1453684 - 5, 1453683 - 5, 1453682 - 5, 1453667 - 5, 1453669 - 5, 1453668 - 5, 1453679 - 5, 
1453675 - 5, 857804 - 5, 857800 - 5, 857833 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to USV PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
USV LIMITED 

1511107 - 37, 1511106 - 36, 1511105 - 35, 1511104 - 16, 1511098 - 42, 1511091 - 35, 1511097 - 
39, 1511096 - 35, 1511095 - 42, 1511094 - 40, 1511093 - 37, 1511092 - 36, 1511091 - 35, 
1511090 - 42, 1511089 - 39, 1465745 - 39, 1365002 - 39: Proprietor Name Altered to 
NATIONAL BULK HANDLING CORPORATION PRIVATE LIMITED 
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NATIONAL BULK HANDLING CORPORATION LIMITED

243739 - 1, 874010 - 1, 1407580 - 1, 1669672 - 1, 649144 - 1, 649141 - 1, 649314 - 1, 267285 - 1, 
649313 - 1, 760920 - 19, 1535447 - 1, 1669673 - 1, 1673712 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 
495 Metro Place South, Dublin, Ohio 43017, USA 
ASK CHEMICALS L.P., 

1266383 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to M-4, Mezzanine Floor, South Extension Part-II, 
New Delhi-110049 
M/S WAVE DISTILLERIES & BREWERIES LIMITED 

762327 - 28: Proprietor Address Altered to One Letterman Drive, Bldg.B, San Francisco, 
California 94129, United States of America. 
LUCASFILM LTD. LLC 

737094 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to HUDA SECTOR-23A, GURGAON-122017, 
HARYANA. 
EDUCATE INDIA SOCIETY 

699510 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 1333 Burr Ridge Parkway, Suite 200, Burr Ridge, 
Illinois 60527-0833, USA 
DAUBERT VCI, INC., 

702116 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 55 Avenue René Cassin, 69909 Lyon (France)
AVENTIS CROPSCIENCE SA 

696291 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to Viale lndustria, 887 — 21020 Malgesso (VA) — 
Italy 
INDUSTRIE ILPEA S.P.A. 

735138 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 45 RUE DE VILLIERS 92526, NEULLY SUR SEINE, 
FRANCE. 
THALES AVIONICS S.A. 

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  

1831466 - 37: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the 
virtue of an affidavit of Dated 

1255554 - 35: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the 
virtue of an affidavit of Dated 

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  

754291 - 12:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'MOTOR LAND VEHICLES, PARTS AND FITTING THEREOF AND ACCESSORIES 
THEREFOR,MOTOR LAND VEHICLES. ' of class 12 from the goods for which the trademark 
is registered. 

1248282 - 5:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, HERBS FOR MEDICINAL 
PURPOSES, MEDICINAL HERBS, MEDICINAL OILS, MEDICINAL INFUSIONS, PURE 
EXTRACTS OF MEDICINAL PLANTS AND HERBS, FOODSTUFFS FOR MEDICINAL 
PURPOSES, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES. ' of class 5 from the goods for which 
the trademark is registered. 

1283756 - 99:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'SUITS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SPAGHETTI BLOUSES, VEST, WAISTCOAT, 
SLEEVELESS SHIRT, OVERCOAT, JACKET, PULLOVER, ANORAK, BATHROBE, KNITTED 
SHIRT, TRACKSUIT, GOWN SUIT, SHORTS, TROUSER, SKIRTS, BOILER SUIT, 
UNDERWEAR, SCARF, SHAWLS, HATS, STOCKINGS, SOCKS, GLOVES (CLOTHING), TIE, 
BELT (CLOTHING), SHOES, FOOTWEAR, CASUAL SHOES, SLIPPER , SPORT SHOES, HIGH 
HEELED SHOES, BOOTS AND SANDAL. ' of class 25 from the goods for which the 
trademark is registered. 
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'BAGS FOR TRAVEL, SHOPPING BAGS, BACKPACKS, BAGS FOR CAMPERS, BAGS 
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FOR CLIMBERS, BEACH BAGS, BRIEFCASES, GAME BAGS, GARMENT BAGS, 
HANDBAGS, NET BAGS, POCKET WALLETS, PURSES, SCHOOL BAGS, SCHOOL 
SATCHELS, SUITCASES, TRAVELLING TRUNKS, LUGGAGE, BELTS, FUR , KEY CASES, 
LEATHER , PARASOLS, PELTS, IMITATION LEATHER. ' of class 18 from the goods for 
which the trademark is registered. 

LABLE ALTERED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  

1745425 - 33, 1339610 - 32, 1339609 - 33: The Trademark has been altered to the form as 
shown below 

1745424 - 32: The Trademark has been altered to the form as shown below

670724 - 1: Address for Service is altered to D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE - 1, 
GURGAON - 122 002, INDIA., 

735586 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
Gurgaon 122002, 

1267488 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR 
SECTOR 14 ROHINI DELHI 110085, 

1268428 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 31/42, PUNJABI BAGH (W), NEW DELHI-
110026., 
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736513 - 16, 1732164 - 99, 795327 - 16, 1764427 - 16, 826205 - 16, 807241 - 16, 1411998 - 16, 
1794593 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. 
G. ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, 

731822 - 27: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR HL ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK 
PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075, 

1236560 - 37: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, 
SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA), 

1260718 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 568 G.F.WESTERN WING TIS HAZARI COURTS 
DELHI-54, 

1239883 - 4: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, 
SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA), 

1233173 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9, 

774126 - 24: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO. 704, THE CASTLE, PLOT 36-
A,SECTOR-56, GURGAON-110002. (HARYANA)., 

1260191 - 29: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi 
Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India, 

520350 - 1: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA, 

1239882 - 4: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, 
SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA), 

762327 - 28: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301,

710803 - 30: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 
110049, trademarks@indiaip.com 

1236558 - 42: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, 
SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA), 

1053368 - 5: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi 
Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India, 

1320023 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA, 

717195 - 11: Address for Service is altered to HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S 
PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069, 

766237 - 16: Address for Service is altered to Khaitan & Co.
One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 
841 Senapati Bapat Marg, 
Elphinstone Road, 
Mumbai 400 013., 

746007 - 24: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR 
HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6, 

710801 - 29: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 
110049, trademarks@indiaip.com 
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701516 - 25: Address for Service is altered to HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, 
Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA, info@hkindia.com 

1240068 - 99: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, 
SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA), 

702116 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
Gurgaon 122002, trademark@depenning.com 

1335681 - 42: Address for Service is altered to PMG ASSOCIATES
EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR 
PALARIVATTOM 
COCHIN - 682025, info@pmgip.com 

1500342 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 
700 025, INDIA., 

1314461 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA, 

1499038 - 16, 1493774 - 16, 1513014 - 16, 1500492 - 16, 1499039 - 16, 1513017 - 16, 1513021 - 
16, 1513011 - 16, 1513013 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 14/55, PUNJABI BAGH ( 
WEST ) NEW DELHI - 110 026., 

760542 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 1 SILVER OAK AVENUE, DLF PHASE-1, 
GURGAON - 122002 - 01, 

735323 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, 
NEW DELHI-110 005., 

736849 - 14, 736850 - 14: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual 
Property Attorneys, 109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region, 

718499 - 4: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400 
036, 

698843 - 21, 698844 - 22: Address for Service is altered to PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 
201301, 

1294377 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 
019., 

1266383 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 
35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA., 

1851070 - 5, 1816706 - 5, 1813992 - 30, 839317 - 5, 839319 - 5, 839323 - 5, 839325 - 5, 839324 - 
5, 833967 - 5, 833966 - 5, 833958 - 5, 833965 - 5, 833963 - 5, 833958 - 5, 833965 - 5, 833962 - 5, 
833970 - 5, 833957 - 5, 833961 - 5, 833960 - 5, 1752726 - 5, 1752727 - 5, 469792 - 5, 1666833 - 
5, 467586 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 
110006, sna@sna-ip.com 
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1233752 - 10: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49,

429521 - 30, 327796 - 30: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM 
AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015, 

735942 - 31: Address for Service is altered to B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 
013., 

701877 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 
013., trademark@anandandanand.com 

402519 - 5, 662313 - 10, 429484 - 29, 461208 - 30, 488025 - 16, 429483 - 29, 396729 - 10, 
662323 - 30, 662321 - 25, 476703 - 29, 662320 - 24, 662312 - 9, 476700 - 29, 662317 - 17, 
442396 - 5, 469477 - 5, 662319 - 21, 461207 - 29, 442398 - 10, 662322 - 29, 662315 - 14, 662316 
- 16, 469478 - 10, 429460 - 30, 662309 - 6, 662311 - 8, 662311 - 8, 429459 - 30, 662310 - 7: 
Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH 
ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU, 
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

513528 30 15/10/2019 14:22:36

554664 21 15/10/2019 10:12:32

554685 9 15/10/2019 10:13:07

554815 3 16/10/2019 11:04:30

634103 17 15/10/2019 14:23:06

1027031 9 15/10/2019 10:14:11

1027034 16 15/10/2019 10:14:51

1027042 9 15/10/2019 10:15:15

1027134 30 15/10/2019 10:16:19

1027143 9 15/10/2019 10:16:48

1027157 16 15/10/2019 10:17:16

1027436 25 15/10/2019 10:18:18

1027501 11 15/10/2019 10:18:56

1027558 5 15/10/2019 10:19:26

1027562 5 15/10/2019 10:19:55

1027568 10 15/10/2019 10:21:41

1027677 9 15/10/2019 10:20:55

1027740 16 15/10/2019 11:01:23

1027741 16 15/10/2019 11:01:46

1027747 7 15/10/2019 11:02:08

1027751 11 15/10/2019 11:02:28

1027753 16 15/10/2019 11:02:51

1027797 11 15/10/2019 11:03:15

1027804 34 15/10/2019 11:03:40

1027807 12 15/10/2019 11:04:02

1027815 14 15/10/2019 11:04:25

1027818 25 15/10/2019 11:04:48

1027820 25 15/10/2019 11:05:14

1027823 32 15/10/2019 11:07:45

1027825 16 15/10/2019 11:08:12

1027826 32 15/10/2019 11:08:42

1027827 19 15/10/2019 11:09:07

1027828 9 15/10/2019 11:09:30

1027840 12 15/10/2019 11:09:53

1027841 12 15/10/2019 11:10:14

1027847 5 15/10/2019 11:10:36

1027849 9 15/10/2019 11:10:59

1027851 8 15/10/2019 11:11:28

1027853 22 15/10/2019 11:11:52

1027854 22 15/10/2019 11:12:14
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1027855 16 15/10/2019 11:12:46

1027856 7 15/10/2019 11:14:19

1027857 12 15/10/2019 11:14:45

1027859 3 15/10/2019 11:15:07

1027860 5 15/10/2019 11:15:35

1027861 5 15/10/2019 11:16:22

1027868 16 15/10/2019 11:16:45

1027870 5 15/10/2019 14:23:41

1027875 7 15/10/2019 11:17:31

1027876 11 15/10/2019 11:17:53

1027877 30 15/10/2019 11:26:27

1027880 16 15/10/2019 11:26:53

1027881 25 15/10/2019 11:27:15

1027888 16 15/10/2019 11:27:45

1027889 25 15/10/2019 11:28:11

1027893 30 15/10/2019 11:30:31

1027896 6 15/10/2019 11:30:57

1027897 16 15/10/2019 11:31:20

1027898 16 15/10/2019 11:31:42

1027901 25 15/10/2019 11:32:20

1027907 5 15/10/2019 11:32:42

1027908 5 15/10/2019 11:33:04

1027910 5 15/10/2019 11:33:32

1027914 9 15/10/2019 11:34:07

1027921 9 15/10/2019 11:34:30

1027923 5 15/10/2019 11:35:31

1027924 5 15/10/2019 11:35:58

1027927 19 15/10/2019 11:36:18

1027928 5 15/10/2019 11:36:50

1027929 5 15/10/2019 11:37:17

1027931 5 15/10/2019 11:37:58

1027932 5 15/10/2019 11:38:36

1027933 16 15/10/2019 11:38:59

1027936 3 15/10/2019 11:39:41

1027937 9 15/10/2019 11:40:06

1027938 25 15/10/2019 11:40:30

1027939 16 15/10/2019 11:40:57

1027940 16 15/10/2019 11:41:37

1027941 16 15/10/2019 11:42:12
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1027942 16 15/10/2019 14:24:14

1027943 5 15/10/2019 11:42:42

1027946 25 15/10/2019 11:43:10

1027948 25 15/10/2019 11:43:40

1027958 5 15/10/2019 11:44:08

1027998 30 15/10/2019 11:44:53

1028001 30 15/10/2019 11:45:18

1028006 16 15/10/2019 11:46:16

1028007 9 15/10/2019 12:29:10

1028013 16 15/10/2019 12:30:26

1028016 9 15/10/2019 14:24:57

1028017 7 15/10/2019 12:31:00

1028019 11 15/10/2019 12:31:29

1028022 25 15/10/2019 12:32:00

1028027 25 15/10/2019 12:32:21

1028034 3 15/10/2019 12:32:55

1028050 3 15/10/2019 12:33:17

1028051 9 15/10/2019 12:33:37

1028060 29 15/10/2019 12:34:00

1028061 30 15/10/2019 12:34:26

1028062 34 15/10/2019 12:34:46

1028063 31 15/10/2019 12:35:13

1028064 34 15/10/2019 12:35:35

1028065 33 15/10/2019 12:35:58

1028066 32 15/10/2019 12:36:19

1028067 31 15/10/2019 12:36:43

1028079 3 15/10/2019 12:37:03

1028080 30 15/10/2019 12:37:24

1028092 16 15/10/2019 12:37:53

1028093 20 15/10/2019 12:38:18

1028099 16 15/10/2019 12:38:40

1028100 16 15/10/2019 12:39:05

1028101 16 15/10/2019 12:39:28

1028103 2 15/10/2019 12:39:49

1028108 5 15/10/2019 12:40:10

1028109 5 15/10/2019 12:40:30

1028110 5 15/10/2019 12:40:51

1028113 12 15/10/2019 12:41:12

1028117 12 15/10/2019 12:41:55
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1028125 30 15/10/2019 12:42:31

1028133 11 15/10/2019 14:27:10

1028147 19 15/10/2019 14:27:44

1028173 9 15/10/2019 14:28:49

1028174 25 15/10/2019 14:29:14

1028185 31 16/10/2019 11:05:13

1028187 9 15/10/2019 14:30:03

1028210 25 15/10/2019 14:40:24

1028213 25 15/10/2019 14:42:58

1028214 25 15/10/2019 14:43:19

1028218 25 15/10/2019 14:43:46

1028223 16 15/10/2019 14:56:29

1028225 5 15/10/2019 14:57:29

1028227 5 15/10/2019 14:57:52

1028228 5 15/10/2019 14:58:15

1028236 16 15/10/2019 14:58:38

1028237 5 15/10/2019 14:59:12

1028238 11 15/10/2019 14:59:38

1028239 9 15/10/2019 15:00:34

1028242 6 15/10/2019 15:00:57

1028244 25 15/10/2019 15:01:41

1028252 5 15/10/2019 15:02:05

1028260 25 15/10/2019 15:02:41

1028262 16 15/10/2019 15:03:11

1028263 30 15/10/2019 15:03:39

1028264 7 15/10/2019 15:04:03

1028265 11 15/10/2019 15:05:00

1028268 9 15/10/2019 15:08:23

1028269 16 15/10/2019 15:09:28

1028273 5 15/10/2019 15:11:36

1028274 5 15/10/2019 15:12:00

1028284 24 15/10/2019 15:12:21

1028285 5 15/10/2019 15:12:43

1028286 5 15/10/2019 15:13:34

1028292 9 15/10/2019 15:13:58

1028303 25 15/10/2019 15:14:21

1028304 33 15/10/2019 15:14:44

1028318 16 15/10/2019 15:15:10

1028319 16 15/10/2019 15:15:30
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1028320 5 15/10/2019 15:15:57

1028323 7 15/10/2019 15:17:19

1028327 3 16/10/2019 11:06:10

1028328 3 15/10/2019 15:17:44

1028329 5 15/10/2019 15:18:19

1028334 16 15/10/2019 15:18:49

1028337 12 15/10/2019 15:19:12

1028343 7 16/10/2019 11:06:42

1028344 9 16/10/2019 11:07:07

1028345 10 16/10/2019 10:46:53

1028346 11 16/10/2019 11:07:30

1028347 12 16/10/2019 10:47:22

1028349 25 16/10/2019 10:47:45

1028355 25 16/10/2019 10:48:09

1028358 31 16/10/2019 10:48:31

1028359 31 16/10/2019 10:48:54

1028360 3 16/10/2019 10:49:19

1028361 3 16/10/2019 10:49:44

1028362 3 16/10/2019 10:50:08

1028363 3 16/10/2019 10:50:39

1028369 5 16/10/2019 10:51:07

1028370 5 16/10/2019 10:51:38

1028403 15 16/10/2019 10:52:06

1028404 28 16/10/2019 10:52:32

1028405 2 16/10/2019 11:08:04

1028409 15 16/10/2019 10:53:08

1028430 12 16/10/2019 10:53:45

1028456 30 16/10/2019 10:58:37

1028457 30 16/10/2019 10:59:03

1028458 30 16/10/2019 10:59:29

1028465 1 16/10/2019 10:59:55

1028466 1 16/10/2019 11:00:21

1028468 1 16/10/2019 11:00:51

1028470 5 16/10/2019 11:08:33

1028490 30 16/10/2019 11:08:59

1028491 29 16/10/2019 11:09:21

1028504 25 16/10/2019 11:14:40

1028505 25 16/10/2019 11:15:06

1028508 9 16/10/2019 11:15:44
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1028526 5 16/10/2019 11:16:19

1028606 30 16/10/2019 11:16:47

1028626 5 16/10/2019 11:18:06

1028629 32 16/10/2019 12:11:57

1028633 30 16/10/2019 11:18:52

1028636 3 16/10/2019 11:33:10

1028637 30 16/10/2019 11:32:02

1028638 32 16/10/2019 11:33:46

1028639 32 16/10/2019 11:34:12

1028644 9 16/10/2019 11:35:01

1028645 9 16/10/2019 11:35:33

1028672 18 16/10/2019 11:36:00

1028675 11 16/10/2019 11:36:35

1028688 9 16/10/2019 11:36:57

1028689 9 16/10/2019 12:10:24

1028690 9 16/10/2019 11:37:26

1028691 18 16/10/2019 11:38:51

1028692 18 16/10/2019 11:39:23

1028699 12 16/10/2019 11:40:19

1028701 9 16/10/2019 11:42:11

1028734 5 16/10/2019 11:43:12

1028736 24 16/10/2019 11:43:45

1028738 24 16/10/2019 11:46:34

1028739 24 16/10/2019 11:47:05

1028764 9 16/10/2019 11:49:17

1028767 5 16/10/2019 11:50:52

1028768 16 16/10/2019 11:52:17

1028769 16 16/10/2019 11:52:53

1028770 24 16/10/2019 12:12:49

1028772 5 16/10/2019 11:55:52

1028773 25 16/10/2019 11:56:22

1028774 30 16/10/2019 12:10:54

1028776 23 16/10/2019 11:56:49

1028777 6 16/10/2019 11:57:18

1028781 3 16/10/2019 12:02:01

1028801 9 16/10/2019 12:03:11

1028802 32 16/10/2019 12:03:38

1028805 28 16/10/2019 12:04:06

1028806 12 16/10/2019 12:04:38
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1028807 5 16/10/2019 12:05:05

1028811 12 16/10/2019 12:05:44

1028827 9 16/10/2019 12:06:09

1028829 9 16/10/2019 12:07:00

1028839 18 16/10/2019 12:07:30

1028840 18 16/10/2019 12:08:08

1028841 18 16/10/2019 12:08:42

1028849 26 16/10/2019 14:11:30

1028851 16 16/10/2019 14:13:15

1028895 30 16/10/2019 14:13:40

1028935 16 16/10/2019 14:14:02

1028952 14 16/10/2019 14:14:26

1028953 16 16/10/2019 14:15:05

1028954 18 16/10/2019 14:15:31

1028955 21 16/10/2019 14:16:12

1028956 24 16/10/2019 14:16:34

1028957 25 16/10/2019 14:16:55

1028958 27 16/10/2019 14:17:18

1028960 29 16/10/2019 14:17:39

1028961 30 16/10/2019 14:18:09

1028966 31 16/10/2019 14:18:52

1028967 31 16/10/2019 14:19:16

1028973 5 16/10/2019 14:19:40

1028976 16 16/10/2019 14:20:01

1028978 8 16/10/2019 14:20:28

1028988 24 16/10/2019 14:20:52

1028996 30 16/10/2019 14:21:14

1028999 2 16/10/2019 14:21:41

1029001 2 16/10/2019 14:22:05

1029007 11 16/10/2019 14:22:52

1029008 30 16/10/2019 14:23:16

1029009 30 16/10/2019 14:23:58

1029020 5 16/10/2019 14:24:52

1029021 5 16/10/2019 14:26:47

1029022 5 16/10/2019 14:27:20

1029024 5 16/10/2019 14:27:50

1029025 5 16/10/2019 14:28:11

1029026 5 16/10/2019 14:28:37

1029027 5 16/10/2019 14:29:01
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1029028 5 16/10/2019 14:29:27

1029029 5 16/10/2019 14:29:52

1029030 5 16/10/2019 14:30:14

1029031 5 16/10/2019 14:30:38

1029110 24 16/10/2019 14:31:10

1029111 24 16/10/2019 14:31:38

1029122 3 16/10/2019 14:32:02

1029125 1 16/10/2019 14:32:25

1029126 7 16/10/2019 14:58:45

1029132 5 16/10/2019 14:59:09

1029176 3 16/10/2019 14:59:32

1029178 11 16/10/2019 14:59:54

1029207 9 16/10/2019 15:00:19

1029225 30 16/10/2019 15:00:41

1029228 34 16/10/2019 15:01:22

1029231 34 16/10/2019 15:05:02

1029248 24 16/10/2019 15:05:32

1029250 18 16/10/2019 15:06:05

1029252 2 16/10/2019 15:06:36

1029259 3 16/10/2019 15:07:03

1029261 5 16/10/2019 15:08:32

1029276 5 16/10/2019 15:09:30

1029278 5 16/10/2019 15:10:05

1029279 5 16/10/2019 15:10:29

1029281 5 16/10/2019 15:11:07

1029282 5 16/10/2019 15:11:48

1029285 5 16/10/2019 15:12:15

1029286 5 16/10/2019 15:12:50

1029291 5 16/10/2019 15:13:29

1029293 5 16/10/2019 15:13:50

1029294 5 16/10/2019 15:14:27

1029295 5 16/10/2019 15:14:53

1029296 5 16/10/2019 15:16:39

1029298 5 16/10/2019 15:17:10

1029299 5 16/10/2019 15:17:31

1029300 5 16/10/2019 15:17:54

1029302 5 16/10/2019 15:18:23

1029303 5 16/10/2019 15:18:48

1029304 5 16/10/2019 15:19:11
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1029308 5 16/10/2019 15:19:36

1029310 25 16/10/2019 15:20:14

1029311 12 16/10/2019 15:20:55

1029312 31 16/10/2019 15:21:16

1029315 5 16/10/2019 15:23:44

1029316 5 16/10/2019 16:00:48

1029317 5 16/10/2019 16:01:12

1029318 5 16/10/2019 16:01:33
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1924 ,   21/10/2019

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037

7960




